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This is a report of the findings and recommendations of an evaluation of AID-assisted 
activities to strengthen the rule of law and the role of the Independent me& and to 

. introduce r e f o m  in the education systems of Bulgaria, Lithuania and P o l d  The activities 
currently are being supported through three regional projects which have received funding 
in FYs 1991, 1992 and 6993. They are the Rule of Law (18MW)20), Political and Social 
Rocess (18Mnnl) and Independent Media (180.0022). The funds have been made 
available to the activities through several interagency W e r  agreements with USIA and 

- through grants to the American Bar Association's Central and Eastern Europeaa Law 
Initiative program (CEELI) and to the International Media Fund (IMF) through USIA. 

The evaluation was performed by a seven-person team consisting of a teart leader and two 
specialists in each of the.areas of: legal and judicial activities, education and curriculum 
reform and the operation of the media. The team spent three days in Washington reviewing 
the available project documentation and holding interviews with persons in ALD, the 
Department of State, USIA, the IMF, the VOA and the American Bar Association who 
were involved in or knowledgeable about the operation of the activities. The team then 
spent three weeks in Poland, Lithuania and Bulgaria between March 18 and April 8, 1993 
where it visited several of the organizations involved in the activities and conducted 
i n t e ~ e w s  with more than 150 persons concerning the operation of the activities and the 
current state and prospects for work in the areas of concern. Responding to the guidance 
provided in the initial discussions with ALD. personnel in Washingon, the Evaluation Team 
placed emphasis on making recommendations concerning the future direction of the three 
projects being assessed rather than on assessling responsibility for the successes and 
shor$alls observed in the activities. 

The following summarizes the major findings and recommendations of the report. 

Rule of Law 

. The ROL program is h a d g  sufficient impact to justify its continuation in the three 
countries which were visited. The possible exception is Poland which is further 
advanced than the others and whose legal authorities have become sensitive to 
receiving advice from external sowces. 

Priority for work under the ROL program should be given to issues related to 
support of the growing private sector economy and to dealing with the problems of 
economic crime, organized crime and government corruption, 



There is not a convincing development reason for having separate ROL programs 
run by CEW and USIA and there are some disadvantages. CEELI could provide 
the full range of services required. 

Advisors sent to do in-cowtry work do not spend enough time inamtry nor receive 
as much advance preparation and support as would be necessary for them to be fully 
effective. More care should be exercised in iden- appropriate work situations 
for the advisors and more effort placed on identiEyiog advisors with area experience 
or more resources devoted to providing the advisors with orientation about the local 
legal systems and related mattem Advisors should be sent for longer periods even 
if this means that they will have to be paid commercial level rather than volunteer 
level compensation and even if it means that fmer advison can be sent. 

. While many persons commented favorably on the CEELJ commentaries on drafit 
legislation, the commentaries did not have notikble impact on the legislative 
process and in some instances did not reflect understanding of the local legal culture 
and institutions. This aspect of the program should be given less importance in the 
future and the process modified to address the weaknesses noted. 

e More attention should be paid to forming linkages to national institutions in the legal 
sector including private bar assodations and training centers for justice sector 
personnel. 

Education Relorn 

. Little progress has 'ken made on reforming the education structure, the curricula 
and the teaching methods inherited from the previous communist era. The will to 
reform is weak 

. The education reform program is being carried out through p r e d t i n g  USIA 
programs which have not been modified to focus on curricular reform. The program 
has not adopted an approach which integrates reforms to structure, curricula and 
teaching methods. 

. Relatively weak support for education reform in the countries visited together with 
the large resource needs of a program which would support integrated reform of 
education (at whatever level) make education reform the least promisii of the three 
programs for future A.I.D. support. 

. If the education reform program is continued in the future it should include 
continued support for the work of the Ohio State Education Program in Poland and 
involve modification of the USIA exchange programs and the Books for Democracy 
program so that they directly support the reform work being carried out. 



Independent Media 

There has been impressive growtb in the independent media in the three countries 
visited. The number of newspapers and periodicals has exploded. The number of 
private radio stations has jumped significantly. h Poland even the number of private 
TV ch$1111els has increased several fold 

. . 
The independeat media program has had several favorable impacts and deserves to 
be continued. It provided support to private news gathering and reporting agencies 
in LithU;ania and Bulgaria which are having success and providing a useful s e ~ c e .  
It has been instrumental in starting or strengthening five private radio stations in 
Bulgaria It has assisted the Media Resource Center in P O W  which is making mcb 
progress that it may develop. into a new, practically-oriented journalism trainhg 
institution 

The main constraints to the further development of the independent media are the 
poor economic conditions hcing investors (especially in Lithuania and Poland), the 
lack of journalistic tradition of fact above opinion and the lack of practical training 
in the technical a d  business aspects of running a commeruaUy operated media 
outlet. 

Given the economic situation it is more important than ever important that 
equipment should be supplied to a media outlet only after close review of the 
economic prospects of the outlet and in response to a well thought-out business plan 
fiom the outlet. 

Technical assistance and training for media p e r s o ~ e l  should be focused on practical 
matters. Visits should be of one to three months duration and planned in close 
collaboration with the national institutions involved. 

The program should be expanded to include work on establishing or strengthening 
national training in journalism. A practical rather than an academic focus should be 
taken. 

General 

. The k1.D. field offices are not staffed with the technical expertise necessary to meet 
the design and monitoring responsibilities of the programs. A.I.D. should establish 
one or more positions in the region under each program to have mdtiauntry 
respansibility for assisting A.I.D. in design and monitoring. Those persons also could 
foster more attention to addressing problems on a regionwide basis and to arranging 
for more interchange of experience among the various k1.D. country programs. 

. Greater emphasis should be placed on the use of in-region institutions and personnel 
to work on the common problems identified under each of the three programs. 



11. PREFACE 

A. INTRODUCIION 

During the past several years kIJ).'s European Bureau has provided funding for activities 
which are to foster and strengthen democratic institutions in Eastern Europe. Among them 
were activities to strengthen the rule of law olld the role of thc independent medra and to 

- introduce reforms in the education systems. These activities currently are being supported 
through three regional projects which have received funding la FYs 1991,1992 and 1993. 
They are the Rule of Law (180-0020), Political and Social Process (180-0021) and 
Independent Media (180-0022). The total of funds obligated as of March 1993 under those 
regional projects for these activities are: Rule of Law - $1.6 million; Independent Media - - $5.75 million; Political and Social Process - $7.72 d o n  obligated for the Education 
Reform and Books for Democ18cy activities. The funds have been made available to tlie 
activities through several interagency transfer agreements with USIA and through grants to 
the American Bar Association's Central and Eastern European Law Initiative (CEEIJ) 
program and to the International Media Fund (IMF) through USIA. By March 1993 the 
obligations under transfers to USIA have amounted to $11.82 million while the grants to the 
ABA total $1.53 million and to the IMIF $10 million. 

D. issued a Delivery Order No. 4 under its Contract No. AEP-0085-1-00-300340 with 
Checchi and Company Consulting, Inc. (Cheochi) to prepare an evaluation of these 
activities. The evaluation was to be based on the work on those activities in Bulgaria, 
Lithuania and Poland. The evaluation is part of an ambitious program of EUA/PDP/PA 
to evaluate the activities operating in 15 sectors of program assistance in the Central and 
Eastern Europe portfolio. The text of &e Scope of Work for the evaluation is given in 
AMex 1. 

B. METHODOLOGY 

In conformity with the terms of &e Delivery Order, Checchi assembled a seven person team 
comisthg of a team leader and two experienced specialists in each of the areas of: legal and 
judicial activities, education and curticulum reform and the operation of the media. The 
team spent three days in Washington reviewing the available project documentation and 
holding interviews with persons in ALD., the Department of State, USIA, the IMF', the 
VOA and the American Bar Association who were knowledgeable about the operation of 
the activities. The team then spent three weeks in Poland, Ethuania and Bulgaria between 



March 18 and April 8, 1993 where it conducted interviews with more than 150 persons 
concerning the operation of the activities and the m e n t  state and prospects for work on 
the areas of concern. h e x  V is a list of the persons who were interviewed. 

1)llring the initial discussions which the Evaluation Team had with the representatives of 
A.I.D. in Washington, it wps recommended that the team consider the evaluation as an 
opportunity to make recon~t:&tions concerning the future direcddn of the three projects 
being assessed. Indeed, the main purpose of the effort in assessing the strengths and 
wealmesses- of the conduct of the u$ivities was to be the forming of recommendations 
concerning the future rather than the assessiftg of responsiiility for successes and shortfalls. 

. Furthermore, during those conversations the Evaluation Team was cautioned that in making 
recommendations for the future, it should r& that there were serious constraints on the 
level of resources which were likely to be made available. No absolute limits on resources 
levels were given, but the Evaluation Team cancluded that its recommendations should not 
be of a nature which would require a significantly higher level than had been provided 

. - during the past two fiscal yean or if it were to do so it s h d d  explicitly recognize the issues 
presented, 

The basic methodology used was that of the personal, in-depth interview together with visits 
to organizations participating in the programs. Most interviews were with individuals. 
Group discusions were avoided. Questionnaires or forms were not sent by mail (since there 
was no time to use that approach) or used in the inte~ews (since each interview was geared 
to the particular activity or role of the person being inte~ewed). Tbls approach does not 
permit the use of tabulations of opimlions or other quantified data It produced some 
statements of fact which could be doub'e-checked if necessary and, more importaut, a wealth 
of personal observations. As a consequence, the quality of the findings and 
recommendations of the evaluation is highly dependent on the experience and dedication 
of the pemns conducting the interviewethat is the Evaluation Team. For that reason the 
care which AID. and the contractor exercised in identifying the members of the team was 
the single most important factor in determining the success of the methodology used. 

Given the rather distinct nature of each of the three program areas and the very limited 
amount of time available for the condluct of the work, the team divided itself into three 
subgoups which held their own inte~ews and discussions. However, there were some joint 
interviews conducted (mainly with WCi officials) and at least one full team &cussion was 
held in each country. The debriefings of the USG representative9 were conducted by the 
full team in each country. Each subgroup was responsible for the preparation of a report 
of its analysis, find@ and recommendations. Those reports are incorporated in this overall 
report. 

A draft of this report was submitted to ALD. on May 24,1993 for review by A.I.D. and by 
the grantees. Written comments were received from ALD., CEEU and USIA and a 
meeting held with representatives of those agencies on August 12, 1993 to discuss the 
comments concerning the Rule of Law program. After taking into a m m t  the written and 



verbal comments, revised Einal reports were submitted to A.I.D. concerning the Rule of Law 
program (September 14,1993), the Education Reform program (October 22,1993) and the 
Independent Media program (November 18, 1993). This final overall report incorporates 
the informadon, findings and recommendations of those three program reports. The texts 
of those reports are given in Annexes IJ, III and IV. 

There were two serious constraints to the accomplishment of the tasks as set forth in the 
Scope of Work (other than the usual one of too little h e  to deal with all aspects of the 
scope) - one operational and the other structural The operational one was that it was 
difficult to reach and interview many of the pemns who had benefitted from the training 

. programs. The l e d  time for contacting them was very short and neither the offices of 
A D .  or of USIA had readily available the names, addrcsse8 and telephone numbers of the 
persons wbo had been trained The structural constraint was that activities important to the 
purposes of the projects which were the subject of this evaluation were conducted under 
other projects or under other activities which were not part of this evaluation. This was 

- particularly true of the Rule of Law project since work with the commercial laws and legal 
institutions involved in investing and conducting a m e r c e  were not included and in the 
Education Reform project since the improved management of educational institutions and 

a the English teaching activities were not included. As a result, one is in danger of losing 
sight of the whole - in one case sf the legal system as a system and in the other of the 
relati~nship of the organization of schools and the training of teachers to curricular reform. 
The re~mmendations (and the conclusions on priorities on which they are based) then xnust 
be understood in the context of the limits to the soope of the activities under review. 



111. OVERALL PROGRAM ASSESSMENTS AND RECOMMEN'DATIQNS 

This part summarizes the conclusions of the Evaluation Team conscrning the three 
programs and the relative impact and importance of the programs in the countries visited 

. It also makes recommendations for future focus. 

A, POLAND 

Among the three countries visited Poland is the most advanced in strengthening democracy 
- and in making the transition to a market economy. It is also the most accustomed' to 

Western assistance and, perhaps consequently, somewhat less open to Western advice than 
might be expected This is particularly the case in the rule of law area 

1. Role oiLaw 

Poland got an earlier start and is further along in the development of the rule of law than 
the other countries visited. In general the recognition of human rights and commitment ts 
reform seem firmly established Overall legal reform priorities are shaped by the general 
recognition that economic/commercial laws, replations and institutions are comparatively 
the most underdeveloped and the most important to address in order to support a growiug 
private sectordriven econo9. Dealing with economic crime is considered a priority alone; 
with combatting organized crime and government corruption 

The Rule of Law program has not been very active in Poland. In general, the activities 
which have been conducted do not seem to have had much impact nor to have created 
lasting institutional Wages. The most favorable comments were directed at the exchanges 
conducted under the Sister Law Schools and the De Paul Human Rights activities. 
Observation trips to the U.S. were particularly valued. 

The plans for the M.D. Rule of Law program in Poland are not clear, but it is unlikely that 
the program will be given great support. Both Polish and US. officials place greater priority 
on work on the legal aspects of commerce a d  investment than on the strengthening of the 
structure of the justice system. In addition, the apparent sensitivity of Polish jurists to 
outside advice makes it difficult to have extensive activity in this field. Finally, Polish 
interest in harmonizing economic laws and regulations with western European requirements 
and in implementing the European Convention on Human rights seems to warrant more 
European than American involvement. 



Thn evaluation team accepts these conclusions twi priorities, but thinks that the leading role 
of Poland in the democratization of Eastern Europe would just@ some continued work on 
the rule of law in Poland to assist it in remaining a positive cxample. Thts might best be 
achieved through a focus on providing the opportunities for key le@ educators and decision 
makers to visit the U.S. anrl get a practical orientation to the working of relevant aspects 
of the U.S. legal system. 

2. Edacadon Wslonn 

Rigidity, unifomity slnd centralizcption characterized the school system of the nation during 
the forty-five ymrs of the people's Republic of Poland. During the h t  three years a new 
parliamentary imct has h p M e d  aud restructured education below the university IeveL 
However, as yet there is no broad national reform or restructuring in existence. In contrast, 
some curricular reform bas begun with the outliuhq of new core curricula for the primary 
and secondary schools. At the higher education level there is some discussion about moving 
toward autonomy for institutions. However, ara signEc8tlt changes in this direction are 
disam'ble and there is no general effort at curricular reform, 

The principal impact of the ALD. propam to date has been the preparation of the 
reformed curriculum for secondary schools including the civic education component which 
was misted by the Ohio State Education Program. The other USIA programs cnder SEED 
either are not focused on education reform or are not producing significant results. 

A modest future program in education reform should continue support for the Ohio State 
Education Program to enable it to help in the preparation of teaching materials needed to 
implement the CUXficular reform at the secondary leveL It also might include support for 
the work of the America Studies Center of Warsaw University in developing courses in the 
social sciences. A more ambitious program would address the needs of teacher training and 
the democratization of school structures. However, it is hard to just@ a recommendation 
for undertaking the more ambitious program given the results of the efforts to date and the 
large rcsourct levels which would be required. 

3. Independent Media 

Of the three countries visited, Poland is furthest along the road to a totally free press. Less 
than three years ago there were only three private radio stations gad one private television 
station Today there are at least 45 private radio stations and 18 private television stations. 
There are some 700 applications for radio licenses and over 200 applications for television 
stations pending. The print media has exploded with more than 200 new publications having 
come into existenoe. The major wealmess of the curent situation are that there is stiU too 
much opinion and not enough fact in the reporting; there is e battle between the old and 
young guard within the profession of journalism which hinders its providing the leadership 
which would be desirable; and the training of journalists is weak 



The main focus of the ALD. program in Poland has been on working with the Media 
R(~0urce Center through the We The Center has shown good progress and dmrves 
continued support. It has the potential to become a practically oriented training school for 
journalists and perhaps a center of exoeUerux for the region. The general training and 
axchange programs of USIA are favorably received and could be continued although they 
are not organized to give discemable results and should be d e d  as suggested in subpart 
D below. 

None of the three programs appears to be of substandal importance to progress on 
democratizadon in Poland This results from the combination of the advances which Poland 
already has made and the modest level of resourair which have been provided and appear 
to be available under the programs compared to the 1.evels needed to make a noticcable 
impact in such a large wuntrym In the case of the rule of law and the strengthening of the 

- independent media, the more important factor isthe progress which already has been made. 
In the case of education reform were the need isgreater the mare important factors are the 
large amount of resources required for carrying forward a comprehensive reform below the 
university level and the lack of important agents for reform at the university leveL 

Given this situation, unless one concludes that Poland will be seen by the other Eastern 
European countries as a leader and model whose experience is to be studied and perhaps 
followed, there is a good case for ceasing to work on democratization in Poland and for 
using the resources in other countries were the need is greater and &e impact likely to be 
more apparent. If one sees Poland as being a leader we suggest fo1lowing a highly selective 
target of opportunity strategy. It might codst of work with the Media Resource Center in 
Warsaw, assisting in the preparation of teaching materials for the secondary level curricular 
reform and organizing exchange and other opportunides for leaders of the legal profession 
to become acquainted with US modalities in legal training and the administration of justice. 

The A.I.D. program in Lithuania is just begidng Of the three countries visited Lithuania 
is closest to its Soviet past. It is clear that Lithuania needs assistance in strengthening 
democracy and that there is an openness to US. assistance which offers a good opportunity 
for an AN. program. However, the economic situation of the country is so poor that it 
will be dif6cult for load organigtions and persons to achieve financial independence or 
even stability in the short run. This will impede the achievement of impact. Indeed, most 
observers offer the poor economic situation as the explanation of the return to power of the 
former Communist party in the recent elections. 



Of the three countries visited Lithuania has the farthest to go in the establishment of a 
democrqtic rule of law and has legal refom which are most in danger of being defeated. 
As elsewhere in the region, the highest priority for legal reform is the estabIlshment of law, 
regulations and institutions supportive of a market cconomy. The training of judges and the 
8ctting up cf new comnerdal courts will be important parts of this effort. Priority also is 
being given to the reform of criminal law and procedure and the restructuring of the 
hierarchy of the court system. The strengthening of the courts and of the penal law and 
procedure is viewed as a way of combat the burgeoning problem of organized crime which 
is abetted by omcial corruption. This concern also is leading to the adoption in the name 
of reform of provisions which weaken the protection afforded criminal defendants. 

Although less than a year old the rule of law program in Lithuania has made a strong 
beginning with a number of activities that have been effective and shown impact. Some 

- activities supported by the project-such as the CEELI judicial training initiative-apparently 
have won the support and good will of several key players in the legal system. The CEELI 
program in Lithuania appears to be having the greatest current impact among the three 
ROL programs reviewed and it has made a beginning on some institutional relationships 
and initiatives that d d  have lasting impact. 

The program does have some weak aspects which should be given attention One is that 
the draft law analyses and other written reports and materials produced appear to be of 
uneven Quality with some of those reviewed displaying a lack of M t y  with basic 
elements of the European civil law tradition and the major features of former soviet legal 
institutions. Another is the q d  to increase the involvement of Lithuanian lawyers in the 
planning and execution of activities which are supported. A third is that since the requests 
for assistance are numerous and growing a strategy or standards for selection of what will 
be undertaken is needed. Our suggestion would be that there be less emphasis placed on 
the preparation of commentaries on draft legislation by US lawyers and more emphasis bs 
placed on judicial trainin& improvements in the administration of courts and support for 
exchange apportunities of Lithuanian lawyers both in other European countries and in the 
us. 
2. Education Mom 

Lithuania still has a highly entpnched, old-fashioned bureaucracy which was socialized 
under the Communist system. Most of the personnel in leadership positions in schools and 
the offices of the Ministry of Education share the same mentality and resist change. The 
structural reforms adopted on paper in 1991 have not been implemented. There is no 
functioning democracy in schools for either students or teachers. Curricular reform at the 
university level is not discernible. Some planning for such reform below the university level 



is taking place in an In-service Training Center at Vilnius Pedagogical University and in the 
Department of Civic Education at the Minisby of Educatioa However, there has as yet 
been no implementation 

There has been little impact as a result of the initial activities of the A D .  assisted p r o w  
in L i & d  Perhaps the most notable has been the result of the visit to the U.S. of the 
four specialists in education for the handicapped who introduced changes in practice>on 
their return. If education reform is to be purrmed in LithuanJa it would seem appropriate 
to build on the indpient work of the In-sexvb TrainiDg Center and the Ministry of 
Education mentioned above. However, this would require a reorientation of the Fulbright 
and other USIA programs and be based more on hope than on a solid conclusion that 
reform is likely to go forward 

3, Independent Media 

- There is a free press in Lithuania but much of it is a spinofff of former Communist 
publications with many of the same people in positions of power. Although the government 
does not appear to exercise any direct oontrol over the content of state radio and television, 
the reant change in government resulted in new personnel in the top positions and their 
attitudes have yet to be tested. Currently there are 11 d municipal television stations 

k 

and four national channels two originate in Moscow and are in Russia (one being 
Ostanh'no which is the most popular of all), one is in Polish and one is operated by the 
national government but provides little Lithuanian programming. State radio dominates the 
news while new private radio outlets get high audiences primarily because of the Westem 
music they play. 

The print media has grown substantially. There are now over 200 newspapers most of which 
are weeklies. While there is no direct government pressure on them concerning content, 
all but one are printed on government owned presses and it is assumed that the displeasure 
of the government can be expressed through "difflcultics" in printing and distn'bution While 
qveryone agrees that the truly objective journalism does not exist in kith& there is 
pluralism and all opinions are being heard. 

The kI9. financed program provided a very modest amount of assistance to the Baltic New 
Service which has established itself as a source of reliable information That is a success. 
More important, the program has established contact with two potentially important 
institutions: the Vilnius Univedty School of Journalism and the Liucija Baskauskas 
Network The former is reforming its curricula and adding many practical topics. The latter 
is a private entity which has a seven year license to use one of the TV channels cwently 
being used for Russian language programs for Lithuanian programming. It plans to provide 
both Western and educational programming. Both of these institutions have ambitious plans 
and face large resource needs to carry them out. However, both show the energy and focus 
which would justify support. 



The newness of the A.I.D. supported programs makes it difficult to reach conclusions 
concerning their relative value. Given the small size of the country and its desire for US 
assistance and advice, there is potential for acbievJllng impact under all the programs with 
a reasonable level of resources. Judging by the degree of enthusiasm encountered for US 
assistance and the energy of the potential counterpart organizations, we should give priority 
to work on the independent media and the rule of law, 

As in Lithuania the poor economic conditions and the recent change in government are 
causing major uncertainties and difficulties for all the reform programs and as in Poland the 

. - large number of visiting experts and the interplay mag the many assistance agencies which 
have become active during the past several years are causing some negative reactions and 
skepticism concerning the utility of foreign assistance and advice. 

There is general agreement in Bulgaria that economic law, regulations and institutions are 
comparatively the most underdeveloped and the most important to address in order to 

- support a growing private sectordriven economy. As in the other co~!.~tries visited, 
addressing economic crime is considered a priority along with combatting organized crime 
and government conuption. I .  that connection Bulgaria is just completing a reform of its 
penal a l e  and work on reforming the criminal procedures code is in the hands of an inter- 
minis&& working group. 

The ALD. &ted rule of law progtam has been operating in Bulgaria for several years. 
It is the most active of the three countries visited. In the early stages of the activity it 
appears to have been very well received and the CEELX program established a working 
relationship with the Bulgarian Center for the Study of Democracy which, among other 
things, prepared translations of draft laws which were sent to US lawyers for commentary 
and of the summaries of these commentaries which were submitted. However, the program 
is h h g  several difficulties at present. Perhaps reflecting the larger situation concerning 
foreign assistance, the receptivity to the offered advice seems to have declined significantly. 
The commentaries provided on draft laws do not appear to have much impact. Advisors 
(including long term advisors) have been placed in situations wbich were not prepared for 
or interested in utilizing their services. 

Despite the current difficulties facing the program, it appears likely that it will remain an 
important part of the overall effort to strengthen democracy in Bulgaria. The Evaluation 
Team does not disagree with that result, but recommends that steps be taken to overcome 
the current difficulties and to place greater emphasis on strengthening institutional linkages 
m d  involving the private bar in the program. 



At the primary and secondary levels there are as yet no clearly formulated plaus for 
structural cbarnges. The Soviet model has a strong hold on educators and adminintrators at 
various levels. Structural reform has keen delayed by repeated reorganizations of the 
Ministry of Education which have also been a major detemnt to curricular reform. Indeed, 
curricular reform k barely beginning. Funds and as well as will'to reform are in short 
WP~Y* 

A law has been p d  granting autonomy to institutions of higher education, and some 
. steps have been taken to plan the htrodu&on of a credit system and western style degree 

programs. Progress on curricular reform would seem to be most likely to occur in the 
recently established New Bulgarian University. 

The ALD. assisted education reform program has been focused on the university level 
' working through the traditional Fulbright and other exchange programs. The exchange 

professors have been involved in the two institutions mentioned above and their presence 
most likely contributed to the receptivity to reform which seems to be forming in them. 
Should the program be continued in the future it would seem wise to focus it on these two 
institutions. However, a decision to continue the program would have to be based on hope 
or response to a clear target of opportunity since the experience of the program to date 
would not justify the conclusion that significant impact is likely to oc+w. 

3. Independent Media 

Bulgaria's progress toward a bee press appears to be slower than in Poland and U t h d  
All major newspapers are tied to a political party or labor union or are financed by 
mysterious money believed to be funds smuggled out of the country by Communists and now 
being smuggled back for private purposes. The problem of more opinion than facts seems 
more serious in Bulgarh However, there is an inaeasingly open dialogue on radio and 
television and polls have shown that people believe there is a higher degree of objectivity 
on radio and TV than in the newspapers. 

Television is dominated by the state which has two channels. The state television network 
carries little Bulgarian programming and needs massive investment. There are also 
functioning channels for Ostankino from Moscow and TV 5 from France. Two private 
television licenses have been granted but the recipients have not proceeded because of the 
doubtful economic prospects. 

The state has four radio networks and a monopoly of AM broadcasts. There are now 12 
private radio stations most of which were started during the last six months. They have 
gained nearly 40% of the audience in Sofia Some appear to have ample financing from the 



smuggled funds mentioned above. Others were dependent on assistance f?om external 
foundations and organizations and face the difficult task of generating expeaes from 
advertising revenues. Their prospects are unclear. 

The A.I.D. assisted program in Bulgaria was the most active of the three which the 
Evaluation Team observed. It has contributed to the strengthening of five private radio 
stations and an independent news senice. The major shortcomings Of the program to date 
are that it has not found a way to work with television or to strengthen the training of 
journalists and other media professionals. This reflects the local situation rather than any 
fahgs on the part of the program's plannem and managers. The, unclear economic 

. situation and the lack of a target of opportunity would argue q@mt seeking to work on 
television and d for caution in providing equipment to radio stations apart from that which 
has been promised already or which clearly complements equipment arlready provided. We 
suggest that the program place emphasis on seeking to identify anld assist an inauntry 
training mechanism such as those being assisted in Poland and planned for assistance in 

- Lithuania 

4. Intersectorial Conclusions 

Based on both the level of activity achieved in the past and the degree of current interest 
in reform, the programs for the rule of law and the independent media are better candidates 
for continued work than is the program for education reform. The institutional base for 
working in the rule of law is stronger but the program will need adjustment better to reflect 
the priorities of the justice sector. Both the program need to focus more on providing 
training and strengthening local training institutions. 

D. OVERALL CONCLUSIONS 

1. Rule of Law 

The Evaluation Team observed the operation of the rule of law program in three quite 
different situations: Poland, where there had not been WJ& activity and the local legal 
culture and institutions were quite far along on reform; Lithuania where the program was 
just beginning and the legal reform movement is just getting underway and not firmly 
established; and Bulgaria in which the program has been very active and the local reform 
movement has a relatively firm foundation. With the pormile exception of Poland, all the 
country programs deserved continued support. Furthermore, the obsemtions and 
conclusions of the Evaluation ~ e a m  were largely condistent in each of these national 
situations observed. 



In all cases the priority in the legal sector is to work on issues related to support of the 
growing private sector' economy and to dealing with the problems of economic crime, 
organized crime and government corruption 

In none of the countries did the Team find a good development reason for having separate 
ROL programs run by CEELI and USIA nor did it observe mutual reinforcement taking 

. p b  between the two. The Evaluation Team recommends that the USIA program not be 
continued 

- The Evalwtion Team did not find much evidence that the commentaries by US lawyers on 
draft legislation were having impact, and while it found that many persons commented 
favorably on the assistance, it also noted that some of the commentaries did not reflect 
understanding of the 1 4  legal culture and institutions. It concluded that this aspect of the 
program should be .given less importance in the future and,the process modified to address 
the weaknesses noted. 

The Evaluation Team found that usually the advisors working on the program did not spend 
enough time inauntry nor receive as much advance preparation and support as would be 
necessary for them to be fully effective. This was true both for country representatives, 
professionals in residence and short term advisors. As a result the Evaluation Team 
recommends that more caie be exercised in identifying appropriate work situations for the 
actvisors and that more effort be placed on identifying advisors with area experience or that 
more resources be devoted to providing the advisors with orientation about the local legal 
system and related matters. The Evaluation Team also recommends that advisors be sent 
for longer periods even if this means that they will have to be paid commercial level rather 
than volunteer level compensation and even if it means that fewer advisors can be sent. 

The Evaluation Team found &at the activities which were not based on a systematic 
assessment of the state of play of the national legal systems nor a carefully through-out set 
of priorities. The activities responded to commsn sense conclusions as to what was needed 
and requests form various local institutions. With the growth in the level of requests and 
the need for focusing limited resources to achieve impact it will be necessary to have more 
reasoned priorities. The Evaluation Team recommends that the program conduct expert 
assessments of the major problems and needs of the legal systems, legal community and 



education/training institutions form a rule of law perspective to assist the national 
authorities and jurists and k1.D. in diagnosing the major problems, in setting priorities and 
in forgoing practical strategies to address the problem. 

The Evaluation Team found that while some attention had been paid to establishing 
institutional linkages little attention had been paid to strengthening national legal 
institutions.- The Evaluation Team recommends that more attention be paid to fombg the 
linkages and that the private bar associations be included in the'work of the program 
whenever possible, The Evaluation Team also recommends that much more attention be 
placed on the strengthening of national institutions in the legal sector such as braining 
centers. 

The Evaluation Team found that little attention was being put on region-wide activities or 
on learning from the experience of other programs in the region The team recommends 
that ALD* establish one or more positions with region-wide responsibility to "ride circuitn 
in order to provide support to the country programs and to foster more attention to 
problems on a region-wide basis. 

2. Education Reform 

The Evaluation Team found that in all the countries visited the education systems still 
suffered from the rigidity, uniformity and centralization characteristic of the Communist era. 
White some legislation has been passed providing ior decentralization and other reforms 
little has been implemented and the positions of authority usually are held by the same 
persons as in the previous era or by persons whose thinking was formed in that era. This 
is true at both the university level and the primary and secondary levels. 

Some movement has taken place on curricular reform at the primary and secondary levels 
in Poland and Lithuania and in special situations at the university level in Bulgaria 
However, in general there bas not been significant movement on this aspect of education 
reform. 

The ALD. assisted program in education reform has not had much impact. In part this 
reflects the weak state of local reform movements and in part it reflects the shortcomings 
of the program itsex The Fulbright and other exchange programs and the Books for 
Democracy Program have not been focused on curricular reform at any level and the various 
activities support from SEED do not see themselves as part of an overall program. There 
have been no sector assessments conducted nor strategies developed for carrying out 
education reform nor has there been attention placed on the need for reformed instructional 
material and teacher training. The principal impact of the program appears to have been 



the preparation of reformed curriculum for secondary schools in Poland carried out by the 
Ohio State Education Program. Continued assistance to the implementation of that 
curriculum and addressing the opportunities for curricular reform which seem to be present 
in Lithuania are the activities which would deserve support in the future. However, the 
continued effort in support of curricular reform is not likely to achieve important impact 
without substantial additional resources to support the preparation of instructional material 
and teacher training in their use and without attention being paid to introducing greater 
flexiiility into the operadon of the schools themselves. 

3. Independent Media 

There has been a very significant growth in the size and independence of the private media 
in the countries visited. The growth in !he print media has been explosive and in radio 
quite substantial. Because of the higher costs involved and the weak eamomic situation 
(especially in Lithuania and Bulgaria) the growth of private television has been much less. 

- However, with economic improvement there is likely to be more interest on the part of 
private operators in taking advantage of the new openness. The problems which face the 
strengthening of the independent media in all the countries include the tradition of too 

' much opinion and not enough hcts in the conduct of journalism, the lack of journalism 
training and the need for training in the technical and business skills needed to operate 
commercially operated outlets-especially radio and television stations. 

The AJD. program has had several favorable impacts. It has supported tnhhg programs 
which have been widely praised It provided support to private news gathering and 
reporting agencies in Lithuania and Bulgaria which are having success and providing a useful 
service. It has been instrumental in starting or strengthening five private radio stations in 
Bulgaria which have increased the variety of programming available to the public. It has 
assisted the Media Resource Center in Poland which is making such progress that it may 
develop into a new, practically-oriented journalism ttaining institution. 

In the course of providing the assistance to date several lessons have been learned wbich 
call for modifications in the way the program operates. The major ones are: 

Equipment should be supplied to a media outlet only after close review of the 
economic prospects of the outlet and in response to a well thoughtat business plan 
from the outleti 

Technical advice should be focused on practical matters and provided through one 
to three month visits of US experts who work with outlets and hold discussions rather 
than give lectures. 

Training and observation trips to the U.S. or Europe should be held to one to three 
months, planned together with the sending organizations and focused on practical 
matters. 



Given the positive impacts achieved to date, the program would seem to desetve continued 
support. The mdn argument against that conclusion is that the main determinate of 
whether or not the independent media will continue to devdop 3s the economic situation 
and this cannot be influeuced by the program. While there is considerable truth to that 
argument, it also is true that there are important opportunities to be helpful and to 
complement what the private media outlets can do for themselves. In addition to supporting 
the type of training described &me, the two best approaches would seem to be to assist the 
outlets in obtaining access to western proepramming on reasonable t e r n  and to assist the 
creation of strow practically oriented, inaunbry tdohg programs in journatism. 

In all three countries the experience to date would indicate that the program for education 
reform is less likely to give results than are the other two programs. This reflects the 
weaker in-wuntry sense for reform and the large costs of achieving system-wide changes in 

- education. While more promising than education reform each of the other two program 
faces serious questions. In the case of the rule of law there is the argument that the priority 
should be given to legal aspects of private economic activity rather than to strengthening the 
basic laws and institutions of the justice system. In the case of the media, there is the 
argument that the independent media is growing stronger and wiPl continue to grow without 
assistance from the U.S. The arguments for continuing to support these two programs 
(modified to take into account the recommendati~ns being made) are that: (i) the US. has 
the world's most developed legal system, strongest collection of independent media and a 
tradition of fact journalism and thus is in a good position to provide useful advice and 
support; and (ii) there cointinues to be a need in these countries for advice concerning the 
practical aspects of ruMing legal institutions (e.g. courts, arbitration panels, legal training 
institutions) and media outlets. 



IV. COMMON ORGANYZATPQNAL AND I M P ~ A ' J I ' I O N  IflSUES 

A, ROLE OF FIELD PERSQNNEL IN DESIGN AND MONITCBRING 

1. Design 

The regional projects which are the subject of this report were not designed horn the 
- bottom up or with much input from either I d  A.I.D. field offices or the personnel of the 
U.S. Embassies in the countries which were visited. Indeed, the field offices of AID. were 
not even fully established when the projects were designed. Rather, the projects were 

, prepared by personnel from the Waslningon offices of ALD. and of the implementing 
agencies (principally the latter) bawd on rapid and limited visits to tbe field The regional 
projects making up the programs can be seen as umbrella mechanisms to obtain the 
participation of the organizations involved-that is, USM (and the VOA), the IMF, the 
CEELI program of the American Bar Association and USG agencies such as the 
Department af Justice. Their main purposes were to get activities ~ o h g  very rapidly, to 
maintain flexibility in order to be .able to respond to requests hom the countries being 
assisted and to avoid adopting positions and then having to seU them to the potential 
beneficiaries. These purposes largely were achieved. 

However, the approach has had several drawbacks. It provided the program anminifitraton 
with little guidance as to what activities to pursue and how. It provided no goals or 
measurements of progress to enable the program administrators to know if the program 
were having acceptable results. It placed overwhelming reliance on the ability and good 
faith of the implementing organbations to serve the purposes for which the fundiug was 
made available rather than just the purposes for which the organizations had been created 
and were already actively at work These drawbacks have shown themselves to be serious. 
As a consequence: 

. There is little sense of a strategy governing the projects. 

. A sense of integration or connection among the various activities is largely missing. 

. Issues of focus and impact are not being addressed. 



. Programs which had been on-going for some tima (such as those of USLA) have 
shown themselves to be less adaptable to the purposes of SEED than are programs 
recently created (such as those of the IMF and of mELI). 

More involvement of the ALD. field offices and U.S. Embassies has been sought in the 
idenrificadon and planning of particular actidties under the projects. However, the focus 
of the design effort remains in the hands of the personnel of' the Washington o@ccs of the 
implementing agenda. Recently, A D *  has sought to remedy some of the drawbacks 
assodated with this approach by requesting program strategies from the imp1emendag 
organhadons and country assistance strakdes from the country teams. With 
encouragement from Congress, kIJ). also has issued a Mimion Order seeking to plaa 
more authority and responsibility in the ALD* field offices for the making of program 
dedsiom Sin- this effort is just getting underway, it is not possible to judge what will be 
its effect, However, the capacity of the field offlces to respond is limited by the same 
Eactors dlscussed under monitoring below. - 
2. Monitoring 

In the early life of the programs monitoring was performed largely by Washington-based 
personae1 of AAD. and the implementing agencies through trips to the field. As time went 
on ALD. became more insistent that the reporting provisions of the transfer and grant 
agreements be met by the implementing agencies and that the field .offices of AID. also 
submit reports concerning the implementation of the activities. Periodic reviews of the 
activities were to take place based on those reports and any direct observations made during 
field trips from Washington by k1.D.W personnel. 

This .system does not work very well. The reporting, is rather superficial and does not 
appear to generate decisions or even consistent feedback from the Am./' authorities. 
There appear to be several reasons for this: 

field offices of ALD. and the U.S. Embassics idready are fully occupied and are 
not statred with persons with the backgrounds which would enable them to judge the 
activities and heir conduct. This is somewhat less true in the case of the media with 
which USIA has been actively engaged for so many years. 

The field representatives of the implementing oqanizations (when there are auy) did 
not see themselves as be@ responsible to the A.I.D. offices for the conduct of their 
activities. 

. There are no concrete project objectives or workplans against which to measure 
performance. 



Thare appws to be an assumption that l e  East European programs will be Eairly 
short lived since the area is more developed than underdeveloped and will not need 
technical advice and training over the longer run. Thus there is little need to be 
concerned with drawing lessons from current experience. 

The approaches being taken to meet the above defldendes are the preparation of program 
and c0~1)try-level strategies and the charging of the klD. field oMces with greater 
responsibility foz makiq program judgments and for monitoring the implementation of the 
activities. Although both measures have met (and probably still meet) with skepticism, and 
even resistance, on the part of the implementing agenda and some personnel of ALD. 
itself, we assume that those efforts will go fonwd Thus, the mdn issue fadq the 
admidstration of the programs is h to achieve better dmign of activities and better 
monitoring of their implementation. 

- 3. Recommendations 

We &ink that it is doubtful that the greater use of strakgizing and the f~rmalization of 
monitoring responsibilities can acbieve a lot unless modifications also are introduced into 
the staffing patterns of the field offices and into the relationships between ALD./W, the 
field and the implementing agencies. There is ar need to get technically competent and 
experienced advice into the work at the field level on a fairly continuous basis. Otherwise 
the field offices will not be able ,to meet the responsibilities being placed on them, Of 
course increases in the'use of local professionals can be of help and this has been taking 
place. However, that will not be a substitute for persons with extensive experience in their 
disdphes and a bowledge of what the U.S. has to offer in relation to the problems being 
addrcsscd. The issue then is tk need for greater technical expertise vs the limitations on 
staffing imposed by funding constraints and other considerations. The more pressing needs 
are in the area of legal reform and curricular reform 

In addressing this issue we think that consideration should be given to the use of technical 
personnel stationed witbin the region but responsible for more than one country-circuit 
riders, if you will. It would provide for a more continuous presence than might be expected 
from similar personnel located in Washington, and it is likely to result in a much better 
understanding of local conditions on the part of the perso~el and a greater identity with 
the activities being designed and monitored. That approach has been taken in other regions 
of the world with some success (for instance, the Regional Administration of Justice offices 
in Latin America) It could a b  help to provide a greater regional focus to the various 
activities if it is decided that that would be desirable. (See below) 

Since the cost of stationing this personnel in the region would come out of the funds 
available for the programs, such an approach can be justified only if the topic is to be given 
major attention and funding. Thus, any decision on stationing such perso~el would have 
to await the completion and acceptance of the country strategies which have been requested. 
The cost of establishing positions of this nature could be as much as $150,000 per year per 



position. The cost could be somewhat offmt by having fewer trip from Wasbbgton to the 
5eld and greater selectivity in the activities undertaken, but its main justification would be 
the improved quality of both the design and implementation of the activities which could 
ba aJrgtcted from the greater technical input. 

Be USE OF IN-AREA PERSONNEL AND ORGANIZATIQNS AS REGIONAL 
RWOURCES 

As Wc~te;d above, the activities are being conducted through regional projects. In part 
that responded to the desire to acMcve a fast start-up and the dedsion that the use of 
umbrella type projects w d d  be a good method for achieving that result. In part the choice 
responded to the thought that the problems facing the countries which weze emerging from 
Communist rule were similar and could be addressed more eflBdently through a common 
approach. However, in the implementation of the activities there appears to be little if any 
use of a regional focus. Persons and organizations in one country WO-Icing on reforms do 

- not appear to be well informed about what is being done in other countries. No joint 
programming has been conducted, and few activities in one country are open to participation 
by persons from other countries. ALD. and the implementing agendes are in a position to 
product comparative information and judgments, but they do not appear to be doing so or 
at least not sharing the results of such efforts with the countries involved. 

The reasons for this lack of a regional focus in practice arc several. First, it would require 
additional planning and consultation, and t h e  is one of the scarcest resources of the 
programs. Second, the trend toward countay level planning and monitoring by AID. may 
be working against the regional focus. Third, the countries themselves are more interested 
in learning from the West than from each other. Fourth, there are still strong tensions 
among some of the neighboring countries which hbit their seeing good in each other, 

Still, there are powerful arguments in favor of a greater use of a regional approach 

q There are many common problems (ego increasing white collar mime) and the 
circullstances facing thc efforts to wercome those problems are similar while, of 
course, varyiag in degree and mixture. 

a The institutional arrangements of the long established democracies such as the U.S. 
or the countries of Western Europe, although stronger and better than anythhg 
found in any of the Eastern European countries, are based on a different political 
and social history which T& into question whether they always are practical models 
for achieving the improvements being sought by the Eastern European countries. The 
experience of the Eastern European countries which have a lead in working on 
particular problems could be instructive to other countries in their own efforts even 
if the goal is to achieve a result going beyond what any have yet achieved. 



There are institutio118 In Eastern Europe (such as the Me& Resource Center in 
Warsaw) which are gaining such strength and quality in thlcit work that they might 
provide a convenient and relatively inexpensive source a9 training and technical 
assistance to the area 

We rccomnd that as part of its preparation of country and project strategies, kI3). 
consider the possibility of identffying orgauizadons which could Serve as resoures for 
training and technical advice for the activities being supported in, the various countries of 
the region- We understand that USIA k plambg to choose sellected universities in the 
northern and the southern tier countries to be centers of university reform, 'That approach 
might be used h other are85 of activity as we& We also rcoomrnend that greater use be 
made of regional seminars at which representatives of the projects and of the key persons 
from the participating countries discuss their urperienas to date. 

- C TARGETS ANID BENCHMARKS 

ALD. requested that we identify targets which are appropriate: for the programs under 
, review and benchmarks which might be used to measure progress on reaching those targets. 

We have done so in the discussions of each of the three programs and their constituent 
activities. 

No such targets or benchmarks were included in the design of the projects or of the 
activities to carry them out. Nor did the transfer and the grant agreements with the 
implementing agencies contain such targets and benchmarks. F'urthermore, there are no 
activity workplans which contain such material. People in the field do not seem to have 
given much, if any thought to this topic. Indeed, most initial reactions of the activity 
managers to the topic is one of skepticism. As a result, we had to make suggestions from 
our own experience and with little input from any of tlhe orgauizations which are involved 
in the p r o m .  In our opinion this is not a good way to go about identifyin% targets and 
benchmarks. A better way would be to have the strategies to be produced and the activity 
workplans address this topic. In that context it would be to condude whether the 
degree of planning of fhe program was to be serious enough to permit a reasonable use of 
the techniques of specific targets and benchmarks. 

D. LENGTH OF ASSIGNMENTS AND PREPARATION OF LIAISON AND 
SPECIALIST PERSONNEL 

As indicated in the discussions of the activities in the preceding parts of this report, there 
is a consistent observation that the lengths of time which the U.S. specialists spend in- 
country is too short to meet the purposes of their stays. The comment is made about 
resident liaison persons, visiting specialists, Fulbright scholars, instructors and teachers and 
even media-related technical and commercial experts. ,%metimes the comment is linked 
with the assertion that there is not enough time for the person to understand local 
conditions or to gain the confidence of the people with whom he is to work or give advice. 



Sometimes the comment is W e d  with the observation that longer ntays would justify greater 
investment in tha preparation (lauguage and otherwise) of the persons who are sent thereby 
leading to more effective asshtance. Sometimas the comment Js lintcd with concern with 
the Mculty of ,finding raplacemint persons to attend to on-going responsibilities (c.g. the 
CEEU liaison positions). 

While r c c o ~  the desirability of having longer stays, one also must realize that such 
stays would present problems. Obviously the per diem and lodging costs will be greater. 
Then too, it may not be possible to get as qualified persons to spend long periods of time 
away from their regular work or, even if they are available, they may not be will@ to be 
a volunteer (rather than a compensated consultant) for the longer periods. The increase in 
costs probably would result in a reduction in the availability of funds for other purposes such 
as sending l d  persons abroad for training or providing them with material support. 
Despite these problems the Evaluation Team concludes that the obsewation is so generally 
made that it should be acted o n  We recommend that future program and budget planaing 

- anticipate the use of appreciably longer stays on the part of U.S. provided personnel and 
that the scope of tbe programs be curtailed (if necessary) to do so. 



v. R W O F  LAW 

The Rule of Law (ROL) project was undertaken in FY 1991. It is being implemented 
through Section 632(a) transfers to USIA and through a grant to the American Bar 
Associadon's Central and Eastern European Lanrv Initiative (CEELI). As of March 1993, 
$1.822 million had been obligated to USIA and $528 million to CEELI. As a component 
of the U. Democratic Institutions Program fox Central and Eastern Europe, the Rule of 

- I a w  Project aims to support the legal recognition of fundamental rights and an independent 
judiciary, and to strengthen the laws, regulations, procedures, and institutions necessary to 

. a democratic society. Activities take several forms, including technical assistance in the 
legislative drafting process, training (in the U.S. or abroad) for key members of the legal 
communities of Central and Eastern Europe, ed~~cational exchanges and study tom, and 
legal book collections. 

The USJA activities are conducted with the concurrence of the Department of State's 
Bureau of Human Rights and Humanitarian Affahs which, together with USIA, formed an 
Interagency Working Group to set policy and decide on the use of funds. The cbannels for 
providing assistance are those used in other USIA programs (e.g. personnel exchanges, 
fellowships, observation trips). In addition, USIA has supported the long-term presence (six 
months to a year) of lawyers currently or formerly associated with the U.S. Department of 
Justice who give technical advice to the host institutions. 

The CEEll activities are conducted by the Washington office operating substantially 
independently of both N.D. and the Department of State. The modalities of assistance are 
providing resident (up to one year stay) liaison persons to relate to local institutions and 
assist short-term advisors; sending volunteers (usually lawyers in private practice) for short- 
term advisory assignmeit on request and preparing concept papers on topics to be the 
subject of legislation and commentaries on draft legislation. The concept papers and 
commentaries are prepared by private lawyers in the US. who are provided with topics and 
texts by the CEELI liaison persons. 

This evaluation does not focus principally on whether the AID grantees have effectively 
canied out the terms of their grants, but rather looks mainly at what types of strategies and 
programs are likely to prove effective in the future at fulEilling the purposes of the ROL 
Project. The evaluators focused on what impacts have been produced in the field and what 
activities might produce greater impacts in this area, not on what the program managers do 



in Washington. The report summarizes information gathered from the three countries 
visited - Poland, Lithuania, and Bulgaria - concardog whether current -funded 
activities have had an impact that advanced the purposes of the ROL Project, and also 
discusses why these activities have or have not been effecdve. 

'Ihe report contains a bricf analysis of relevant conditions and changes in the countries 
visited, as well as arr assessment of ROL activities in each of the co~mtries visited. Major 
common issues affecting the future course of the project are then identified on the basis of 
the o o u n ~ s ~ c  findings, and then analyzed. Finally, recommendations, both general 
and country-specific, are presented. A fuller discusdon of these topics is provided in AMa 

I I .  

B, ASSESSMENT OF PROGRAM IMPACT AND 

1. Country Program Findings - 

a The ROL program has not been very active in Poland. USIA has sponsored a seminar and 
a few short-term internships. CEELI has supported the short-term visits of legal specialists 
in municipal administration, government procurement and commercial law; conducted a 
sister law school program; conducted workshops on local government relations and law 
school faculty training; and arranged analyses of the draft constitution and draft laws on 
housiag and white collar crime. There bas been no resident liaison person since January 
of this year. In general, the activities wbich have been conducted do not seem to have had 
much impact nor to have created lasting institutional linkages. The most Eavorable 
comments were directed at the exchanges conducted under the Sister Law Schools and the 
DePaul Human Rights activities. Obsemtion trips to the U.S. were particularly valued. 

Plans for future activity of the Rule of Law program in Poland are not clear, but it is likely 
that the program will not be given great support The ALD. Office and the Polish 
commentators place greater priority on work on the legal aspects of commerce and 
investment than on the strengthening of the structure of the justice system and the legal 
protection of human rights. This reflects the views that the Polish legal system is 
sophisticated and contains sufficient protection for the individual and that the advice of 
external legal systems is not needed While accepting these views as being important, the 
Evaluation Team also considersit important that the rule of law in Poland continue to make 
progress as an example to other countries iin the region. Thus, it recommends continuing 
to have the topic addressed - perhaps in co~njwction with work with the legal system under 
other projects - as well as continuing the exchange activities under the current ROL 
Program 



The ROL project is being punrued falrly aggressively in Uthuania, and features a promising 
initiative in the area of judidal training, Lithuauia is b h g  severe problems of the kind 
that can be addressed by the ROL projec~ and key players in the legal system appear 
receptive to U.S. assistance. The project, and most notably the CBELI effort, has made a 
strong beginn@ with a number of activities that have been effdve and shown impact. 
Some activities supported by the project - such as the CEELI judicial training initiative - 
have appafently won the support and good will of several key playen in the legal system. 
Tbe CEELI program in Lithuania appears to be having the greatest curent impact among 
the programs reviewed, and has made a beginning on some institutional relationships and 
initiatives that could have long-term impact. 

There are, however, some negatives and potential problems on the horizon The CEELI 
- outputs, in particular the draft law analyses and other written reports and materials, appear 

to be of uneven quality. Some of those reviewed display a lack of H a r i t y  with basic 
elements of the European civil law tradition and major features of former Soviet legal 

, institutions, which form the foundations of the Lithuanian legal system. The project will 
need to grapple with the issoles of focus and quality control both to assure maximum project 
impact and effectiveness, and to guarantee the future receptivity of the Lithuanians with 
respect to this type of assistance &om the U.S. If the regional pattern holds true for 
Lithuania, the reservoir of good will towards US. providers of technical assistance could dry 
up within the next year or so, and Lithuanians may become both less receptive and more 
selective in accepting proffered assistance. 

With respect to the USIA program, the Professional-in-Residence was too early in his stay 
for any definitive conclusions to be drawn regarding the impact of his work. 

The ROL project is likely to remain active in Lithuania and might well be expanded. The 
need is clear and there is receptivity to external assistance. Continuation of the start on 
judicial training and undertaking work on court administration, the collection and use of 
legal documentation and strengthening the work of the independent bar association would 
be particularly useful. If the use of commentaries on draft laws is conbnued, it will need 
to be improved by using greater selectivity in the choice of commentators and by providing 
follow-up advisory visits as necessary. 

The ROL project has been active in Bulgaria through both -ELI and the USIA. U.S. 
experts and consultants were well received in 1991, and their work generated considerable 
good will. However, there appears to have been a significant drop-off in official interest in 
this kind of activity over the last year, and the Project is beginaing to feel constrained at 
various points because necessary institutional relationships have not been attended to. 



Receptivity to such activity declined through 19% and as of the time of tbis evaluation in 
April 1993 was quite low. 

The CEELI program appears to be having low impact currently, although the relationship 
forged with the Center for the Study of Democracy holds out some possibility of effective 
future acdvity and long-term impact. The quality of CEELPs written reports and materials 
benefitted from the translations of Bulgarian draft laws into EngW assisted by the young 
lawyers at the Center for the Study of Democracy. These translations appear generally well 
done and thus have avoided serious problems of understanding for the U.S. commentators. 
Still, a lack of familMty with the European civil law W t i o n  and with Bulgarian law 
lirmited the effectiveness of the commentaries. 

The USIA program of legal spedalists in the criminal justice area is no longer justified. 
There does not appear to be interest on the part of either the Minisw of Justice or the 
Ministry of Interior to house a USIA lawyer to replace the incumbent, It is not appropriate 

- to place an attorney in the awkward position of being a lep l  advisor to a ministry that 
accepts the advice only reluctantly. 

' The ROL program is likely to remain an important part of the democracy program in 
Bulgaria. Both the Bulgaria. authorities and the USG officials consider the strengthening 
of the legal system to be important although their priority is on the relationship of law to 
strengthening private, commercial activity. To make such future work more effective steps 
should be taken to meet the above-mentioned diEEiculties. As in Lithuania, greater 
selectivity should be wmised in choosing which draft laws and other topics should be 
commented on; the commentators chosen should be better prepared concerning the 
approach of the civil law and Bulgarian conditions; and follow-up visits for further discussion 
should be provided when necessary. Greater care should be taken to determine whether 
there is real demand for and adequate preparation for the use of consultants - especially 
for those brought for longer stays. 

2. Common Issues 

This section presents an analysis of major fommon hues aud findings adsing &om the 
above discussions of ROL activities in Poland, Lithuania, and Bulgaria 

The ROL project features a &-track approach of funding via USIA and CEELI to allow 
for different approaches - one more congruent with official U.S. concerns as represented 
by the State Department, the other somewhat more in line with the views of independent 
jurists. The evaluators found no real developmental benefit from this dual program 
administration, nor any perception among the host governments that the USIA program was 
more advantageous because it constituted "direct" aid from the USG. 



The relevant question for this evaluation is whether or not the maintenance of these two 
programs contributes to the achievement of the pupose of the ROL project: T o  assist 
Central a d  East European countries develop and strengthen laws, regulations, judicial and 
awn-judidal procedures, policies, and legal institutions (particularly an independent 
judiciary)." Which is the more cost-effective channel for this type of assistance, CEELI or 
USIA? The cvidence of written output seminars, and relationships built with members of 
the legal community in the region show higher visible impact by'CEEU CEELI also 
appears to be more cost-effective. Thus, there appears to be no compelling reason for 
kW). to continue funding USIA's ROL programs. The USIA funding could be better used 
to bring greater regional expertise and strategic focus to the ROL project, in cooperation 
with CEELl, and perhaps also for funding of longer stays by inamtry liaisons and 
spedalists. 

(b) h a & M & r d s  of Work 
- CEELI activities do not appear to be based on any systematic assessment of the state of play 

in these national legal systems, nor any carefully thought-out set of priorities. Indeed, a 
successful CEELI liaison will end up generating a stream of requests from appreciative 
counterparts, without having an explicit intellectual or political framework for sorting out 
competing private-public and interagency agendas, or for choosing priorities. Choices 
appear to be based largely on a common sense assessment of the need and priority. The 
USIA program proceeds in similar fashion. In some cases insufficient attention has been 
paid to defining the USIA experts' terms of reference and to locating and working out a 
meaningful. program with the appropriate host country institution USIA, whose ROL 
program perso~el work out of Washington, receives requests through its PAOs in the field 
who do not generally have the expertise or the time to sort out questions of strategy and 
placement. 

In light of the above, attention will need to be paid to systematic analysis, strategy, 
institutional linkages, and focusing on fewer activities and fields in both the USLA and 
CEELI spheres of activity. The aualysis will be necessary in order to determine both the 
state of play in key areas of substantive aud procedural law, and the institutional 
counterparts likely to have the most substantive competence and interest in working on 
reforms connected to the rule of law. By "analysis" is meant expert assessments of the major 
problems and needs of the legal system, legal community, and education/ training 
institutions &om a rule of law perspective. These analyses can be vital in assisting national 
authorities and jurists, as well as. A.I.D., in diagnosing the major problems, setting priorities, 
and in forging practical strategies to address the problems. 

The CEELI and USIA programs will have to address the issue of whether those programs 
will make a more concerted effort than they have until now to assist in building the capacity 
of national legal institutions and organizations through partnerships and joint efforts - as 



apposed to the provision of analyses and short-term expert advisors. Since part of the 
rationale for the CEELI effort is to build relationships between the US. and 
Central/Eastern European legal communities, the effort relies heavily on input fiom ABA 
members - particularly with respect to the draft law allalyses. CEELI has already forged 
a number of effective relationships with inleountry institutions. However, there is need for 
a greater effort to makc technical assfstawe activities collabomtive - so that members of 
these htitutions, and other individuals, can develop the skills and howledge required for 
sustained reform through their interaction with foreign experts. 

(d) U S L a / C E E L W !  

The CEEU and USLA programs will have to grapple with issues concerning how many 
representatives are needed, how long a stay is usem or desirable, and what the terms of 
reference are for those representatives, In some cases, as a result of the short periods that 
C.EEU liaisons and specialists spend in their posts, these individuals feel unduly pressured 

- to produce tangible progress and achievements in their spheres of activity. Some 
consideration will need to be given to c- the terms of employment of the liaisons and 
specialists in order to make it possible to recruit people who can stay in the liaiison and 
specialkt positions for longer periods of time than is now the standard - and/or to provide 
long-term regional or subregional experts to provide technical and program support to the 
in~coutry personneL Given the amount of time it takes in Central and Eastern Europe to 
learn the system, establish solid relationships, build consensus, and carry out activities, A.I.D. 
should consider requiring a minimum stay of two years for liaisons or regional experts, and 
a minimum of one year for the resident specialists. Similarly, USIA inamtry resident 
specialists would ideally be sent for one year rather than six months. In all cases, more 
thorough prior language training and training in the legal system should be included. 

Another issue that the ROL project will have to confront is whether to continue relying 
largely on volunteer efforts. CEELI is a volunteer effort, with support from a Washington 
office staffed mainly by young lawyers and other personnel paid at "public interest" rates, 
There are several advantages to this, however there are costs to it as well, including lack of 
time and resources for thorough preparation for in-country tours, and especially, difficulty 
in obtaining the services of regional experts. Tbis has led in some cases to inappropriate 
or wasteful expenditure of energy by CEELI perso~el and their counterparts due to 
misunderstandings or unnecessary analytical attention to features k t  are widespread in the 
civil law and socialist worlds but which strike inexperienced U.S. lawyers as strange and 
possibly harmful. If this effort were guided by persons of greater experience and 
comparative backgrow14 some of this unnecessary effort could be avoided and resources 
could be more effectively used. 

Further attention will need to be given to creating a regional base for the ROL project. 
The individual country activities, and their U.S. and host country participants, could benefit 



in a number of ways from regional approaches. The posting in the region (or, if resources 
allow, in each of the three sub-regions) of an AD. Central and East European legal expert, 
or perhaps one each for Commercial and for Rule of Law activities, might be a way to bring 
about a more analytically sound and professional approach. The expert(s) should be posted 
for a minimum term of two years, and would thereby be able to provide leadership, 
institutional memory, regional experdse, and strategic viaion to the overall CEELI/USIA 
effort in this field - elements which are currently lack& 

The USIA and CEELI representatives would also benefit from opportunities, which are now 
largely unavailable to them, to compare notes with their colleagues in other countrh of the 
region. Similarly, officials and members of the legal communities of the region would 
greatly benefit from occasions to discuss issues and approaches with their counterparts from 
other countries in the region. Sucb mutual support and cross-fertilization would bring faster 
spread of lessons learned and new types of activities and approaches across the region. At 
present, there is little opportunity for such exchanges and discussions. - 

' 

For written evaluations of proposed laws and for the formulation of concept papers on 
topics of proposed laws CEELI relies primarily on lawyers in the United States who are 
hmiliar with the area of law involved but who do not know the local system, civil law 
generally, or the political situation in the country in question. In addition, CEEW apparently 
has no one, either on staff in Washington or on call for particular projects, who has 
knowledge of such matters and could assess the written evaluations and concept papers to 
delete errors. 

While the duators  did receive comments from in-country officials and lawyers that certain 
CEELI commentaries have been used, the long-term impact of this activity cannot yet be 
judged. In light of this, the risks in the lack of knowledge by the commentators of the local 
system are significant. One is that US. lawyers appear uninformed in making comments to 
a foreign gwlernment. Another is that they make comments that they think will forward rule 
of law goals, when in Eact the comments may be used by persons in the country in question 
to the opposite end. An additional problem is that a written wmentaq coming from a 
person with whom there is no chance for discussion may not be effective. 

It would be preferable if CEEEI in Washington, in consultation with the CEELI liaison in 
the country in question and local lawyers in that country, to the extent possible, were to 
summarize the comments, including conflicting comments if there are such, in the form of 
a comprehensive narrative - and present only that summary. Host country officials at 
present are more likely to read a summary than the letters. CEELI should try to have the 
commentaries read by a person sufficiently knowledgeable of the country's legal system to 
strike statements that may discredit the work. Also, if carefully implemented, C E W s  
growing emphasis on concept papers could belp avoid some of the problems associated with 
the draft law analyses and provide more timely and targeted advice from a U.S. perspective. 



Exchanges - including study-tours, short-term ttainiDg and Sisterschool visits - appear to be 
the most well-received form of assistance and thus most Wly to inform and influence key 
players in the Central and East European legal systems in ways that support the rule of law. 
Consideration should be given to incpeasiog these activities. Thought should also be given 
to the provision of other types of assistance in the ROL field that are likely to be successful - if ncassary at the cost of cutting back soma erdsthg activities. CEEU and USIA 
assistance includes exchange of information and commentary, as well as some level of 

. training. However, there is now little in the way of focused material and technical assistance 
that could help build the capacity of key legal Insdtudons. Assistance could usefully be 
given in the areas of legal publication and computerized informadon and r ~ c h  systems. 
Another wnuts-and-boltsw area where there are needs that could be succcssfrnlly addressed 
is that of court administration assistance. - 
Still, one implication of this report is that AID and its grantees will need to exercise greater 
selectivity with respect to activities supported and countries in which programs are 
undertaken, in order to maximhe the impact of SEED funding. In general, fewer activities 
undertaken with greater intensity and care will, in the view of the evaluators, yield greater 
impact for a fixed amount of resources. Selectivity will also need to be exercised with 
respect to country programs - ie. in order to mzudmize the impact of project resources, 
some country programs may need to be cut, and others augmented. 

C MAJOR RECOMMENDATIONS 

Among the report's recommendations are the following, presented in order of priority. 

General 

Assign one or more paid, long-term (ie. at least two years) resident experts to a post 
in the region, or to subregional posts, in order to "ride circuitw in the region or sub- 
region - overseeing, participating in, coordinating, and ensuring the quality and 
efficacy of the design and implementation of all AID-supported ROL activities. 

Undertake an analysis of the state of affairs arnd a prioritized needs assessment with 
respect to the rule of law is the countries of the region, and develop an assistance 
strategy in this field for the region and individual countries. The strategy will need 
to put great focus on prioritization. 

Set standards and require time commitments of one year (ideally two 
years) from all resident specialists. Pay should be haeased if necessary to make this 
feasible. Also, provide sufficient briefings, language trainin& orientation, and field 
support to all resident liaisons/experts/specialists in order to equip them to 



undertake their duties effectively and with a minimum of struggle. 

(4) To the extent possible with available resources, place greater stress on buildfag 
capacity through training, and development of the "hardwarew of legal systems, such 
as material and technical support for legal publications, court administration, and 
other forms of legal institution-building, 

(5) Drop the USLA component of the project, or at least the PlR and ahort-term expert 
components. Fbnds generated by this change should be used to support regional or 
subregional experts, longer stays by lhhns and resident.-& and assistance 
in such operational areas as court administration and legal informadon systems. 

(6) If necessmy to free resources for expanded programs elsewhere, oease fuading PZOL 
activities in Poland. 

(7) Exchange opportunities should be increased if possible. .These should include some 
regional exchanges, which w d d  allow Lithuanian jurists to, discuss recent lessons 
learned in other East and Central European countries, and to get additioal input 
&om West European jurists. 

(8) The judicial training effort seems to be a worthwhile and important initiative, and 
therefore merits the investment of expertise and material resources. 

(9) More encouragement needs to be given, apart &om the judicial training program, to 
the substantive involvement of Lithuauian lawyers in project activities. 

(10) Assistance with court administration and related matters, which has been sought by 
the Courts Department of the Ministry of Justice, should be provided to the extent 
resources allow, 

(11) Build on the successful relationship established with the Center for the Study of 
Democracy, and on the interaction developed within the legal community - in print 
and through meetings and workshops. Young Bulgarian lawyers should become more 
involved in substantive activities. 

(12) Reconsider the current CEELI attempt to implement a program of judicial tddng. 
This effort should be dropped until there is a tangible change of heart at the Ministry 
of Justice or another suitable institutional commitment is obtained. 



Poland: 

(13) Focus on providing the opportunities for lrey legal educators and dacfrrion makers to 
visit the US. and get a practical orientation to the worldn8;e of relevant aspects of 
the US. legal system. 

D. CURRENT COUNTRY STATUS 

1. Polond 

Poland got an earlier start and is further dong in the development of a democratic order 
and rule of law than the other countries visited. In general, the recognition of human rights 
and commitment to reform seem firmly established. Since) the coming of a democratic order 
in 1989, pre-trial rights of persons accused of crime have h e n  expanded and legal provisions 

- for the prosecution of political crimes have been eliminated. However, a number of 
problems continue to limit the effectiveness of the rule of law in Poland, including imperfect 
dissemination of information on new laws and the new constitution, inadequate training of 

a judges and prosecutors with respect to the application of new laws and guidelines, the 
limited effectiveness of the legal system and police in dealing with new fonns of crime, and 
the movement to enact provisions that tend to restrict the exercise and protection of 
fundamental rights, (e.g. as 'Christian valuesW provisions beiqg applied to the media) 

Overall legal reform priorities in Poland arc shaped by the general recognition that 
economic/cornmerdal laws, regulations and institutions are comparatively the most 
underdeveloped and the most important to address in order to support a growing private 
sectordriven economy. Both Polish officials and jurists as well as USG officials accept this. 
As for ROL priorities, economic crime, also called white collar crime, is considered a 
priority, along with ways of combatting organized crime and government corruption. The 
CODSCPSUS among the Polish legal community, and shared by USG oflFicials, is that basic 
human rights are respected and no major structural changes are ncedcd in the courts or the 
procufacy. However, there is a recognition that judges and prosecutors, patticularly at the 
lower levels, could benefit from additional authority and training in dealing with such 
matters as the enforcement of constitutional rights and the use of evidence gathered by 
undercover agents. 

Other conditions in Poland affeCct the available choices for AID assistance in the Rule of 
l a w  area, and the impact of such assistance. Despite major weaknesses in its legal system, 
Poland's commitment to democratic process and to protection of human rights, its fairly 
advanced legal system (compared to other countries in the region), and the talents of its 
legal community - as weU as the oveniding priority of stabilizing the economy and providing 
for sustainable marketdriven growth - support the conclusion that Rule of Law activities 
need not be given as high priority in Poland as in the other two countries visited. In 
addition, the apparent sensitivity of Polish jurists to outside advice makes it difficult to have 



extensive activity in this field. Finally, Pollah interoat in harmodhg economic lam and 
regulatiom with EC requiremanta, and in implemendng the European Comfentlon on 
Human Rlghta soems to warrant more European than American involvement. 

Among the countriee visited by the duators, Lithuania ia  cl-t to its Comrnun&t past, 
has the Earthest to go in the eatablisbmant of a democratic rule of law, and has legal reforms 
which are most in danger of being defeated. Meed, soms of the procsdursll guarantm and 
appeal provisions of the previous criminal law have been removed, witb the r d t  that 
purported "reforms" have actually made the dtuadam wonre for criminal defendants. Thfe 
may be attributable to the growing concern a b u t  orgadzed crime, which presents a 
challenge to the success of economic and rule of law reforms. The precariousness of this 
balance between the need for tougher secuxity meaaures and the requirements of legality 
and due proass is one of the major uncertaintics of the current situation in Lithuania. 
Pmother cause for concern is the more dire lack - compared to Poland, for example - of 
well-ed jurists who either comprehend or support the kinds of legal reforms now 
neassary to establish the rule of law. 

As elsewhere in the region, the highest priority for legal reform is the establishment of laws, 
regulations, and institutions supprtive of a market economy. The training of judges anti 
the setting up of new commercial courts will be important parts of this effort in addition to 
legislaldve cbanges. Concerning the rule of law in particular, high priority is being given to 
the refbrm of criminal law and procedure, and the restructuring of the hierarchy of the court 
system The strengthening of the courts and of penal law and procedure is viewed as a way 
to combat the burgeoning problem of organized crime, which is abetted by offidal 
corruption - including assistance from corrupt judges and police. 

"Democratic Institution-Building" is one of the three pillars of kLD.'s preliminary th;nln'nn 
related to ti strategy for Lithuania It places highest priority on economic restruchuing, 
includiqg reform of the energy sector. Quality of life issues, such as food and environmental 
security, are also of high prioriw. Democratic institutions, including the Rule of Law 
Project, are third in order of strategic priority. 

Legal reform priorities in Bulgaria are shaped by the general recognition that economic 
laws, regulations, and iastitutioxk are comparatively the most underdeveloped and the most 
important to address in order to support a growing private sectordriven economy. Both 
Bulgarian officials and jurists as well as USG officials share this view. The A1.D. 
Representative and the Ambassador stressed the importance of the activities of CEELI and 
USIA arnder the Commercial Law and Rule of Law Projects. They indicated that assisting 
with the formulation of a comprehensive set of economic laws and regulations was "at the 



top of tho h t M  of AID prioritlea in l3ulgaria. J u d w  and promutors, particularky at the 
lowr Iweh, could benefit from additional midng. 

Addrdlllljde oamomic crime, also d a d  white collar crimo, ir conridered a priority, along 
with ways of sombatthg organized crime and government corruption. Still Bulgarian 
OEoiciab, have not moved to limit procedural proccdon available to the accwd in criminal 
caws Bulgaria b j u t  cornplatin# a reform of I pnal law, and the reform of criminal 
prOCddllld b in the hands of an inter-dnbterfal working group. 

There are other condidona in Bulgaria whicb also Stpact the available choices for AID 
asrrbtance in the ROL area, and the inpact of auch mkaace. The reantlybstabliahed 
government ir in somewhat of a cr&b a8 it tries to shore up its aupprt and push ahead with 
economic reform Therefore, the aurplus dms, and energy dgwemment officials is limited, 
and their legal prioridea focus on market reforms. With the growth of bilateral and 
multilateral technical assistance program, government agencies must spend increasing 

- amounta of time meeting with aid officials and consultants, and otherwise responding to 
needs for information and counterpart time. Over time, higher level oMcials especially find 
it M c u l t  (and perhaps unrewarding) to devote time to tbis. 

L PRIORITIZED LIST OF NEW AND CONTINUED ACTIVITIES 

The following is a Ust, in order of priority, of initiatives or types of activities which the 
evaluators suggest should be started, or continued in some form in the future. 

Regional: 

Regional (or subregional) expert(s), or "circuit-ridet(s)." 
Strategic assessments. 
Regional (and/or subregional) fonuns for information exchange and comparative 
8L181ySi8. 

CEELIIiaison 
Judicial flraining Program 
Cowt Administration Assistance. 
Sister Law School P r o p .  
Draft Law Anatyses/Concept Papers/Workshops. 

Bulgaria: 

CEELI Liaison 
Sister Law School Programs. 
Draft Law Analyses/Concept Papers/Workshops. 



Poland; 

(1) DePaul Human Ftights Program. 
(2) Sister Law School Programs. 
(3) C113EL.I Liaison 
(4) CEW LegaI Specialists. 
(5) Draft Law Analyses/ Workshops. 

IP: INDICA'IOR8 FOR FU'IWRE IMPACT MEASUREMENT 

Impact of Actlvltiea 

The indicators listed below are meant to help measure the extent to which Rule of Law 
activities contribute to the realization of the goals of the program. 

Impact of Technical Advice: Technical suggestions adopted, or used as a basis for the 
development of new approaches, by relevant drafting committees. New provisions 
developed with ROL Project assistance are e w d  and lead to tangible 
improvements in the enforcement of rights, the security of the dema~atic order, or 
the effectiveness of legal institutions. 

Impact of Training Proposals: Proposals on legal training and curricula adopted, or 
used as a basis for new programs and approaches, by universities and/or 'training 
institutes. 

Local Participation: Members of legal community, particularly young lawyers, 
participate in shaping and canying out program activities, with trlinsfer of skills, 
institutional memory, and capacity for sustained reform 

Institutional Linkages: Effective relationships b d t  with key actors, decisionmakers, 
and institutions in the legal community and the gwernment. The focus is on those 
with genuine commitment to reform, but the approach is balanced so that lines of 
communication remain open to the extent possible to key institutions - even those 
controlled by conservative elements. 

Impact of Training/Exchange Programs and Participants: Key legal system actors 
participate in foreign &change/training programs and continue association with 
program. Beneficiaries of training or exchanges funded or supported by the project 
develop or improve aspects of law, reguiation, institutions, or training under their 
authority at least partially as a result of the project support. 



(6) New Institutions: New institutions developed In collaboration with the program, such 
as training institutes, documantation/rcsearch centers, and independent bar 
associations. 

(7) Impact of Resources Provided: Program resources, such m boots and computers, 
effdvely used to expand the capacity of key institutions and organizations in the 
legal field. 

Effectivenu8 of Praject Implementatton 

. The hdicators pre~~nted below are meant to help in mcasurlng the extent to which ROL 
activities are effectively and efficiently implemented - that they do what they are supposed 
to do in a way that midmhs wasted cost and effort and mardmizes impact. 

Analysis and Strategy: Technical assistance activities reflect a correct mlysis of the 
current situation, identified strategic goals, and a ressoned ordering of priorities. 

Appropriateness and Usefulness: Technical (and other) assistance is appropriately 
framed a d  presented, and useful to its audience in the form presented. 

QuaUicd Technical Advisors: Technical advisory team possesses sufficient 
experience, substuntive expertise, regional knowledge, and language skills to provide 
effective assistance. 

Advisors' Lerrgth of Stay: Technical advisors posted inauntry for sufficient lengtb 
of time, and tunover to new advisors hadled in such a way, that institutional 
memory is maKimized and disruption to the program is midmized to the extent 
possible. 

Mix of Professional and Volunteer Effort: A broad mix of professional and 
volunteer/pro bons effort is marshalled in a way that provides effective assistance 
while minimizing costs. 

Diversity of Functions/Perspectives: As much of a diversity of perspectives is 
incorporated into the technid assistance effort as possible - along national, racial, 
gender, political, and especially functional lines (i.e. representing different branches 
of legal activity such as academics, prosecutors, criminal defense lawyers, corporate 
counsel, public interest lawyers, etc.) - with respect to U.S. as well as hostauntry 
participants and institutions. 

Mix of Qpes of Assistance: The mix of types of assistance (lie. including various 
kinds of technical and material assistance, dealing with substantive legal concerns as 
well as 'nuts and bolts" issues affecting the functioning of legal institutions, and 



worhg both narrow professional legal concerns as wall aa public access and 
informadon ooncarns) b appropriate to the needs and priorities shared by the U.S. 
and hostauntry. 

(8) Coordinatioxl: Assistance in thb field is coordinated for madmum effidency both 
among US, organizadrons and with other bilateral and muldlateral donors. 



VI, EDUCATION REFORM 

A INTRODUCTION, 

Om of the Democratic Pluralism Initiative programs consists of "support for education 
reform including: curricular reform to reformulate the highly politicized cowsea in history, 
economic8 and civics, the in&oduction of new hdtutions such as student c o d  and 
student llcwgpa~ers, and teacher Another k "a Books for Democracy initiative to 
provide the translation of important books and other materials relating to the principles and 

, - philosophi4 bases of democracy." The Evaluation Team was charged with assessing the 
operation of the activities under the two programs in three countries: Lithuania, Poland and 
Baa* 

The activities which are the subject of the evaluation are those included in USIA's Books 
for Democracy and Education Reform programs funded through Section 632(a) transfers 
with rcsouras from the Political and Social Process Project. As of March 1993, $1.329 
million of such funds had been obligated for the Education Reform program and $557 
million had been obligated for the Books for Democracy program in the three countries 
included in the evaluation. The main channels for the use of the funds for education reform 
are the established USIA programs - namely, the placement of U.S. university level scb01a.m 
and academic specialists in organizations in the benefitting countries, the exchange of 
teachers at both the university and secondary school levels, the s p o ~ ~ ~ ~ r i n g  of short-term L 

visits by specialists from the US. and by foreign nationals to the U.S. A few grants to other 
organizations also were made by USIA. The main channel for the use of the funds for the 
Books for Democracy program are USIA's established translation and distribution programs. 

This report begins with an assessment of existing conditions and SEEDfunded adhities in 
Poland, Lithuania, and Bulgaria This is followed by a summary of findings and major issues, 
then by general and country-specific recommendations, and finally by the evaluators' 
proposed priorities for future programming and suggestions for indicators to be used in 
measuring progress. These topi-a are more fully discussed in AM~X III. 

R ASSESSMENT OF PROGRAM IMPACT AND EFFECTIVENESS 

The following findings and issues are based on the analysis contained in the above 
discussion 



Stnrctural reform of the education systems of the countries visited has not made 
sipiflcant progress. 

While there has been considerable discursion of the topic of curricular change, little 
concrete action has been taken 

Dimdon of and preparation for the training of teachers and education 
administrators appears to be even less advanced than that concerning the reform of 
curricula 

The Fulbright exchange program is not effectively organized to provide support to 
the purpose of curricular reform. 

The Books for Democracy Program is providing useful materials but its purpose and 
distinctive quality often are not understood by the receiving organizations and the 
program is not being used directly in support of the other education reform activities 
of the overall program 

Tbe various components of the SEED funded activities related to education do not 
see themselves as being part of an overall program. The AID. field offices and the 
Embassies do not provide program guidance, administrative support or liaison 
services which would foster such an understanding. 

There are not yet coherent strategies at the country level for providing assistance to 
education reform in support of democratization. 

Country Program Findings 

The principal impact of the program to date has been the preparation by the Ministry of 
Education of a reformed curriculum for secondary schools which includes a strong civic 
education component. The Ohio State Education Program, using SEED hds, provided 
assistance to that effort. The other activities do not appear to be giving results. From 
comments made by observers it.appears that the Fulbright scholars and exchange teachers 
have not been involved in work on curricula reform but rather have been chosen and are 
conducting themselves accordiag to the traditional pattern of the exchange program. The 
materials supplied under the Books for Democracy program are being incorporated into 
libraries, but they are treated as any other donated book and materials from USIA and are 
not targeted to support the curricular reform efforts. 



There are opportunities for making a practical impact on the teaching of the sodal sdences 
at the university level with a reasonable level of resources, One is to &ist the American 
Studies Center of the University of Warsaw in its work with the various social science 
departments of the university. Another is to cooperate with the Batory Foundation and the 
Assodadon of Political Scientists in Poland in assisting the Olsztyn Summer School in 
adding a program in political science to its recently inaugurated program in economics. The 
Fulbright and Boob for Democracy programs d d  be used to provide the assistance, but 
their operation would be have to be IllOdifjed to provide the ~lecessary focus. 

An important initiative would be to assist in the imlplementation of the reformed secondary 
level curriculum for dvic education. This would involve the preparation of teaching 
materials, the training of teachers and (at least ideally) the reform of the structure of the 
schools to incorporate more democratic approaches to their governance. A refocused 
Fulbright exchange and Books for Democracy program auld be used a vehicles, but a more 
projectized approach through an institutional p u t  would be better. This initiative would 
require resources which would go beyond the current level being provided. 

Work on education reform in Lithuania has just recently begun. The only observable 
impacts of the SEED program are: (i) that the summer seminrvs organized by the In- 
servia Training Center with assistance from the American Professional Personnel for 
Lithuanian Education (APPLE) are popular with the participating teachers, and (i3) that the 
visit to the U.S. of four specialists in the education of the handicapped has been a Eactor in 
getting movement on that topic underway in Lithuania 

There are opportunities to encourage education reform in L i t h d a  The Ministry of 
Education has made the development of a civic education curriculum at the secondary level 
a priority and has authorized the creation of an ethics program to be an alternative to 
relibon classes for those who choose it. Development of a curriculum for a special 
education major at the university is underway. The presence of APPLE and its relationship 
with the In-SCMCC Training Center make it a useful collaborator. As in the case of Poland, 
a refocused Fulbright and Books for Democracy program could be used to provide the 
technical assistance, training and materials that would be needed to carry fonvard those 
efforts. Furthermore, there are persons now in Lithuania under the auspices of APPLE or 
other USIA exchange programs who could be utilized in the effort. As the activities move 
from the preparation of currida and materials to the reform of teacher training and the 
restructuring of schools,. it would be advisable to consider the use of institutional grants. 

An additional opportunity is to work with the recently reopened University at Kaunas under 
the SEED-funded regional program for improving university administration. 



Work on education reform in Bulgaria has been largely focused on the university level. 
Support has been through the traditional Fulbright and other exchange programs. The two 
best opportunities for assisting education refom in the future are also at the university level. 
The New Bulgarian University (founded in 1W1) bas been granted autonomy from the 
Ministry of Education in order to experiment in curricular reform, including in the social 
sdenas; and it has caused a positive initid i m p d o n  with observers. The Eastern 
European Spedal Studies Program of Sofia University was established in 1990 as a free- 
staadlpe entity to provide a series of intcr-disciplinary cimsa. Fulbright scholars have 
taught in the program. Their openness to innovation make these tws institutions attractive 
sites for introducing reformed curricula and teaching of the social sciences, Again, a 
refocused Fulbright and Books for Democracy program could be used to provide the 
assistance. 

- 3. Maor Common Issues 

In all the countries visited the Evaluation Team noted 1J's.i : QC i . c , ~ . ; t s  under the Fulbright 
exchange program were not effectively belog used for cu TI.,, ~~9.r 36 l c w T  aad that the Books 
for Democracy program was not operating in direct supjwr: of' i-2 ; a\!. her education reform 
activities. The Evaluation Team recommends that the o p w h - ~  >i 2:xe two program be 

, . 
modified so that they would provide such support. Howem- tr I+ a*: * rtain that USIA will 
be able or willing to introduce the modifications ued,ecj 12: L;,:;?'.,. dated purposes when 
the structure of the programs serves other pvqosep, which p'c;~.?~ve much greater funding. 
If the modifications are not possl'ble, A.I.D. will need to r w d d m  the use of these two 
programs as vehicles for education reform An iwiti~&id grant 0 2  a contract approach 
could be a useful alternative. 

The reform of curricula (social studies at the university level and civic education at the 
secondary level) in itself is not likely to provide the support for democracy that is the goal 
of the program. To be effective the reformed curricula will have to be accompanied by new 
materials, the training of teachers in their use and reforms to the structure of the 
universities and schools so that democratic approaches are lived as well as studied. 
Addressing these needs would require resources well beyond the level currently being 
devoted to these activities and probably would require different modalities of providing the 
assistance than are currently being used. Targets of opportunity can be supported (as is 
recommended in this report) but without more comprehensive follow-up by someone, the 
likelifiood of achieving major impact is very much reduced. 



Taking into account the findings describad above and the Eact that cafiyiPe out a reform 
which cavern curriculum change, teacher train@ and democratization of school structures 
would require dgnMcantly higher levels of resources and a more "projccdzed" approach to 
assistaw, there is a question as to whether A.I.D. should continue to devote resources to 
education reform. Based on the experience to date one cannot be cdnfldent that there.will 
be much impact from such efforts. The evaluators of the education reform program 
recognize this as a serious question but concluded that it would be better to keep A.1.D. 
imrolved in the topic than to withdraw given the importance of &cation to the 
strengthening of democracy. The rccommendations in the following part are made to 
improve the probability that AJ.D.'s continued involve~nent will result in useful impact. 

C MAJOR RECOMMENDATIONS 

If education reform is to remain a part of the overall democratization program, 
rcsouras should be augmented or co11wlidated in order to make possible tangible 
impacts in at least a few areas of activity. 

'The persons participating in the SEED-supported Fulbright Exchange program 
should be selected for their experience in the reform of educational structures and 
curricula - espezislly in the social sciences. Those persons should be placed in 
orgaaizations which have clearly indicated an interest in carrying out signEcant 
reforms in organization or in curricula 

The Books for Democracy program should be organized so that it directly supports 
the other education refonn activities rather than just supplying core osllections or 
miscellaneous books on democracy to worthy institutions. 

In deciding on the program focus to be follwed in the country strategies, ALD. 
should recognize the importance of fostering more democratically orgadzed schoob 
and of the need for the training of teachers and adminhtrators. 

Poland 

The Ohio State Civic Education program should be continued in order to support the 
development of instructional materials and the training of teachers. 



Uthnnain 

SEaBfmded programs should assist with the creation of new texts and materials 
focusing on Civic and Ethics Education at the swondary level. 

These programs should continue suppordng the strong work begun by APPLE, both 
in the education of the handicapped au4 the in-service education of teachers. 

B a w a  

The Fulbright exchange program should be conducted in direct support of the 
curricular reform efforts at PJBU and the EESC. 

CURRENT CO+Y STATUS AND MD4VNDED ACtMTIES 

Poland 

-Siluatian -- 
Rigidity, uniformity, and centralization characterized the school system of the nation during 
the forty-five years of the People's Republic of Poland. Education authority over the nation 
rested with the Ministry of Education. School headmasters had no autonomy or decision- 
making authority - for example, the power to hire or fue teachers rested not with them, but 
with the inspector. During the last three years, a new parliamentary act has simplified and 
restructured education below the university level. It vested admhistrative authority at three 
levels the Ministry, the "Kurator" at the county level., and the school director. This act also 
allows for non-public schools, some of which have been established 

However, as yet there is no broad national reform or restructuring in existence. The 
Ministry itself recognizes that it has but entered a "difficult transitional period" and 
anticipates that it will take several years for these proposed changes to become reality. At 
the higher education level there is some discussion abut moving toward autonomy for 
institutions. However, no significant changes in this direction are discernible. People in 
positions of authority still tend to wait for directions from the Ministry. There is a need to 
train administrators who understand the new directions education is attempting to take in 
Poland Furthermore, they need to learn non-authoritarian ways of decision making that 
will include teachers, parents, and even student leaders in making decisions relevant to the 
daily functioning of schooIs. 



At the higher education level there seems to be no general effort at curricular reform, 
Profb~~)rs are very poorly paid and are not motivated to dmge whatever they are doing. 
Some promhe seems to be present at the h e d a m  Studcs Cuntcr, which is part of the 
University of Warsaw, where intentions to change the curriculum are being nxprBSBCd, 

The Ministry of Education is naaktrg slaccre efforts at curricular reform, as evidenced by 
the 1993 pubIfcadon of PROTOKOE - a booklet that outlines ar new core d c u l u m  for 
ttae primary and secondary schools of the nation. PROTOKOL hdudes a BCCd.on,on Civic 
Education that explicitly emphasizes the ethos of freedom and democracy at dl lcveb ~f 
schooling. Furthermore, authority is granted by the Mintelq for indMdual schoob to 
develop their own curriculum as long as the core requirements are sadsfid 

The following are the principal activities which are under way or planned in the areas of 
focus of the evaluation 

The Ministry of National Education has developed a new integrated curriculum for 
secondary schools and has included in it a strong civic education component. With support 
from SEED, the Ohio State Mershon Center provided technicat assistance to the effort. It 
is important for the support to be continued in the next phases of curricular reform, ie., the 
development of instructional materials for teachers and pupils and the training of teachers 
(both pre-service and in-service). Short-term study programs at OSU for curriculumi 
mamgers/administrators would be most valuable. Furthermore, consideration could be 
given to using the English as a Foreign Lauguage Fellows in the Civic Education Program 
by having them handle content-based courses in the Civic Education Centers that the 
Ministry of National Education has established. 

Thc American Studies Center (ASC) is keenly interested in developing colcllses in the social 
sciences in collaboration with the various social science faculties of Warsaw University. New 
coutses have already been introduced and have proved most popular among students of 
different social science Wties.  It is recommended that Fulbright scholars/academic 
specialists in the social sciences be recruited for this purpose. In addition to the courses 
that would be offered in the ASC, a program sf seminafi dealing with various social science 
issues could be organized by the academic specialists. 



The lMnnfae Project betwen Warsaw Univelriity rrnd fadhna University h a w  been 
suamfd, the extension of the scope of program activity so as to include the social sciences 
should be explored. Indiana Univenrity faculty membera could be involved directly as 
institutional representatives or as I;Ub@t academic spwialbts, 

The Wry Foundation has organid and implemented the Olsztyn Summer School in 
Economia; The program is funded by a group of US foundations, led by the Ford 
Foundation The Books for Democracy Program of SEED has contributed ~ c a n t l y  to 
this program via the donation of Economics tatbooks and reference volwnes for the 
partidpqnts. The Batory Foundation is interested in repUEBtillp this stMmer school program 
format in the field of political denca. A joint f u d q  venture between USAID, US. 
foundations and the Batory Foundation would contribute sipMc811tly to curriculum reform 
in a key social science. 

IMng the 1-93 academic year there were nine Social Sdence Scholars at Polish 
universities. S h e  the Fulbright Program is the major channel for SEED resourca to 
Poland, the scholars/academic specialists selected should be involved in teaching and 
r~568~ch in the social sciences (e.g., Polidcal Science, History, Sociology, Economics, 
Education). Experience and interest in curricular refonn should be selection criteria. The 
placement of the specialists should be in institutions and deparbnents/faculties that have 
expressed an interest and willingness to engage in curricular reform. The Fulbright 
Commission should be responsible for identifying and recommending thosc institutions. 
Scholars to be sent to fie US should be selected from institutions/departments/facu)ties that 
have expressed interest in mi& reform and the scholars themselves should be active 
social scientists. 

Similady the exchange teachers to be placed in secondary institutions should be teachers of 
social studies and be interested in involving themselves in curricular reform especially in 
Civic Educatioa The host school should be selected on the basis of its interest in curricular 
reform and its potential leadership role (as identified by the Ministry of Education). Polish 
exchange teachers should be involved in social studies and engaged in curricular reform 
activities in their home school. 

In Poland, as elsewhere, the books sent under the Books for Democracy program are 
integrated into hiraries. Librarians typically are unaware of the source of these books, even 
though "Books for Democracy" is clearly printed on the inside of the front cover. However, 
a more important drawback is the fact that the program is not conducted so as to provide 



support to the other education reform activitia. Thir program could contribute importantly 
to the curricular reform efforts of the broader education reform objective, 

2. Llthannt. 

(4 0- - 
srruckaJ- 

Uth& still has a highly entrenched, old-fashfoned bureaucracy which was sodalized 
* under the Communist system. Molrt of the p e m ~ d l  in leadership positions in achoob and 

the offices of the Ministty share the same montallty and resist chaqp. This is particularly 
strong in the case of bigher education, where profdss~m were carefully trained to have the 
Mandst-Leninist ideology prmeate d their courses. 

- 
The country has adopted a new set of laws in 1991 and published a booklet in 1992 
describing the aims and structure of education reforms for primary and secondary schools. 
However, these are but paper reforms that await implementation. We should look, in the 
future, for evidence that the rccommendations of the 1!)92 booklet are put into operation 
There is now no functioning democracy in schools for either students or teachers. 
Discipltnary practices are authoritarian and while students seem to be ready to e w e  in 
more discussion with the adults, teacher training in new ways of classroom control and 
management is just beghhg. 

Curricular reform is not yet disczmible in higher education in the National University at 
Vilnius. Similarly at Vytatus Magnus University in Kaunas - reopened in 1991 after being 
shut down for 20 yetus during the Soviet era - the forces of tradition are in substantial 
control even though the current Rector talks about reform. 

Reform is more likely to occur in some aspects of subcollegiate schooling. OPle promising 
source of reform is the new In-service Training Center at the Vilnius Pedagogical University. 
A Department of Civic Education at the Ministry is currently developing materials whereby 
civic education will be integrated in d courses at the primary level and will be taught in 
separate courses in secondary schools. AU of these ideas are in their planning stages, with 
implementation to follow after .appropriate teaching materials are produced. 

The Ministry of National Education has developed and published a new national education 
policy. Civic Education has been identified as a key component of the secondary and 



primary l m l  curricula. The sound development of thh currfcuhr component ha been 
identiffed ao a priority need by the Ministry. Much impom for this curricular reform has 
come from a Udh&-Ameican oxsanfratlon named APPLE (American Profdona1 
Penonno1 for UtBdan Education), wbich dong with other activities, works with the In- 
service "DaMug Center holdiug eummsr mdmm on V&QUI topfa hcludiq Civic 
Education. The recruitment and placement of a Fulbrfent academic specIabt in sodal 
studieo at Vilnius Pedagogical University ia very much ra-ndad.' The recruitment and 
placement of US Fulbright axcbaqe teachers in ~lacted mndary mhoole to advise in 
curricular rsvision and development is also rbcomndcd. 

Tha Mtnistry of Education has authonlzcd ar program in ethics education to acme as an 
altexnative to religious education for those parento and students who ao desire. The 
development of this ethics education will serve as aa important component to the d a l  

- studies curriculum at the secondary and primary levels. The recruitment and placement of 
an academic specialist at Vilnius Pedagogical University to assist in the development of a 
curriculum and appropriate teaching materials for ethics education is strongly recommended, 

Attention to the mentally and physically handicapped has been identified by the Ministry 
of Education as an important element in democratization. Important developments in this 
area have occurred through the efforts of a SEED-funded Fulbright lecturer during 199293. 
This work began after a SEED-funded visit from Pennsylvania of four pciatists in the 
education of the handicapped. The work of APPLE seems to be revolutionizing education 
of the handicapped, including challenging the complacency of the Siauliai Institute. The 
work to integrate such children into the least restrictive environmentn is just begindug. The 
recruitment and placement of another Fulbright academic specialist to serve as advisor to 
the Ministry of Education and to Vilnius Pedagogical University for 199344 is strongly 
recommended. Curriculum development at the Ministry and the establishment of a special 
education mjor at the University should be encouraged. The Fulbright specialist could be 
selected in the context of the APPLE Program. 

While the other two Fulbpight. Scholars inte~ewed by the evaluators are involved in 
teaching and canyhg on their research, they are not involved in curricular reform. The two 
Scholars were not even aware that there was an expectation that they would carry on 
curricular reform. If SEED is to continue supporting the Fulbright program it should be 
pursued along the lines described in the above discussion of the Polish program. 



At the primnary and secondary education Ievds there are as yet no cle'arly formulated p k  
for stmctural changw. The system is highly mntrallzed at the Ministry level, and it ia likely 
to bo somo years before dpMcant deccntrakadon occurs. The Soviet model has a strong 
hold on ducatom and admhistrators at various levels. Stmctural, reform of Bulgaria'~ 
educational system has bean delayed by repeated reorganizations of the Minhtry of 
Educadori Funds needed for significant reorganization ate lacking, together with competent 
professionals not wedded to the previous system, There is s need to train mid-level 
educational admidstrators who can manage change toward decbntrallzadon of the system 

- and decision making at regional and local levels. 

A law has been passed granting autonomy to institutions of higher education However, this 
. law is curaently being re..examined and is likely to be revised, Nonetheless, Sofia University 
is making plans to adopt a credit system for course work and the western style AB., MA, 
and Ph.D. degree programs to replace the current diplomas. The adoption of the credit 
system, plus the fact that all required ideological courses have been eliminated, will 
introduce flexibility into students' programs. The East European Special Studies Program 
of Sophia University, and the New Bulgarian University, both discussed below, are important 
new initiatives in this area. 

At Sofia University there are moves to introduce Western style credit and degree systems. 
While these are structural changes, curricular reform will of necessity occur as a concomitant 
of sbifdng to the credit system. This, however, is at a very early stage of development. 
Other than this, some curricular development seems to be taking place in the Eastern 
European Studies Center at Sofia University and at the New University of IBulgaria 

At the primary and secondary education levels, curricular reform is barely bem'nninn, An 
d o n a 1  new text is in use, such as one in philowphy written by the Deputy Minister, 
'hrm0i.I in the Ministry of Education, derived from repeated reorganizations and changing 
leadership, has been a major deterrent to curricular reform. The lack of new texts as well 
as the rigidity and poor education of teachers are also major impediments. Funds are 
needed to create new texts and teaching materials as well as to mount massive in-service 
teacher education programs. 



NBU was crated in 1991 and has been in the forefkont of educational program reform - 
e.g., adult education, distance education, continuing education, medub offering#. The 
academic staff of the institution has utUkd its newly=grantud autondmcy from the Ministry 
of Mucation to axperjment in curricular reform, espedally in the social ado1 as. There is 
a high dembd for admissions to the new oounses and program It is recommended that 
a Fulbright, academic specialist in the social scienca be recruited sad placed at this 

. university. 

- TMs program is a fkee-standtfg entity attached to the Ofecc of the Vice-Rector for 
Academic Programs and to provide a series of interdisciplinary courses to 
a limited number of in Eastern Ewope uld the West. ltvo Fblbxight 
academic specialists in "r-93. It is recommended that two 

teaching of such courses. 

Fulbdght academic at S o h  University in the EESSP. 
They would assist in courses in the program as well as in the 

1 
(3) P r e  

'Pwo Fulbright academic specialists who were placed in the Department of English 
Philosophy at Sofia University also participated in the development of two comes in 
American Civilization and Culture in the Eastern European Special Studies Program 
@ESP). Within the EESSP a pro- entitled "Multi-cultural Diversity in American 
Society" has been established The EESSP has attracted a very high cali'bre of students. It 
should offer a good pool for exchange students for placement in the US. 

According to the new Fulbright Executive Director who is on the fadty of Sofia University 
and at the Eastern European Studies Center, six Fulbright scholars will be coming to 
Bulgaria for the 1993-94 academic year and will be worlcing on curricular reform in the 
social sciences. It would make sense to have these scholars attached to !he Eastern 
European Studies Center (EESC) which is an "interinstitutional, interdepartmental, 
interdisciplinary program" with ofkes at Sofia University and the New Bulgarian University. 
However, they must be made aware of their responsibility for curricular reform as it relates 
to the development of democracy. 

We have no clear information on the actual use of Books for Democracy in Bulgaria except 
at the American University of Bulgaria (AUR). However, &om ow various interviews it is 



clear that these boob are needed aud would be vary much appreciated in several 
inatitutlons and program, As in Poland and Lfthuda, the Books for Democracy Program 
is m t  being uwd directly to support the other edueution reform activitiek 

E PRIORITIZED LIST OF NEW AND CONTIMJED ACTIVITIES 

Ths following are proposed prioritlea amopz Puture adhidies under fhe Education Reform 
and Boob for Domonnuy programti. nese include aJdsting actkith to be continued, and 
activities to be mrded out In modMcd form. .Thew are Ustad by descending order of 
priority under each country. 

POLAND 

- 
Ohio State Civic Education Program 
Amerhn Studies Center/Wanraw University 
Batory Foundation Program in Political Science 

Books for Democracy 

Ohio State University Civic Education Progratn 
American Studics Center/Warsaw University 
Olsztyn Summer School of Economics 

Civic Education Program 
Ethics Education Program 

Crvriculum Reform 

New Bulgarian University (NBU) 
Eastern European Special Studies Program of Sofia University (EESSP). 

F. INDICATORS FOR FUTURE IMPACI' MEASURE~NT 

The following are proposed qualitative indicators that could be used to gauge the impact 
of the Education Reform and Books far Democracy initiatives. 



Inplusrra MNaw h g w m  mrd M& an AttWixc The attitudes of numerous teachers, 
p ropdve  teachers, and pupb are influenced ;In positive wan irz particular with respect 
to their understanding of the mnwpts of dtizanship and their image of democratically- 
governed countries. A ~ u e  of this influence am be produced via a study of the 
changing attitudes of pupils vis-a-vis themselva, their wtudents, their local community and 
their country. 

In@hce of Nnu Catrscr tm ClbWk University faculties gradually rtstnrcture their 
d c u l a  as a result of experimental comes. Mew courses addrcw hundreds of university 
students in various academic disciplines, eapdally the s4drl sdences, 'Ibs influence of such 
revised  course^ and programs on the tdnbg and subsequent professional life of the 
students can be evaluated through alumni follow-up. 

J h k h m t  of Sacial Scfma M a d g k  Professional fields of social science are upgraded, 
ad modern social science thought is conveyed to thousands of future citizem and social - 
scientists of the region. EvaPuation of these changes are possible by a follow-up of the 
program partidpants. 

' B&s of SpGciaCisb an C2mWk Specialists effect curricular changes in their institutions 
and academic programs. Colleague teachers and professors are influenad to engage and 
share in curricular review and change and in the development of appropriate teaching 
materfals. The multiplier effect of this professional involvement can be measured hy a 
m c y  of curricula and materials produced, local faculty involvement, student participation 
in the revised programs, and tests of student knowledge. 

U- o f I m  MataiaIc. Instructional materials are used by teachers in classes 
throughout the system. Thousands of students are exposed to their contents. Materials ate 
used directly to support the other education reform activities which are under way. Teacher 
utilization and instructional value can be measured by sample surveys. Attitudinal changes 
in students can also be surveyed 

hpct of Zhhiqof Participants teach thousands of students over each academic 
year. Evaluation of the knowledge of the students and subsequent professionals can be 
gauged by a follow-up of the participant alumni. 

Impwlad Urtivlersiry- . . One or more universities act as models for university 
reform for the region and assuple leadership roles in the reform of curricula in the social 
sciences, due to administrative reform, willingness to experiment, etc. The students 
graduating from tbis institution play a major role in the emerging professional life of the 
nation 



ANNEX M k  DEVELOPMENT OF INDIEPIIENDENT MEDIA 

Siaa April 1991 through the Mependent Media Project (No. 180.0022) has funded 
the United States Information Agency (USIA) and the International Media Fund 0 to 
provide traMng, equipment and technical assistance to Central and Eastern European 
countries. The objective has been to help those countries in developing and strengthening 

, ' independent broadcast and print media through providing equipment and technical 
assistance to the media and training for the journalists. A two-year budget of $12.6 million 
was provided to USIA Of that amount $10 million was passed to the International Media 

' Fund USIA spent the remaining $2.6 million on a wide range of training activities in 
Eastern Europe and in the U.S. 

The IMF and USIA conduct the activities out of Washington. The IMF has no 
representatives in the field USIA uses its field perso~mel attached to the U.S. Embassies. 
IMF makes grants to particular media relatsd organizations and has focused on providing 
equipment, materials and short-term technical assistance. USIA uses its traditional channels 
such as exchange program, training programs and observation trips. The VOA participates 
with USIA in the effort. 

The number of interviews with persons who had participated in the exchange programs was 
limited by the fact that many of the U.S. participants had returned to the U.S. and were 
scattered to their points of origin and that there was no comprehensive listing of the names 
and addresses of all the nationals of the countries visited who had participated in the 
activities being assessed. Partly because of those limitations and partly because the major 
activities, in funding levels and apparent impact, were those supported by the IMF, the 
Evaluation Team put its principal ffocus on assessing those IMF activities. 

A fuller discussion of these topig is provided in Annex IV. 

B. ASSESSMENT OF PROGRAM IMPACT AND EFFECTIVENESS 

1 General Findings 

Based on the previous discussions of country programs below the following are the 
Evaluation Team's common finclings. 



The old state monopolies have been replaced by hundreds of new independent media 
outlets, mostly in the print media, but many in radio and some in telcrvisioa For instance, 
it Js estimated that wer 1,000 newspapers have been started In Poland in the last three and 
one-half years most of which have failed because the market p b  cannot support that 
volume. There are still some hindrances to the free press, espCcially in the area of 
telovisfon, but the fact remains that anyone can start a newspaper, and hundreds have, and 
be left free to expre88 opiaiom on any h e 0  Indeed, all political d m  can now be read or 
heard throughout Eastern Europe. , 

Independent wire ncws services have been started with IMF help in the Baltic countries, 
Poland and Bulgaria They are providing objective news awerage and are the only 
a l tedvcs  to state news services,. Their customers, primarily the new, smaU independent 
press and radio, had high praise for the new services. The Voice of America is carried, 
along with local news in the local language, on a number of new, independent radio stations 
assisted by IIkW funding. 

A free press, however, does not automatically mean a good press. After 50 years of state- 
directed media and an even longer tradition of advocacy jourdism, much of the new free 
press is devoted more to. opinion than to fact. Time and again we heard that you must read 
three or four newspapers for all the opinions and then make up your own mind on what the 
real Eacts are. It must be kept in mind, however, that the more objective approach of U.S. 
journalism is not followed even in Western Europe where many newspapers strongly reflect 
their owners9 political views. 

There is great interest among private persons in establishing independent media and laws 
to support the existence of such media either have been passed (as in Poland) or are under 
consideration Indeed, investments are being made even before formal franchises are 
granted, and advertising revenues, almost unknown under the Communist government are 
growing. However, given the dif6cult economic conditions facing the economies of these 
countries, it is likely that there will be a large number of commercial failures among the 
independent media Thus, attention will have to be paid to prospects of commercial 
viabiliiy and to the needs for technical assistance and training related to management and 
commercial operations. 

AID support has been of signi..cant assistance to several organizations which have been 
making progress on their goals thereby contributing to the strengthening of the independent 



m a k  The Media Resourw Canter in Poland is becoming a strong force for train@ of 
media persoanel and could become a center of excellence for the wbole region, The Vilnius 
University School of JoumaUsm is actively reforming its curriculum. The Baltic N m  
Service has become strong enough that it probably can contiaue to grow without external, 
co&onal support. The now independent radio stations assisted in Bulgaria are gaining 
at~ength, The training provided through USLA generally Js praised. 

Assigning t h e m  of importance of the ALD. funded support to the progress being made 
by the independent media is a task we cannot meet, Other &tan= agencies are quite 
active and, above all, the overwhelming impetus and support for the Mependent media is 
coming from within the countries visited. It responds to the opportunides presented by the 
looaiag of controls and its main impediment is the difficult cconomic situation faclnn the 
independent media. Thus, we do not find it possible to go further than saying thao the 
program is having positive results. 

Poland 

The overwhelming focus of the use of the resources of the program in Poland has been on 
the Media Resource Center with the balance going for various types of traininn_ The 
support for the Center has been important to the Center's progress. Since the Center is 
becoming a major vehicle for the training of media professionals the program would seem 
to be making a significant contribution t~ strengthening the independent media Thus our 
priority recommendation for the future is that the program continue its support for the 
Media Resource Center. This is based on our observations of the center's activities and on 
the general opinion we heard concerning its operations. It Bas high potential for being a 
major force to support the independent media 

Lithuania 

The program provided a very modest amount of assistance to the Baltic News Service which 
has established itself as a source of reliable information. That is a access. More important, 
the program has established contact with two potentially important institutions whose 
programs are descrii~ed below: the Vilnius University School of Journalism and the Liucija 
Baskaukas Network. 

Bulgaria 

The program in Bulgaria was the most active of the three which the Evaluation Team 
observed. It has contributed to the strengthening of five private radio stations and an 
independent news service. The commercial radio stations could use additional assistance 
but their current operations raise some concerns about their cost effectiveness and 
commercial viability. The major shortcoming of the program to date is that it has not found 



a way to work with television or to strengthen the trahing of journalists and other media 
professionals. This reflects the local situation rather than any failinPR on the part sf the 
program planners and managers, NcvQrthelw, we suggest that the program place emphasis 
on seeking to identQ and assist an in-counby trafnOae mechanism such as those baing 
asbbted in Poland a d  p h m d  for assistance in Lhhuania 

C MAJOR RECOMMENDATIONS 

There are several opportunities for making an impact on the development of the 
independent media which should be seized. One is to provide assistance to the new holder 
of the right to use a current Russian TV channel in Uthuania who wants to adopt Western 
programming and provide independent news coverage in the Baltics. Another is to support 

- student radio stations such as the one which has stated in the American Udversity in 
Bulgaria A third would be to give more support to journalism schools as they show interest 
and movement (as currently is the case in Lithuania). None of thesc starts would be costly. 

The IMF has provided equipment to the organizations with which it has been working* This 
appears to have given good results to date because of the experience its personnel had in 
operational media. However, given the economic situation referred to above, it would be 
advisable for requests for funding of equipment in the hture to be submitted to close review 
of tlhe economic prospects of the applying organization and the provision of support for 
equipment usually should be part of a package which includes a business plan and the 
necessary training. 

Before visiting the three European countries, we met with various ALD. and USM officials 
in Washington and read many of the activity reports. This left us with the understanding 
that there is a reluctance to support the state broadcasting systems since the main objective 
sf the program is to support private media entrepreneurs. We tbink that this approach is 
short-sighted. The best broadcasters in Western Europe have traditionally been public 
broadcasters funded in some way by public money. 'Ehe BBC in Great Britain is the best 
known example, but similar public broadcasters exist in every Western European country. 
Of course the public broadcasting entities of Eastern Europe are not yet of the quality of 
those in Western Europe. However, throughout Eastern Europe state broadcasting 
organizations are throwing off government direction. There are still some problems in most 
countries with government pressures but more and more those pressures are being resisted 
as state broadcasters follow the leadership of the new and independent print media 
Furthermore, most of the best journalists in these Eastern European countries are working 
with state broadcasters. Although independent radio and television are making steady 



progras, W of commerdal revanuee d m  not d o w  them to atablieh large news 
departments to compete with the state broadcasters, and the personnel of the latwr will be 
dominating news coverage for many years, It makes more sense to improve them than to 
ignore them. The Rutgers Unlveraity study team in 1991 reached a similar conclwion. 
Furthermore, the more independent of government control the publidty around broadcaters 
bamme, the more h l y  it is that the werall atmmphere for privately owned broadcastem 
will be positive, The inmasing profe881onaljs.m of the leaders will help all. 

'X'hero is a tremendous demand by telcntision broadcasters for propmmiq from the Walt. 
Russian channels arc still wen throughout all thrm ooul[ltries we visited. In fact one 
Russian channel, Ostanldno, is extremely popular because of its entertairunent programs, 
includdpg some from the U.S. Indeed, everywhere we went we were told that there is a 
tremendous appetite for programs that can show something about Western Ufe styles and 

- Wcctem democracy. The programming doesn't have to be the latest network series. Any 
documdntaries, children's shows, light entertainment, concerts, opera, ballet, etc., would be 
welcomed and would strengthen the position of the outlet showing them. Professor Irving 

a Fang of the U~IJVersity of Minnesota reached the same conclusion during a -month 
tmidq mission to the Baltic countries in 1992. 

Eastern European countries cannot afford to pay very much for programming, but there is 
enough material from the archives of the last 20 years to satisfy their immediate needs. 
Considaration~ should be given to using a person experienced in the U.S. television 
marketplace to make deals for program distribution with these Eastern European countries 
on a barter or discounted basis. Such deals probably would pay off for the supplying 
companies in years to come. In the meantime they would help the spread of democracy. 
The person in charge might be engaged on salary or on a contingent fee basis. 

There bas been a wide variety of trahhg: y&-long scholarships at US. universities; short- 
tean visits to the U.S. for seminars; two to fiveday seminars in Eastern Europe by visiting 
US. experts; longer visits of one to three months by US. expea; Mbright scholars posted 
to teaching positions in universities, It is Mcult to assess the effect of the large amount 
of training that has been provided throughout Eastern Europe. Still, in our opinion, there 
is no question that much of the .training has been suaxssful. Throughout our three weeks 
we met many people who had attended training courses. They were nearly unanimous in 
saying that the training had been benefici J and had contributed to the improvement in the 
media There was also nearly unanimous support for continued training from the U.S. with 
especially strong requests coming from Lithuania and Bulgaria Indeed, our view is that the 
major focus of future programming should be on training. 



We did hear, however, many suggestions for changes and improvemnts in the approach to 
traMq. Those most commonly heard am the following: 

. Practical tsacbio& not theory, fs now the need, We heard h e  and time again that 
people ata tired of hearing lecture8 ~ i l  theory; that what they need now b prdcal  
ejtperience. We heard requats for trw in many #padallzed areas - camera 
work, tape editing, researching di861cult stories, ~ n o m i c  reflrting, communications 
SYS~OHIS, management, marketing, srganhtfon, andl on and on 

Replace lectures with debate and dhssion. The journalists in the three countries 
we visited are proud that a free prw laas bean established and although they know 
they atill need help they want the 5nal dedsions to be left to them, 

. ElMnate many of the short seminars in Eastern Europe and replace them witb one 
to three month visits by U.S. media experts, In that mnnection there were repeated - 
requests that visitors come in and work on site until they understand the local 
situation and can then work with the people on a day-to-day basis. Several people 
referred very positively to the work done by Professors Irving Fang of the University 
of Minnesota who spent three months in the Baltics, and also to Romas Sakadolakis 
of VOA who spent several months working on site with various media organizations. 
At our briefing sessions in Washington, officials at both USJA and IMF said that they 
were moving towards this kind of operation We encourage that trend. 

Training sessions in Eastern Europe should be planned in cooperation with the 
prospective trainees and their organizations. Sometimes we heard that the training 
~ 0 1 1 s  were not exactly what was needed. Things are changing so fast in all of 
these countries that someone sitting in the U.S. cannot possibly know what the 
current needs are. Furthermore, there are so many demands for training that only 
the national entities can set their priorities. 

Reduce training seminars in U.S. to one to three months and plan them better. One 
recipient of an eight-month visit to the U.S. admitted, rather reluctantly, that long 
visits such as his were a luxwy and a better payoff would be obtained by shorter 
sessions for more people. Some who had been in the U.S. said their visits were not 
well planned - that there was too much wasted time and not enough practical 
experience. One highly placed television executive said that he would not be in his 
present job without the U.S. experience. He said, however, that it was only his own 
efforts in completely replanning his US. stay that made it so valuable. He was to 
spend some time at a television station and then move on to visits to Washington 
and various universities. He persuaded the station to keep him for the full three 
months, and he worked through most departments in that station. He said his most 
valuable experience was working directly with the news director. 



M a b  the topic of management in general, but aBacfatly in mrbting and saloa, a 
major priority for the future. aZlis was the area that came up for discussion with 
almost every sador emmtive. However, there aro two pitfalls in thfs arm OM ie 
that it may be a little too early for this kind of training as the esonomies in Eaatarn 
Europe are BO bad that there is very little adveddq money available and too r#any 
ma& outlets are chadng the same dollam. Anather is that visiting U.S. exparts must 
not go in mUiagl the current U.S. market  at^ tho aaswer. Aitverdsemnt agenda, 
television commercial production howa, radio jingle writers - all of t h w  are almost 
unknown in Eastern Europe, Most local bus-n do not believe that advertising 
helps sales. Those who do advertise at the moment are do@ it for prestige. They 
will need to be convinced of its commerdal valua. 

Cooperation with training activities of other nations should be emphasized. A great 
deal of trddq is also being done by &eat Britain, France, Italy and the 
Scandfiavian countries. Professor Irving Fang wrote a report a year ago outlining 
a plan for a co-operative training program in the Baltics to involve the U.S., 
Denmark, Sweden and Finland. We found no evidence that practical measures have 
been taken to coordinate these various programs. 

A better tracking system is needed of participants in training seminarn and workshops 
both inauntry and in the U.S. This tracking should include an objective evaluation 
and follow up of where these people go and a second follow up and evaluation of the 
program one year later. Presently USIA and IMF are respnsible for tracking their 
own trainees. 

CURRENT COUNTRY STATUS AND ALD* FUNDED A-ES 

Poland 

Of the three countries we visited, Poland is furthest along the road to a totally free press. 
Indeed, it would appear that Poland is well on the way to finding its own direction in the 
world of media Less than three years ago there were only three private radio stations and 
one private television station. T d y ,  there are at least 45 private radio stations and 18 
private television stations. A new government commission is just being appointed to rule 
on radio and television frequen&s and to award new licenses. They have already received 
700 applications for radio licenses and over 200 for television. The newspaper field has 
exploded, and it is estimated that more tiian 200 new publications are now in existence. A 
new media law has been passed and, although some concerns have been expressed, it has 
been given a good reception by most senior media people. The major concern is over a 
clause which calls on the media to recognize Christian values. It is generally accepted that 
the law will undergo changes as the new media continue to improve. 



S t a ~  t e l d o n  ~PCWV has two national channels. Two other national channela are available. 
Tha Catholic Church is axpected to get one and th4 other probably will be awarded to state 
regional outlets to form a state network There are dm 18 private or "pirate" stations 

-? 
operating without licenses on a locaked bcosfs. 'Ibe pirate atadom carry mostly foreign 
programming but do provide some news with their very small staffs. State t e l d o n  startad 
carrying commerdals 2-112 years ago and the private stations are carryIne very crude 
commerdals most of which are just text across the screen There is cbnsiderable doubt that 
private telavfsion will have the revenue in the foreseeable future to compete with state 
television k information propmmhg, 

Private radio, which has exploded all over the cou~txy, fa good. The big auoass, R d o  Zot, 
is considered by many Americans living in Poland to be as good as U.S. r d o .  In Warsaw, 
the two private stations claim to have takon half the audence away from state television 
However, most people still watch the state channcrh for news, with 18 million tuning in every 
night for she 230 PM news. Most of the news on the state channel is political or foreign 

a - with little coverage of other everyday issues. Regional state stations carry the network signal 
but art allowed to opt out for a few hours every day to carry local programming. 

The major weakness In all the media is that there is still too mu& opinion and not enough 
Eact. Most joumaMsts don't know how properly to research complex subjects. This situation 
is complicated by the battle between the old guard, many of whom arc still in high media 
positions, and the new guard composed of those who led the dissident movement in the 
1980's. A further complication is that there are at least seven different journalist 
d a t i o n s  as even those once united by the underground movements are now fighting 
amongst themselves. The journalism schools also are not a part of the solution They 
currently provide almost no practical training. Most senior media people agree that the 
curriculum must be totally overhauled, but there seems to be no movement towards change 
within the schools themselves. 

The principal activity to date has been with the Media Resource Center which was created 
in 1991 and has been a base for seminars by visiting experts from the U.S. and for teaching 
journalism courses to university students. The Center received organizational support from 
the Journalism Resources Institute of Rutgers University and grants of over $600,000 from 
the IMF to renovate its space, to equip it with radio and television facilities and to sponsor 
a range of training activities. m e  IMF also has provided a small amount of equipment for 
the Solidarity Information Service, an independent wire s e ~ c e  created to supply objective 
reports to hundreds of new independent radio stations. 



"fhe Center was set up fn 1991 undar the guidance of the Director of tho Joutaallun 
Raour~dle Institute at Rutgem University. It waa uaed primarily as the base for varioue 
sam by visiting experts Erom the U.S. and for teachiagl joumalb cawlssrr b univedty 
studen&. Since Saptsmber 1992, the director of the Center ha8 bean a Polish-American who 
hna Ilvd in Warsaw for the past 10 years. The full-time staff of the Center oopllists of a 
secretary and a telavlsion coordinator. There are part-time d o  and print coorBinaton; 
other local resources arc brought in as needed. 

' l ls  major activity of the Center is pruvidhg journalism coursae for etudenth Five cournea 
are now being offered: two for print, two for radlio and one for ~ l d d o n .  Each of the five 
courms consists of one four-how class each weak for 14 weeks. There are approximately 

- 20 students registered in each anvle for the 1992-93 year dthough wme are attending more 
than one course. Almost all of them are students from the University of Warsaw and many 
of them cue &om the journalism W t y .  The students said they could not get practical 

' teaching anywhere else, and they asked that the courses be expanded. Other activities at 
the Center include: (i) conferenas and training rrominars, most of them in conjunction with 

I 

the Central and East European Media Center; (ii) provision of advice and consultation for 
young media entrepreneurs; and (iii) informal meetings of Polish jouR18IIsts to discuss 
journalistic hues. 

The Center's goals are: (i) to help people in journalism in the transition from a contr011ed 
press in a totalitarian state to a free press; (ii) to define the role of the media and help the 
media fulfill that role; (iii) to teach new skills that were not provided in the Commwnist or 
underground press; and (iv) to see that journalism is suitable to the norms of tbc! country 
and is a model that fits with society's mores. The accomplishments of the Center to date 
have been impressive. For instance: enrollment in the journalism classes has risen Grom 10 
to wer 60 in the past year; many of the students have gone quickly into jobs in the media, 
sometimes while still attending the courses; the Center has a growing list of requests for 
help from independent radio and television outlets; the Center has translated the BB@ guide 
on journalistic ethics and practices into Polish and Polish state television is now distniting 
it to all its journalists; and the Center will soon start the publication of a monthly bulletin, 
in English and Polish, to publicize its activities. 

The long-term objective of the center is to offer a full one or two-year journalism course. 
The Deputy Editor of- and Deputy Chairman of the Polish Publ ish  Association, 
has discussed with the Center the possibility of its being a base for a new journalism school. 
An Academic Council, with representatives of the Polish Journalists Association, has just 
been created to work on future plans for the educational program to be offered at the 
Center. A staff committee has been formed to look at other ways to raise funds to support 
an imprwed curriculum. 



A Woh conrtraint frs that there b a 8feox'tage of aW at the C6nter. The demand have 
bscomb too much for the fow poplo involved. Then too, there war a common opintou 
among the IMF ataft in Weohington, Bmbasoy r t d  in Warsaw and tbe Cc,ntsr rtaff that the 
time hsr mmc, for raverance of the ties with Rutgon &ce tho rlhwrdon in Poland k 
chagtqg K, rapidly that local direction L needed on a day-bday ban&. Administration of 
the Cefitw baa baen difficult becaw of long delay in obt;aining daddona from the U.S. 

We strongly support condnued (ewn expanded) support to be Center. It has had important 
sucms a d  haa tho potential of baing a canter of sxoellencu for tho whole region To mist 
the aBort we recommend that the following step be t a k a  

Appoint a Boar4 of Directors to ensure a proper 'wsiness approach to an expanded 
program. The IMF and the U.S. Embassy in Warsaw should be represented on the 
Board This can be followed by a severance of the dm with Rrztgers University. 

Reqyest that a full businem p h  be prepared annually in which objecdvas would be 
wt and reported on quarterly. 

. Prepare a strategyfor a slow withdrawal of k1.D. funding, probably stc9rting In the 
W d  or fourth year, so that the respomibillty for an imprwed press is taken on by 
Polish organizations associated with the Center. 

This is a new independent service founded to provide radio voice reports to the hundrcda 
of new independent radio stations spring@ up all wer Poland The only other newer service 
is the Polish Press Agency which is nu3 by the government. It provides S~MCCS only in 
print. In any event, most of the independent radio stations appear to want sedcc! from a 
non-governmental agency. Few of them can afford to have their own correspondents in the. 
various cities and regions of the country. 

The M F  has provided a very modest amount of assistance to this new service. We heard 
several Eavorable comments about it from senior media executives, but were unable to 
arrange a visit to the senrice itself. We cannot make any recommendation concerning future 
s"PPort* 

There is a h e  press but much of it is a spinoff of former Commdt publications with 
many of the same people in positions of power. Although the government does not appear 



to mrdrs my direct control aver the cotltent of atate radio and telavieion, the rmnt 
change in government resulted hi new peraomel in the top posltlom and their attitudes have 
yet to be terted. 

There are currently four blmhioo channels raan in moat of the country. There are a h  11 
rmnll munidpal &lenddon ~tutione mttored around the amtry whlcb are financed by local 
gwammntr on law fkquendea and broadmtiq only a few how a day. Two of the 
n a t i O n a l l y ~ n ~ l o l l r a i n t h e R ~ ~ , o r i l p t a a t t e i n  Morcrwvand carrjrno 
Uthuanian~pro- &other to a POW E)rannsL The fourth Is operated by the 
gwernment but carrim very little Uthuanian pro&rammiPg. 1[Lvo other channels, avaIlable 

. only in the area of the capital, have ream@ been dormant but licenses have been panted 
to indapendanb who am now attempdmyt to get them on the air. Adverddng d o h  lare 
atmort nondtent  and.mat observers believe thab p h t e  tolevisfon will have a difficult 
wmvfae. - 

- There L general agre41imt that state telovidon is byoving, md we were told that 
everyone watcha the mllin evening news on state televisiwi~ However, the Russian private 
channel,. Ostaaldno, is still the most popular channel. The quality of its entertainment 
pro- which includes some old U.S. series, t much higher than Lithuanian television 
and everyone in Uthllrvlia speaks Russian. 

Private radio has developed strongly since iadepndena and now gets the highest audiences, 
primarily because of its Western music. The stations have very small staffs and carry very 
little news. State radio, with its large news st&& is sti l l  the major source for news on radio. 

As in all Eastern Europe countries, the newspaper industry has grinun enormously. It is now 
estimated that there are over 200 newspapers, most of them weeklies However, because 
of the poor economy, many newspapers are failing and &adations and advertising revenues 
either remain stagnaut or are decreasing. Editors with whom we talked said there was no 
direct govcment pressure on them concerning the content of their papers. Howevcr, with 
one exception, all the newspapers are printed on state.owp.ed presses and distri'buted by a 
state-cd compaay., and it is evidently a not wcommon praaia for the state to let its 
displeasure be I m m  by altering printing and distniution schedules. One ylcwspaper, the 
Standard, has bought its own presses, but they are old and the quality of printing suffers in 
comparison with the state-printed newspapers. Some newspapers are also experimenting 
with home delivery by retired people in an attempt to break away from the state monopoly, 
but this accou11ts for only two or three percent of distribution to date. 

Everyone agrees that truly objective journalism does not exkt in Lithuania. At least there 
is pluralism and all opinions are heard, rat just the one opinion of previous Communist 
governments. 



The p r o m  has been only modestly active to date. However, there are several 
oppotr;lllfties for h a w  positive impact in the near term which are Qiscussed below, 

A UthwAmr,dcan who has been living in Vilnius for the past three years, has obtained 
a seven-year licenw for one of the only three country-wide   lev is ion channels in U t h d  
The system, known as Channel 3, is currently carryine the Russian state channel from 
Moscaw in the Russian language and udth ao Lithuanian content. IEe M.cense allows that 
the Russian pr- be replaced with Weatern and Uthuania~ programming, 

The Iice118cc cutfently is receiving some funding from the Frittord Foundation of Norway - 
$300,000 per year for power to nm the translaaission system within the borders of 

Lithuania An additional capital imrestmcnt of between $5001,000 and $1 million is needed 
to provide a studio and U t i e s  for the broadcasting of Western programs with Lithuanian 
subtitles and for the production of Lithuanian pragrams. The licensee has approached 
various organizations for fundin& including the European Bank for Reconstruction, the 
.Sores Foundation and the IMF in Washington. IMF has a detailed list of the equipment 
needed. 

The licensee has completed negotiations for the acquisition of Western programdq. It has 
a commitment from the U.S. Discovery network for 200 hours of programming. It will 
receive it at no cost until the advertising market improves and then for 50% of the 
a d v e ~ m e n t  revenues on the programs. It has made similar deals with the British 
Broadcasting Corporation for its World News Service and Asian Service and with jeuro 
Sports an6 Euro News. It also has run full-page questioI1118iTts in all major Lithu8ni8h 
ncwspapcrs to learn the viewing habits and interests of current television viewers. Over 
10,000 replies have been received and they ate still coming in. 

The licensee has the objectives oE showing non-Russian programs, primarily &om the West; 
improving the quality of the Western programming and adding subtitling in Lithuanian to 
help viewers learn English; producing Uhuanian progmnmhg, including news; providing 
educational programming in the afternoon hours; collecting news from the local municipal 
stations and re-transmitting it td the entire country; and expanding the network to emer the 
other two Baltic nations, Latvia and Estonia 

The plans are very ambitious. Outside funding will nave to carry the effort for the 
foreseeable fi~ture as advertising revenue growth will be very slow due to the weak economy. 
Considerable external expertise will be required - advisors in station management, 
programmin& technical, advertising and h c e .  



We recommend that the M F  provide at leaat part of the fhmcing the station needs 
rn get on the air with subtitled Westam program* Sixteen horn a day of 
Russian tel&ion would be eliminated and replaclad with a window on the Western 
world. 

A detailed analysfs of thc wmnt h d n l  aituation of the limnsee should be done 
before a final commitment uf funds, Consultations should also take glace with other 
posible Arnding organ&atior~ in an attempt to provide a solid base for the next few 
Y-• 

There is a real enthusiasm for change and improvement at the Vilnius University School of 
Joumabn, Old Soviet-ordered courses on Scientific Atheism and Marxist theory have 
already been dropped and many cou.cs in practical journalism are being added. USIA has 
funded some teaching at the school and the head of the VOA Lithuanian service, lectured 
at the school last year and left some radio recorders with the faculty. The IMF is giving 
consideration to fun- a student radio station and providing some computers, radio aud 
television equipment and software f ~ r  tcaching practical jorunatism C O ~ .  Professors 
Joseph Slade and Don Fourney, who conducted seminars in U t h d  in 1% 
recommended that help be given to the schooL Professor Irving Fang of the University of 
Minnesota, who spent three mo~ths in Lithuania in 1992, also recommended that teaching 
equipment be donated to the Univetsity at Vilnius. 

There has been an obvious improvcuent in the d b r e  of the students in the past year or 
so. Most new students speak Engbh, which v:%s not the case just two years ago, and they 
are n w  asking bold, pointed questions about ahe serious issues of journalism. However, the 
school d m  face serious constraints. It lacks equipment and the tradition of partisan 
jounlatism is difficult to overcome. 

That a commitment be qade to the schcml to provide the requested list of equipment 
for the next semester. 

That bding be provided to the schooi for a student radio station patterned after the 
one funded by the IMF at American University in Blaevograd, Bulgaria 



This is a wire aews service basad in Vilnius. It is one of three sister companies located in 
each of the Baltic states. It is the only naws send00 currently operating other than the state- 
run service, The qency s- in economics, energy, unemployment, asd other business 
related topica. The service i s  currently being pwclwd by all newa outlets in U t h d  
However, most of its rmnue now comes h m  the English saruice it provides to bus- 
and embassiwe 

The Baltic News Service has an outstanding reputation for being first with stories. All the 
mior media people we talked to h Uthuania pdwd the quality of the Sewice, espedally 
its objective approach to the news, It is seen as totally independent from any power 80urcc. 
,b fact, it has received several veiled warnings from the government about some of its 

- reporting but claims it ignores them and adds that it is not concerned with these minor 
pressures. A visit to the nmroom leaves the impression that the company is doing very 
well finandally with computer setups at aU work stations. 

The Baltic Newer Service received a small amount of funding from the IMF to help in setting 
up a communications system. The head of the Vilnius office was high in his p& of the 
training that also had k e n  provided by the IMF on several occasions. The assistance 
lappears to have been well spent in helping to start an independent news agency which is 
considered an important contributor to the gowing free press in the Baltic countries. 

It would appear that Baltic News is now at the stage where it can progress on its 
own. We therefore recommend that no further funding be provided unless there is 
proof of severe need, 

Bulgaria's progress towards a free press appears to be much slower than ICa Poland and 
Lithuania. ASl major newspapers are tied to a political party or labor union or ,arc Ehanced 
with mysterious money believed to be funds smuggled out of the country by Communists and 
now being smuggled back in far private purposes. The problem of more opinion than facts 
seems more serious here. There is evidently an increasingly open dialogue on radio and 
television, and polls ha shown that people believe there is a higher degree of objectivity on 
radio and W than in newspapers. 



Tbere are now 12 private radio stations, most of them having been started in the last six 
months. Many of the independent stations are extremely well financed with ?RedM money - - mystarious funds thought to be brought back iuto the country by former Communists. For 
htance, the mast popular independent d o ,  Radio Exprew, has almost no advertising but 
has a staff of 80 and reporters in mobile radio cars. Forty-two radio Ucensea have been 
hued by the gwement, but moart have not yet made it on the air. The state has four 
radio networks with the main one getting 5Wo of the mdence. Ttra new private stations 
are sm almost W o  of the audencu in 5 0 5  This is remarkable considering that only 
60% of listenen get the new FM statiom and that the government maintains a monopoly 
of AM broalcasting for itself. 

Television ie still dominated by the state with two channels, but only one is seen nation- 
wide. The only other functioning TV channels are Ostantino from Moscow and TV5 from 
France. Two private television limnses were granted some time ago, but the recipients did 
not proceed because of the very doubtful economic prospects. The new head of state 

, ' televdsion said he believed it will be at least 10 years before private television is 
commercially established. Of course, he may be exaggerating in order to support his 
position that state television deserves support. 

The state television network carries very little Bulgarian programming, It produces only 6% 
of its entertainment programs and a total of 140 minutes a day of information programming. 
The remaining hours are filled with foreign programs. The Russian channel has superior 
entertainment progrrrmming and is getting about 40% of the audience in Sofia, the capital 
city. Idation has reduced the state network's spending power by two-thirds in the past two 
years. Budgets are being handed out by the government one month at a time. The state 
network accepts advertisin& but there is very little of iL Mr. Boyadztriev hopes to move 
most of the information programming to Channel 1 and make Channel 2 more of an 
entertainment channeL He proposes to sell 49% of this channel to private interests and 
then attempt to make a profit which he can use to improve Channel 1. TIhis would make 
it even more difficult for any private channel to survive. 

Thc Director-General was chosen by a direct vote in parliament after his predecessor was 
fired for politid reasons. There is a radio-television committee of parliament, but admits 
no one pays any attention to it. A new media law has been debated, but we were told that 
it would be a long time coming as the government prefers having no rules to hinder its 
actions. 

Most of the US. help has gone to four activities: (i) the Center for the Study of Democracy 
which has helped gut three new independent radio stations on the air, (ii) a student radio 
station at the American University in Blaevograd; (iii) a private radio station in Sofia which 
is now the secondhighest rated independent station; and (iv) Lee the &st independent wire 
news service in Bulgari~ Nearly $600,000 has been disbursed in support of these activities. 



The IMF funded studio equipment for Radio Vitosha which went on the air in April 1991 
with VOA material in English only. In January 1992, the station started Carrying some local 
programs in Bulgarian and since then has been slowly reducing the VOA content in order 
to retain its audience against the other new independent stations. It is now producing 263 
minutes a day of its own material with the remainder b o b  mostly music coming from the 
VOA From approximately 8:OO am. until 5:OO p.m., it d e s  news on the hour in 
Bulgarian plus several Wminute blocks of analysis, dhusions, advice, etc. There are now 
20 people on its staE and management is very optimistic about the future. The station 
started carrying advertising when Bulgarian programming started in January 1W. 

The Center has started two other stations, one in the city of Plovdiv and one in the city of 
- V a m  They took the same approach as Radio Vitosha of starting with VOA material and 

slowly replacing it with their own production Plovidv received studio equipment born the 
IMF while Vama is operating with rented equipment, volunteer staff and some &iandal 

' help from the Soros Foundation. The Center has asked the IMF for funding to purchase 
additional studio equipment and a transmitter and says this step is crucial to the future of 
the Vama station since it would permit it both to increase the scope of coverage and to be 
fully independent of the use of state-owned facilities. 

The stations were the first independent stations to break the state monopoly, and they have 
helped set standards for new, independent radio stations. A recent attitude survey of 1,500 
people showed that Radio Vitosha in Sofia was getting 5% of the audience and getting the 
younger and better educated listeners. The survey also showed that people were listening 
primarily for music, local news and news from the US. A listenership survey is being done 
in Vama in April. Its management believes it is either narrowly in first place or a strong 
second to the state station. 

Advertising revenue is growing, but slowly. The stations are now offering a three-city 
package to advertisers. It would appear that the Centefs stations, still canying a b t  of 
VOA material, will have a very tough battle getting the necessary commercial revenue from 
the fragmented advertis.hg market, However, the stations assert that they are close to 
breaking even. 

More training for ihe staB at ail three stations is plamid. The International Executive 
Service Corps is sending a radio management expert to spend a month teaching primarily 
advertising, sales and marketing, They also hope to arrange training for journalists in 
professional standards and ethics. The Vama station 'is to obtain additional studio 
quipment and a transmitter. The Plovdiv station is to negotiate a $40,000 loan from a, bank 
to continue improvements and move the station from its w e n t  space in the trade union 
building to a hotel to rename any suspicion of union influence. 



a We were somewhat disturbed by the very posh quarters occupied by Radio Vitosha 
in the most expansive hotel in Bulgaria The Canter for the Study of Democracy was 
also in impressive quarters. No further help should bn provided to Radio Vitosha 
without 1 close examination of the cost effectiveness of its operations. 

8 We mpport the request for equipment for the Vama station. Hmcver, our concern 
about its ability to survive in a very difficult market, leaves us with vely mixed 
feelings. Its financial prospects should be examined in detail. 

(2) 

- Radio Tangra went on the air in Sofia in December 1992 with studio equipment and cr 
transmitter provided by the IMF. It has a staff of 24, including four journalists, and has 
contracts with six newspapers, bartering promotion for access to the newspaper's reporters. 

' Music is the station's strength, but it also runs special programs for students on current 
issues. 

The two owners, former musicians, say that it would have been extremely difficult to start 
without the IMF's heip. They clah that theirs is the only truly independent station since 
they are operating on their own money, obtained by a bank loan with their apartments as 
collateral, and since the three radio stations discussed above are still heavily depend on 
material supplied by the VOA In any event, commercial revenue is growing. The station 
has raised commercial. rafcs twice since going on the air. Commercials are up to 25 a day 
&om a start at about six a day. The station is almost breaking even Tbe owners believe 
they can cover increasing costs and break even in six months. 

After just one month on the air the station is now broadcasting 24 hours a day after starting 
with 18 hours. It is third in ratings with 6.6% against 505% for the state Channel 1 and 
16% for Radio Express. The latest ratings show that Radio Tangra is seU in third place but 
up to 9.5% with state radio and Radio Express unchanged. Its biggest sum- is with young 
people between 1 0  p.m. and midnight when a music program starts with 15% of the 
available audience and peaks at 24% at 11:30 p.m. Its plans for the near future are the 
production of more talk and phone-in shows and of live concerts by local bands tied-in with 
the production of CD recordings. 

. When asked directly if they needed any more help fiom the IMF, the owners said 
they had difficulty with the maintenance of equipment - that there was not anyone 
in Bulgaria who could help. They also said they would welcome training. Since the 



IMFs help has got them off to a good start., we recommend that training be provided 
as well. 

This station has a five-year government license and had been on the air just six weeks when 
we visited it, The IMP signed a contract to prwide $25,000 worth of equipment. The first 
sbipment of fadlitties worth $13,000 put them on the air. It has completed building a new, 

. more powerful antenna which is currently being installed and will extcnd the range to a 35- 
kilometer radius of the dty. It also has built a second studio, lining it with eggcrats, and 
is waiting for more equipment from the IMF so it can do production work while the k t  
stradio is on the air. 

The station has an agreement with VOA to run a& minimum of 12 hours cs day of VOA 
material, most of it music. The station currently carries VOA material from midnight until 
6:QO p.m. The station also has an arrangement with BBC for free access to its satellite news 

a service for the time being. The station s W  programs the 6:00 prm to midnight period with 
news on the hour, seven days a week. The staff also are producing evening talk shows 
dealing with subject matter not previously heard in Bulgaria - issues such as sexism, 
disctimination against homosexuals, family problems. They are also dealing with local 
politics. 

Day-to-day direction is provided by the student General Manager and five student directors 
of music, news, technical, advertising and marketing. The staff consists of 15 students who 
work part-time and receive a credit from the school of journalism. We were impressed with 
their enthusiasm and accomplishments. The station hopes to start giving token salaries 
soon, but the biggest expenses are for telephone, transmi.csion and music rights. The station 
still owes 50,000 Leva ($1,923) for the frequency license and 15,000 Leva ($577) for studio 
construction costs. Although the dty's population is only 50,000 and advertisii is almost 
unknown, the station earned 30,000 Leva ($1,954) in commercial revenue in the first month. 

The station's plans for the future include: a one-half hour daily news program at 9:30 p.m. 
using Radio Free Europe as its major source of material; a soap opera-comedy about two 
Bulgarian families currently being written by students; and the expansion of its own 
Bulgarian programming until VOA material is reduced from 18 to 12 hours. 

. The IMF should provide the $10,000 promised for equipment (tape machine, mixer 
panel and microphones) for a second studio to do production work. 



. U.S, Embassy staff in Sofia should keep watch on tho station and be prepared to 
make recommendations if more help is needed in the near future. 

Lcff is a new, independent wire news servicu that spcdalizes la economic news. The only 
other mum agency in Bulgaria is run by the government. With a full-time stdP of men  and 
part-time staff of six, Leff produces a 70-page report daily which is delivered by hand. Leff 

. claims to haye a lot of credibility as a totally independent operation, not tied to any political 
faction and therefore taking an objective approach to news. 

Lcff has received $25,000 from tbe IMF for a communieadogs system which is now being 
installed. This will enable Lcff to deliver its service electronically. Leff also has received - funding born the Soros Foundation for equipment to access satellites for sending and 
receiving news. kfps  major target will be the regional radio stations and the 200 new 
regional newspapers which cannot afford the gwernment news senrice. bff has done a 
market survey and believes that with electronic delivery it will immediately add 30 to 40 
papers and 10 to 15 radio stations to its customers. 

Leff recently won a contract fiom Dow Jones to represent that prestigious agency ia 
Bulgaria and to be the exclusive carrier of its service. This has given Leff a big advantage 
as it believes all major media outlets will buy its service to obtain access to Dow Jones while 
smaller outlets will buy because of the lower cost, Leff also is close to concluding a similar 
contract for rights to United Press International. 

Lcff s plans for the near term are to finance a major expansion into more work stations for 
reporters and facilities for picture and radio receivers. It will hire freelancers in 12 regional 
cities and expand its full-time staff to 20 as it gains new customers. Leff will negotiate deals 
with its regional customers for them to provide news from their areas on a fee per item 
basis and plans to publish a digest of Bulgarian business news to be sold to hotels and 
embassies. To carry out these plans Leff needs training for its staff and help in gaining 
contacts for possible deals with other news agencies. 

The IMF should provide Le8[ with the additional $25,000 it needs for expansion. 

bff should be made a priority for training in the next six months. 



E, PRIORITIZED LIST OF NEW AND CONTINUED ACTIVITIES 

The rmgg~~)tions and recommendations made in this report would not require an increase 
in the level of resources which have been provided during the past couple of years. Most 
of the r~mmendationa for providing equipment concern equipment whom funding already 
has been prodad and, we understand, provided within current authorized IeveIs, New 
starts (such as work with more journalism schools and student radio stadom) could require 
some additional equipment, but it could easily be accommodated &om reducing the support 
of p u r a  newsprint whicb we den tand  is baing planned. The effort to provide 
western programming for private channels k om of fadlitadon rather than purchasing of 

. materials. The above recommendations concerning train@ address imprmements and 
some refocusiag rather than incrc~~ses in magnitudes. 

The following is our listing, in descending order of priority, of the activities to be supported. 

Media Resource Center in Warsaw 

School of Journalism at Vilnius University 

Radio Station AURA at American University in Bulgaria 

bff Information S e ~ c e  in Bulgaria 

Bauskauskas Network in Lithuania 

Supply of Western Programs to Eastern European Broadcasters 

Our highest priority is for training. We have doubts about continuing to spend large 
amounts of money on technical equipment except for jouraalism schools and university 
stations. Eastern Europe is in such a state of flux that there is considerable doubt as to who 
will eventually control new technical facilities. Also, in two of the three countries we visited, 
Poland and Bulgaria, there is no shortage of people willing to start newspapers and radio 
and television stations. Only in Lithuania was there my concern that such efforts would not 
happen without the donation of technical equipment. 

Withh training our top priorititk would be: 

Management training in general, but especially in marketing and sales. This should 
not be done to the exclusion of other specialized training but it was the area that 
came up for discussion with almost every senior executive. TrainiDg also is bad!! 
needed in technical areas and in specialized areas such as economic reporting, 
objective journalism, camera work and editing. 



On the job t r w  by U.S. media experts who would spnd from one to three 
montha working daily with Eastern European Media 

Pmibly more important than all other tddng is expertise and technical equipment 
to help the journalfsm schools totally revamp their curricula. Eastern Bwopa does 
not have the tradition of objective journalism and there b a desperate need to train 
young journalists in a western approach to tha profession of joUmBlj8nt 

If funds are limited, reduce year-long ~0~1868 in the U S  Better value can be 
obtabed by either training Europe or tdnhg larger groups in the U.S. for shorter 
periods and dving them practical h a n h n  trainiug in newspapers and radio and 
tclcvision stations, 

F. INDICATORS FOR FUTURE IMPACI' MEMUREMENT 

- In AMex IV we have provided suggested benchmarks for measuring or following the 
progress being made under each of the ALD. assisted activities, The folloarving are 
suggested indicators of progress and impact of the prognun. ' I ~ Q  main problem with these 

' suggested indicators is that they cannot easily be used to determine the extent to wbich the 
A D .  5 u c u l  activities are contributing to the progress. Such a determination would 
require an analysis both of all the other activities undenmy in relation to the media and of 
the various general Muences (e.g. economic, political and social) which are at work That 
disaggregathg analysis could be performed but would require a level of resources which is 
not easily justifiable given the current level of werall resources being provided. Thus, the 
impact indicators would be used only for illuminating overall trends to be supplemented by 
educated estimates of whether the contniutions from the k1.D. funded activities are 
significant. 

This would be a fairly easy indicator to use shce the information is available without 
sophisticated analysis. The problem is that the indicator does not tell one anything b u t  
the relationship of the number of outlets to tke quality of the political and civic life of the 
country. It also may give a too optimistic picture since many of the outlets which are started 
are likely to fail because of poor management or poor economic conditions. It also better 
measurcs the local spirit than the impact of A.I.D. funded activities. Despite all these 
drawbacks this indicator could be used as a rough estimate of whether diversity (and 
supposed independence) was in&easing or decreasing. 

Without financial independence it is unlikely that a private outlet will be able to survive. 
If it must receive a subsidy from public or political sources it is difficult to maintain full 
freedom of action. Furthermore, the degree of hnancial independence may reflect ?he 



sum88ful utilization of assistance aimed at whdcal and buhesll management problems, 
However, there are problems with this indicator, Om is that it ia hard to merraure aha to 
do so thorouwy one must be able to analyze fiaancial records which are not always 
a v ~ l e  or reliable. Another is that the fbncial weakness of any outlet could be the 
result ~f general economic conditions which are beyond the Muenca of the program. On 
balance, it saams to us that this fixtor is of such fmportance that an effort should be made 
to w it, Surrogateti for detailed analysh of the accounting records should be sought. 
Among them could bo gross revenues, diversification of resources of capital and loans and 
trends in the volume of human and physical resouras beiug ilsad. 

The virtue of this indicator is that it is fairly easy to use. A sdentific approach to recording 
variety in various possible outlets and in various subject matter ~ ~ 8 8  could become very 
elaborate and costly. However, this would seem to be an area in which one could form 
useful options through general observations of the product over time. Of course, variety in 
programming in itself d m  not insure that the me&& will become more independent or that I 

democratic institutions will be strengthened. Nevertheless, variety both leads to and 
indicates openness and, in the context of Eastern Europe, responds to a strong desire of the 
populace. Thus it comes close to being a good in itself. 

The amount of programming available through private outlets is relatively easy to ascertain. 
It can also be done very objectively. Determining whether the quality of programming has 
imprwcd is more =cult and subjective. Still, some rough surveys of the public together 
with the informed opinions of persons active in public life and in the media, could give an 
indication at least of whether quality was improving, f h b g  or unchanged, The amount and 
quality of programming are indicators of the strength of the outlet Even if the number of 
readers, listeners or viewers has not increased to She same degree as the mount and quality 
of the prognunming they are likely to do so wer time. 

The greater the audience the greater the potential influence of the media outlet and the 
more likely that the outlet will be sustainable. Thus it is important to measure thew 
indicators. Furthermore, ob.rtaining the data is not difficult. There is the theoretical 
problem that an increase in the audience does not necessarily mean that the outlet is having 
a positive effect on strengthening democracy. That will depend on many other Eactors as 
well. Still, an increase in the number of users is so important to the independence of the 
private media as to be a good in itself. 



We found &t this indicator d d  not have the importance which we had thought it would. 
In general, the impediments to tho strengthenfag of the independant madia were not lei@ 
ones. The impediments were economic and cultural factors and a lack of axperienca in 
business and technical matters. Tbia is not to say that the reform of legal provfsionr could 
not be helpfU but investment in the independent msdfa was going forward 8troDgCly witholrt 
waiting for-legal reforms, In soma particular drcumetance a change in the law may be 
identiffed as being important. In general, such reform ia not a major need. 

Thh indicator is relatively easy to use and does give some indication of the ope~e-ss be@ 
achieved However, it is not very useful to measure the degree to which local institutions 

- are being strengthened and local persons are being prepared for and supprted in careers 
of profcsDi0na.I jownallsm. The ultimate goal of the program is an independent media 
partidpadng constructively in the democratic life of the countries. Thfs indicator is not 
likely to be central in measuring the progress to that goal. It can be used as an interim 
measure of progress. 

This indicator is a good one for measuring the potential impact of the A.I.D. financed 
actividcs. It is not very useful as a measure of the degree of independence achieved by the 
media or the constructiveness of its role in strengthening democracy. Sdll, as in the case 
of the use of external news sources, this indicator is a useful interim measure of impact. 

There has been progress under each of the above indicators. The most notable have been 
the incraw in the number of new media outlets and in the variety of programming 
(including foreign soura material) available to the public. Increases in the audience oE, and 
the amount of programming available through, the private media have also been sisnificant. 
I a s  progress is apparent on establishing the financial independence of the private media 
and in reforming or implementing reforms of the laws governing the operation of the media 
However, the former is most likely the result of the economic conditions facins the media 
and the latter does not seem to'be of great significant. On balance, over the past several 
yean si@cant progress h,as been made in strengthening the independent media. While 
the A.I.D. dnslnced activities have been helpful to particular media outlets and particular 
institutions, there does not seem to be a basis for concluding that the activities have play5d 
an important role in the overall progress which has been made to date. Given the relatively 
modest level of resources which are likely to be available in the future, achieving a clearer 
linkage between future k1.D. h c e d  activities and impact will require stricter targeting 
on limited aspects of the overall goal. 





The Contraator wlll oar out an evaluation of oartain olamuntr of 
tha Democrratia Inrtitut ? ono prograana. Ts asoompliah thia, ths 
Contraotor: will ammarathe impaat and effeotivenarr of AID ffnanocod 
aaaiotenoe undar the Rule of taw Yrojoat (180-0020), elementa of 
the PoXitiaal and Soda1 Prooara Projrat (180-0021 , and the 
Xndopendent Media Projoot (180-0022), Mort of! the aat 1 vitiea to be 
evnluatad are baing aarriad out under intar-agenoy agreements with 
tha ~fnit~ed Stater Xnf ormation Agenoy (U81A) . 
RAaummR 
The break-up of Soviet domination in Central and Earterse Europe 
highlighted the need for western support in the transition to 

- multi-garty demoaraaieo. The PY 1990' Support far East European 
Demoaraay (BEBID) Program stated the objeative of UBQ assistance ara 
f ollowu t To aontribute to the dewalogmaent of demooratia 
inetitutione and golitioal pluralism oh@xacterized by - (A) the 
eatabliohmcmt of fully demooratic and representative politiaal 
eystcnms baaad on free and fair eleations, (P) effeative rgaagnition 
of fundamental liberties and individual freedoms, inaluding freedom 
of speech, religion, and aseooiation, (C) termination of all laws 
and regulations whiah impede the operation of a freer press crnd the 
formation of political parties (D) areation of an independent 
judiaiary, and (E) establishment of non-partisan military, 
security, and police forces. 

Beginning in April 1991, AID Wansferred funds to USIA to provide 
techniaal assistance, training, and, where necessary, modest 
amounts of equipment and supplies, in three critical areas: 1) 
eduaational reform; 2) e free, independent press; and 3) the rule 
f law. In addition, grants were made to the American Bar 
Assooiation and the International Media Fund. (Please aee Annex A 
for a division of AID resources in .the Democratic Institutions 
Program by project and aountry.) 

The Contractor will note that AID assistance in education reform 
and the provisioi; of depoliticized textbooks is being carried out 
under the broader Political and Social Prooess Project (180-0021). 
AID support for the remaining two sectors which are the subject of 
this evaluation, is being implemented under the Rule of &aw Pr~ject 
(180-0020) and the Independent Media Project (180-0022). The 
purposes of the 3 projects and the subsequent Inter-Agency 
Agreements are as follows: 

Rule od Law Projest. To assist Central and East European countries 
develop and strengthen laws, regulations, judicial and non-judicial 
procedures, policies, and legal institutions (particularly an 
independent judiciary). Project activities to be evaluated are: 



(a) the grantm to Ut31A undrr the Inter-Aganay Agroemants notad 
brlow, and (b) a gkant to the Amorioan Bar Ammoaiation (ABA). 
Those ara two parallel program8 addreaming tha same ir~rues. 

(1) X M m  with UBIA of  April 5, 1991, Saptombar 30, 1991, and 
July 24, 1992: Rule of Law. Purpouet Firat, devcrlop and 
rtrengthan lawa, ragulatj onm, legal praatiaes, polittiam and 
lagal institutionu in ordar to cmaouraga the ealabliahment and 
anforaemant of aivil and golitiaal human rightu and 
fundamantal fraadomr. Seaond, grovida training, trrahniaal 
a88Srrtanc0, and lagltrlativa aonmultatlon a8 a mctane of 
ameieting Central and Eamt European countrieo to pro1:sct and 
guarantee the effoative exeraim and progreaeive reallization 
of theme rights and freedome. USIA fa to administer this 
program w i t h  the  aonaurrenae of the Bureau of Human Ri(;hte and 
Humanitarian Affairs of the State Department. 

- (2) Grant to the American Bar Assoaiation. Purpose: same as 
above. 

~olitioal and aoaiai  rooe em Projaat. Purpose: TO support the 
golitiaal infrastructure neaessary %or a pluralitstic, mu2ti-party 
political system and civil society: political partiea, independent 
trade unions, and prd~ats voluntary agencies prepared to contribute 
to community ssrlf help and ma like. Tha project aloo is designed 
to strengthen the eoaial and cultural  foundation^ of democraq 
including support for a democratic, civil eoaiety, for tho 
intellectual and emotional understanding of democracy and for the 
peaceful resolution of communal disputes. 

I M s  w i t h  USIA of April 5, 1991 tnd June 10, 1992. Sub- 
project: Educa.tiona1 Reform. Purpose: To assist in the 
reform of systems of higher and secondary education in Eastern 
Europe and, in particular, to support the reform of the 
eurriaula of those systems as they undergo the transfannation 
to democratic societies. 

IAAe with USIA of April 5, 1991 and June 10, 1992. Sub- 
project: Books for Democracy. Purpose: To distribute widely 
thoughout Csntral and Eastern Europe key works in print on 
democracy and free markets; to provide training 'in library 
science; and to st:tpport the dissemination and integration of 
democratic principles and ideas into the foundations of 
society. 

Grant to American University in Bulgaria, September 30, 1992 
for seven months ending Aprd.', 30 ,  1993. Purpose: To 

provide salary support: ior W 5 .  faculty and staff 
for the 



Amariaan Univarrity in Bulgaria for seven monthsl in tha '92- 
'93 aoademia year, 

Indeprmdonc; Wadir Projaat. To asaist Central and Eaetern lhropoan 
aountrias in dsveloping and strengthening independent broadcart and 
print media. There are 2 componontr: a) Training of journalirtr, 
and b) Provirion of equipment and toahniaal. asrirtanae to 
indapmdmt print, radio and TV media. 

IAA' with U8IA of April 5 ,  1991, September 30, 1991 and Juna 
10, 1992. Sub-projeatt Journalism Training. Purpooeo To 
provide praaticral training foausing on the objeativcs 
reparting of news for East European media personnel. 

X M  with USIA of April 1, 1993, Marah '18, 1992, and June 10, 
1992. Sub-projeat: AID grant to USIA to support the 
Intarnational Media Fund. Purpose: To support a free and - independent media by training of journalists in asuntry and 
abroad, provision of technical assietanee and aommcl8ities to 
establish a free and independent press, both print and 
broadcast. 

The Contractor will field a 7 person team to review 6 sample of the 
activities funded under the agreements referred to above. The team 
will be composed of the following: Team Leaderlwith development, 
programmanagement, andevaluation experienae; Education/Curriculum 
Reform Specialists (2) ; &egal/Judicial Experts (2) ; Media 
Spe~ialists (2). Preference will, be given to media expertise that 
covers print journalist and broadcast media management functione. 
Recent sxposure to Eastern Europe highly desirable. The Team will 
spend m e  week each in Poland, Bulgaria and Lithuania. One country 
has k'aen selected from the Northern tier, Southern tier, and the 
Baltico. The Contractor will highlight findings from this 
evaluation which can be generalized to other specific countries in 
the region. 

Prior to departure M e  Contractor will review all available 
documentation, including IAAs, quarterly progress reports, and 
Project Implementation Reports and meet with Washington,, D. C. staff 
of AID, USIA, STATEIHA,. ABA, and International Media l a d .  ' 

The Contractor will produce a report which represents a concise, 
analytical examination of the strengths and weaknesses of AID- 
Financed assistance in the 3 selected sub-sectors, including the 
specific elements noted below: 

3.1 A. profile of each country's progress in implementation of 
educational reform, creation of a free and independent media, and 



ertablimhmant of a rula of law, inaluding review of major 
opportunitlar and aonutraintm now hampering programs, and othar: 
donor aontuibutionr. 

2) Dsvcrlop and tart indiaatorr and banahmarkr for monitoring tha 
U.S. aontributien to pregraar and, in oaah thama area, the gout- 
effeotivenorr of thr U.B.  asairtanam approaah. 

3) Evaluats thar ralativa quantitative and qualitativa impaat of UECJ 
aeskmtanoe in the 3 meleatad area@. In the uontext of the aountry- 
level obportunitiee and aonetrainte identified abova, psovide 
analytical juatiiiaation for glaain more or lase emphaeinr and 
resorrraeo in eaah prowan aomgoncrnt f n the future. 
4) To what extent have the U8G funded aativities rerulted in 
demonstrable achievemente towardu the projeatmm purgoser? In the 
aozitext of crountry-level progreslrr in eaah sub-eector, are there 

- alternative aativities whiah are likely to have greater impact? 
5 )  Have activities in any one country h e n  mote eucaeseZul than 
others? f so, why? What politiaal, soaial, and economic 
conditions enhanae impaot undw eaah of the 3 projeats? 

6) Aseees whether USIA, State's Bureau of! Human Rights and 
Humanitarian Affairs, the ABA, and the International Media Fund 
have strategic goals in the subject areas for which tbey b*ve 
reaeived SEED Act funds. The Contractor also will asaess :IF.:T-.. 
progreslr in meeting each of its strategic targets. 

7 )  Propose new or revised strategic objectives, if necessary on a 
country-by-country basis, to accelerate country progress towards 
the project purposes; and provide analytical justification for the 
feasibility of these targets. 

8) How have the countries and activities been selected in each of 
the 3 projects? If the criteria differ by country, asaess the 
grantee or transfer agency's responsiveness to opportunities and 
constraints identified in the country progress assessment above. 

9) With regard to future assistance, provide tests and benchmarks 
for measuring the pace and impact of USG support. 

10) Assess whether there should be more concentration on. in- 
country training, workshops, and seminars versustraining abroad in 
the U.S. Provide analytical support for these recommendations. 

11) Evaluate the mix of short and longer tenan technical 
assistance. Develop recommendations on long tern technical 
assistance, if needed, from the standpoint of project coordination, 
continuity and follow-up to specialized short term technical 
assistance. 



12) Haw ha. U81A dimtinguirhed its aore funding from SEED Aot ' 

rarouraar? In Washington? In the field? Arseoo the axtent to 
whioh SEED projeat 1gurpor.s and pxioritiea have baen aommunicated 
to U818 Public Affair6 Ofiiaera and refloated in stratagio plans 
for oaah rub-aeator. 

13) Eduaation Rafonnt Devolop qualitative and quantitative meaaures 
of the lmgaot of aurriaulum reform, moaauring the extent to whiah 
aurrioula and teaohing have been rovimed to refleat inaraamingly 
dmocratio golitioal and aoaial valuee. What are the etrengthe and 
weaknosmar of axiating aemiatanoe m@ohanisms? 

14) Eduaation Raform in Bulgaria: What are Bulgaria's plane for 
eduaation refom? How muoh has been aacom~lished? What are the 
prinaipal obataalso? What SEED activities hive been contributed to 
Bulgaria's eduaation reform (aside from resources contributed to 
AUBG)? How effective, relevant have these been? 

- 
15) Books for Democracy: Has procurement been effective in terms 
of the selection of materials, timeliness, and the needs of 
reoipient institutions? What is the impact of technicalasraistance 
to indigenous publishers and libraries? Have books been well 
distributed? How is aooess to them gained? Are they being ueied? 
What impaot have they had? What are the strengths and weaknesses 
of this program? To what extent does the book program office 
coordinate with other USIA funded programs to draw on relevant 
expertise elsewhere and coordinate program efforts? 

16) International Media Fund: Are there guidelines for assessing 
the relative priority of funding requests? If not, propose them. 
What impact has the program had on the dissemination of various 
political views, and increased freedom for the media? Document any 
demonstrable impact on more objective reporting of the news and 
information. Assess the extent of coordination and complementarity 
between International Media Pund assistance and USIA journalist 
training. What have been the strengths and weaknesses of the 
Fund's approach to needs in this sector? For example, is the 
current approach of specialized short term training combined with - 
selected supplies and equipment grants most effective for country 
specific needs in this sector? Ps sufficient assistance beipg 
provided to ensure financially sustainable independent media in the 
region? Alternatively, for example, is additional long term 
assistance and training needaal to increase subecriptions, 
marketing, and advertising as revenue souttes? Are there more 
effective approaches than the ones being implemented? 

17) Media Licensing Issues: The media and rule of law experts on 
the teaun will jointly analyze the experience of independent media 
assistance beneficiaries in the licensing application and 
approval/rejection process. In this context, the team will assess 
the impact of A.I.D. funded assistance on the outcomes to date, 
propose the relative impacts of p~litical versus financial 



ouotainability and taahniaal isauss on there outcomes, and apeaify 
rtratagy reaommendations for the future whiah aould rtrcmgthen 
independent media aandidatesm ability to obtain liaenees. 

18) Broadaast Media Privatization Issuest Throughout the region, 
grogrema in broadaast media privatization ham lagged behind the 
rgeed of print media privatization. Assess the politiaal, legal, 
and finanaial constraints to broadaast media pr&vatization, and 
evaluate the effrativanem of A.I.D. funded aeeiotanae to the  
overaoming of these aonstraints. Propose new types of assietanae, 
assneedec¶, that would acaelerate the broadaast media privatization 
groaesm . , 

19) Rule of Law: Evaluate the meahanisms that were used to seleat 
aativities for funding. What measures can, be used to assess the 
usefulness of US6 finanaed assistance i? aahiwfng a just, 
demoaratic legal system? Should the two-track approach -- 

- USIAISTATE HA and ABA -- be continued? What are the strengths and 
weaknesses of each method of addressing the problems in this 
sector? What impacthave each of the programs (USIA/STATE HA and 
ABA) had on reform of the. legal systems in these countries? 

a Evaluate the role and sufficiency of Embassy resources devoted to 
rule of law isrjues. 

The Contractor will review documentation and meet with AID/USIA 
project managers prior to departure. Contractor will also meet 
with appropriate transferee and grantee staff. In addition, 
Contractor will interview knowledgeable staff of the follnwing 
organizations in the field: 

AID/Embassy/USIA; 
host country ministries and institutions; 
private sector recipient/ beneficiary organizations and 
knowledgeable individuals; 
other donors and participating contractors. 

With regard to the International Media Fund, the Contractor will 
interview major beneficiary institutions including the Media 
Resource Center, Warsaw; the Warsaw Voice; the Jagiellonian 
University's Independent Student Association, Krakow; the Polish 
Television Training Center, Warsaw; Echo TV, Warsaw; Media Center 
of the Polish Journalists Association (EMFFCP) ; SIS News Agency, 
Warsaw; the Center for the Study of Democracy (CSD), Sofia; LEFF 
Information Service; Radio Aura, American University, Blagoevgrad. 
In addition, Contractor will interview a sample of participating 
and non-participating broadcast journalists, editors, and newspaper 
owners. In assessing country progress, the appropriateness of.USG- 
funded strategic objectives, and the applicability of lessons 
learned to other specific countries in the region, the Contractor 



will alao review International Media Fund studies and assessments 
euah ar the Media "Engineerin and Management Study1@ for Poland of 9 July 1991; the IMF Med a BUWeyt# of Roland, Hungary, 
Czechoslovakia, Romania and Bulgaria; "The Media Impediments Pagcarlc 
of Apz ~1 1991 and the ensuing StonelMark8 Report of July 11, 1991; 
the Stone/Marks eupplement for Albania of July 1991; and "Expanding 
t h ~  Boundarieo of Press Freedom--1MF Progress Report" of August 
1992 

As noted above, the Contractor will field a 7 person team, spending 
up to 1 week in Poland, Bulgaria, and Xdthuania, respectively. The 
Contraotor may hire up to 2 host country nationals in each aountry 

. visited to provide in-aountry expertise on the political, legal and 
social climate and the value of the projeata evaluated. The local 
staff will also be responsible for in-aountry logistias. The team 
laader~will spend 5 days in Washington interviewing EUR and USIS 
staff prior to departure on or about March 9, 3993. Prior to 

- departure, the Contractor will submit a draft work plan and draft 
impact indicators to EUR/PDP/PA for concurrence. The remainingteam 
members will join the team leader for the last 2 days in Washington 
before the field visits. The Team will have up to 5 days 
immediately following time in the field to prepare a draft report 
in Washington, D.C. By April 30, 1993, the Contractor will prepare 
a final report that responds to feedback from AID on the draft 
report. 

In addressing the specific issues noted above, the Contractor will: 
a) assess the impact of USG assistance in these 3 projects; b) 
recommend modifications or additions in approach or objectives; c) 
propose criteria for comparing future W G  investments in this 
sector; d) identify the kinds of sub-activities which are the most 
successful (e.g. have had the greatest impact) and cost 
effectiveness in particular countries; e) propose measures to test 
the progress and impact of assistance in the 3 projects; and f) 
highlight those findings which are applicableto other countries in 
the region. 

The Contractor will respond to these issues in a final report not 
to exceed 150 pages, including an executive smmary of major 
findings and recomendations not to exceed 10 pages. Twenty~five 
copies of a draft final. report will be submitted to EUR/PDP/PA by 
April 7, 1993. AID1s comments will be given to the Contractor not 
later than April 21, 1993. Twenty-eive copies of the final report 
will be submitted to EUR/PDP/PA by April 30, 1993. 



Rule of Law Projeat Authorization (180-0020), 3/28/91 
Inter Agenay Agreements (IAA) Rule of Law Project, 5/5/92, 9/30/91, 
7/24/92 

Political and Soaial Process Project Authorization (180-0021) 
5/6/92 
I M  Books for Democracy, 5/5/91, 6/10/92 
I M  Eauaation Reform, 5/5/91, 6/10/92 

f ndependent Media Project Authorization (180-0022') ,, 3/22/91 . I M  Journalism Training, 4/5/91, 9/30/91, 6/10/92 
IAA Znternational Media Fund, 4/5/91, 3/10/92, axxd 6/10/92 
International Media Fund Project Summary, 9/15/92 
USXA, Third Quarter SEED11 Report, 8/24/92 
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ANNEXII: RULE OFLAW 

A. RYTRODUCTION 

As a component of the A,I.D, Democratic Idtutions Program for Central and Eastern Europe, 
the Rule of Law Project aims to support tho legal recognition of bdamental rights and an 
independa;at judiciary, and to strcngthm the laws, regulations, procedures, and Witutions 
necessary to a democratic society. Activities taka several forms, including technical assistance 

- in the legislative drafting process, training (in the U.S. or abroad) for key members of the legal 
communities of Central and Eastern Europe, educational exchanges dnd study tours, and legal 
book collections. 

A.I.D. funds Rule of Law (ROL) Project activities through two cbeuynels: (1) transfw of fuads 
to USIA through an interagency agreement under d o n  632(a) of the Foreign Assistance Act, 
and (2) direct grant to the American Bar Association's Central and Eastern European Law 
Initiative (CEELI). In FY 1991 and FY 1992 the following obligations w m  made in support 
of these two activities: USIA, $1.822 million; CEELI, $.528 W o n .  As of March 1993 the 
accrued expenses for those activities were: USIA, $1.057 million; CEELI, $.406 million. The 
fun& committed under the ROL Project are administered with the concurrence of the State 
Department's Bureau of Human Rights and Humanitarian Affairs (BHRHA). USIA and BHRHA 
formed an Interagency Working Group to set policy and decide on the use of these funds in 1991. 
In practice, it appears that CEELI progmmmhg decisions are made independently by the ABA's 
'Washington office with the cooperation of A.I.D. and CEELI liaison personnel in the field. 

The USIA program under the ROL project includes several type8 of activities that USIA has 
historically emphasized, such as personnel exchanges, scholarships, confefc13ccs, internship 
programs, and book collections - and has also included making a human rights library available 
to government institutions throughout the region. In addition, through its Professionals in 
Residence Program, USIA furnishes technical assistance on public order matters -- in the form 
of experienced criminal law experts (often, but not exclusively, from t .  Department of Justice) 
seconded to countexpart institutions in the host countries for varying periods, usually six montbs. 
Short-term advisors are also provided. 

CEELI places heavy emphasis on technical assistance in the form of commentaries on draft 
legislation or concept papers that provide U.S., and in some cases comparative, background and 
discussion of areas slated for new legislation -- also an important feature of its parallel project 
on comrnercid law funded under a separate AID grant. Additionally, building relationships 



batween U.S. practitioners and law schoolrr on the one hand, and the legal comrnunitiee of the 
host countries -- private, academic, md governmental (a,$, through the Sister Law School 
Program) is a significant wnm.  'I'heiw CEELI activitierr are administerd by Waabgton- 
based etaff togather with an in-country lideon, who is expected to spend one year in that poeition. 
Spacialists in identified areas of need also ~pend  periods from a f m  days to six months, giving 
eednars or working on particular training or trsclhnicd asairrtance progyamrr. 

Perhaps the most distinctive arrpect of the CEELI program is ita reliance on volunteare to serve 
both as short-term experts and as in-country liaisonzi and raaident specialists. Universities also 
participab in the CEELI program by providing innkind suppart to visiting students and scholars. 
Importantly, this voluntary eeort engages the rank and file of the ABA, using the services of 
lawyers according to their areas of practice or expertise in American law. Participants have also 
included such esteemed individuals as Justice Ruth Bder Oinsburg, Professor Harman Schwartz 
of the Amdcan University, Judge Abntr M h a  of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of 
Columbia, Dean Steven Frankino of Villanova University Law Schools, and others. - 

Methodology and Plan of the Report 

This report does not focus principally on whether the AID grantees have effectively carried out 
the terms of their grants, but rather looks d y  at what types of strategies and programs are 
likely to prove effective in the future at fulfilling the purposes of the ROL Project. The 
evaluators focused on what impacts have been produced in the field and what activities might 
produce greater impacts in thk area, not on what the program managers do in Washington. The 
concern, in other words, was not so much to produce a complete characterization of what the 
many able and public-spirited people involved in the ROL Project have been accomplishing, but 
rather of what the available resources (with perhaps some uugmcntation) could be used to 
accomplish. In answering the principal question, the report summari7xs information gathsred ftom 
the three countries visited -- Poland, Lithuauia, and Bulgaria -- concerning whether crurmt AID- 
funded activities have had an impact that advanced the purposes of the ROL Project, arid also 
discusses why these activities have or have not been effective. 

For this purpose, a series of criteria or "indicators" were identified which could assist the 
measurement of progress in this area in the Central and Eastern Ewpean countries. These were 
used in prelhhary form to structure the interviews in the countries visited, and have been fiurther 
elaborated by the evaluators in this report, based on an analysis of the fmdings fiom tbis 
evaluation and on comparative experience. There are thra groups of indicators: the "country 
pogress" indicators offer a mt8liS. to assess the movement of a country towards the rule of law; 
the "project impact indicators" are a way to measure the output of the ROL Project, i.e. the e m t  
to which project activities have contributed to the development of the rule of law, M y ,  the 
"effectiveness of project implementation" indicators help to show why activities have had an 
impact or why they have not. The Exhibit at subpart F of this report gives a list and a 111 
discussion of these indicators. These indicators are recommended for A.I.D.'s use in any future 
design of Rule of Law activities in the region, and for further monitoring and evaluation. 



The indicatom rnentionod above are "tested" in this report as a means of measuring progress, 
impact, and effectivonesm. Quantitative scores and benchmarks am not provided aa part of this 
exercise, since the n u m b  of people trafned, the numbers of drafting recommendations adopted, 
the numbers of relationships forged for the beneflt of reform, ate. are not available, Moat of the 
indicators codd not in any caw be used to gfoduce numerical results. Therefore, the report 
provides amative oetlms,tas of performance with respect to each indicator. It ahold be obvious 
to tho raador which of the indicators could be subject to quantification. At mch time as the 
analysis and deaign work auggestcd in tbis report arc done, then perhaps appropriate numdcal 
benchrnarb could be developed for subsequent monitoring and evaluation. 

There are two additional limitationsr that this repart has had to cope with. r'irst, the RQL Project 
hara not besn "designed" strictly m g ,  but has evolved on the basis of a loo= "rolling derrign" 
process, Thus, while the purposes of the project am stated, more specific objectives and outputs 
are not. Further, there is no monitoring and evaluation system in place I- and therefore few data 
exist in writing as to the impact of discrete activities; and no tracking appears to have been done 
of program beneficiaries in the comtriee visited. This has d e  the findings of the present 
evaluation almost entirely dependent on a series of interviews over a three-week period. Second, 

, the findings of this report come from tbrw countries which m y  or may not be repremtativc of 
the ROL Project generally. For instance, Poland may not be a good representative (since there 
was no CEELI liaison there at the t h e  of the evaluators' visit, md it had no active USIA ROL 
program.) In other words, it should be hrna in mind that the cval1~1tors have worked from a 
limited information base in arriving at conclusions about the future direction of the KOL Project. 
It should a h  be noted that any findings apply only to the countries visited; although on the 
basis of these findings, common issues deemed applicable to the entire ROL Program are 
discussed. The evaluation scope of work is contained in Attachment 1. 

In both Washington and the three countries visited, the Evaluation Team met with persons in 
A.I.D., USLA and ABA (CEELI) who were wmected with the design and implementation of the 
activiti,~~~ with nationals of the country who had participated personally in the activities and with 
nationals md 0th- who wm knowledgeable about the activities or the problems being 
addressed. All together, the Evaluation Team c o n d d  interviews with over 70 persons in the 
countries visited Of those, 12 were employees of the USO and the rest US. citizens or nationals 
of the countries visited who participated in the conduct of the activities, received their benefits 
or were persons knowledgeable about the activities. A complete listing is given in Attachment 
2. The numbers of interviews with persons who had participated in the exchange programs was 
limited by the lack of any comprchdve listing of the names and addresses of all the nationals 
of countries visited who had participated in the activities being assessed (although these data on 
al l  U.S. participants were provided). The findings presented in this report are based on the 
interviews described above, and on the review of numerous documents made available by AID 
and the grantees. The findings are not broken down by source, except where necessary or 
unavoidable, in order to preserve as far as possible the confidentiality of the many candid 
discussions the evaluators hacl with project participants and beneficiaries. 



All CEELI and USIA activities under the RGL Project pat, present, and planned -- are l i n t 4  
for a h  of the countries visited, to the extent thoy were made kn~wn to the evdaratorel Levele 
of Aradhg are provided where available, To the extent participants ikom the U S  or hort country 
organizc!tions were available to comment on them, thw acfivitaeo ere dimuatwi in tka relwant 
country section of the report, However, es the Project haa beem comprised of a larue number of 
activltiee, many of them short-term, it wse not peoible to gather data on each of them. The tom 
focused on thow which eaamed to bo the mom important for current and hture work, 

The aumdes  of activities for a h  country 8100 lnulude activities by CBELI under i& 
Commercial Law grant. Those activities were not themselves wlthin the ampa of the evaluation, 
nor did the avaluatom list or mamine ralated grantme and implemonthg agencies on the 
commercial side. However, no c l w  dlsdnction was drawn by CEELI betvileen dvi t ias  under 
tho two grsnts, and in a number of instances it was uncloar under which hcading a particular 
activity At. Nor should thore be a hard and f& &#tinction here, in the opinion of the evaluators, 
since strengthening the rule of law twds to improve the investment climate and the murity of 
commercial transactions, and several ROIL Project activities am hilghly relevant to the viability 
of market reforms. The evaluators limited themselves as far as possible to a discusion of areas 
covered by the ROL grant - and nothing in this lreport should bn viewed as in any way judging 
or evaiuaw activities under other grants. 

Immedisrtely following is a brief analysis of relevant codtiom and changes in the wunbries 
visited, in light of the "country  pro^" indicators developed in this report. The factors that 
limit or otherwise affect the scope of the assistance offered under the project are also discussed, 
and ROJ, Project activities are thcn summdmd. In the next section, ROL Project athities in 
each of the countries visited are assessed in terms of the proposed "project impact" and "project 
effbctiverness" indicators, and a sutlnmary asscss;ment of ovptW impact is given. Next, mjor 
common issues affecting the future course sf the Project are identified on the basis of tho 
country-specific findings, and then analyzed. It is h m  this analysis that ahc recommendations 
presented in the concluding d o n ,  both g e n d  and country-specific, are dram Ira order to 
assist AID with programmatic decisions, the conclusion of this report presents recommendations 
in order of priority, and also provides a prioritization of country pmgtams, and of mrnmended 
new and continuc 3 activities. 

B. CURRENT COUNTRY STATUS ANlD AID-Fr-TEII) ACTNITY 

Poland got an earlier start and is further along in the development of a democratic order and rule 
of law than the other countries visited. At the same time, there also seems to be a greater 
sensitivity about technical assistance, and less openness to outside suggestions among Polish 
jurists than among those in thc other countries visited. A.I.D. and USIA officials, reflecting these 
feelings, stated that since there has been a duly elected government for some time, local 
sensitivities about this sphere are great, and needs in other areas are pressing, them was little 



jwtiflcortien for an ambitlour Rule of Ltrw Project agenda in Poland. On the whole, this 
observation 1 p p m  mund. 

Ar a d t ,  Poland h t ~  no, been a very active location for ROL Project activity, At the time of 
the avnluntord visit, thaw wee no USlIA programming in thio area. Moreover, the moat recent 
CEELf Hdm psion had to leave abruptly for pmnd muons md had not yet been replaced. 
HL role war bein3 filled to wme extent by the two commercial law mialiets in Warsaw 
and IKrrkow, Finally, the AID draft country strategy placcro the highost priority in the general 
area of hgd reform assistance on thorn q c t s  mod closeky c o d  to the climate for 
economic growth, 

The Evaluation Team conducted htorvicsws with 26 parmns in Poland, These included: the 
A.I,D. Representative, the A.1 .D. Program Ofncer and the A.I.D. activity supe..visors; the Political 
C o w l o r  of tho Embassy; the PA08 in Wamw, Krakow and Po~ltan; the U8IA Political ~dnd 
Sodat Process Project Offices; two CEELI-sponsored commercial law specialists; the IRIS Prcrject 

- Director; the rspreacntative of the Helsinki Commission; the Legal Advisor to the EC Delega tioa; 
the Advisor to the Prim Minister and the Vice Mayor of W o w ;  the Dkcctor of Research of 
the Parliament; the Dean of the Faculty of Law of the J,sgiellonian University in Krak0W; the 
Vke Dam and a lecturer of the Faculty of Law of the University of POP~M; the Director of the 
Warsaw M d s  Center; three participants in the DePaul University Human Rights Propam; a 
r~&r;ilihor for the U.S. Fulbright Commission; the President of the Polish Lawyer's Aslaocia+bn 
and s a v d  private attorneys. (A complete listing of names and titles is given ie Attachment 2.) 

1. Current Skuntlon 

'Ih following is a brief suuunary of conditions and changes in Poland related to the rule of law 
and to international assistance in this area 

A discussion of the evaluation team's findings regarding Poland's standing with rerpct to each 
of the "Country Progressn indicators is prepctlted below. Many of these conclusions are tentative 
and will need to be confirmed or fleshed out in sr~bsequc~lt monitoring and m b t i o n  efforts. 

In general, the recognition of human rights and commitment to refonn seem firmby established. 
Since the cam* of a democratic order in 1989, pre-trial rights of persons accused (of crime have 
been expanded and legal provisions for prosecution of political crimes have h e m  eliminated, 
However, a number of problcms continue to limit the effectiveness of thc: rule of law in Poland, 
including imperfect dissemination of information on new laws and the new constitution, 
inadequate ?raining of judges and prosecutoir) with respect to the application of :new laws and 
guidelines, the limited effectiveness of the legd system and police in dealing with new forms of 
crime, and the movement to enact provisions that tend to restrict the exercise arid protection of 
fundamental rights, such as "Christian values" provisions being applied to the media. 



Legal Provisions: Elements of progress here include the enactment of the "Little Constitution" 
setting forth the main elements of the democratic government fiamework, ratification of the 
European Convention on Human Rights (albeit without a declaration that would permit 
individuals to fde complaints against the Polish government), the legislative presentation of a 
Charter of Rights (although this had not been enacted yet), the presentation of draft laws on 
economic crime and criminal procedure, snd refoms in economic law and regulation. There is 
cause for umcern that legislative moves toward the enactment of laws on organized crime and 
economic crime -- which are necessary to combat growing challenges to security and economic 
reform -- could place considerable power in the hands of the state to investigate and prosecute 
such crimes without sufficient procedural safeguards for suspects and defendants. There is also 
potential for abuse in proposed "lustration" procedures before the legislature for cleansing the 
ranks of the government of former Communists. 

- Iitstitutions: Evidence of progress here includes the increasing vigor of the Constitutional T r i b d  
and the establishment and successful functioning of the office of Ombudsman. In the absence 
of a modernized commercial dispute resolution system, the revival of the commercial courts under 
the 1920's Commercial Code has furnished some institutional framework for market relations. 

Enforcement Mechanisms: While the efforts of the Ombudsman and the Constitutional Tribunal 
are cause for optimism, the evaluators found little evidence of consistent enforcement of 
fundamental rights provisions, nor of wide access to enforcement mechanisms at all levels by the 
citizenry. Problems and constraints include such elements of the Communist inheritance as a 
general lack of governmental transparency and accountability, and lack of experience with 
effective provision for or protection of fundamental civil and politid tights -- which mean that 
redress against administrative irregularities and rights violations continues to be difficult. 

Fair Hearings: Expectations by citizens and lawyers of fair hearings in civil and criminal 
proceedings and before administrative tribunals appear to be reasonably high. However, this is 
much less so in the commercial area, due in part to the relatively underdeveloped nature of the 
economic legal and regulatory fiamework, and the disuse into which the commercial court system 
fell during the Communist period. Other problems and potential problems include the general 
perception of low status and capacity of the judiciary and procuracy (at least below the highest 
levels), court backlogs, and prolonged imprisonment of accused criminals awaiting trial sessions. 
Findings in this area are only tentative and should be accepted with caution. 

Status of Defense Laqyers: Attorneys now practice on their own or in groups of their own 
formation, following the dissolution of the former attorney collectives. Attorneys typically earn 
more than procurators and judges. Procurators and judges often strive to be attorneys. Attorneys 
do not face any serious discrimination against themselves in the performance of criminal defense 
functions. 



Independent Judfciaty: There is evidence ofjudicial decision making and administration free fiom . 

undue influence by other elements of the government and parties, although the administration of 
the judiciary is located within an executive body, the Ministry of Justice. Judges hold their 
positions until retirement, a fact that insulates them from possible outside influence. 

Legal Information; Although legislative acts are r:egularly published, it is not clear that acts, 
regulations, and judgments are widely and w,,Mly available to judges, legal practitioners, 
policyn:akers, businesses, non-governmental orgmizations, aud private individuals at all levels. 
The computerized retrieval system developed by the Sejm Bureau of ~esearch has not yet been 
made available to practitioners or the public. 

Knowledge of Rights: Knowledge of basic constitutional principles and rights by the judiciary, 
bar, and citizenry appears sketchy, particularly at the lower levels and in more remote areas. 
Again, this finding is based on very limited information, and is therefore tentative. - 
Quulified Jurists: The low status of the ofices of judge and prosecutor appears to have limited 
the availability of qualified personnel to fill these positions except at the highest levels. Since 
their pay and conditions are improving, well-qualified private lawyers and legal counsellors are 
in somewhat greater supply, although they may not be affordable to the average citizen. 

Compliance with Judgments: Some problems have been reported with respect to compliance by 
public and private parties with decisions and determinations by the courts and tribunals, 
particularly where new laws and constitutional principles are applied. 

Independent Bar: There are independent associations of lawyers in Poland apparently operating 
fiee fiom undue government influence, These include the Polish Lawyers' Association, the 
Polish Chamber of Legal Advisors, and the Polish Advocates Association. They are active in 
legal training, although it is unclear whether they possess the means and ability to make their 
views known on major legislation and on issues affecting the bar. 

Media Licensing: There appear to be reasonably simple and transparent procedures for obtaining 
licenses. However, there is growing concern about legislative moms towards content restrictions 
in the form of "Christian values" requirements. 

Conditions Agectihg Choice and Impact of @Funded Activities 

Overall legal reform priorities in Poland are shaped by the general recognition that 
economic/comrnercial laws, regulations, and institutions are comparatively the most 
underdeveloped and the most important to address in order to support a growing private sector- 
driven economy. Both Polish officials and jurists as well as USG officials accept this. As for 
Rule of Law priorities, economic crime, also cdled white collar crime, is considered a priority, 
along with ways of combatting organized crime and government corruption. The consensus 
among the Polish legal community, and shared by USG officials, is that basic human rights are 



respected and no major structural changes are needed in the courts or the procuracy. However, 
there is a recognition that judges and prosecutors, particularly at the lower levels, could benefit 
fiom additional authority and training in dealing with such matters as the enforcement of 
constitutional rights and the use of evidence gathered by undercover agents. 

Other conditions in Poland affect the available choices for AID assistance in the Rule of Law 
area, and the impact of such assistance. Despite major weaknesses in its iegal system, Poland's 
commitment to democratic process and to protection of human rights, its fairly advanced legal 
,system (compared to other countries in the region), and the talents of its legal community -- as 
well as the overriding priority of stabilizing the economy and providing .for sustainable market- 
driven growth -- support the conclusion that Rule of Law activities need not be given as high 
priority in Poland as in the other two countries visited. In addition, the apparent sensitivity of 
Polish jurists to outside advice makes it difficult to have extensive activity in this field. Finally, 
Polish interest in harmonizing economic laws and regulations with EC requirements, and in 
implementing the European Convention on Human Rights seems to warrant more European than - 
American involvement. 

The following assistance is currently being provided or planned by other donor agencies in 
Poland. 

European Community: Assistance with training of administrators through the PHARE 
project, educational exchanges (including legal) through TEMPUS project, some technical 
assistance on economic law and regulation, and privatization. 

The Council of Europe has an ongoing relationship with the Polish Government through 
which it makes recommendations on issues relating to human rights and the rule of law. 

World Bank: some technical assistance in areas related to privatization, banking, h c e .  

Bilateral: Germany -- Friedrich Naumann, Max Planck, university exchange programs; the 
Federal Ministry of Justice also has a significant program of cooperation with Poland on 
crimhd law. France -- assisting with the establishment of a model school of public 
administration. 

The Helsinki Committee on Human Rights has an office in Warsaw. 

2. Summary of Current AID-Funded Activities 

The USAID Draft Country Strategy calls for relatively low priority for ROL activity, 
concentrating on economic and organized crime and on "public integrity." Much greater 
emphasis is placed on commercial law improvements both in current activities and hi the draft 
country strategy. The following summarizes c9ment and past AID-hded activities under the 
Rule of Law Project in Poland. 



WSIA 

Salzburg Seminar for Law School Deans (Aug. 1 99 l)($39,175 -- multi-country, with 
CEELI participation) 

DePaul Univ. Human Rights Internships (Apr.- Dec. 1992) ($75,000) 

CEELI (1 993-4 total budget: $64,6 16) 

"Liaisons" (Based at Sejm in Warsaw, oversee ROL activities): Bozena Sarnecka-Crouch 
(Feb. 1992 - Jan. 1993), Lany Mabry @ec. 1992) (1993-4: $1 1,804) 

"Legal Specialists" (Commercial, Long Term): Robert Stark (Warsaw, Oct. 1992 - Apr. 
1993), Roy Gordet (Krakow, Feb. - Sept. 1993) 

- 
"Legal Specialists" (Other, Short Term): William Valetta (Krakow: municipal wdmin., 
Oct- Nov. 1992, spring 1993), John Whelm (Warsaw: government procurement, Nov. - 
Dec. 1992) (1993-4 budget for "Specialist": $8,308) 

Polish Lawyers' Project (Michigan Bar, July 1991) 

Sister Law School Program: eleven law faculties, including Jagiellonian, A. Mickievricz, 
and Lodz Universities (1 99 lopresent) 

Workshops: Local Govt. Relations (Krakow: Apr. 1992), White Collar Crime (Poznan: 
May 1992) 

Regional Law School Faculty Training Institute (Lodz: Aug.- Sept. 1992, Krakow: 1993) 

Law Faculty Training Program (U.S.: 1993) 

Draf€ Law Analyses: Constitution (July 1 992), Housing Law @ec. 199 I), 1 st draft White 
Collar Crime Law (June 1992) (1993-4: $3,846). 

A discussion of the evaluators' findings as to the status and impact of ROL Project activities in 
Poland is provided in part C below. 

Among the countries visited by the evaluators, Lithuania is closest to its Communist past, has the 
farthest to go in the establishment of a democratic rule of law, and has legal reforms which are 
most in danger of being defeated. Indeed, some of the procedural guarantees and appeal 
provisions of the previous criminal law have been removed, with the result that purported 
"reforms" have actually made the situation worse for criminal defendants. This may be 



attributable to the growing concern about organized crime, which presents a challenge to the - 

success of economic and rule of law reforn~s. The precariousness of this balance between the . 

need for tougher security measures and the requirements of legality and due process is one of the 
major uncertainties of the current situation hi Lithuania Another cause for concern is the more 
dire lack -- compared to Poland, for example -- of well-qualified jurists who either comprezend 
or support the kinds of legal reforms now necessary to establish the rule of law. 

The Evaluation Team conducted interviews with over 16 persons in Lithuania These included: 
the A.I.D. Representative, the USIA Public Irformation Officer and the Political Officer of the 
Embassy; the UNDP Resident Representative; the USIA-supported'resident expert at the 

. Procurator General's Office; the CEELI Program Liaison person, the Judicial Training Specialist 
and the Washington-based Senior Project Coordinator; the former Minister, the current Deputy 
Minister and the Head of the Department of Courts of the Ministry of Justice; the Chairman of 
the Supreme Court and the Chief Judge of the Constitutional Court; the Head of the International 
Cooperation Serrice of the Ministry of Internal Affairs; the Dean of the Vilnius University Law 

- Faculty and the Chairman of the Lithuanian Lawyers' Association. (A complete listing of names 
and tables is given in Attachment 2). 

1. Current Situation 

The evaluators' findings with respect to the status of the rule of law and international assistance 
in this field in Lithuania are presented below. 

Countty Progress and Constraints 

In this section, as in the previous discussion of Poland, the "country progress" indicators are 
applied to the current situation in Lithuania Again, these findings are tentative and could only 
be firmly and completely presented on the basis of additional research. 

Legal Provisions: A new constitution has been enacted and the first government under this new 
fiamework has come into power only in the last few months. Work is ongoing on revision of 
the uenal law and criminal procedure codes. Although there is widespread commitment to 
reform, it is worrisome that certain protections were removed fiom the criminal procedure mde 
in the immediate aftermath of independence. Three changes were made in 1991 that are 
regressive in nature and were apparently not the subject of open public discussion. (1) New limits 
were placed on the scope of material gathered by officials to which defense counsel has access 
prior to trial. This limits the ability of counsel to present a defense. (2) The former practice of 
requiring authorities conducting a search to secure two outside persons as observers of the search 
was eliminated. (3) The practice of having two lay persons hear trials (along with one 
professional judge) was eliminated. The owrent planned revisions in criminal justice have less 
to do with procedural rights guarantees than with increasing the powers of the courts and 
procuracy to deal with organized crime and corruption. 



Institutions: A Constitutional Court has been empaneled as required by the new constitution -- 
although as of the time of the evaluators' visit, it had yet to hear its first case or issue. 
Legislation creating a new structure for the court system, with an additional intermediate level 
of appeal and other features has been enacted, although its implementation is being held up while 
constitutional and practical issues are worked out. A new system of commercial courts has also 
been proposed to replace the old system of 'Arbitrazh' among state-owned enterprises. In short, 
much has been done on the level of legislative proposals and ektments regarding new 
institutions, but implementation has hardly begun, and therefore there have been few practical 
effects. - 

Enforcement Mechanisms: The constitution requires the establishment of a committee in the 
Seimas (Parliament) that will perform the functions of an Ombudsman, i.e. investigating 
complaints fiom citizens and initiating any necessary judicial or legislative action. The new law 
on the courts will also improve the enforcement of legal and constitutional rights. However, 
currently neither of these provisions has been implemented. At present, there is little evidence 

- of easy access to enforcement mechanisms by the citizenry at all levels of judicial and 
administrative redress. 

Fair Hearings: Currently, citizens do not appear to have a high level of confidence that they will 
receive a fair hearing in civil and criminsll proceedings. Nor do legal professionals express very 
much confidence that their clients are treated fairly in court and before administrative bodies. 
At the same time, there is evidence that courts are reluctant to allow the use of paid Momants 
and electronic surveillance in criminal cases, due to the abuses of the Soviet era. For now, this 
provides a form of protection for the accused, although it hampers efforts to combat organized 
crime. 

Status of Defense Lawyers: The status, treatment, and access of defense lawyers in the criminal 
process is not commensurate with effective substantive and procedural safeguards. The revisions 
of the criminal procedure code mentioned above have made this situation worse in some ways. 

Independent Judiciary: Judicial decision making does not appear to be fiee fiom undue influence 
by other branches and ministries of government, and by parties or factions. This is due not so 
much to the oversight powers of the Courts Department of the Ministry of Justice, but rather to 
the influence of local government officials who continue to pay the salaries of lower-level judges, 
the effects of old loyalties among judges and other members of the former 'nomenkletura,' and 
the low salaries of the judiciary -- which apparently render many of them vulnerable to outside 
influence. The lower levels of the judiciary and procuracy have changed little since 
independence. 

Legal Information: The texts of legislative enactment; and Presidential decrees are published in 
Lithuanian, Russian, and English, and appear to be reasonably available at least in Vilnius. 
However, the same is not true of regulations, which apparently are not subject to publication 
requirements. Supreme Court decisions, formerly published in a gazette, are no longer regularly 
published, although there is now an initiative to resume publication. 



Kitowledge of Rights: There does not appear to be widespread knowledge of basic constitutional - 

principles and rights by the judiciary, bar, and citizenry, especially since the constitution was so 
recently adopted. 

Quulified Jurists: The unavailability of qualified judges, prosecutors, government lawyers, and 
private lawyers and legal counsellors at all levels and in all regions is a serious problem. 

Compliance with Judgments: Compliance by public and private parties with decisions and 
determinations by duly established courts and tribunals appears to be highly problematic, due 
perhaps as much to lack of i n f o d o n  or understanding of new legal provisions as to lack of 

. will and e f f d v e  systemic discipline. 

Independent Bar: There is an independent association of lawyers, the Lithuanian Lawyers' 
Association, which operates fiee from undue government influence. However, the head of that 
organization himself laments its lack of effective means and access to make its views known on 

- mjor legislation and on issues affecting the bar. 

Media Licensing: There are in practice reasonable procedures for obtaining broadcast or print 
media licenses, although there is cause for concern in that these do not appear to be clearly 
spelled out by laws and regulations. Content restrictions and prior restraints do not appear to be 
a problem. 

Conditions Affecting Choice and I q a c t  of ALD-Funded Activities 

As elsewhere in the region, the highest priority for legal reform is the establishment of laws, 
regulations, and institutions supportive of a market economy. The training of judges and the 
setting up of new commercial courts will be important parts of this effort in addition to legislative 
changes. Concerning the rule of law in particular, high priority is being given to the reform of 
criminal law and procedure, and the restructuring of the hierarchy of the court system. The 
strengthening of the c o w  and of penal law and procedure is viewed as a way to combat the 
burgeoning problem of organized crime, which is abetted by official cooptisn -- including 
assistance from compt judges and police. 

Other conditions in Lithuania also affect the available choices for AID assistance in the ROL 
area, and the impact of such assistance. Lithuania has become an independent post-Communist 
nation more recently than either Poland or Bulgaria. As a result, its problems with economic 
restructuring and the need for reform of the legal system are more severe. Meanwhile, there 
apparently has not been sufficieit time for aid saturation or "consultant fatigue" to set in. 
Although Lithuania, like Poland, looks to Western Europe at least partially for its fbture identity 
and association, Lithuania harbors considerable good will towards the U.S. and appears more 
desirous of Western advice and influence than is Poland, due in part to its greater need to 
counterbalance the weight of Russia and the former Soviet states. In addition, the legal 
community in Lithuania is not as highly developed as in Poland, and is less independent of the 
Communist system despite the break with Moscow. At the same time, the higher-ranking 



members and decision makers in the legal community appear to be open to outside advice. - 

Finally, the visible efforts of the ABA in Lithuania, with the iergetic participation of a few 
Lithuanian-Americans such as Ernest Raskauskas and John Zerr, has created a favorable 
impression among key actors in the legal system. Therefore, Lithuanian officials and members 
of the legal community remain fairly open to U.S. visitors, advice, and opportunities for exchange 
and training. 

The following assistance is currently being provided by other donor agencies in Lithuania: 

European Community: Assistance with training and technical assistance in economic law 
and regulation through the PHAKE Program. 

UNDP: Under the UN mandate for the support of democracy, UNDP has assisted with 
the establishment of an Office of the President, and with the training of civil servants, 
It is now assisting with the establishment of a constitutionally-mandated Seimas committee 
that will perform the hctions of an Ombudsman. 

Council of Europe: Lithuania has been provisiondly accepted as a member. The Council 
has conducted investigations and provided advice and recommendations on Lithuania's 
human rights practices, particularly with respect to minorities. 

Danish Bar Association: Has contacts and some joint activities with the Lithuanian 
Lawyers' Association. 

Other Bilateral: Certain European countries apparently are providing exchange and 
training programs for Lithuanian judges and lawyers. 

Other U.S. entities: The U.S. Baltic Foundation and 33wa State University provide training 
and internships in support of improved public administration and market structures. The 
Department of Justice, Federal Trade Commission, and through an interagency agreement 
with A.I.D., the Department of Commerce assist in the development of market-oriented 
policies and regulations. 

2. Summary of Current AID-Funded Activities 

"Democratic Institution-Building1' is one of the three pillars of A.I.D.'s preliminary thinking 
related to a strategy for Lithuania. It places highest priority on economic restructuring, including 
reform of the energy sector. Quality of life issues, such as food and environmental security, are 
also of high priority. Democratic institutions, including the Rule of Law Project, are third in 
order of strategic priority. The following description summarizes current, past, and prospective 
AID-funded activities under the Rule of Law Project in Lithuania 



USIA 

Independent Judiciary: 30-day visit to U.S. by judges, prosecutors, administrators and 
lawyers (Febf'ar 1992) ($1 38,086) 

Legal Book Colldon (Oct 1991 - Dec 1992) ($16,492) 

Lithuanian Jurists' Confmnce: Attendance by 3 U.S. legal experts (MayIJune 1992) 
($25,379) 

Rule of Law Resident Specialist: Curt Muellenberg (Jan.-May 1993) ($30,000) 

CEELI (19934 total budget: $88,546) 

"Liaisons": John Zerr (Aug. 1992 - Aug. 1993) (1993-4: 1 1,804) 

"Legal Specialists" (1 9934: $16,616): 

William D'Zurilla (Foreign InvesL, Min. of International Econ. Relats.; Sept. - 
Oct. 1992) 
George Blow (For. Invest., Min. of Int'l Econ. Relats., Oct. - Dec. 1992) . Frank Nebeker, Richard H o l k q  Jesse Casaus (Ct. Admin., Nov. - Dec. 1992): 
Report on structure and administration of court system. 
William Walters (Judicial Training, Jan. 1993 - Jan. 1994). 

Workshops: Constitutional DraftingIJudicial Reform (Jan. 1 992), Follow-up Constitutional 
Draf?ing (Mar. 1992) (1993-4: $15,622). 

Draft Law Analyses (19934: $3,846): 

Draft Principles for Constitutioa (Jan. 1992) 
Judicial Restructuring Law (June 1992) 
Criminal Code (Sept. 1992) 
Criminal Procedure Law (Sept. 1992) 
Execution of Penalties Law (Sept. 1992) 
Appeals in Code of Civil Procedure (Nov. 1992) 
Law on Natural &sources (Dec. 1992). 

Concept Papers: Commercial Code (upcoming) 

Law Faculty Training Program 

Sister Law School Program (Vilnius, Kaunas) 



A fidl discussion of the evaluators' fmdings with respect to project impact appears in section C 
below. 

Although Bulgarian officials, like their Lithuanian counterparts, are concerned about organized 
crime and a rising crime rate, they have not moved to limit procedural*protections available to 
the accused in criminal cases. Bulgaria is just completing a reform of its penal law, and reform 
of criminal-procedure is in the hands of an inter-ministerial working group. Shortage of well- 
trained judges is a problem in the country. 

The Evaluation Team conducted interviews with over 27 persons in Bulgaria These included: 
the U.S. Ambassador, the Economic OBcer of the Embassy, the A.I.D. Representative, the A.I.D. 
Democratic Projects Officer and the PAO; the CEELI Program Liaison and the CEELI Judicial 
Training Spzcialist; the Director and three lawyers of the Law Program of the Center for the 
Study of Democracy; the Minister and the Head of the Mmns Section of the Ministry of Justice; 
the Legal Advisor to the Council of Ministers; the Secretary of the Ministry of the Interior; two 
USIA Resident Specialists; the Dean, the Vice Dean, three fwulty members and a Fulbright 
lecturer t~t the Faculty of Law of the University of So% a member of the Faculty of Law of the 
New Buigarian University; the President of the Bulgarian Bar Association and two private 
attorneys. (A complete listing of names and titles is given in Attachment 2.) 

1. Current Situation 

l'his section presents the evaluators' findings regarding the status of the rule of law, and 
international assistance on this field in Bulgaria 

Cbuntry Progress and Cbnstrainis 

The evaluators' findings with respect to the "country progress" indicators in Bulgaria, as in the 
discussions of Poland and Lithuania, are tentative only. 

Legal Provisions: A new constitution was enacted in 1991, and work is ongoing on revision of 
the penal law and criminal procedure codes. No negative criminal procedure changes, of the kind 
observed in Lithuania, have been made in Bulgaria 

Institutions: A Constitutional Co-urt was required by the new constitution, and it has begun to 
function, Legislation creating a new structure for the court system, with an additional 
intermediate level of appeal has been enacted. 

Enforcement Mechanisms: A number of judges were removed on grounds that they had accepted 
instructions in the pre-reform period fiom the Communist party. Judicial tenure has been 
strengthened, but the courts suffer fiom a lack cf well-trained judges, particularly at the trial 
level. Bulgaria has ratified the European Humau Rights Convention and, importantly, has 



included a declaration that allows an individual to bring a complaint against it before the 
European institutions. 

Fair Hearings: The courts function reasonably well, although the status of judges remains low. 
The general discrimination in Bulgaria against Turks and Gypsies gives rise to concern about 
their treatment in the courts, although specific evidence of discrimination in court hearings was 
not found. 

Stahrs of Defense Lawyers: Attorneys now practice on their own or. in groups of their own 
formation, following the dissolution of the former attorney collectives. Attorneys typically earn 
more than procurators and judges. Attorneys do not face any serious discrimination in the 
performance of criminal defense functions. CEELI perceives that the bar needs to develop a set 
of ethical precepts to regulate the bar in the wake of the demise of Ministry of Justice control 
over the bar. The bar appears less than anxious to do this, however. 

- Independent Judiciary: The judges appear to be reasonably fiee of political interference in the 
performance of their work. 

Legal Infomation: The texts of legislative enactments and Presidential decrees are published. The 
texts of major pieces of legislation were readily available at numerous street kiosks throughout 
Sofia, although it is unclear whether the texts are avdable to this extent outside Sofia. 

howledge of Rights: The availability of legal materials, as mentioned in the prior paragraph, 
allows the legal community and the public access to information about legal rights in Sofia if not 
elsewhere in Bulgaria 

Qualified Jurists: A deficit of qualified judges, prosecutors, government lawyers, and private 
lawyers and legal counsellors remains a serious problem. 

Compliance with Judgments: Court decisions seem to enjoy general compliance. 

Independent Bar: There is an independent association of lawyers, the Bulgarian Lawyers' 
Association, which operates flee from undue government influence. Its president is strongly 
reform-oriented, seeking to promote the integrity and strength of the bar. 

Media Licensing: There are in practice reasonable procedures for obtaining broadcast or print 
media licenses. Content restrictiops and prior restraints do not appear to be a problem. 

Conditions AIfecting Choice and Impact of AlPFunded Activities 

Legal reform priorities in Bulgaria are shaped by the general recognition that economic laws, 
regulations, and institutions are comparatively the most underdeveloped and the most important 
to address in order to support a growing private sector-driven economy. Both Bulgarian oflicials 
and jurists as well as USG officials share this view. As for rule of law priorities more 



specifically, economic crime, also called white collar crime, is considered a priority, along with - 
ways of combatting organized crime and govenunent corruption. Judges and ,prosecutors, 
particularly at the lower levels, could benefit fiom additional training. 

There are other conditions in Bulgaria which also affect the available choices for AID assistance 
in the Rule of Law area, and the impact of such assistance. The recently-established government 
is in somewhat of a crisis as it tries to shore up its support and push ahead with economic reform. 
Therefore, the surplus time and energy of government officials is limited, and their legal priorities 
focus on market reforms. In addition, "consultant fatigue" has apparently set in, such that outside 
assistance is not as welcome as it now is in Lithuania. In other w&ds, with the growth of 
bilateral and multilateral techllical assistance programs, government agencies must spend 
increasing amounts of time meeting with aid officials and consultants, and otherwise responding 
to needs for information and counterpart time. Over time, higher level officials especially find 
it difficult (and perhaps unrewarding) to devote time to this. 

- The following assistance is currently being provided or planned by other donor agencies in 
Bulgaria: ' 

European Community: Has a presence through the ?HARE Project and other activities. 

Council of Europe: Advice on human rights-related legal provisions. 

British Centre on Central and East European Law has held seminars on legal topics such 
as government conflict of interest and business fiauds. 

Dutch Helsinki Committee on Hunan Rights: Sponsored lecture series on human rights. 

International Development Law Institute (possibly through A.I.D. or USIA) holds practical 
legal training seminars in Bulgaria, covering issues similar to those dealt with by CEELI. 

2. Summary of Current AID-Funded Activities 

The A.1.D. Mission in Bulgaria is now formulating its strategy statement, and there is as yet no 
definitive draft. The A.I.D. Representative and the Ambassador stressed the importance of the 
activities of CEELI and USIA under the Commercial Law and Rule of Law Projects. They 
indicated that assisting with the formulation of a comprehensive set of economic laws and 
regulations was "at the top of the #st" of AID priorities in Bulgaria The following summarizes 
cunent and past AID-funded activities under the Rule of Law Project in Bulgaria 

USIA 

Administrative Conference of the U.S. -- Administrative law needs assessment (May-Jun 
1991) ($3,818) 



Salzburg Seminar for 17 Central and East European Law School Deans (Aug. 1991) 
($39,175 -- multi-country, with CEELI participation) 

Two elections experts assisted Parliament with new election laws (July 1991) ($12,102) 

Expert worked with Ministry of Defense on civilian control of military forces (Feb. 1992) 
($3,625) 

Professionals in Residence -- Charles Labella (May-Nov. 1992) ($35,554), Thomas Flynn, 
and Rita Jane Spillane (Nov. 1992 -. May 1993) ($66,000), addsing MOJ on issues in 
draft legislation on criminal law and procedure. 

Short-term consultant - Laurie Sherman, on lawyers' conflict of interest issues, Nov. 
1992 ($9,23 1). 

- 
CEELI (1993-4 total budget: $64,616) 

Liaisons: William Meyer (Sept. 1991 - Aug. 1992), Harlan Pomeroy (Sept. 1992 - Sept. 
1993) (1993-4: $1 1,804) 

"Legal Specialists" (1 993-4: $8,308): 

Judge John Fullam, Center for Study of Democracy, Asst. with Judicial Reform 
(May 1991) . Richard Seidel & Markus Zimmer, MOJ, Asst with Records Mgmt 62; Court 
Computerization (2 weeks JanlFeb. 1992) . Kurt Muellenberg, Center for Study of Democracy, Asst. with Criminal Law 
Reform (May-June 1992) . Robert Scherle, Asst. with Judicial Training (Jan. 1993 - July 1993, possible 
extension to Jan. 1994) 

Workshops: 

. Judicial Restnrctuting, with government and NGO representatives (JanFeb. 1991) . Constitutional ]Drafting, with h a d  National Assembly (Mar. 1991) 
Follow-up Constitutional Drafting, with Drafting Committee of Grand National 
Assembly (June 1991) . Workshop with cokcil  on Normative Acts on draft laws relating to bankruptcy 
(Feb. 1992) . Workshop with government officials on draft copyright law (Oct, 1992) . Workshop on Ethical Codes of Conduct for Lawyers (Jan. 1993) 

Law Faculty Training: Six month internships with law schools and U.S. Government 
agencies (CEELI and Department of Commerce) 



Draft Law Assessments (1993-4: $3,846): 

Law Concerning the Ownership and Use of Agricultural Lands (Jan. 1991) 
Commercial Draft Legislation (Mar. 1991) 
Draft Legislation on Agricultural Land Use Reform (Mar. 1991) 
Draft Legislation on Foreign Investment (Mar. 1991) 

rn Draft Antitrust law (Apr. 1991) 
Draft Decree on Uniform System of Tax Admin. & Proposed Legislation on 

- Courts of Auditors (Aug. 1991) 
Foreign Investment Law (Oct. 1991) 
D m  Legislation on Oil Exploration (Nov. 1991) 
Draft Patent Law @w. 1991) 
Treatment of Non-Monetary Contributions in investment (Feb. 1992) 
Draft B d g  Law (Feb. 1992) 
Draft Bankruptcy Law (Feb. 1992) 
Economic Activity of Foreign Persons and Protection of Foreign Investment (Mar. 
1992) . Draft Law on the Bar (May 1992) 
Draft Law on the Structure of the Judicial System (May 1992) 
Draft Matrine Environment Protection Act (May 1992) 
Law on Activity of Supreme Administrative Court (May 1992) 
Draft law on Telecomunications ( h e  1992) 

rn Draft Nan-Profit Organization Law (July 1992) 
Draft Law on Explosives (Scgt 1992) 
Draft Information Law (Sept. 1992) 
Draft Law om Special Investigative Means (Sept. 1992) 

Concept Papers: 

Securities Regulation (Oct. 1992) 
Currency Exchange Controls (Oct. 1992) 
Consumer Protection (Nov. 1992) 
Government Procurement (Nov. 1992) 
Money Laundering Controls (upcoming) 
Non-Bank Investment Entities (upcoming) 

Sister Law School Program.: 

Orientation & Visits -- esp. Part 111, involving 3 new Bulgarian law schools (Sept- 
Oct. 1992) 
Workshop on Law School Accreditation & Curriculum Development (Oct. 1992) 

CEELI Program in Cooperation with Southern Illinois Univ. at Carbondale: Orientation 
on U.S. Legal System for Bulgarian judges, prosecutors, & private attorneys (May 1992) 



A MI discussion of the evaluators' fmdings with respect to the indicators of project impact and 
effectiveness appears in section C below. 

C. ASSESSMENT OF COUNTRY PROGRAM IMPACT AND EFFECTIVENESS 

This section provides an assessment of the impact and effectiveness of ROL Project activities 
in the countries visited. First, findings are presented with respect to eacfi'of the proposed project 
impact and effectiveness indicators. This part concludes with comments om overall impact in 
Poland, Lithuania, and Bulgaria 

IMPACT OF PROJECT A C T M T I '  

Iirpact of Technical Advke: 

Poland: One or more of the suggestions contained in the CEELI analysis of the draft white 
- collar crime law were apparently taken into account during the revision of that legislation. On 

the other hand, some interviewees in Poland felt that the technical advice provided by way of the 
CEELI draft law analyses contained at most some potentially helpful background material on U.S. 
approaches to the issues. Some of the discussion in the draft law analyses was seen to be 
inappropriate, not germane, or reflecting a misunderstanding of the Polish legal context. Some 
intervicwees suggested a cautious approach towards giving advice based on U.S. models, since 
this kind of information has at times been cited out of context in support of measures that would 
not have been endorsed by the author (e.g. Polish legislators citing the more draconian provisions 
of the U.S. RICO statute as models - without the accompanying procedural guarantees). One 
interviewee suggested more comprehensive seminars on particular U.S. legal topics (e.g. criminal 
witness immunity) in order to assist the dtafting process and to ensure that the "whole story" is 
told in a given mea. 

Lithuania: At least one Lithuanian jurist pointed to suggestions made in the CEELI draft law 
analyses as the basis for changes that were subsequently made in the draft law on the structure 
of the court system. One or more such changes were apparently part of the new law as it was 
enacted -- although implementation has been delayed. One such change would improve the law 
by, for example, lengthening from ten to thirty days the time for filing an appeal. The impact 
of technical advice supplied by the USIA resident advisor is more difficult to gauge, since the 
drafts to which he is contributing were not complete as of the time of the evaluation, nor were 
they available to him in provisional form. The. USIA advisor indicated that his counterparts at 
the Procurator General's office wqe unaware of the CEELI draft law analyses -- several of which 
related to criminal law and procedure. This might be attributable to lack of coordination within 
the Lithuanian Government, although there are indications that the CEELI commentaries are 
considered unhelpll and are being ignored by relevant authorities. 

Bulgaria: Officials of the Ministry of Justice and Interior stated in response to questions that 
they had made extensive use of CEELI written evaluations of draft statutes given at the request 
of those ministries. The Minister of Justice said in particular that CEELI saved the Ministry time 



by providing an analysis of the legislation of other countries on the topic under consideration, 
The same was true of "concept papers," which CEELI writes at the initial stage of drafting of a . 
now piece of legislation, to provide suggestions for the orientation of the new law. One example 
of this impact is the acceptance by the Judicial Structure Law drafting committee of CEELI's 
suggestion that non-governmental petitions for binding interpretive decisions be admissible before 
the Supreme Court, In recent times, however CEELI personnel have not gotten much reaction 
&om the Ministry of Justice on papxi they deliver, and have had to ask h u t  the fate of papers 
delivmd several months previously. If the Ministry were currently taking these papers seriously, 
one would expect that Ministry personnel might seek clarification and further discussion of the 
ideas presented in the papers. . 
USIA resident specialist Thomas Flynn participated as a member of the drafting committee 
working on the penal code revision. That work encountered significant difficulties; in particular, 
Mr. Flynn was not kept informed about planned meetings. Mr. Flynn, by his own account and 
by that of a Ministry of Justice official, made extensive contributions to &scussion of areas of 

- law that have not heretofore received extensive treatment in Bulgaria, namely, computer crime 
and bankruptcy bud. Ms. Spillane participated as well in this work. They both consulted with 
members of the drafting committee on criminal penalties, namely, the possible broader use of 

' fines and probation as alternatives to imprisonment. 

However, Mr. Flynn was not well received by the Ministry of Justice. Mr. Flynn's predecessor, 
Mr. LaBella, was apparently overly optimistic about the desire of the Ministry of Justice that he 
be replaced when his term ended. At the time of Mr. Flynn's arrival, however, the Ministry of 
Justice was not interested in having such a person. This put Mr. Flynn in an untenable sitwation. 
The Ministry did allow Mr. Flynn office space at the Ministry, but it took him one month after 
arriving to meet with the Minister of Justice. During his time in Bulgaria, the Ministry of Justice 
did not request any work or advice of him. At his own initiative, Mr. Flynn inserted himself into 
the committee drafting the criminal code. One of the factors that may in part account for the 
apparent difference in the Ministry's receptivity to Mr. Labella and Mr. Flynn was the change 
in government in December 1992, shortly after Mr. Flynn's arrival. 

Ihpact of Training Proposak 

Poland: Developing in-country legdjudicial training does not appear to have been a focus of 
CEELI or USIA activity in Poland. 

Lithuania: CEELI proposals on legal training have become part of ar plan for a judicial training 
program adopted by a committee comprising key government officials and legal educators. If 
this plan is implemented, it will form the basis of a dgnificant new program for training to be 
provided to new judges at the university law faculty. A judicial insbrution handbook will also 
be produced. There appears to have been an impact here on the level of thinking and planning, 
although it is too soon to say if there will be practical results. In that regard, it is important to 
note that the current CEELI-sponsored advisor on judicial training arrived in Lithuania expecting 
to work with a committee for the implementation of a judicial training facility, but found that in 



practice there was no such committee. He is now seeking to create an effective implementing - 
mechanism. 

Bulgaria: CEELI arrived at an agreement in summer 1992 with the Minister of Justice on a 
training program for judges. (According to an interviewee involved in this initiative, CEELI had 
determined that judicial training was needed, and had suggested it to the Ministry.) In January 
1993, CEELI sent a resident specialist, Mr. Robert Scherle, to Sofia to implement that program. 
Unfortunately, the Ministry of Justice had little interest in such a program and refused to assist 
Mr. Scherle in implementing it. There are a variety of possible explmiions for the change in 
view of the Ministry of Justice between summer 1992 and Janu81y 1993. These include: (1) the 

. change in government that o c c d  in fall 1992; (2) concern on the part of the Ministry of 
Justice that if it refused to sign the agreemmt CEELI would withdraw other efforts, or that its 
international image might be tarnished; (3) a Mure on the part of the Ministry of Justice to 
foresee the effort and time off &om work for judges that would be required for the program. As 
a result of the Ministry's r e W ,  Mr. Scherle sought alterimtive institutional sponsors for judicial - 
training and is pursuing them at present, but remains in fhe early stages of this effort. This 
ciBiculty might have been avoided had CEELI confinned the Ministry's demand. for and interest 
in this kind of assistance prior to Mr. Scherle's arrival. As ofthe time of the team's ,visit, Mr. 

a 

Scherle was uncomfortably engaged in "selling" his volunteer services to potentially interested 
parties, notably the Bulgarian Women Judges Association. When Mr. Scherle's term expires, he 
should not be replaced, absent a renewed display of serious interest by the Ministry of Justice in 
a judicial training program. 

Local PcrrllcQation: 

Poland: Participation of host-country nationals does not appear to have ken  sought in ways that 
would support appropriate technical assistance outputs or increased capacity to sustain reform 
beyond the life of the program. Members of the legal community, such as young lawyers, have 
generally not been afforded a role in shaping and carrying out propyam activities. It would seem 
that the capacity for sustainable refonn, and the appropriateness of US. assistance would benefit 
dpmtMly fiom greater involvement by local jurists, though the reasons for the absence of such 
participation in this case are unclear. A major exception to this pattern is that young lawyers are 
involved in recruiting the next group of DePaul Human Ri@s program participants (a program 
formerly, but no longer, SEED-funded). 

Lithuania: The current discussions on the design of a judicial training program appear to aim 
at a useful collaborative effort involving Lithuanian lergd professionals and educators. If this 
takes shape as anticipated, law faculty members and others would be involved in shaping the 
training curriculum and providing training. Apart fkom this, there has not as yet been much 
participation, particularly by young lawyers, in shaphg and canying out program activities, with 
the result that there have not been opportunities for the transfer of skills, institutional memory, 
or capacity for sustained reform. There is also a feeling in the Lithuanian Lawyers' Association 
of being left out of these efforts (see discussion be'iow). Certainly, the draft law analyses would 
benefit fiom greater local input, and perhaps also the commercial law seminars. 
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Bulgaria: CEELI has drawn three young Bulgarian lawyers into its work on a part-time basis, 
through the Law Program established under the auspices of the Center for the Study of 
Democracy. This linkage has helped CEELI establish contacts, because it has local attorneys who 
can facilitate meetings and provide interpretation of reactions of government officials. These 
attorneys have also done the translation into English of draft laws to be sent to the U.S. for 
written commentary. The fact that these attorneys have done the translations has meant that these 
translations have been of good quality, and thus commentators did not need to guess at the 
meaning of provisions of the draft laws. The Center even deems it worthwhile to bear some costs 
of the CEELI presence not covered by the PAID funds. 

Imtitutional Linkages: 

Poland: Relationships have been built with a number of law school deans, through the Sister 
School and Faculty Training initiatives , in addition to officials at the Sejm Bureau of Research 
and the Deputy Mayor of Krakow. CEELI has not apparently sought, or succeeded in forming, 

, - effective working relationships with other key actors and decisionmakers in the Polish legal 
system (nor has USIA, but there is no longer any USIA ROL programming in Poland). 
Moreover, the Director of the Sejm Bureau of Research, who provided an office for the last 
CEELI liaison in Warsaw, did not have a clear idea of what work the liaison person had been 
doing. (CEELI later stated that this official -was not the actual counterpart of the CEELI liaison). 

Lithuania: Attention has be& paid, with some success, to building institutional linkages with 
reform-oriented elements in the legal community and government. Many of these people are 
actively engaged with CEELI in the efforts described above and have a positive impression of 
the assistance provided. The judicial training specialist confkonted a potential problem in that the 
committee that was supposed to have been established to work on the training initiative had not 
been formed; but he managed to gain the support of key players at the Ministry of Justice and 
Vilnius University for this effort. 

On the other hand, the Lithuanian Lawyers' Association indicated that it has not been provided 
much of a role, if my, in U.S. assistance efforts, although a CEELI-supported program on the 
Lithuanian Comtitcntion was held under the Association's sponsorship, and h c i a t i o n  members 
have been involved in CEELI activities. The head of the Association felt that the Association 
as an institution was not sufficiently included as a partner in the ROL pbgram, and that therefore 
the CEELI and (especially) USIA activities were less effective, and even potentially misguided, 
as a result. @ 

USIA has created an institutional -link of sorts by supplying a criminal law expert to the Office 
of the Procurator General. However, it is unclear how e f f d v e  this relationship is. The expert 
seemed .mc(xtain about the impact or destination of his advice, and appears to be given no 
feedback on the effectiveness and impact of his proposals. Others outside the Procuracy felt that 
the Procuracy itself was part of the problem, and needed to be brought under tighter discipline, 
perhaps as !part of the Ministry of Justice. Since this expert had arrived only two weeks or so 
before the evaluators did, no definitive conclusion can be drawn based on these findings -- 



indeed, the expert stated in a later meeting in Washington that his access to key officials and the . 

demand for his input grew significantly later in his stay. 

Bulgaria: Attention has been paid to building institutional linkages with reform-oriented 
elements in the legal community and government, particularly in the Lawyers' Association. 
CEELI and USIA personnel established solid relationships witn reform-oriented officials and 
attorneys, including the three attomeys working with CEELI as part of the Law Program at the 
Center for the Study of Democracy. The CEELI Sister Law School programs are effective, if 
modest. The programs bring deans fiom the paired schools into contact with each other, but there 
is -cient funding to establish serious collaborative effort between'law schools in Bulgaria 
and the United States. In recent months CEELI has had programs more active with several of the 
newly established law schools than with the University of Sofia. The new law schools are in an 
infant stage, have few library or other facilities, and have no full-time faculty. Some of them 
have a precarious existence and may well disappear within a few years, although two of them 
have now received accreditation. 

The evaluators are concerned about the need for balance in building institutional relationships in 
Bulgaria. The support for the new schools could, along with past CEELI criticisms of the 
University of Sofia Faculty of Law (USFL), be creating tension with USFL. This tension appears 
to have made it impossible for the judicial training specialist to enlist USFL participation. 
However, CEELI has involved USFL in other activities, and hence has some lines or̂  
communication open despite problems with the relationship. The issue of balance arises here 
because the costs of failure to maintain some link to the major institution of legal education in 
Bulgaria would be great. 

Impact of Traininmhange Progtams and Participantr: 

Poland: Some key legal system actors, such as law school deans and younger attomeys, have 
participated in foreign exchange/training programs, such as the DePaul Human Rights program 
and Sister Law Schools program. The participants responded very favorably when asked to 
assess the programs, and would like to see them expanded, e.g. for Polish law students. Most 
participants praised the training, SeminatS, and exchanges that they participated in without being 
able to point to tangible results. However, some beneficiaries indicated that their participation 
led to specific results, such as the Dean of the Adam Mickiewicz Law Faculty, who said that she 
started a "clinic" or externship program for law students as a result of her observations at a U.S. 
law school during a Sister-School visit. Some have continued their (or their institutions') 
participation in those programs. 

On the other hand, one USIA proposal for a visit by Polish Supreme Court Justices to the U.S. 
was badly received and attracted no participants because it was viewed as vague and 
condescending. Training and exchange programs therefore need to be carefully targeted -- and 
when they are, they have the potential for high impact. A CEELI exchange program (via the 
Commercial Law program) that was cited as potentially very useful offered three-month 
internships in U.S. law offices. Unfortunately, practitioners found it difficult to break away fiom 



their work for that period of time in order to take advantage of such opportunities. This problem - 

is likely to confront any such program -- although closer attention lo the needs and potential 
benefits of the sending organization could perhaps make such a program more functional. 

The DePaul Human Rights Program, initially SEED-funded via USIA (but now supported by 
other funds), seems particularly well-conceived and has had tangible impact. The aim of the 
DePaul program is to develop a group of young lawyers who will incorpo'rate human rights work 
in their law practice, leading to the development of a human rights bar in Poland. Alumni of the 
first year are participating in human rights discussion groups held by the Helsinki Watch in 
Warsaw. The two participants interviewed in Warsaw believed that the program had been highly 
usefial, and the same opinion was expressed by all ten in evaluations completed in Chicago at the 
end of the program, For the second year, the number of applications was up over the fust year. 
The courses taught at DePaul were designed so that the material covered would be relevant to 
the Polish experience and to current Polish issues in human rights. Freedom of conscience and 
religion, for example, was included. Extensive coverage was given to the European human rights 

- system, highly relevant to Poland because of its recent ratification of the European human rights 
treaty. The participants had course work in the first half of the semester and internship 
placements in the second half. 

Lithuania: Some key legal system actors have participated in foreign exchangeltraining 
programs and continue their association with the programs -- the Dean of the Vilnius University 
Law Faculty and the Chief Justice of the new Constitutional Court are examples. However, the 
Lawyers' Association once again appears to be left out. In addition, a key person at the Ministry 
of Justice -- who wishes to undertake, and get assistance with, the reform of court systems and 
administration -- has been unable to take a study-tour to get direct experience of the management 
of courts in the U.S. This would seem to be an eminently useful exchange; however, this has 
become impossible because she had failed the TOEFL examination. It might be desirable to 
require less in the way of language proficiency in order to facilitate such visits to the U.S., which 
are likely to be productive. 

Some beneficiaries of exchanges funded by the project are working to develop and improve 
aspects of law, regulation, institutioii, and training under their authority at least partially as a 
result of the project support. Training is only in its beginnings as part of the Lithuania program, 
and so the effects of this cannot be measured. 

Bulgaria: Some key legal system actors have participated in foreign exchange/training programs 
and have continued their association with the program -- the Vice-Dean of the Sofia University 
Law Faculty is an example. CEELI sister law school programs were regarded as successful by 
Bulgarian participants. However, little funding is available to follow up on initial contacts made 
through that program. Some beneficiaries of exchanges h d e d  by the project are working to 
develop and improve aspects of law, regulation, institutions, and training under their authority 
at least partially as a result of the project support. 



New Imt~utiom: 

The emergence of new independent institutions in collaboration with the ROL Project is intended 
not as a goal in itself, but as one of several indicators of the project's success in the area of 
institutional development. 

Poland: New institutions have not been developed in collaboration with the program, although 
the CEELI commercial law specialists have supported the establisbmcnt of commercial law 
centers. 

Lithuania: New institutions have not yet been developed in collaboration with the program, 
although CEELI has proposed the formation of commercial law centers and is working on the 
establishment of a judicial training program and institute. - 
Bulgaria: CEELI has worked through the Center for the Study of Democracy, establishing the 
Law Program there. This program may well continue after CEELI activities cease in Bulgaria. 

a No training program or institute has emerged -- or appears likely to emerge -- fiom the judicial 
training initiative. 

Impact of fiesources Provided: 

Poland: There was no indication that resources such as books or computers were provided under 
the Rule of Law Project in Poland. 

Lithuania: The legal book collection supplied by USIA was cited by the law faculty dean as 
a positive contribution to the research and instructional resources of the university. The materials 
are in English, which limits their usefulness, although tht: dean estimated that 60% of law 
students can at least read English. He would welcome more assistance of this kind. Where 
program resources have not yet been provided, but would be very useful, is in the area of case 
management, law libraries and information systems, and administration in the court systems -- 
as cited by the head of the Courts Department of the Ministry of Justice. 

Bulgaria: CEELI has facilitated the establishment of a pilot project on court management at the 
court in the city of Vama. This involved provision of computers for use in court management 
(although the computers were long .in coming and apparently funded fkom a different source than 
CEELI). Although not at an advanced stage, this project appears to have begun successfdly. 



EFFECTmNESS OF PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION 

Anahs2s and Strategy: 

Poland: The priority given to commercial law activities in the overall CEELI program for 
Poland, and the relatively small amount of activity in the Rule of Law area, reflect a general 
ordering of priorities that appears both correct and in line with the nee& expressed by key legal 
figures in Poland. Within the ROL field, however, it is less clear that CEELI and USIA are 
carrying out a strategy or a defined set of priorities. Rather, they appear to be making available 
the same types of assistance designed in Washington and offend elsewhere in the region, where 
opportunities for this are present and local sensitivities permit. 

Lithuania: At least on a common sense reading of the situation in Lithuania, the focus of 
CEELI and USIA activity on commercial law, criminal law, and judicial training seems sensible 
and justifiable. However, neither those priorities nor whatever particular fields and issues are 

- addressed within those broad areas have been outhed on the basis of a thorough analysis of 
needs and priorities. USIA and CEELI activities are largely undertaken upon request by 
cooperating government oficials. These requests are now beginning to multiply so. that the 
CEELI and USIA people will have to begin strategizing and prioritizing -- which they have not 
done up to this point. There appears to have been no need until now for a mechanism for 
screening requests for assistance. It is true that a team of CEELI advisors assessed the needs of 
the court system in late 1992. Yet, despite a number of potentially usefid suggestions regarding 
court administration -- which have been accepted in general terms by the Courts Department of 
the Ministry of Justice -- the report contained several factual errors, reflecting a lack of 
understanding of the Lithuanian legal system (see discussion below). More work will be needed 
to develop the analytical basis for a rule of law assistance strategy. 

Bulgaria: The focus of CEELl on commercial law seems sensible and justifiable. Programs in 
Rule of Law seem to be diminishing in effectiveness over the recent period, due in large part to 
declining interest or receptivity by the Bulgarians with respect to such interventions as judicial 
training. Hence, within the ROL field, more carefid analysis of needs, priorities, and particularly 
institutional interests (see the next point) is called for. 

Appropriateness and Usefulnness 

Poland: While there is some evidence of use being made of the draft law analyses and other 
technical assismce, there elso is some question as to whether this is the most appropriate form 
of U.S. assistance. The U.S. law content and the need to translate common law concepts from 
the English language limit the use that can be made of these materials, and there are other sources 
of this type of technical assistance, e.g. Germany, whose input is apparently considered more 
appropriate and credible by Polish jurists. This is not to say that specifically U.S. legal input is 
never desirable or useful -- but rather that the situation and the observations of the interviewees 
suggest a reversal of the current priority of technical advice over training and exchanges. 



Lithuania: Technical assistance is sometimes, but not always, appropriately framed so as to be - 

as usell as possible to its audience in the form presented. The court assessment report 
mentioned above and at times the draft law analyses have been marred by inaccuracies and a lack 
of comparative and regional expertise or understanding.' Lithuanian officials asked about these 
inaccuracies said that they were able to overlook them and to extract from the evaluations 
whatever useful comments they contained. It should also be noted that the evaluators were not 
able to review all written materials produced by CEELI, and therefore- those reviewed may or 
may not be entirely representative. 

These written evaluations of &aft statutes have been provided in English, with key portions of 
. the docurnma translated into Lithuanian. The utility of the evaluations has been limited by the 

uneven quality of translation of the Lithuanian draft statutes into English for delivery to the U.S. 
evaluators, resulting in inappropriate comments by evaluators. Further, although CEELI 

' The court assessment report should have been limited to technical matters related to 
administration, but unfortunately, endeavored to give a general analysis of the Lithuanjan courts 
beyond issues of administration. It stated that there was a "near legal vacuum in the Lithuanian 
court structure, speci&hg, erroneously, that judges are found in Lithuania only in major cities. 
In fact, there are judges throughout the country. The report said that there is not an official 
printer of laws in Lithuania In fact, legislation is printed in a gazette in both Russian and 
Lithuanian, with a less-fiequent edition in English. The report states that the trial judge in a 
criminal case investigates the case prior to the trial. This is incorrect. Apparently, the author of 
the report misunderstood the term "investigate," which in this context means the conducting of 
the trial, not a pre-trial search for evidence. The report states that the Lithuanian constitution 
does not give a criminal accused a right to confiont witnesses at trial. While this is true, the 
authors of the report were apparently unaware that such a right is provided by the criminal 
procedure code, as is customary in European countries. Here the authors operated on the basis 
of the U.S. approach, with a right of confrontation protected as a constitutional right and assumed 
that since such a right does not appear in the Lithuanian constitution such a right must not exist 
in Lithuanian law. The report says that appeals to the Supreme Court of Lithuania are handled 
as a trial de novo, with a repetition of the original trial. In fact this is not true; the appellate 
review is limited to a review of the correctness of the trial court's actions. 

CEELI written assessments on draft Lithuanian laws have been flawed by the fact that the U.S. 
evaluators typically are unfamiliar with Continental law and therefore do not understand how 
draft statutes fit into the legal structure of the country. For example, a U.S. evaluator stated that 
the draft penal code omitted provisions on arrest, bail, search warrants, appellate procedure, and 
territorial jurisdiction of peace officers. In the Continental systems such matters are never 
covered in a penal code but in other codes, primarily the code of criminal procedure. The 
evaluator's comment reflected a lack of understandkg of penal legislation as it exists in 
Continental systems. The CEELI personuel in Washington who organize the evaluations passed 
on this lawyers' letter, with a statement in the summary portion of document somewhat 
neutralizing the letter's comment. 



endeavors to translate its materials, either this endeavor has not always succeeded, or untranslated . 

materials have somehow reached key figures in the legal system. The consultants received 
several comments that past assessments, and in one case the written materials fiom a CEELI 
seminar, were in English only -- and in some cases these individuals had the materials translated 
themselves. Litliuanian interviewees said that the in-country seminars held by CEELI are more 
effective than written evaluations for technical assistance. 

Bulgaria: The CEELI written evaluations of draft legislation, prepared upon request, may have 
been useful-to the ministries and have had some impact on the legislative process. However, 
ministries do not readily give CEELI feedback on their use of the eiraluations or engage in 
dialogue with CEELI about specifics of the recommendations made in the evaluations. Absence 
of such dialogue creates doubt about how much the ministries actually utilize the evaluations. 

Qualified Technical Adv&om: 

Poland: Some CEELI advisors have had strong qualifications and considerable credibility, such 
as Ms. Sarnecka4roucl; a Polish-American who was able to conduct business in Polish and 
understood the system and context, and Mr. Valetta, an advisor on municipal government, whose 
input was thought to be well-targeted in an area where there was significant need -- and who has 
been invited to return as a short-term advisor to ICrakow. On the other hand, some CEELI 
advisors have not been as readily accepted because of their lack of a carefully defined mission, 
regional and language preparation, familiarity with Polish legal system, or the credibility that 
comes with senior status. An example of this was the resident commercial law specialists, who 
were CEELI's only representatives at the time of the evaluation, filling the role of liaison during 
the period following the previous liaison's sudden departure. Neither of these specialists had or 
claimed any regional expertise, and the consultants understood that each of them had committed 
to a stay of no more than six months. It should be noted that their liaison role was only interim, 
and that this observation is not meant to be a reflection on the commercial law program, which 
is outside the scope of this evaluation. 

Lithuania: The CEELI liaison, a Lithuanian-American who speaks Lithuanian, is an ensrgetic 
&d effective representative, as are others associated with the effort both in Lithuania and 
Washington. However, a review of the documents produced by CEELI and conversations with 
these individuals revealed that greater preparation or expert oversight ofthese activities is needed. 
Neither the liaison, the judicial training specialist, nor the Washington-based personnel 
interviewed possessed or claimed any knowledge of Lithuanian law or of legal systems of the 
former Soviet Union generally. The resident USIA expert was very experienced in the 
substantive area in which he was working and had gtiined some understanding of the region fiom 
an earlier stint with CEELI, among other things. 

Bulgaria: USIA has not been able to provide advisors with knowledge of either Bulgarian law 
or of Continental law in general. This deficiency is diminished to a certain extent if the advisor 
remains for an extended period, such as one year or more, and, as in the case of CEELI liaisons, 
where the individual plays more the role of a coordinator than a technical specialist. If the advisor 



remains for a shorter period, the deficiency is not remedied. As a result, the advisors may appear 
to Bulgarian counterparts not to be serious students of their fields of specialization. The 
evaluators believe it does not make sense to place an Assistant U.S. Attorney with no knowledge 
of European law or of the local language for only six months. 

AdvIsom' Length of Stq: 

In all CEELI programs, liaisons are expected to spend one year at their posts. This length of stay 
is less than Ideal, given that the program currently depends on the liaisons for continuity and 
direction, and given the consequent need for the liaisons to develop expertise and relationships 
of trust with counterparts in the countries where they are posted. The other advisors spend 
varying amounts of time, as indicated below. 

Poland: Technical advisors are not always posted in-country for sufficient length of time to 
build trust, momentum, or institutional memory. As of the time of the evaluation, there had been 

. no CEELI liaison in Poland for more than three months, since the most recent one had been 
forced to withdraw for health reasons and a new one had not been found. This was an 

, unforeseen and understandably difficult problem to deal with (CEELI apparently found and 
fielded a replacement wi!hhin two months or so of the evaluators' visit). However, the 
commercial specialists in Warsaw and Krakow, who were in effect acting as liaisons, had made 
only six-month commitments. This left the Poland program without leadership or coherence, as 
the six-month time fiame is not sufficient to gain the trust of counterparts, come to an 
understanding of the situation and the needs, and to make progress on a broad programmatic 
fiont. This, again, is not an evaluation of the commercial law program, but merely an indication 
that reliance on individual one-year liaisons is risky where neither the D.C. staff nor the short- 
to medium-term specialists have the necessary depth of program experience to keep the 
momentum. 

Lithuania: Technical advisors are not all posted in-country for suflticient time to handle this 
work effectively and without disruption due to turnover. The USIA advisor was posted at the 
Ministry of Justice for four months. No rationale could be given for USIA's proposal of four 
months,, as opposed to any other length of time. The CEELI specialist on judicial training 
expected to spend six months in-country. Realizing the ambitiousness of the task he had 
undertaken, he set about working actively to achieve as much as possible within this short time. 
If he were able to spend a longer time, he could perhaps afford to be more of a facilitator and 
less of an advocate and motivator. The latter approach poses numerous risks in terms of 
acceptability of the results and +bility. 

Bulgaria: The early USIA specialist was also sent for one year, but currently, specialists spend 
only six months in the country, probably not an adequate time for them to be effective except 
during a short period toward the end of their stay. 



Mfx of Professional and Volunteer Effort: 

CEELI relies on volunteerlpro bono effort, which minimizes costs. However, the lack of overall 
analysis, strategy development, and planning; inconsistencies in the quality of technical assistance 
outputs; and indeed the nature of the effort, point out the need for long-term personnel in the 
region with both technical and regional expertise. There is also a need for greater continuity 
among the mccessive CEELI volunteers -- i.e. the cumulative building ,up of achievements and 
momentum, rather than the series of discrete activities that make up the bulk of the program. 
Some initiatives in the training area, for example, do call for a long-term perspective, and the 
persons involved appear determined to ensure some kind of continuity. However, in general, the 
CEELI effort is too dependent on ad hoc initiatives and short- to medium-term activities -- in 
large part because more cannot be expected of volunteers. The USIA program, by contrast, uses 
paid specialists for medium-term assignments. This may be fme in itself, but there is little 
apparent connection between these specialists and the CEELI program. In effect there is no 
mixture here: one program is all-voluuteer, while the other is entirely professional. Unless 
liaisons with regional expertise can be retained for sufficient time-periods (i.e., approximately two 
years) on a volunteer basis -- which seems vely unlikely, based on CEELI's experience -- then 
the implication is that consideration should be given to the payment of salaries, andlor the 
volunteer effort should he supplemented with long-term paid regional personnel supplying expert 
input and strategic vision. 

Poland: The CEELI effort appears to contain a diversity of perspectives on the U.S. and in- 
country sides. CEELI has established some form of relationship with the Sejm, the Polish 
Lrrwyers%ciation, an? the universities -- all of which provide a multiplicity of views. 
However, as mentioned b;iove, these relationships have not developed into partnerships that allow 
for effective joint effort. 

Lithuania: There is some diversity of perspectives represented in the CEELI effort. The fact 
that CEELI has commented on the draft law on criminal procedures indicates that this field is not 
entirely in the hands of criminal law specialists (generally, though not exclusively, prosecutors) 
supplied through USIA. Further, on the Lithuanian side, the lack (or perceived lack) of 
participation by the Lawyers' Association has tilted the balance heavily on the side of government 
Sawyers -- who tend to have different views fiom the private bar, particularly on questions 
relating to criminal defense. The Lawyers' Association hopes to revive its own newspaper, which 
would discuss legislative proposals and other important legal matters fiom the Association's 
perspective, and has approached CEELI about supporting this project. 

USIA, as mentioned, has relied primarily on prosecutors for its PIRs, although it has drawn on 
other sources of expertise at times. USIA experts appear to be credible professionals who are 
diligent in presenting balanced advice to their counterparts in the host countries. However, the 



placement of experts with government bodies that exercise functions related to the prosecution 
of crimes will tend to create perceptions among private lawyers (including some of the 
interviewees) that the U.S. is contributing to a grasp for greater prosecutorial powers on the part 
of the state, This is not entirely unexpected, but AID should be aware of it and strive to achieve 
balance in its ROL programming by giviiq equal time to criminal defense and due process issues. 

Bulgaria: There is some diversity of perspectives represented in the CEELI effort. The CEELI 
liaisons have been commercial law specialists. The USIA persons have generally been persons 
fiom the US, Department of Justice or Assistant U.S. Attorneys. 

.. Mh of Types of Assistance: 

It is worth noting at the outset that the "mix" of assistance provided by CEELI appears limited 
not so much by plan as by limitations on resources, and perhaps also by the tenor of requests 
received based on the original "menu" of technical assistance offered by CEELI. - 

Poland: The assistance provided in Poland, as elsewhere, places heavy emphasis on the 
provision of technical advice by U.S. lawyers, along with some training and exchange programs. 
Opportunities for training or study-tours appear to be useful for both networking and the 
opportunity for hands-on learning about practical (and transferable) aspects of the U.S. legal 
system such as law firm structure and law school pedagogy. On the other hand, technical 
assistance, particularly in the form of draft law analyses, appears not to be valued as much. 
Some interviewees indicated that other forms of assistance -- such as books, computers, and other 
material assistance -- would be well-received and appropriate to the needs and priorities shared 
by the U.S. and Poland. Indeed, the augmentation of training and exchange opportunities, and 
the addition of these other forms of assistance might improve the receptivity of the Polish legal 
community to technical advice fiom the U.S., since it would broaden the project's focus and 
necessarily reduce the emphasis on the provision of advice by American lawyers. 

Lithuania: The current mix of types of assistance does not appear entirely to fit 1,ithuania's 
needs and priorities as understood by host-country and U.S. observers. Both sides would 
probably agree that more assistance on operational aspects of the court system and with related 
material assistance could t\? highly useful. However, the ROL Project as implemented by CEELI 
and USIA either does not have the resources for this or has used the resources instead for the 
provision of other technical assistance which may not be as critical a need at the moment. 

Bulgaria: The focus on commercial law by CEELI is appropriate, and its forays into Rule of 
Law issues through the written evaluations has been of some utility. Also, CEELI's publication 
series "Issues in Bulgaria Law" is a potentially promising way to encourage dialogue on legal 
topics and to disseminate CEELI's work beyond the counterpart ministries. The series is 
published in English and Bulgarian. Additionally, as noted above, CEELI has been involved in 
a pilot court administration project in Vama. At the same time, however, CEELI does not appear 
to have sufficient flexibility in the use of its funds (or perhaps sufficient funds) to support other 
activities that could be quite productive, such as a pilot project on computerization of legal 



information, The USIA effort in the drafting of law in the criminal justice area seems to be - 

outliving its usefulness, due to the apparent lack of serious commitment to reform or interest in 
U.S. assistance at the Ministries of Justice and Interior. 

Poland: Assistance in this field does not appear to be coordinated for maximum efficiency 
among U.S. organizations or with other bilateral and multilateral donors. U.S. participants in the 
ROL Project do not seem to be familiar with the kinds of assistance offered by other donors in 
Poland. 

Lithuania: Assistance in this field is coordinated to some extent by CEELI vis-a-vis USIA and 
the European Community although this does not appear to go beyond very occasional 
information-sharing. This is less so for other donors -- e.g. CEELI and UNDP were barely aware 
of each other's presence in Lithuania at the time of the evaluation (even though they occupy the - 
same office building). 

Bulgaria: CEELI and the USIA specialists are not in close coordination although they are aware 
of each other's agenda. The USIA specialist is in contact with other foreign specialists working 
in related fields of law reform, including representatives of the Council of Europe, and the 
CEELI liaison holds regular meetings with otber foreign lawyers. Apparently, overall donor 
coordination takes place under the leadership of the European Community, but there are still 
major complaints on the Bulgarian side about lack of coordination. 

SUMMARY OF OWRQLL IMPACT 

Poland: The ROL Project has not been aggressively implemented in Poland, and there is 
currently no USIA programming in this area at all. In general, the program in Poland does not 
appear to be having great impact. Activities involving the sending of Polish jurists to the U.S. 
(or to other European countries) appear to have the highest impact on, and follow-through by, 
those involved. On the technical assistance side, there have been one or two individual instances 
of visitors providing well-targeted advice that had an impact on proposed legislation, although 
comments on the general quality and usefulness of the draft law analyses were mixed. The lack 
of effective institutional partnerships and participation by the Polish legal community do not bode 
well for long-term impact. 

Lithuania: The ROL Project is being pursued fairly aggressively in Lithuania, and features a 
promising initiative in the area of judicial training. Lithuania is facing severe problems of the 
kind that can be addressed by the ROL Project, and key players in the legal system appear 
receptive to U.S. assistance. Moreover, the Project, and most notably the CEELI effort, has made 
a strong beginning with a number of activities that have been effective and shown impact. Some 
activities supported by the project -- such as the CEELI judicial training initiative -- have 
apparently won the support and good will of several key players in the legal system. The CEELI 
program in Lithuania appears to be having the greatest current impact among the programs 



reviewed, and has made a beginning or1 some institutional relationships and initiatives that could " 

have long-term impact. 

There he, however, some negatives and potential problems on the horizon. The CEELI outputs, 
in particular the draft law analyses and other written rcports and materials, appear to be of uneven 
quality. Some of those reviewed display a lack of familiarity with basic elements of the 
European civil law tradition and major features of former Soviet legal institutions, which form 
the foundations of the Lithuanian legal system. The project will need to grapple with the issues 
of focus and qw;:',v control both to assure maximum project impact and effectiveness, and to 
guarantee the fume receptivity of the Lithuanians with respect to this type of assistance fkom the 

. U.S. If the regional pattern holds true for Lithuania, the reservoir of good will towards U.S. 
providers of technical assistance, could dry up within the next year or so, and Lithuanians may 
become both less receptive and more selective in accepting proffered assistance. 

With respect to the USIA program, the Professional-in-Residence was t ~ o  early in his stay for 
- any defmitive conclusions to be drawn regarding the impact of his work. 

Bulgaria: The Rule of Law Project has been active in Bulgaria, through both CEELI and the 
USIA. U.S. experts and consultants were well received in 1991, and their work generated 
considerable good will, However, there appears to have been a significant drop-off in official 
interest in this kind of activity over the last year, and the Project is beginning to feel constrained 
at various points because necessary institutional relationships have not been attended to. 
Receptivity to such activity declined through 1992, and was as of the time of this evaluation in 
April 1993 quite low. 

The CEELI program appears to be having low impact currently, although the relationship forged 
with the Center for the Study of Democracy holds out some possibility of effective future activity 
and long-term impact. The quality of CEELI's written reports and materials benefitted fiom the 
translations of Bulgarian draft laws into English assisted by the young lawyers at the Center for 
the Study of Democracy. These translations appear generally well done and thus have avoided 
serious problems ,of understanding for the U.S. evaluators. Still, a lack of familiarity with the 
European civil law tradition and with Bulgarian law limited the effectiveness of the evaluations. 

The USIA program of legal specialists in the criminal justice area is no longer justified. There 
does not appear to be interest on the part of either the Ministry of Justice or the Ministry of 
Interior to house a USIA lawyer to replace the incumbent. It is not appropriate to place an 
attorney in the awkward position of being a legal advisor to a ministry that accepts the advice 
only reluctantly. 

D. COMMON FINDINGS AND ISSUES 

This section presents an analysis of major common issues and findings arising from the above 
discussions of ROL Project activities in Poland, Lithuania, and Bulgaria. 



UtIIJ@ of Two Separate Programs 

The ROL Project features a two-track approach of funding via USIA and CEELI, intended to 
allow for different approaches -- one more congruent with official U.S. concerns as represented 
by the State Department, the other somewhat more in line with the views of independent jurists. 
A constant concern of the evaluators has been the practical significance and utility of this division 
of labor, The evalmtcra found no real developmental benefit fibm this dual program 
administr;ration. Nor does any real distinction appear to be drawn in the countries visited, by 
A.I.D. or the host-country participants, between USIA and CEELI activities. 

USIA asserts that its contribution is necessary for the US, Government to assure that its interests -- including its strong interest in the strength of institutions involved in the prosecution of crimes -- FJC represented in the provision of assistance in the ROL field. The State Department, with 
its voice in the overall policy direction of the ROL Project, supports this view. One distinction 
that has been drawn is that, while the USIA program provides advice and training to government 

- officials, CEELI concentrates on building linkages. However, since CEELI also works with 
government officials, this alone does not justify the dual programming. The underlying rationale 
for the USIA program, as articulated by officials fiom USIA and State, appears to be that 
technical assistance provided directly by an agency of the U.S. Government is more effective at 
creating trust in the recipients and at demonstrating the view USG's appreciation of the 
importance of rule of law issues in Central and Eastern Europe than assistance provided through 
a non-governmental channel. This nmy be a perfectly valid international policy position for State 
and USIA to take, but as such it is beyond the scope of this evaluation. Furthermore, these 
official interests could, and perhaps should, be expressed through other USG's programs than 
those funded by A.I.D. 

The relevant question for this evaluation is whether or not the maintenance of these two programs 
contributes to the achievement of the purpose of the ROL Project: "To assist Central and East 
European countries develop and strengthen laws, regulations, judicial and non-judicial procedures, 
policies, and legal institutions (particularly an independent judiciary)." The provision of 6n 
official channel and official perspective, by way of USIA/HA does not appear in itself to 
contribute anything real to the realization of the project's purpose, since officers of the U.S. and 
state executives and judiciaries can and do participate in ABA and CEELI programs, and the 
CEELI participants work with host-wuntry government officials who do not seem to question 
the U.S. Government sponsorship of the assistance. The non-governmental channel has not 
prevented CEELI fiom establishing a certain level of trust with officials of host-country 
governments -- as in Lithuania. '?us, there does not appear to be any real distinction between 
CEELI and USL4 with respect to their access to governmental resources and official counterparts. 

The question then is: which is tbe more cost-effective channel for this type of assistance? It is 
safe to say that both CEELI and USIA progranis are a mixed bag. On the USIA side, the 
quality and dedication of the Washington-based professionals who work on these programs 
appears to be high, and PIRs' requests to Washington for research and reference materials seem 
to be promptly honored. The weak link in the program is at the level of the Public Affairs 



OMcers (PAOs) in the field, The PAOs (wilh perhaps one exception) did not seem to be very - 
f d l i a r  with or interested in the ROL activities. In light of the questions raised above regarding 
the appropriateness of the institutions chosen to host the PIRs and regarding the level of interest 
at the host institutions, particularly in Bulgaria, it appears that sacient attention has not always 
been paid to these issues. Analysis and follow-up is needed in the field to assure that a PIR is 
well-placed and supported, and the PAOs, with a host of other concerns and responsibilities, are 
not necessarily appropriate for this function. The USIA PIRs appear tb be professionals with 
significant expertise to contribute, given the right circumstances. However, the consultants have 
gotten no indication that the PIRs are more qualified than the short- to medium-term specialists 
sent by CEELI. 

The CEELI specialists have also suffered from some similar institutional relationship problems - - as in the case of Mr. Scherle in Bulgaria Similarly to the USIA case, the latter problem 
appeared to arise from some failure in Washington to get up-to-date information fiom the field. 
This is harder to understand in this case, since CEIELI has people in the field who are capable 

- of doing the appropriate follow-up, but also for this reason, the problem can be remedied. One 
could justifiably assert that CEELI's presence on the ground, its contacts, its breadth of resources, 
and its more comprehensive view of the legal community and its needs, make for a more 
effectively implemented program than the USIA PIR program. The evidence of written output, 
seminars, and relationships built with members of the legal community in the region show higher 
visible impact by CEELI. 

However, for costlbenefit purposes, let us assume comparable quality of both personnel and 
implementation. USIA supplies one PIR for six months at a price of about $35,000, while 
CEELI generally supplies a liaison, two or more short- to mediumterm specialists, a number of 
analyses or concept papers and workshops, and one or more sister-school initiatives, for a price 
of about $60,000 to $90,000 per country for a full yea.. The number of both in-country 
participants and expatriates involved is much greater on the CEELI side, in large part due to its 
ability to marshal volunteers. On these grounds, CEELI seems to be more cost-effective. This 
is not to say that there is anything inherently wrong with the PIR program, nor that the CEELI 
programs are a great deal better, but only that CEELI appears to provide more output, and 
impact, per unit of cost. Clearly, this is a very approximate comparison, but there has been 
insufficient documentation and time for the evaluators to reasonably do more than make a ball- 
park comparison. 

There are two other possible reasons for retaining separate USIA programs. First, AID might 
consider continuing SEED funding to USIA for its more traditional functions of exchanging 
information and books, supporting educational programs, and administering student and faculty 
scholarships and other exchanges. However, there is some question whether USIA should be 
doing even this, given the lack of familiarity and interest on the part of PAOs in the field in law 
reform activity (some were unaware of recent USIA activities under the ROL Project, which 
made information-gathering more difficult). Moreover, as CEELI does the lion's share of the 
work in this area, has a large network of legal professionals and experts as well as official 
contacts in the U.S. and to some extent in the Central and Eastern European region, it is in a 



'better position to judge needs and select candidates, CEELI is not as dependent on Washington- - 
based staff for subsrtantive program direction and selection of partner institutions in the region, 
but can we its in-clountry liaisons, specialists, and contacts. Hence, USIA does not appear to 
have a comparative advantage with respect to exchan~es and information in this area, as it may 
in other areas. All other things equal, these aspects of the ROL Project should be closely 
coordinated with ter:hnical assistance -- and thus it would make sense far them to be part of a 
unified program nu1 by CEELI or a combination of CEELI and a cooperating AID grantee or 
contractor. Also, it could be argued that the USIA program is needed to maintain balance and 
room to maneuver where CEELI has problems with official relationships or may be viewed as 
partisan. However, this can be addressed by d n g  balance within the CEELI program, and 

. with the assistance of A.I.D. and of any regional experts charged with overseeing project 
implementation. 

l'hus, there appears to be no compelling reason for A.I.D. to continue funding USIA ROL 
programs. As elaborated further below, this funding could be better used to bring greater 

+ '  regional expertise a d  strategic focus to the ROL Project, in cooperation with CEELI, and 
perhaps also for h d h g  of longer stays by in-country liaisons and specialists. 

Analytcal Basis of Work 

The ROL Project is the result of the State Department's move to get assistance programs up and 
running quickly in the Central and East European region in the Democratic Institutions area and 
other fields. This approach attempted to mobilize resources, including the "leverage" of private 
voluntary effort fiom the ABA, with a minimum of cost and time. Without question, this quick- 
start method did get activities up and running, and has achieved some usell  results. However, 
the expedited start-up of the ROL Project and its reliance on volunteers to develop programming 
based on counterpart requests has left the project without an analytical or strategic basis for 
setting priorities among possible activities, and without a firmly grounded assessment of needs 
independent of host-country requests or desires. 

CEELI activities do not appear to be based on any systematic assessment of the state of play in 
these national legal systems, nor any carefblly thought-out set of priorities. Indeed, a successful 
CEELI liaison will end up generating a stream of requests fiom appreciative counterparts, without 
having an explicit intellectual or political Wework  for sorting out competing private-public and 
interagency agendas, or for choosing priorities. Choices appear to be based largely on a common 
sense assessment of the need and priority. The USIA program proceeds in similar fashion. In 
some cases, insufficient attention has been paid to detlnhg the USIA experts' terms of reference 
and to locating and working out a meaningful program with the appropriate host country 
institution. USIA, whose ROL program personnel work out of Washington, receives requests 
through its PAOs in the field, who, as stated above, do not generally have the expertise or the 
time to sort out questions of strategy and placement. 

Subsequent to their trip, the evaluators were sent proposed country strategies by USIA. Tbis is 
certainly a potentially useful exercise, but as written, they do not seem to provide any more 



direction than was the case in the past -- each country strategy contained a page or less of 
description of the current situation in the country, followed by a country-specific statement of 
ROL Project objectives and a list of past and proposed future activities. The Bulgaria country 
strategy proposes that a PIR be provided to the Ministry of Interior, although the evaluators were 
told during their visit that the Ministry was not interested in such a placement. Unless the 
situation has changed, USIA should reconsider this or run the risk of making another 
inappropriate placement due to failure to adequately analyze the situation. 

In light of the above, attention will need to be paid to systematic analysis, strategy, institutional 
linkages, and focusing on fewer activities and fields in both the USIA and CEELI spheres of 
activity. The analysis will be n e c e s q  in order to determine both the state of play in key areas 
of substantive and procedural law, and the institutional counterparts likely to have the most 
substantive competence and interest in working on reforms connected to the rule of law. By 
"analysis" is meant expert assessments of the major problems and needs of the legal system, legal 
community, and education1 training institutions fiom a rule of law perspective. Alternatively, 
where it is already clear what the broad issues are, there is a need in many cases for experts to 
analyze particular systemic issues such as the nature of problems specific to the functioning of 
the court systems or law schools. These analyses can be vitaY in assisting national authorities and 
jurists, as well as A.I.D., in diagnosing the major problems, setting priorities, and in forging 
practical strategies to address the problems. 

Capac~Buildin~llsrZtutionaC Development 

The CEELI and USIA programs will have to address the issue of whether those program will 
make a more concerted effort than they have until now to assist in building the capacity of 
indigenous legal institutions and organizations through partnerships and joint efforts -- as opposed 
to the provision of analyses and short-term expert advisors. Since part of the rationale for the 
CEELI effort is to build relationships between the U.S. and CentdEasbm European legal 
communitie3, the effort relies heavily on input from ABA members - particularly with respect 
to the draft law analyses. CEELI has already forged a number of effective relationships with in- 
country institutions. What is suggested here is a greater effort to make technical assistance 
activities collaborative -- so that members of these institutions, and other individuals, can develop 
the skills and knowledge required for sustained reform through their interaction with foreign 
experts* 

Thus, as part of institutional development, there is a great need to make it possible for local 
lawyers to become substantively involved in project activities, for purposes of appropriateness and 
sustainability. The Bulgaria program has been most successful in this regard. However, local 
lawyers are generally not involved in technical assistance, such as the production of draft law 
commentaries, other than as recipients and perhaps translators. Perhaps a joint effort of the ABA 
and a viable indigenous bar association (of which at least one exists in each country we visited) 
could help avoid the pitfalls experienced in the commentary process as it is now carried out, serve 
to build relationships with the counterpart associations, and help add to the experience and 
capability of indigenous lawyers' associations as independent sources of opinion and analysis on 



legislation being developed. Additionally, or alternatively, the CEELI representatives could work - 

more closely with the drafters at the ministry issuing the draft to ensure that the commentators 
understand the provisions and that the comments are on target. This more intensive type of effort 
would probably require a reduction in the number of analyses undertaken. 

The need to involve local lawyers and organizations would make the draft law assessment process 
more time-consuming. Here, it would be worth focusing more intensively on fewer of such 
commentaries, with greater emphasis on quality and local input. 

The Mandate and Length of Stay of USIA/CEELI Representatives 

The CEELI and USIA programs will have to grapple with issues concerning how many 
representatives are needed, how long a stay is usell or desirable, and what the terms of reference 
are for those representatives. In some cases, as a result of the short periods that CEELI liaisons 
and specialists spend in their posts, these individuals feel unduly pressured to producg tangible 

- progress and achievements in their spheres of activity. This is positive in that the CEELI people 
lobby for creative new ideas and work energetically to implement them. However, the danger 
is that the CEELI people may be carrying too much of the burden of developing and completing 

' activities without sufficient attention to long-term concerns of instituth-building and 
SUSfBifl8bility. 

Cmently, CEELI liaisons stay for one year, and specialists for two to six months. Where there 
is a particular demand or opportunity to assist with a priority area, the CEELI and USIA practice 
of sending legal specialists to work with counterpart agencies for an extended period of time 
seems sensible. However, some consideration will need to be given to changing the terms of 
employment of the liaisons and specialists in order to make it possible to recruit people who can 
stay in the liaison and specialist positions for longer periods of time than is now the standard -- 
and/or to provide long-term regional or sub-regional experts (see below) to provide technical and 
program support to the in-country personnel. Given the amount of time it takes in Central and 
Eastern Europe to learn the system, establish solid relationships, build co~l~ensus, and carry out 
activities, A.I.D. should consider requiring a minimum stay of two years for liaisons or regional 
experts, and a minimum of one year for the resident specialists. Similarly, USIA in-country 
resident specialists would ideally be sent for one year rather than six months. In all cases, more 
thorough prior language training and training in the legal system should be included. 

The additional costs of extended stays by these personnel will vary. Under this proposal, if 
feasible, the minimum stay would double. One approach to keeping the liaisons and resident 
specialists in their positions for additional periods of one year and of six months, respectively, 
would be to pay them the AID rate consistent with their salary history for the second half of their 
stay. Thus, for example, a CEELI would receive only the minimal living stipend during the first 
year, but then during the second year would in addition be paid a salary at AID rates based on 
her or his salary history -- e.g. $65,000. Resident specialists, who appear generally to be more 
experienced and are perhaps more difficult to keep for longer periods, would begin to be paid 
after the sixth month. Under this proposal, short-termers would continue to work as volunteers. 



This approach would not address the concerns of those who cannot stay longer under any - 

circumstances -- these people could still be used on short-term assignments. Assuming, per . 
country per year, one liaison and two long-term resident specialists, this approach would add 
approximately $100,000 to $120,000 to each country's yearly budget. 

Volunteer vs. Prof~~slonal Approach 

Another issue that the ROL Project will have to confront is whether to continue relying largely 
on volunteer efforts, or to take a more professional approach. CEELI is a volunteer effort, with 
support from a Washington office staffed mainly by young lawyers and other perso~el  paid at 
"public interest" rates. There are several advantages to this, including: (1) the ability to include 
people from a variety of legal backgrounds who might not otherwise have been able to contrib~qte 
to such an effort except as short to medium-term volunteers; (2) access to highly motivated and 
skilled people willing to work energetically for short to medium-length periods on a socially 
meaningfill project; and (3) the positive impression that a volunteer effort sometimes makes, as 

- distinguished &om the negative attitudes o h n  associated with "highly-paidtq consultants. 

However, a volunteer-based project is not automatically cost-effective. The CEELI volunteer 
' effort incurs costs in the form of living and other expenses of the representatives, the costs of 

backstopping and support &om the CEELI office in Washington, and office-related overhead. 
The USIA program is for the most part not handled by volunteers but by personnel seconded 
from the Justice Department or other state and federal agencies, who receive salaries for their 
work in the region. A weakness of both programs is that they either do not seek, or cannot 
reasonably expect, to retain personnel for longer regional or in-country assignments. It is 
therefore legitimate to ask whether such a project is having an impact and whether it is cost- 
effective. 

The relatively low-cost volunteer approach imposes certain additional costs, including lack of time 
and resources for thorough preparation for in-country tours, and especially, difficulty in obtaining 
the services of regional experts. Even the eminent American jurists participating in the CEELI 
effort are not, on the basis of their experience and standing in the U.S. system alone, technical 
experts in CentraVEastern European legal systems. The Evaluation Team did not during their 
visit encounter any CEELI volunteers with prior experience in assisting legal reforms in foreign 
countries, extensive knowledge and understanding of the region, or an understanding of the civil 
law tradition or socialist legal systems -- although we understand that there are some persons with 
strong comparative background involved in the program. As mentioned above, this has led in 
some cases to inappropriate or y s t e l l  expenditure of energy by CEELI personnel and their 
counterparts, due to misunderstandings or unnecessary analytical attention to features that are 
widespread in the civil law and socialist worlds but which strike inexperienced U.S. lawyers as 
strange and possibly harmful. If this effort were guided by persons of greater experience and 
comparative background, some of this unnecessary effort could be avoided and resources could 
be more effectively used. 'Fhis is by no means meant to deny that CEELI has had some impact - 
- rather, it is a question of what approach is likely to produce sustainable and cost-effective 
results. 



The stakes in this effort are high, and the problems that can result are considerable, Therefore 
- 

it is not unreasonable to question whether the U.S. input into the legal systems of the post- 
Communist states should be left as a largely volunteer lawyer effort. Other voluntary efforts, 
such as the Peace Corps, do not generally place individuals in such close contact with high- 
ranking policyrnakers, but rather in villages and provincial centers where professional 
development efforts are not likely to have great impact, at least on their own. Furthermore, the 
Peace Corps provides short but intensive training programs in language arid in substantive fields - - fiom pedagogy to agricultural extension -- in return for a minimum two-year commitment. 
CEELI volunteers receive no such preparation, and are required to make no such lengthy 
commitment. Thus, not only does the program rely too much on volunteers for high-level 
technical assistance, but does little or nothing to prepare them. The USIA program suffers from 
some of these constraints, although it is not a strictly volunteer effort, and USIA does provide 
substantial briefing and research materials to its PIRs. 

Regional Presence and Approach 

Further attention will need to be given to creating a regional base for the ROL Project. The 
individual country activities, and their U.S. and host country participants, could benefit in a 
number of ways fiom regional approaches. For instance, short of replacing the current ROL 
Project with an entirely professional effort, the posting in the region (or, if resources allow, in 
each of the three sub-regions) of an A.I.D. Central and East European legal expert, or perhaps 
one each for Commercial and for Rule of Law activities, might be a way to bring about a more 
analytically sound professional approach. Such an expert or experts could track developments 
across the region, interact regularly with jurists and policymakers, stand by to respond quickly 
to new developments and opportunities, and carefully review and supervise the work of the 
CEELINSIA representatives. The expert(s) should be posted for a minimum term of two years, 
and would thereby be able to provide leadership, institutional memory, regional expertise, and 
strategic vision to the overall CEELVUSIA effort in this field - elements which are currently 
lacking. Each such expert would probably add approximately $100,000 to $1 50,000 annually to 
the regional ROL budget. 

The USIA and CEELI representatives would also benefit fiom opportunities, which are now 
largely unavailable to them, to compare notes with their colleagues in other countries of the 
region. Similarly, officials and members of the legal com1mities of the region would great!y 
benefit fiom occasions to discuss issues and approaches with their counterparts fiom other 
countries in the region. Such mutual support and cross-fertilization would bring faster spread of 
lessons learned and new types of activities and approaches across the region. At present, there 
is little opportunity for such exchanges and discussions. Any such activities across borders 
funded by the US. generally involve exchanges between the U.S. and the countries of the region, 
while European programs fcature exchanges with Western Europe. These kinds of activities are 
appropriate and valued by the participants, but regional exchange opportunities are lacking -- and 
creating them would seem to be a cost-effective way to increase the impact of individual 
activities across the region. 



Commentaries on Proposed Laws 

For written evaluations of proposed laws, and for formulation of concept papers on topics of 
proposed laws, CEELI relies primarily on lawyers in the United States who are familiar with the 
area of law involved but who do not know the local system, civil law generally, or the political 
situation in the country in question. In addition, CEELI apparently has no one, either on staff in 
Washington or on call for particular projects, who has knowledge of such matters who could 
assess the written evaluations and concept papers to delete errors. 

While the evaluators did receive comments fiom in-country officials and lawyers that certain 
CEELI commentaries have been used, the long-term impact of this activity cannot yet be judged. 
In light of this, the risks in the lack of knowledge by the commentators of the local system are 
significant. One is that U.S. lawyers appear uninformed in making comments to a foreign 
government. hother is that they make comments that they think will forward rule of law goals, 
when in fact the comments may be used by persons in the country in question to the opposite - 
end. An example is the comment made by several CEELI evaluators on the question s f  court 
structure, where the evaluators spoke in favor of a simple court structure that would involve only 
a trial court and a supreme court. While such a structure may have merits, it could be dangerous 
in a system in which many trial-level judges are poorly qualified, as is the case in most eastern 
European countries, both because of the need to become familiar with new legislation and 
because new judges have been brought in to replace judges deemed too closely associated with 
the prior order. 

Then too, CEELI commentators may not know that in some cases the review is being sought by 
persons with a specific goal, namely, to use U.S. law as an argument in favor of a reform they 
support. An example is law related to combat organized crime, an area in which U.S. law gives 
prosecutors far greater powers, in terms of substantive and procedural law, than do the legal 
system of eastern Europe. Thus, if a U.S. lawyer simply sets forth provisions of U.S. law, that 
can be used to argue for significant expansion of police and prosecutorial powers. Such powers 
could be used as part of a legitimate effort to combat organized crime, or they could be used to 
enhance the repressive apparatus of the state in ways that work against protection of individual 
rights. This is a particular danger since the courts in many East European countries may not 
provide an effective check on overreaching executive-branch action. A U.S lawyer who is asked 
to evaluate a draft law in such a situation should be aware of the political and legal context in 
which the comments are likely to be used. Unfortunately, in the CEELI structure, it is improbable 
that the U.S. lawyer will be made aware of this context. 

An additional problem is that a written commentary coming fiom a person with whom there is 
no chance for discussion may not be effective. Some officials said that this fact limits the utility 
of the commentaries, although others expressed no such concern. At least the commentaries 
should be done with close involvement of the CEELI liaison, and with input by the CEELI 
liaison into the final formulation of the commentary, so that the CEELI liaison will be the person 
to whom the officials naturally turn if they desire follow-up discussion or clarification. 



At present, CEELI presents to the requesting ministry a packet that includes the letters sent by 
the commentators to the CEELI office in Washington, plus a summary of the comments that is 
prepared by CEELI in Wmhington. CEELI's rationale for sending the actual letters is twofold: 
(1) that commentators at times differ among themselves, and that the requesting ministry should 
get whatever number of opinions are expressed; (2) that the commentators, who are working pro 
bono, should get credit in the eyes of the requesting ministry for having provided the 
commentary, and that this will be the case only if a letter on the attorney's letteibead is included 
in the packet. This is viewed as a potential benefit that CEELI can give the canmentators as an 
inducement-to take the time to do the work. 

However, the commentators sometimes make statements that may not be useful to the recipients 
of the draft law analyses. One such category of comments involves statements that they really 
don't understand a particular provision, or the legal context in which it would be applied, and 
therefore that their comments are tentative. Such statements, while candid, convey to the 
requesting ministry that the commentary is made fiom a position of insufficient knowledge. 
Further, commentators sometimes reflect assumptions about the host country's legal system that 
are not accurate. It would be preferable if CEELI in Washington, in codta t ion  with the CEELI 
liaison in the country in question and local lawyers in that country to the extent possible, were 
to summarize the comments, including conflicting comments if there are such, in the form of a 
comprehensive narrative -- and present only that summary. Host country officials at present are 
more likely to read a summary than the letters. CEELI should try to have the commentaries read 
by a person sufficiently knowledgeable of the country's legal system to shrike statements that may 
discredit the work. 

Also, if carellly implemented, CEELI's growing emphasis on concept papers could help avoid 
some of the problems associated with the draft law analyses and provide more timely and targeted 
advice fiom a U.S. perspective. Concept papers allow for a comparative discussion of approaches 
to an area of legislation that (i) influences the thinking of lawmakers before drdthg gets 
seriously underway, and (ii) would present U.S. experience in its most useful form -- i.e., as 
providing potentially applicable models and case studies for legislative consideration (with less 
of a tendency to criticize a specific local law or institution based on American experience.) 

Other Forms of Assbtance 

Exchanges, including study-tours, short-term training, and Sister-School visits, appear to be the 
most well-received form of assistance and thus most likely to inform and influence key players 
in the Central and East Europeaq legal systems in ways that support the rule of law. Direct 
experience of the U.S. system, and linkages with US. institutions, provide very useful and 
appropriate support to reforming jurists -- allowing the latter to adapt and implement the 
mechanisms and techniques arising fiom the American experience that appear most useM to the 
needs of their own systems. Consideration should be given to increasing these activities, 
resources permitting. 



Thought should also be given to the provision of other types of assistance in the ROL field that 
are likely to be successful -- if necessary at the cost of cutting back some existing activities. 
CEELI and USIA assistance includes exchange of information and commentary, as well as some 
level of training. However, there is now little in the way of focused material and technical 
assistance that could help build the capacity of key legal institutions. The Books for Democracy 
program's contributions to the law schools are much appreciated, but more could well be done, 
as in other regions where A.I.D. operates, to ensure that key institutiond have the informational 
resources available to perform their functions effectively, and that necessary information 
circulates to all legal actors. Assistance could usefidly be given in the areas of legal publication 
and computerized information and research system. Another "nuts-and-bolts" area where there 

. are needs that could be successfully addressed is that of court administration assistance. 

Since it is not likely to be possible to provide these other forms of assistance and also to maintain 
the current level of drafting assistance, the latter will need to be reduced somewhat. The 
constitutional and legal environments of these countries are often fluid, hence improvements in 

, ' the texts of legislative propsals may be short-lived. Moreover, the U.S. is in a better position 
to advise on the practical aspects of legal institutions than on the reform of civil and criminal law 
in a European civil law context. There is a clear trade-off between an emphasis on technical 

' assistance and a focus on training and capacity-building. The long-term benefit of providing 
exchanges and training programs, which allow regional jurists themselves to adapt what is most 
appropriate from U.S. experience, appears more substantial than that of drafting advice, but the 
need to visibly assist in the pressing task of developing and passing new legislation calls for the 
maintenance of some involvement on the drafting side. Fewer but more carefully performed 
analyses and concept papers would be useful. 

Support from the Embassy and Wmhington 

Both CEELI and USIA representatives indicated problems with the level of support provided to 
them in the field. This will need to be dealt with if the ROL Project is to be implemented 
effectively. In the case of CEELI, although there are staff persons at the Washington office as 
well as a large number of ABA members ready to lend support, there are indications that the 
level of support in the form of pre-departure preparation of liaisons and experts, as well as the 
provision of necessary research materials, is not adequate. The USIA experts appear to be 
furnished more in the way of briefing and research materials, but institutional counterpart 
relationships have not always been carefully handled. Also, the U.S. Embassies, and in particular 
the USIA staff at the Embassies, have not been as responsive or supportive of either the CEELI 
or the USIA field personuel as necessary for the smooth functioning of those operations. 
Effective and efficient implementdon of the project requires adequate support in the form of 
logistics help, intensive language courses, country briefings and briefing materials, assistance in 
establishing and monitoring official relationships, information and contacts regarding other 
assistance programs, and perhaps also access to communication facilities. Consideration should 
be given to improvement of the communication and support coming to the Rule of Law Project 
field personnel fkom Washington and the embassies. 



Selectivity 

One implication of this report that has surf'ed several times in the above discussion is that AID 
and its grantees will need to exercise greater selectivity with respect to activities supported and 
countries in which programs are undertaken, in order to maximize the impact of SEED funding. 
In genaral, fewer activities undertaken with greater intensity and care will, in the view of the 
evaluators, yield greater impact for a fixed amount of resources. Having a program of this kind 
and doing it right costs something -- and the need to make tough choices should not be 
overridden by the desira to have small, inexpensive activities everywhere and in every field. The 
need for certain types of more expensive inputs, such as regional experts and programs on court 
administration or legal information systems, will require cutbacks elsewhere. 

With respect to individual activities, those found to be most successful according to the indicators 
of project impact and effectiveness should be the ones considered for continuation. New 
activities that can be expected to have the highest impact and effectiveness should be instituted. - 
Selectivity will also need to be exercised with respect to country programs -- i.e. in order to 
maximize the impact of project resources, some country programs may need to be cut, and others 

' augmented. Possible criteria for setting country program priorities include the following: 

Situation: Is there a critical need for this type of assistance? Is there a sufiiciently stable 
economic and political environment that this kind of assistance can be used effectively? 
Are there institutions of government, the bar, and civil society that are capable of 
absorbing, benefitting &om, and building on this kind of hel.p? 

Receptivity: Do officials and key members of the legal community have a genuine 
interest in receiving this type of assistance? Is there momentum for reform, and can 
providers of this assistance fiom AID still get the attention of key policymakers and 
organizations? 

rn Comparative advantage: In light of assistance from other sources, is assistance h m  AID 
likely to have as critical an impact as it would in other countries, or would it duplicate 
what others are doing? Is the U.S. the best available source of this assistance? 

Success: Have programs to date shown impact? If not, was this due to remediable 
problems of effectiveness, or, on the other hand, to problems beyond the control of the 
project? Have the found@ions of institutional support and participation been laid for 
hture swtahability? 

Cost: Do positive results cost more or less than in other countries? Are counterparts and 
facilities available? Is the cost of providing adequate support for liaisons and other 
personnel more or less than elsewhere? Are the transactions costs of obtaining official 
appointments, conducting daily business, arranging logistics, etc. (in terms of time and 
money) more or less than elsewhere? 



Importance: Is this country key to the rest of the region or sub-region in terms of the 
impact that the success or failure of its reforms will have? Even if success is more 
difficult in this country, is it worth pursuing because of the demonstration effect it could 
have? 

The prioritized recommendations presented below reflect the use of these criteria. 

E. RECOMMENDATIONS 

These recomendations are presented in order of priority. The country-specific recommendations 
collectively are second in order of priority to the regional recommendations, which deal with the 
overall approach taken by the ROL Project. Following the recommendations is a proposed 
prioritized list of activities, new and continued, for the ROL Project. In each list, country 
programs are listed in order of priority. 

- General Regional 

Assign one or more paid, long-term (i.e. at least two years) resident experts to a post in 
the region, or to sub-regional posts, in order to "ride circuit" in the region or sub-region - - overseeing, participating in, coordinating, and ensuring the quality and efficacy of the 
design and implementation of all AID-supported ROL activities. This step would require 
resources that are likely to be available only through a cut in funding for other activities. 
The elimination, or significant reduction, of the USIA Professionals-in-Residence and 
short-term expert 1propm.r: (see below) wodd free up sufficient h d s  for at least one 
regional expert, although a single "circuit-rider" may not be sufficient, and three sub- 
regional experts would be far preferable. These regional or sub-regional experts should 
be provided by A.I.D. separately fiom USIA and CEELI. 

Undertake an analysis of the state of affairs and a prioritized needs assessment with 
respect to the rule of law in the countries of the region, and develop an assistance strategy 
in this field for the region and individual countries. This should by no means undercut 
the capability of the Project for quick and flexible response to new developments, but it 
would provide a rational working strategy and ordering of priorities, which are now 
absent. To avoid the production of costly and unhelpfbl assessments, perhaps this analysis 
could be done in a streamlined way, using the regional expert (see previous point), with 
the assistance of CEELI liaisons, local lawyers, and the occasional expatriate expert where 
necessary. 

Set standards and require minimum time commitments from all resident specialists. Pay 
should be increased if necessary to make this feasible. Also, provide .sufficient briefings, 
language training, orientation, and field support to all resident liaisons/experts/specialists 
in order to equip them to undertake their duties effectively and with a minimum of 
struggle. Volunteer liaisons and short- to medium-term experts should work with paid 
regional or sub-regional experts who are contracted for at least two years (see point 1 



above). Any experts, such as those seconded to government offices through CEELI or 
USIA, must be required to spend a sufficient period of tima to perform their tasks, in light 
of their expertise, their experience in the region, the status of the relationship with the 
governmental ofice involved, and the nature of the task. Some flexibility is warranted 
here -- provided that there is sufficient expert oversight and program continuity 
within the country and the region for planning, implementation, and follow-up 
regarding all such activities. Some possible minimum standards would be the following: 
liaisons - one to two years (depending on the resources available to provide somewhat 
greater incentives than now exist); resident advisors (e.g. CEELI resident specialists or 
USIA PIRs) -- one year; short- to medium-term expert& -- variable, terms to be worked 
out with close cooperation of in-country liaison and regional personnel. Short- to 
medium-term specialists could continue to work mainly on a volunteer basis. 

(4) Place greater emphasis on carefully structured collaboration with in-country institutions 
and organizations. This should include the participation of local lawyers who are part of 
staff or membership, particularly junior ones, in the design and carrying out of project 
activities. 

a (5 )  Provide regional forums for U.S. ROL Project representatives and key actors f?om host- 
cowtries to compare notes, discuss issues of common concern, and share new ideas and 
approaches. The need for regional information-sharing is critical and currently unmet. 

(6) To the extent possible with available resources, place greater stress on building capacity 
through training, and development of the "hardware" of legal systems, such as material 
and technical support for legal publication, court administration, and other forms of legal 
instituuion-b~i'~Jing. 

(7) Retain the draft law analysidconcept paper activities if they continue to be of some use, 
but at s lower level and with greater quality control. These could be made more effective 
if the CEELI Uson, along with the proposed (sub)regional expert, were brought into 
clom iavolvement, i.e., by being given an opportunity to comment on the U.S. 
evaluators' statements before they are fblized for delivery to the relevant ministry, and 
by making themselves expressly available for follow-up discussion. Expert review and 
more carefbl editing and screening of comments are also important The evaluators 
appreciate that these are not meant to be "academic" papers, but quick turnaround should 
not be the primary goal. A greater emphasis on concept papers rather than draft amlyses 
is also desirable. 

(8) Drop the USIA component of the project, or at least the PIR and short-term expert 
components. Funds generated by this change should be used to support regional or sub- 
regional experts, longer stays by liaisons and resident specialists, and assistance in such 
operational areas as court administration and legal information systems. USIA should be 
encouraged to include some jurists in its regular exchange programs and some legal 
materials in the Books for Democracy and other informational programs if possible. 



(9) Pursue closer coordination among U.S. and world-wide donor organizations in this field a 

in order to pool resources, avoid duplication, encourage effective programming, reduce 
the drain on local absorptive capacity and the resulting "consultant fatigue," and build 
confidence among the regional legal communities. 

Country-Speciflc 

Exchange opportunities should be increased if possible. These should include some 
regiod exchanges, which would allow Lithuanian jurists to discuss recent lessons learned 
in other East d Central European countries, and to gct additional input fiom West 
European jurists -- this would be highly relevant to L i thda ' s  civil law system and its 
objective of meeting the standards of the EC and Council of Europe. There are two 
caveats here -- fist, a regional program in Poland is not likely to be well received, given 
Lithuania's historicd sensitivities in that regard; and second, the regional exchanges 
should be in addition to, not in placc!: of, exchanges with the U.S., since the Lithuanians 
are interested in U.S. input and U.S. examples. 

The judicial training effort seems to be a worthwhile and important initiative, and 
therefore merits the investment of some expertise and material resources. The current 
CEELI effort should not be pushed too vigorously due to time constraints, lest its 
supporters end up being alienated. If the current CEELI specialist or his replacement can 
be induced to stay for a full year to give this activity the necessary attention and follow- 
through, the project would benefit. 

More attention needs to be given, alpart fiom the judicial training program, to the 
substantive involvement of Lithuanian lawyers in project activities. One way to approach 
this issue would be to try to form a mcm collaborative relationship with the Lithuanian 
Lawyers' Association. 

Assistance with court administration and related matters, which has been sought by the 
Courts Department of the Ministry of Justice, should be provided to the extent resources 
allow. Support for collection and retrieval systems for legal research materials and 
documentation is also desirable. 

Bulgaria: 

(14) Build on the successful relationship established with the Center for the Study of 
Democracy, and on the interaction deve10,ped within the legal community -- in print and 
through meetings and workshops. Young Bulgarian lawyers should become more 
involved in substantive activities, to the extent feasible. 



(15) Reconsider the current CEELI attempt to implement a program of judicial training. 
Because of the problems mentioned previously, this effort should be dropped until there 
is a tangible change of heart at the Ministry of Justice or another suitable institutional 
commitment is obtained. 

(16) Focus on providing the opportunities for key legal educators and decision makers to visit 
the U.S. and get a practical orientation to the workings of relevant aspects of the U.S. 
legal system. Degree programs for students and faculty in the US. also seem to be 
valuable in increasing skills and encouraging the kind of reform-oriented thinking that is 
fundamental to the achievement of the Project's goals. However, given the assistance 
provided by European and other donors, care must be exercised to coordinate these 
program and prevent duplication. Also, these programs should be of sufficient intensity, - 
and be accompanied by appropriate follow-up, so as to provide a real transfer of 
knowledge. This may well require a lowering of the number of participants. One 
successful program in this area that could be a model for later programs is the (formerly 
SEED-funded) DePaul Human Rights Program. The regional and US.-based faculty 
training programs also seem promising. 

Prioritized List of New and Continued Activities 

The following is a list, in order of priority, of initiatives or types of activities which the 
evaluators suggest should be started, or continued in some form in the future. Country programs 
are addressed in order of priority. 

Regional: 

The addition of region-level personnel and activities appears likely to have the highest impact on 
the ROL Project overall, and more than a change in any individual country program reviewed 
here. Here, the need for regional expertise, strategic focus and continuity, and regional cross- 
fertilization can be addressed. Major activities would be the following: 

1. Regional (or subregional) expert(s), or "circuit-rider(@." The functions of such experts 
should include participating in strategic assessments for purposes of future assistance 
programming, in the preparation and oversight of new liaisons and resident specialists, and 
in regional forum. 

2. Strategic assessments. These are needed for rational and realistic setting of country and 
regional priorities. On this basis, consideration will need to be given to new elements 
such as technical and material assistance in the areas of court administration and 
management, and legal information systems. 

3. Regional (andor subregional) forums for information exchange and comparative analysis. 



Lithuania: 

Lithuania is currently the most effective of the programs reviewed, in light of the receptivity of 
local officials and the lagal community, and the beginnings having been made on long-term 
activities. Major components of tbis program would be the following: 

1. CEELI Liaison, This is necessary for program coordination and implementation. 
2. Judicial Training Initiative. As mentioned above, this looks promising and probably 

worth more support. 
3. Cow,% Administration Assistance. The Courts Department of the Ministry of Justice and 

the CEELI 1992 assessment report indicated a need for assistance in areas related to court 
administration. If possible and if still desired, an assistance effort should be mounted, 
perhaps initially on a pilot project basis. 

4. Si- Law School Programs. These have also been effective as far as it has gone, They 
could be augmented for higher impact by providing for more faculty and student - 
exchanges in each direction, and more real collaborative activities. (This applies as well 
to the other countries visited). 

5. Draft Law AnalysedConcept PalpersJWorkshops. Problems with the assessments were 
mentioned above. The liaison and regional program personnel should be closely involved 
in the review of requests and the preparation of these papers. 

Bulgaria: 

The Bulgaria has some promising features which can lead to long-term benefits, including the 
relationship forged between CEELI and the Center for the Study of Democracy. However, 
official receptivity appears on the decline. Major components of the p r o w  would be: 

1. CEELI Liaison (see above). 
2. Sister Law School Programs (see above). 
3. Draft Law AnalysesIConcept PapersAVorksbops (see, above). 

Poland: 

The Poland program appears to have made the least progress thus far, and also to face problems 
of receptivity, especially with respect to technical assistance. Program priorities would be the 
following: 

1. DePaul Human Rights program. This seemed to be the most effective and promising 
activity, for reasons specified in the report. Although it no longer receives SEED 
hd ing ,  we suggest this as one good model for firture activities in tbis sphere. 

2. Sister Law School Programs (see above). 
3. CEELI Liaison (see above). While this is a necessary function for a full-blown country 

program, the activities mentioned in numbers 1 and 2 above could perhaps be handled by 
regional personnel if the lower-priority activities listed below were dropped. 



4. CEELI Legal Specialists. Oiven the necessary preparation, institutional relationships, and 
appropriate length of tenure, this could be worthwhile to continue. 

5. Draft Law Analyseflorkshops. Least important, in light of Polish attitudes and drafting 
assistance available elsewhere. These could be performed on occasion, however, 
depending on the situation as interpreted by the liaison and regional program personnel, 
and if appropriately prepared and presented -- as indicated in the report. 

F. EXHIBIT: PROPOSED INDICATORS 

The categories of criteria or "indicators" presented below are used in this report to assess country 
progress in this field as well as the impact and effectiveness of AID-supported sctivities. These 
indicators and their use are the centerpiece of the evaluator's effort to provide AID with 
information on country progress and overall project impact. 

A direct causal nexus between (i) project activities and (ii) any macro-level changes in the 
. " economic, political, or legal status of a country or locality is both ,problematic to assume and 

difficult to demonstrate. 'Fhis applies a forfiori to an effort such as the ROL Project, where 
overall purposes are stated, but more focused objectives and outputs are not specified; where any 

' benefits are likely to he long-term and qualitative rather than quantifiable; and where there are 
a host of behavioral variables. 

The indicators presented below are explained and tested, but not inserted in a LogFRAME or 
quantified. The consultants felt that the latter approach would pose certain risks, e.g. that 
quantification might not be helpful and could perhaps lead to misinterpretations in this type of 
program (especially at this relatively early stage), and that the Effectiveness indicators would not 
neatly fit within a LogFRAME. The use of quantified measures or numerical grades (e.g. on a 
scale of 1 to 10) to gauge project impact could be considered at a later point. Other output 
quantifications and benchmarks, such as "15 laws drafted" or "20 judges trained," cannot 
realistically be stated here in the absence of a project design and level of effort (and are of 
questionable value in any event). Elements of a LogFRAME could be specified, in which some 
or all of the Country Progress indicators could be employed at the level of purpose, Project 
Impact indicators used at the level of outputs, and Effectiveness indicators stated as either 
assumptions or general guidelines. 

Another complicating factor in this evaluation is that the AID-funded activities under review have 
not been subject to systematic monitoring and evaluation. There are a few exceptions, such as 
the DePaul Human Rights Prograrg, where participants fitom Central and Eastern Europe filled 
out evaluations. CEELI does not appear to have made such an effort, although it has provided 
the evaluators with some ielevant materials. These materials provided some useful detail on 
certain of CEELI's activities, and also contained some remarks by way of evaluation and 
suggestions. Evatuatory comments appear to have been solicited fiom certain participants, but 
only those fiom expatriate participants have been provided to the evaluators (in addition to letters 
of commendation and invitation fiom officials in the region). The nature of the comments 
offered on the CEELI programs can be illustrated by an example: 



In my opinion, the sessions were relevant to the interest and needs of Bulgaria ... I was ' 

impressed by the enthusiastic response both of the government officials and of the 
audience attending the seminar, I truly believe that those responsible for the drafting of 
the statute were stimulated to reconsider certain key aspects of the draft law. 

While it is good practice to solicit such evaluations, it is clear that they are likely to be much less 
useli than evaluations solicited fiom the host country participants for whose benefit the programs 
were organized. If CEELI does not already, it should make a regular practice of obtaining 
evaluations-fiom these people on the spot, by way of a fairly simple evaluation questionnaire. 
Also, follow-up evaluations, perhaps three to six months after a given program, might yield 
information on the actual use to which the program was put. The consultants obtained some of 
this follow-up information in the field through interviews with CEELI personnel and local 
participants, but were not aware of any formal evaluations having been completed by local 
participants. 

- 
These difficulties, and the limitations of time and scope contained in the terms of reference, 
should be borne in mind by AID in reviewing the presentation and testing of the indicators 
proposed in this report. 

Country Progress 

The following is a listing of some major indicators of a country's progress in establishing a rule 
of law. This list is not exhaustive, nor must the entire list be used for measurement, although 
a comprehensive list is likely to produce more accurate judgments than an abbreviated one. 
Although it is obvious, it is wortb keeping in mind that the measurements called for here are 
mainly qualitative, and therefore considerable care must be exercised by A.I.D. prsonnel steeped 
in American political and legal concepts when they apply these benchmarks to the less familiar 
contexts of Central and Eastern Europe. It is therefore recommended that these benchmarks be 
applied by appropriately qualified persons. For the purposes of the present report, the evaluators 
did not have sufficient time in the countries visited to reach firm conclusions as to each country's 
progress on all indicators. However, some tentative findings are presented. 

The proposed indicators are as follows: 

(1) Legal Provisions: Enactment of substantive and procedural provisions - whether 
constitutional, statutory, or regulatory -- that strengthen the protection of fundamental 
liberties, procedural sa fepds ,  equality of treatment, and socio-economic rights. Repeal 
of provisions inimical to these principles. 

(2) Institutions: New or reinvigorated institutions charged with monitoring or enforcement of 
these principles. 



Enforcement Mechanisms: Enforcement of the above-mentioned principles, and wide 
access to enforcement mechanisms by the citizenry, at all levels of judicial and 
administrative redress. 

Fair Hearings: Expectation by citizens of a fair hearing in civil and criminal proceedings. 
Perception by legal professionals that their clients are treated  fairly in court and before 
administrative bodies. 

Status of Defense Lawyers: Status, treatment, access of defense lawyers in the criminal 
process commensurate with effective substantive and procedural safeguards. 

Independent Judiciary: Existence of judicial decisionmaking and administration of the 
judiciary fiee fiom undue influence by other branches and ministries of government, and 
by parties or factions. 

Legal Information: Wide availability of the texts of laws and regulations -- in organized 
and usable form -- to judges, legal practitioners, policymakers, businesses, non- 
governmental organizations, and private indivif, uals at all levels. 

Knowledge of Rights: Knowledge of basic constitutional principles and rights by the 
judiciary, bar, and citizenry. 

Qualified Jurists: Availability of qualified judges, prosecutors, government lawyers, and 
private lawyers and legal counsellors at all levels and in all regions. 

Compliance with Judgments: Compliance by public and private parties with decisions and 
determinations by duly established courts and tribunals. 

Independent Bar: The existence of one or more independent associations of lawyers fiee 
fiom undue g o v m e n t  influence, and possessing the means and access to make its views 
known on major legislation and on issues affecting the bar. 

Media Licensing: Reasonably simple and transparent procedures for obtaining licenses and 
corporate charters, and lack of content restrictions and prior restraints, for print and 
broadcast media organizations. 

Impact of Project Activities 

The indicators listed below are meant to help measure the extent to which Rule of Law Project 
activities contribute to the realization of the criteria of country progress mentioned above. These 
indicators are few in number since positive results are difficult to trace accurately to project 
activities. 



Impact of Technical Advice: Technical suggestions adopted, or used as a basis for the - 

development of new approaches, by relevant drafting committees. New provisions 
developed with ROL Project assistance are enacted and lead to tangible improvements in 
the enforcement of rights, the security of the democratic order, or the effectiveness of 
legal institutions. 

Impact of Training Proposals: Proposals on legal training and curricula adopted, or used 
as a basis for new programs and approaches, by universities andlor training institutes. 

Local Participation: Members of legal community, psrticularly young lawyers, participate 
in shaping and carrying out program activities, with transfer of skills, institutional 
memory, and capacity for sustained reform. 

Iastitutional Linkages: Effective relationships built with key actors, decisiom.akers, and 
institutions in the legal community and the government. The focus is on ?how with 
genuine commitment to reform, but the approach Is balanced so tha;, iiam of 
rommunication remain open to the extent possible to key institutions *- ;vm t h : ~  
controlled by conservative elements. 

Impact of Trainins/Exchange Programs and Participants: Key legal sj ... T dtr:'..: 
participate in foreign exchangeltraining programs and continue association v4l;c. ;lls p t f  11. 

Beneficiaries of training or exchanges fuaded or supported by the project devdi:ic,-: ;: 
improve aspects of law, regulation, institutions, or training under their autho, .?.: . r i e r~ .  
partially as a result of the project support. 

New Institutions: New Mtmtions developed in collaboration with the program, ::.!rsh. a; 
training institutes, documentation/research centers, and independent bas associatiom. 

Impact of Resources Provided: Program resources, such as books and computers, 
effectively used to expand the capacity of key institt~tions and organizations in the legal 
field. . . 

Eflectiveness of Project ImpIernentathn 

The indicators presented below are meant to help in measuring the extent to which ROL Project 
activities are effectively and efficiently implemented -- that they do what they are supposed to 
do in a way that minimizes wasted cost and effort and maximizes impact. 

(1) Analysis and Strategy: Technical assistance activities reflect a correct analysis of the 
current situation, identified strategic goals, and a reasoned ordering of priorities. 

(2) Appropriateness and Usefulness: Technical (and other) assistance is appropriately framed 
and presented, and useful to its audience in the form presented. 



(3) Qualified Technical Advisors: Technical advisory team possesses sufficient experience, . 

substantive expertise, regional knowledge, and lmguage skills to provide effective 
assistance. 

(4) Advisors' Length of Stay: Technical advisors posted in-country for sufficient length of 
time, and turnover to new advisors handled in such a way, that institutional memory is 
maximized and disruption to the program is minimized to the extent possible. 

(5) Mixsf Professional and Volunteer Effort: A broad mix of professional and volunteerlpro 
bono effort is marshalled in a way that provides effective assistance while minimizing 
costs. 

(6) Diversity of Functions/Perspectives: As much of a diversity of perspectives is incorporated 
into the technical asgistance effort as possible -- along national, racial, gender, political, 
and especially functional lines (i.e. representing different branches of legal activity such - as academics, prosecutors, criminal defense lawyers, corporate counsel, public interest 
lawyers, etc.) -- with respect to U.S. as well as host-country participants and institutions. 

(7) Mix of Types of Assistwe: The mix of types of assistance (i.e. including various kinds 
of technical and material assistance, dealing with substantive legal concerns as well as 
"nuts and bolts" issues affecting the functioning of legal institutions, and covering both 
narrow professional legal concerns as well as public access and information concerns) is 
appropriate to the needs and priorities shared by the U.S. and host-country. 

(8) Coordination: Assistance in this field is coordinated for maximum efficiency both among 
U.S. organizations and with other bilateral and multilateral donors. 
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As INTRODUCTION 

The Democratic Pluralism Initiative of the U.S. Agency for International Development 
(sometimes referred to as the Support for Eastern European Democracy - SEED - Program) 
includes a Political and Social Process Project (No. 180-0021). Within that project are two 
programs managed by the U.S. Information Agency (USIA) which are the subject of this - 
evaluation. One is the "support for education reform including: curricular reform to reformulate 
the highly politicized courses in history, economics and civics, the introduction of new institutions 
such as student councils and student newspapers, and teacher trdnbg." Another is "a Books for 
Democracy initiative to provide the translation of important books and other materials relating 
to the principles and philosophical bases of democracy." During FY 1991 and FY 1992 the 
following obligations were made in support of those two programs through Section 632 (b)~ 
transfers to USIA: Education Reform, $4.138 million; Books for Democracy, $3.561 million. 
As of March 1993 accrued expenses for the education reform activities had reached $3.720 
million and $.28 million had been disbursed. As of the same date accrued expenses for the 
Rooks for Democracy had reached $2.50 million and disbursements $.774 million. 

The Evaluation Team was charged with assessing the operation of the activities under the two 
programs in three countries: Lithuania, Poland and Bulgaria The amounts obligated for these 
activities in these countries as of March 1993 were: 

Poland - Lithuania Bulgaria Total 

Education Reform 675,359 83,786 569,95 1 1,329,096 

Books for Democracy 

The main channels for the use of the funds of the education reform activities were established 
USIA programs--namely, the placement of U.S. university level scholars and academic specialists 
in organizations in the benefiting countries, the exchange of teachers at both the university and 
secondary schoo' levels, the sponsoring of short-term visits by specialists fiom the U.S. and by 
foreign national . to the U.S. Grants to other organizations also were made by USIA. The main 



focus of the education reform activities was on the reform of curricula for the study and teaching 
of social sciences, including civic education, Given the focus, the Evaluation Team tried to 
assess the degree to which the various activities observed and discussed were contributing to the 
reform of the teaching of social sciences. The evaluation did not include activities of the English 
Language Instruction program or of work with education sector management under other projects. 
However, the Evaluation Team did discuss those activities with interviewers and makes several 
suggestions concerning them. The main channels for the use of the h d s  of the Books for 
Democracy activities were the established translation and distribution programs for books, 
periodicals and other materials. The most complete listing of the particular activities supported 
is that provided in the October 1992 Compendium of Projects fiom USIA. Relevant portions of 
that Compendium are included in exhibits in part F below. 

In both Washiagton and the three countries visited tho Evaluation Team met with persons in 
A.I.D. and in USIA who were connected with ?be design and implementation of the activities, 
with nationals of the country who had participated parsonally in the activities and with nationals 
and others who were knowledgeable about the a&jt?os or the problems being addressed, 
Altogether the team conducted interviews with more than 55 persons in the countries visited. Of 
those 9 were employees of the USG, and the rest U.S. citiuns or nationals of the countries 
visited who participated in the conduct of the activities, received their benefits or were persons 
knowledgeable about the activities, A complete listing is given in Attachment 2. The number 
of interviews with persons who had participated in the exchange programs was limited by the fact 
that many of the U.S. participants had returned to the U.S. and were now scattered to their points 
of origin and that there was no comprehensive listing of the names and addresses of all the 
nationals of the countries visited who had participated in the activities being assessed. 

A .  assessment of existing conditions and SEED-fhded activities in Poland, L i t h d a ,  and 
Bulgaria follows this introduction. Possible impact indicators, for future application to education 
reform programs, are then presented and discussed. This is followed by a summary of findings 
and major issues, then by general and country-specific recommendations, and finally by the 
evaluators' proposed priorities for future programming. The prioritized activities list includes 
suggestions as to the W e  direction and scope of the activities, as well as suggested progress 
indicators and benchmarks to be applied to the outputs of those ativities. 

It should be noted at the outset that, while this report aims to provide as well-rounded a view as 
possible of SEED-fimded Education Reform programs, and particularly their impact and fbture 
orientation, the scope of work and field constraints did not allow for comprehensive data 
collection. The report therefore does not attempt a full description of activities in this area, and 
some things have inevitably been left out. 

B. COUNTRY PROGRAM ASSESSMENTS 

Following is a discussion of country conditions in the three countries visited with respect to 
education reform, an assessment of SEED-funded education reform activities in those countries, 
and a brief analysis of options for the future direction of these programs. 



POLAND 

The activities carried out in Poland in support of Education Reform and Books for Democracy 
are listed in Exhibits 3 and 4 in part F below. In addition, several of the regional activities listed 
in Exhibits 1 and 2 also operated in Poland. The Evaluation Team conducted interviews with 17 
persom in Poland. These included the Director and Doputy Director of USIA in Poland and the 
representative of USIA in Crocow; the Cultural Affairs Specialist and the English Language 
Program Offica of the American Center in Warsaw; the Executive Director of the Polish 
Fulbright Cpmmission; representatives of the World Bank, the UNDP and the EEC in Poland; 
tho Director, the Head of Studies and the Head Librarian of the American Studies Center at the 
University of Warsaw; the Director of Teacher Training of the Ministry of National Education; 
the Director and Deputy Director of the Olsztyn Summer School of Economics; the Executive 
Director of the Batory Foundation and the Associate Director of the Russian and Ea3t European 
Institute of Indiana University. Interviews also were held with four Fulbright scholars and two 
exchange teachers. (A complete listing of names and titles is given in Attachment 2.) - 
The following discussion presents the Evaluation Team's analysis of the current situation facing 
education reform in Poland, its assessment of the education related activities underway and its 
recommendations for future action. 

1. Country Situation 

Structural Reform 

Structural reform in Poland first began in 1991 with a document emanating fiom the Minisby 
of Education entitled Suuervision and' Assemex& This document, produced by the General 
Education Department of the Ministry of National Education, describes the rigidity and uniformity 
of the highly centralized school system of the nation during the forty-five years of the People's 
Republic of Poland. This system had been formalized in the Parliamentary Act on the 
Development of Education (1961) and in the nearly 200 regulations ismed by the Ministry 
pursuant to the Act. 

Education authority over the nation rested with1 the Ministry of Education. The country was 
divided into Voi~ode&ps~~ (similar to counities), administered by "Murators" (similar to 
superintendents), and into "communes" or basic administrative units, supervised by inspectors. 
The "Kurators" were subordinated to the Voivodeship governors and not to the Minister, and the 
inspector was subordinated not to the "Kurator" but to the head of the commune. School 
headmasters had no autonomy or decision-making authority -- for example, the power to Mre or 
fire teachers rested not with them, but with the inspector. Thus, there was no functional 
supervision machinery in the hands of the Minister. Teachers graded students completely 
subjectively and the quality of schools was based only on marks given by teachers to students, 
leading to pervasive grade inflation. 



Dllring the last three years, a new parliamentary act has simplified and restructured education 
below the university level, It vested administrative authority at three levels: the Ministry, tlle 
"Kuratorw at the county level, and the school director. This act also allows for non-public 
schools, some of which have been established. Wo must note, however, that while the new 
parlimentary act exists and while the simplified andl somewhat decentralized authority sysbm 
is described in a document produced by the Ministry, as yet there is no broad national reform or 
restructuring in existence. The Ministry itself recognizes that it has but entered a "difficult 
tramitional period" and anticipates that it will take several years for these proposed changes to 
become reality, 

At the higher education level there is some discussion about moving toward autonomy for 
institutions. However, no significant r3har:lges in this ciirection are discernible. 

The high degree of centralization over a 45-year period, with authority centralized in the hands 
of the Communist Party, has created a p o u r d  inertia that is difficult to overcome, People in 
positions of authority still tend to wait for d;uections from the Ministry. There is widewead fear 
of change and there is a general fear that if thingls do change, teachers, profcsc-n, and 
administrators will lose their jobs. There is a need to train administrators who und~f~tatld the 
new directions education is attempting to take in Poland. Furthermore, they need to learn non- 
authoritarian ways of decision making that will include teachers, parents, and even student leaders 
in making decisions relevant to the daily h~~ctioning of schools. 

Curricular Reform 

Curricular Reform is very much needed in Poland. As in the structure of the education system, 
the Communist influence of the past 45 years can't be overcome in a brief period of h e .  At 
the higher education level there seems to be no gencsal effort at curricular reform. Most 
professors have two or three jobs, and spend a minimum, amount of time at the university. 'rhey 
are very poorly paid and are not motivated to change whatever they are doing. Some promise 
seems to be present at the American Studies Center, which is part of the University of Warsaw, 
where intentions to change the curriculum are expressed and discussions are being held on 
developing a doctorate in American Studies for Eastenn European countries. The Center has 
received funds h m  USIA, but these were not SEED fimds. 

The Wistry of Education is making sincere efforts at curricular reform, as evidenmd by the 
1993 publication of PRQTOKOL -- a booklet 'hi: a~utlines a new core curriculum for the 
primary and secondary schools of the nation. PROTOKOlE includes a section on Civic Education 
that explicitly emphasizes the ethos of M o m  and democracy at all levels of schooling. Parts 
of this new curriculum were based on the work of the Mershon Center of Ohio State University 
which was funded by SEED. Furthermore, authority is granted by the Ministry for individual 
schools to develop their own curriculum as long as the core requirements are satisfied. We saw 
such experimentation in operation at two high schools in Warsaw; however, we cannot tell haw 
broadly such freedom is being exercised throughout the country. 



There are t h r ~  major constrainto to curricular reform. First, texts and other materials have yet 
to be produced, Second, teachers by and largo are poorly prepared and need lots of help through 
in-service education and knowledgeable, supportive supervision. Third, thcrc ara insufficient 
MPI available to carry out the publication program and production of other teaching materials 
and to support in-service education of large numbers of teachers. 

2. Activity Aaaewments 

The followihg are the principal activities which are under way or plmed in the areaa of focus 
of the evaluaion. 

The Ministry of National Education has developed a new integrated curriculum for secondary 
schools and has included in it a strong civic education component. With support fiom SEED, 
the Ohio State Mershon Center provided technical assistance to the effort. It is important for the 
suppsrt to be continued in the next phases of curricular reform, i.e., the development of 
instructional materials for teAchers and pupils and the training of teachers (both pre-service and 
in-service). Short-term study programs at OSU for curriculum managerdadministrators would 
be most valuable. The Fulbright teacher exchange p r o w  could serve this purpose. 
Furthermore, consideration could be given to using the English as a Foreign Language Fellows 
in the Civic Education Program by having them handle content-bd courses in civic education 
in the Civic Education Centers that the Ministry of National Fducation has established in the 
existing teacher training college network. 

The American Studies Center (ASC) is keenly interested in developing courses in the social 
sciences in collaboration with the various social scienm fwulties of Warsaw University. The 
faculties are interested in curricular refom and would like to offer experimental courses at the 
ASC. For its part, ASC wishes to add to its regular course offerings. New courses have already 
been introduced and have proved most popular among students of different social science fwulties 
(Political Science, History, Sociology, Law). It is recommended that Fulbright scholBtS/academic 
specialists in the social sciences be recruited for this purpose. In addition to the courses that 
would be offered in the ASC, a program of seminars dealing with various social science issues 
could be organiutd by the academic specialists. As with the courses, such seminars would 
provide sound exposure for the MC, and also contribute concretely to meaninsful curricular 
refonn in the university faculties irlvolved. 

The Twinning Project between Warsaw University and Indiana University having been successful, 
the extension of the scope of program activity so as to include the social sciences should be 
explored. The potential for a strong contribution to curriculum reform in this academic area is 
impportant. Indiana University faculty members could be involved directly as institutional 
representatiws or as Fulbright academic specialists. 



The Batory Foundation has organized and implemented the Olsztyn Summer School in 
F~onomics. The program is b d e d  by a group of US foundations, led by the Ford Foundation. 
The Books for Democracy Program of SEED has contributed significandy to this program via 
the donation of Economics textbooks and reference vo1um.e~ for the participants, The Batmy 
Foundation is interested in replicating this summer school program format in the field of political 
science. The Association of Political Scientists in Poland also has expressed strong interest in 
the development of such a program, A joint funding venture between USAID, U.S. foundations 
and the Batory Foundation would contribute significantly to curriculum reform in a key social 
science, The new program could exert a strong f e ~ i o d  influence with faculty member 
participants coming fiom the various universities in the region of Eastern Europe. 

- During the 1992-93 academic year there were nine Social Science Scholars at Polish universities. 
However, none was available for interviewing in Warsaw. Thus, we don't know whether any of 
them are engaged in curricular reform. While we did not interview any "Serial Granteett we were 
informed by Mr. Dakowski, the Executive Director ofthe Fulbright Commission, that there has 
been at least one "Serial Grant," under which the same scholar visited during three consecutive 
summers and that the visits have led to new cwricula in several colleges and universities. One 
interview with an exchange teacher indicated that, while he is thoroughly engaged in teaching 
English, he is not attempting any curricular reform. Indeed he did not seem to be aware that 
such an effort would be expected. 

Since the Fulbright Program is the major channel for SEED resources to Poland, the 
scholars/academic specialists selected should be involved in beaching and research in the social 
sciences (e.g., Political Science, History, Sociology, Economics, Education). Experience and 
interest in curricular reform should be selection criteria. The placement of the specialists should 
be in institutions and departmentdfwulties that have expressed an interest and willingness to 
engage in curricular reform. The Fulbright Commission should be responsible for identifying and 
recommending those institutions. Scholars to be sent to the US should be selected &om 
institutions/departments/faculties that have expressed interest in curricular reform and the scholars 
themselves should be active social scientists. These criteria should apply to both long- and short- 
term visits. We understand that grantees are now informed of the program emphasis on 
curriculum reform -- a sbq which deserves support -- although this emphasis was not apparent 
to the evaluators in the field. . 

Similarly the exchange teachers to be placed in secondary institutions should be teachers of social 
studies and be interested in involving themselves in curricular reform especially in Civic 
Education. The host school should be selected on the basis of its interest in cuiricular reform and 
its potential leadership role (as identified by the Ministry of Education). Polish exchange teachers 
should be involved in social studies and engaged in curricular reform activities in their home 
school. We recommend that the proposal to have the focus of the teacher exchange program 



shifted from the secondary level to a post-secondary level should not be approved. The potential 
input and the strong need for curricular reform in the social studies at the secondary level does 
not warrant such a shift. 

In Poland, as elsewhere, the books sent under the Books for Democrecy'program are hbgrated 
into libraries. Librarians typically are unaware of the source of these h o b ,  even though "Books 
for Democracy" is clearly printed on the inside of the fiont cover. However, a more important 
drawback is the fact that the program is not conducted so as to provide support to the other 
education reform activities. This program could contribute importantly to the curricular reform 
efforts of the broader education reform objective. While the scope of the Books for Democracy 
project extends beyond educational and curricular reform, the project could enhance cofi:8lderably 
the work undataken in the latter activities and thus help maximize their impact. 

. - (a) Qhio State Universitv Civlc Educ . . ation Pr- 

Having successfully contributed to the development of a new civic education curricul~un for 
secondary schools, it is now imperative that appropriate teaching materials be developed to effect 
the implementation of the new curriculum. The development of such materials will require 
reference text si)urces which could be made available to the developers of the teaching materials. 
The subsequent printing of such teaching resources by local publishers could be funded by the 
Books for Democracy project. 

(b) .&,kin Studies Center/Warsaw Universitv 

The variom social science faculties which will be collaborating in the development of special 
cowrses within the ASC will need modern reference and textbook materials effectively to execute 
a reform in the curricula. The faculty members engaged in such course reform can be supplied 
with such reference materials. The M C  Library should also be furnished with reference sources 
for use by university course participants. 

c) Olsztvn Summer School of Economics 

The Ford Foundation recently has agreed to fund the 1993-94 md 1994-95 programs of the 
school. Having successfully provided modem textbooks and reference books for the 97 
participants fkom 11 countries of Eastern Europe, it would be important to continue such 
provision for the participants for the upcoming sessions. 

3. Future Focus 

To date the focus of the activities has been p ~ c i p d y  on the reform of the curricula of the social 
sciences at the post secondary level and of civic education at the secondary level. The results 
of those activities to date are described above and recommendations are made for strengthening 



their operation in the future. Continuing the work of the activities should be possible within the . 

current order of magnitude of the resources being provided. 

Tba main issue facing work on education reform in the fuhue is whether there should be a 
conscious evolution in the emphasis of any future education reform program so that greater 
attention is paid to the needs of secondary level through reforming the structure of schools and 
on the training of teachers to carry out the reformed curricula at the secdndary level. The initial 
focus of the program on the post secondary level teaching of social sciences was based on several 
conclusions. One was that the U.S. has a comparative advantage given its superior university 
educational system and the weaker performance of its primary and secondary public school 

. systems. Another was that a greater return on investment could be had from working with the 
trainers of leaders rather than of the general population. Presumably similar conclusions underlie 
the apparent decisions of other donors (e.g. World Bank) who are preparing to work with the 
universities. While both these conclusions are supportable, especially in the near term, thy do 
not give enough weight to several other factors. One is that there are very serious rigidities at 

- the post-secondary level arising firom the interplay of tenure, academic freedom for instructors 
and the overhang of colmmunist ideology in the social sciences. Another is that the U.S. does 
comparatively well in providing instruction in civics and related social sciences at the secondmy 
level. A third is that it is equally important (if not more important) 'o create a democratic way 
of acting and '&inking in students fiom an early age as it is to improve the way in which 
democracy is studied as a social and political phenomenon. 

As indicated in subpart 1 above, changes have been made in the law and regulations aimed at 
introducing grater decentralization, and there has been some discussion of introducing new 
methods of orgauizing schools in order to make them more eacient and democratic. However, 
this is largely at the paper reform level. Action has not taken place, and programs for 
introducing concrete changes have not been developed. There would seem to be a major 
opportunity to be of attistance by using the experience of the decentralized school systems and 
more democratic admini.strative structures of the secondary level school systems in the U.S. This 
would mean involving school adminisiratom in the activities. 

Work in Poland to date on education reform has largely been confined to preparing changes in 
the curricula Little has been done in the refam of teacher training. The fact that the Ministry 
of National Education has prepared a new secondary level curriculum makes work on 
strengthening teacher training most timely. W e  the reform of teacher training is a very major 
undertaking, it wuld be made manageable by focusing on the Civic Education component of 
secondary education and by using a sysTem of regional education centers and selected model 
schools as channels for the effort. Such ,an effort would involve testing new materials and 
teaching methods. Indicators of progress could be the degree of use of interactive, reflective 
methods and problem-solving inqdry methods and group processes in the schools as they 
introduce the new secondary level curriculum. 

However, to pursue such an approach to the education ref0.m activities would require a higher 
level of resources for education reform than is now the case. Indeed, a system-wide refom of 



secondary education is beyond the capability of any expected level of resource to be made 
available by the USO. Thus, it would seem that such an undertaking could be considered only 
in conjunction with undertakings fiom multilateral organizations and would require a much 
greater degree of projcctization of the effort than is now the case or under consideration. 

The level of SEED suppotted activities in Lithuania to date has been modest. Bxhibit 5 in part 
F below lists the activities which have been undertaken. For that reason the Evaluation Team 
placed its emphasis on identifying opportunities for fiture support for education reform. 

The Evaluation Team conducted interviews with 12 persons in Lithuania They included the 
A.I.D. Representative, the PA0 and the Coordinator of the Baltic EFL Fellows Program of USIS, 
the country representatives of the UNDP and the EEC, the Director of the In-Service Training 
Center and the Professor of Communications of the Department of Pedagogics of the Vilnius 

- Pedagogical University and the Deputy Director of the Pedagogical Institute of Scientific 
Research. Interviews also were held with three Fulbright-sponsored 3cholars and specialists 
working in the Vilnius Pedagogical University and in Kaunas University. 

1. Country Situation 

Structural Reform 

Lithuania still has a highly entrenched, old-fashioned bureaucracy which was socialized under the 
Communist system. Institutional refom is likely to proceed at the rate of a glacier. The inertia 
which is the residue of the long period of Soviet occupation, with its highly centralized and 
bureaucratized system of education, is a massive impediment to structural reform, along with the 
funds reform would require. Most of the personnel in leadership positions in schools and the 
offices of the Ministry share the same mentality and resist change. They fear change as a threat 
to their security. This is particularly strong in the case of higher education, where professors 
were carefidly trained to have the Mamist-Leninist ideology permate all their courses. They 
have changed the titles of their courses and their own political labels, but the substance and 
methods of their teaching continues as before independence. 

The country has adopted a new set of laws in 1991 and published a booklet in 1992 describing 
the aims and structure of education reforms for primary and secondary schools.   ow ever, these 
ate but paper reforms that await itpplementation. We should look, in the future, for evidence 
that the recommendations of the 1992 booklet are put into  pera at ion. It is important to note that 
the preamble to the 1992 booklet emphasizes the importance of teaching toward a democratic way 
of life, the importance of depoliticized and demilitarized schools and a commitment to the 
General Declaration of Human Rights. However, student councils are controlled by 
administrators, who also control and censor school papers, where they exist. There is no 
functioning democracy in schools for either students or teachers. Disciplinary practices are 
mthoritarian and while students seem to be ready to engage in more discussion with the adults, 



teacher training in new ways of classroom control and management is just beginning, They are 
likely to need assistance from educators with experience in schools that function in a democratic 
mode. 

The educational structure, though still highly centralized, allows for the development of private 
schools, However, only one such school exists in Vilnius. Lack of funds is a serious impediment 
to the development of private schools. 

Partially as a result of a SEED-funded visit to the U.S. by Eastem European educators (four of 
whom were Born Lithuania), one Lithuanian educator has s W  from the Ministry of Mucation 
to Vilnius Pedagogical University and became its Manager of Inservice Education. The Teacher 
Center at Vilnius Pedagogic University works closely with the In-service Institute in the Ministry 
by helping to put together on short notice lectures or workshops on specific topics. They also 
plan to develop new roles for the "Inspectors" who work at the district level, to change their role 
to become "teacher developers" based at teacher centers. They are receiving help in this &om 

- England. 

Currtcular Reform 

Curricular reform is not yet discernible in higher education in the National University at Vilnius 
Similarly at Vytatus Magnus University in Kaunas -- reopened in 1991 after being shut down 
for 20 years during the Soviet era -- the forces of tradition are in substantial control even though 
the current Rector talks about reform. Key positions are occupied by Deans who use 
authoritarian methods of decision making and go unchallenged by a f d  faulty, most of 
whom have two other jobs in order to survive. 

Reform is more likely to occur in some aspects of subcollegiate schooling. One promising source 
of reform is the new Inservice Training Center at the Vilnius Pedagogical University. A 
Department of Civic Education at the Ministry is currently developing materials wherebi civic 
education will be integrated in all courses at the primary level and will be taught in separate 
courses in secondary schools. All of these ideas are in their planning stages, with implementation 
to follow after appropriate teaching materials are produced. Plans are also afoot for creating 
special schools for "students at risk" who are on the verge of dropping out or who have dropped 
out and are engaged in a variety of illegal activities. Close to 3,000 of such students can be 
found in Vilnius alone and about 11,000 in the country as a whole. In a country with a 
population of about 3.8 million, that is a very large number. 

2. Activity Assessments 

(1) Civic Education Promam 

The Ministry of National Education has developed and published a new national education policy. 
Civic Education has been identified as a key component of the secondary and primary level 
curricula The sound development of this curricular component has been identified os a priority 



need by the Ministry. Much impetus for this curricular reform has come tiom a Lithuanian- 
American organization rmcd APPLE (American Professional Personnel for Lithuanian 
Education), which along with other activities, works with the Inservice Training Center holding 
summer seminars on various topics including Civic Education. These SEED-funded summer 
seminars present useful materials to teachers who, on thoir own, returned during consecutive 
summm for different seminars, The rccruitrnmt and placement of a Fulbright acadsmic 
specialist in social studies at Vilnius Pedagogical University is very milch recommended, In 
addition to curriculum preparation, such a specialist would be involved in the work of the In- 
Service Teacher Training Center of the university. The recruitment and placement of US 
Fulbright exchange teachers in selected secondany schools to advise in curricular revision and 
development is also recommended, The English Language Teaching program also might be wed 
for this purpose. 

(2) m c s  Education Proaraxq 
- 

The Ministry of ]Education has authorized a program in ethics education to serve as an alternative 
to religious education for those parents and students who so desire. The development of this 
ethics education will serve as an important component to the social studies curriculum at the 
secondary and primary levels. In the summa session in 1993 the In-Service Training Center will 
focus on the teaching of ethics. The ethics course is a broad course that encompasses some 
matters &om philosophy, aesthetics, etiquette, civic education, ecology, and communications. It 
is a replacement of the Soviet notion of "guiding the development of the child." 

The recruitment and placement of an academic specialist at Vilnius Pedagogical University to 
assist in the development of a curriculum and appropriate teaching materials for ethics education 
is strongly recommended. The raruitment and placement of Dr. Susan Anderson of the 
University of Central Florida as a Fulbright Scholar also is highly recommended. Dr. Anderson 
has been actively engaged in such activity at Vilnius Pedagogical University during 1992-93. Her 
work in the In-Service Training Center of the University has been much valued and appreciated. 

(3) Suecia1 Education P r o m  

Attention to the mentally and physically handicapped has been identified by the Ministry of 
Education as an important element in democratization. It demonstrates how democracy will lead 
to the inclusion of all of society in the benefits available. Important developments in this area 
have occurred through the efforts of Dr. Yolata Krokys, a SEED-funded Fulbright lecturer, during 
1992-93. This work began after a SEED-funded visit fiom Pennsylvania of four specialists in 
the education of the handicapped. The education of such children in Lithuania was based on 
archaic notions, made rigid by bureaucratic formulae borrowed fiom the Soviets. The Siauliai 
Institute prepares teachers for the handicapped, consistent with these outmoded theories. The 
work of APPLE seems to be revolutionizing education of the handicapped, including challenging 
the complacency of the Siauliai Institute. The work to integrate such children into the "least 
restrictive environment" is just beginning. APPLE is conducting 12 five-day seminars in special 
education on four different topics. One series will focus on problems related to fetal alcohol 



syndrome, a very large problem in Lithuania, There will be collaboration on this with a Native ' 

American group which hss had much experience with this problcm. Tho recruitment and 
placement of another Fulbright academic specialist to serve as advisor to the Ministry of 
Education and to Vilnius Pedagogical University for 1993-94 is strongly recommended, 
Curriculum devdopment at the Ministry and the establishment of a spcckl education mqjor at the 
University should be encouraged, The Fulbright specialist could be selected in the context of'the 
APPLE Program. 

We interviewed two Fulbright Scholars at Vytatus Magnus University in Kaunas. One is a 
professor of Anthropology; the other is a professor of English Literature. While they are 
involved in teaching and carrying on their research, they are not involved in curricular reform, 
The two Scholars were not even aware that there was an expectation that they would carry on 
curricular reform. The work of the Fulbright Scholar in special education was discussed in the 

- previous section. If SEED is to continue supporting the Fulbright program it should be pursued 
along the lines described in the above discussion of the Polish program. 

(5) Books for Pemocracv 

We saw no libraries or programs that have received Books for Democracy. However, as in the 
case of Poland, it would make sense to send books and other materials to support the other 
education reform activities. 

3. Future Focus 

Since the program in Lithuania is so new work in the fiture -- apart tiom continuing to support 
work in p i a l  education - would consist largely of new starts. The focus on preparing 
reformed civic and ethics education curricula at the secondary level responds to the targets of 
opportunity presented by the local initiatives. It could be carried out through the Fulbright 
exchange and the Books for Democracy programs. However, given the fact that the preparation 
of the curricula will need to be completed by the preparation of teaching materials and the 
training of teachers in the new materials, we doubt that it would be wise to undertake these new 
starts unless there is reasonable probability that the SEED program will be able to continue to 
supply support to those follow-on efforts and that the funds for implementing the program on a 
system-wide basis are likely to be provided by A.I.D. or some other external organization. 

Bulgaria has been a major recipient of support from the Political and Social Process project. 
However, nearly half of the funds obligated by March 1983 had been provided to the American 
University in Bulgaria which was not a part of this evaluation. The activities falling within the 
scope of the evaluation are listed in Exhibits 6 and 7 in part F below. Work on education in 
Bulgaria also was supported by the regional activities listed in Exhibits 1 and 2. 



Most of the SEED funded activity has been focused on the university level. Oiven that fact thc 
Evaluation Team also focused its attention on the needs of the post-secondary level. It held 
interviews with 26 parsons. They included the U.S. Ambassador; personnel of the AID Office 
and the USIS Office who were involved in education activities, the Executive Director of the 
Bulgarian Fulbright Commission; the Country Coordinators for the EFL Fellows Program and for 
tho University of Dchwp3re/&dgarian Coalition; country representatives of the World Bank, the 
UNDP and the EEC; oBcers of the Sts. Cyril & Methodius International Foundation; the 
National Secretmy of the Bulgarian Association for Free Elections; the Deputy Minister and the 
Directors of the Departmeutv of International Relations and of International Programs of the 
Ministry. of National Education; the Vice Rector and the Director ofthe Center for Teacher 
Qualification of the Faculty of Education of Sofia University; the Executive Director and the 
Director of the International Office of the New Bulgarian University; the Chairman of the 
Commission on Science and Education of the Parliament. Interviews also were held with three 
Fulbright exchange scholars and two Fulbright exchange teachers. 

- 1. Country Situation 

Structural Reform 

At the primary and secondary education levels there are as yet no clearly formulated plans for 
structural changes. The system is highly centralized at the Ministry level, and it is likely to be 
some years before ~ i ~ c a n t  decentralization occurs. The Soviet model has a strong hold on 
educators and administrators at various levels. They feel secure with it since they have 
experienced it for 45 years. Furthermore, the structural reform of Bulgaria's educational system 
has been delayed by repeated reorganizations of the Ministry of Education. Since 1991, the 
Ministries of Education, Science, and Culture have 'been reorganized three times, and it is likely 
that a fourth reorganization is imminent since widespread dissatisfaction is reported both with the 
current joining of these three areas and with the Minister, a physician, who leads them all. 
Uncertainties in the rapidly changing Ministry, together with ambiguities in laws related to 
education, hinder structural isform. The organization developed during the Communist era 
qmtinues through inertia and through people's fear of change and insecurity in their jobs. Funds 
needed for significant reorganization are lacking, together with competent professionals not 
wedded to the previous system. There is a need to brain mid-level educational administrators who 
can manage change toward decentralization of the system and decision making at regional and 
local levels. 

A law has been passed granting atgonomy to institutions of higher education. However, this law 
is currently being re-examined and is likely to be revised. Nonetheless, Sofia University is 
making plans to adopt a credit system for course work and the western style A.B., M.A., PH.D. 
degree programs to replace the current diplomas. The adoption of the credit system, plus the fact 
that all required ideological courses have been eliminated, will introduce flexibility into students' 
programs. A relatively recent structural development is the creation of the Eastern European 
Studies Center, a fiee-standing p r o w  associated with Sofia University. With its relative 
autonomy and flexibility, this Center could be a vehicle for curricular reform. 



The New Bulgarian University was recognized by Parliament in 1991 with the purpose of 
creating a new type of educational institution -- one more open to students, to new relationships 
between students and professors, and to social change, It was started with a $1,000 grant frum 
the Open Socioty Fund (Soros), and has developed a variety of courses in the humanities, law, 
business and computers. With high demand from potential otudents came expansion, new courses 
md programs. Xt now offers over 100 courses on the bases of modest tuition. It also carries on 
distance learning modeled on the British system. 

At Sofia University there are moves to introduce Western style credit and degree systems. While 
these ate structural changes, curricular reform will of necessity occur as a cancornitant of shifting 
to the credit system. This, however, is at a very early stage of development, Other than this, 
some curricular development seems to be taking place in the Eastern European Studies Center 
at Sofia University and at the New University of Bulgaria. - 
At the primary and secondary education levels, curricular reform is barely beginning. An 
occasional new text is in use, such as one in philosophy written by the Deputy Minister, or an 
experimental project in Varna in Philosophy for Children developed by Professor Matt Upnm 
fiom New Jersey, All required courses in Communist ideology have been eliminated. There are 
some recommenclations that courses in religion will take their place in the secondary schools, but 
there is no action taken as yet regarding this suggestion. Turmoil in the Ministry of Education, 
derived from repeated reorganizations and changing leadership, has been a major deterrent to 
curricular reform. The lack of new texts as well as the rigidity and poor education of teachers 
are also major impediments. Funds are needed to create new texts and teaching materials as well 
as to mount massive in-service teacher education programs. 

Various multi-lateral donors are in the process of developing extensive programs in-country in 
the area of the human resources development. Most of these initiatives involve variaus 
components of the national duc8tional system, e.g., the World Bank is about to negotiate a 
US$50 million loan. The UNDP and the EEC are also engaged in negotiatiom for major 
development funding of the education sector. Coordination with such programs of development 
is imperative if Bulgaria is to maximize the benefit to be drawn therefrom. AID and USIA 
efforts should be initiated and developed in the context of the priorities and on-going project 
activities of the various multi-lateral donors active in the country. 

2. Activity Assessments . 

(1) New Bulgarian Universitv (NBU) 

NBU was crmted in 1991 and has been in the forefront of educational program reform -- e.g., 
adult education, distance education, continuing education, modular offerings. The academic staff 
of the institution has utilized its newly-granted autonomy fiom the Wstry of Education to 
experiment in curricular reform, especially in the social sciences. 'I'here is a high demand for 



admissions to the new courses and programs, It is reconmended that a Fulbribt academic - 

specialitrt in the social sciences be recruited and placed at this wniversity. 

The EESSP was established at Sofia University in 1990 with the assistance of tho Sts. Cyril and 
Methodius International Foundation. The program is a ftee-standing entity attached to the Ofice 
of the ViceRectOr for Academic Programs and was established to provide a series of inter- 
disciplinary courses to a limited number of studen@ interested in Eastern Europe and the West, 
Particular interest hay evolved in American culture and society and a sub-program caJled "Multi- 
Cultural Diversity in American Society" has been created. Two Fulbright academic specialists 
taught courses in the program in 1992-93. It is recommended that two Fulbrifght academic 
specialists be recruited and placed at Sofia University in the EESSP. They would assist in thc 
development of additional courses in the program as well as in the teaching of rnrch courses. 

- (3) t Pr- 

Two Fulbright academic specialists who were p l d  in the Department of Finglish Philosophy 
at Sofia University also participated in the development of two courses in American Civilization 
and Culture in the Eastern European Special Studies Program (EBSSP). Within the EESSP a 
program entitled "Multi-Cultural Diversity in American Society" has been established. The two 
courses taught by the Fulbright specialists were among the most appreciatd in the EESSP. The 
EESSP has atbracted a very high calibre of students. It should offer a good pool for exchange 
students for placement in the US. 

According to the new Fulbright Executive Director who is on the faculty of Sofia University and 
at the Eastern European Studies Center, six Fulbright scholars will be coming to Bulgaria for the 
1993-94 academic year and will be working on curricular reform in the ,social sciences. It would 
make sense to have these scholars attached to the Eastern European Studies Center (EESC) which 
is an "interinstitutional, interdepartmental, interdisciplinary program" with offices at Sofia 
University an8 the New Bulgarian University. However, they must be made aware of their 
responsibility for curricular reform as it relates to the development of democracy. 

(4) Books for Democracy 

USLA has distributed to schools some 10,000 copies of two Bulgarian language SEED-funded 
booklets, one entitled "What is Democracy?" and the second, "What is the Market Economy?" 
We don't know how they are being used. Indeed, we have no clear information on the actual 
use of Books for Democracy in Bulgaria except at the American University of Bulgaria (AUB). 
However, fiom our various interviews it is clear that these books are needed and would be very 
much appreciated in several institutions and programs. Certainly, AUB makes excellent use of 
the books provided under the program. They are intensively tlsed by the students and quite often 
by members of the community, who may use them in the library but not take them out. 



As in Poland and Lithuania, the Books for Democracy Program is not baing used directly do 
support the other education reform activities which are under way. In addition to Sofla 
Udverdty and other regional universities, the books would be usefbl at the Eastern European 
Studies Center. 

5 
3. Future Focuo 

The focus of the recommended program is modest and narrow-consisting of support through thz 
Fulbrigbt program and Books for Democracy program for curricular refom of social studies at 
the New Bulgarifur University and the Eastern European Special Studies Program of Sofia 
University. Bec;ause of its still quite rigid attitudes toward structural reform, we have not 
included a recommendation to use Sofia Udversity EIS the representative of the southern tier in 
the regional dversi@ education administrati~d program. Nor have we recommended starting 
support to the Bulgarian Association for Fair Elecdons (BAFE) or for the Projects for 
International Education Research (P.1.E.R) since such activities would involve the program in 

- work beyond that of curricular reform of the formal education system and could better be 
addressed under other SEED projects. Indeed, we have not even suggested that attention be paid 
at this time to the reform of the curricular in social studies at the secondary school level because 

' there do not appear to be targets of opportunity to do so. This, or course, could change, and we 
recommend that A.I.D. remain open to responding to such future opportunities. 

C. IMPACT INDICATORS 

The following are proposed qualitative indicators that could be used to gauge the impact of the 
Education Reform and Books for Democracy initiatives. Each of the indicators presented here 
is briefly explained, and the existing SEED-funded activities to which it is applic~ble are noted. 
These indicators reflect the evaluators' views of what should be the futute direction of the AID 
programs under review, and therefore it would not be worthwhile to apply the indicators to the 
programs as currently implemented. The main evaluative comments on existing activities are 
contained in B, D, and E of the report. 

Influence of New Rograms and MaieriaLs on A#tluda: The attitudes of numerous teachers, 
prospective teachers, and pupils are influenced in positive ways, in particular with respect to their , 
u n a d i n g  of the c~ncrpts of citizenship and their image of democratically-governed 
countries. A m a m e  this iduencc can be produced via a study of the changing attitudes of 
pupils vis-a-vis themsems, their co-students, their local community and their country. 

Poland: Ohio State Civic Education Program . Poland: Books for Democracy 
rn Lithuania: Civic Education Program 

Lithuania: Ethics Education Program 
a Lithuania: Special Education Program 

Bulgaria: EESSP . Bulgaria: Fulbright Program 



IMuencr of N8w Coums on Curdcula: University faculties gradually restructure their curriculrr 
as a result of experimental courses. New courses addrsss hundreds of university ~tudents In 
various d m i c  disiplines, eqccially the social sciencee. The influence of such revised courses 
and programs on the training and subsequent professional life of the studenu can be evaluated 
through alumni follotv-up. 

Poland: American Studies CenW/Warsaw Univerrrity - 

Enhhmmt of Soclal Science DCc&linex Professional fields of social science are upgraded, 
and modem social science thought is conveycd to thousands of hture ci tizans and social scientists 
of the region. Evaluation of these changes are possible by a follow-up of the program 
participants. 

Poland: Batory Foundation Program in Political Science 
.. 
Wect of Spec&&?& on Currkula: Specidists effect curricular changes in their insrtrhzttions and 
academic prognuns. Colleague teachers and professors are influenced to engage wild share in 
curricular d e w  and change and in the development of appropriate teaching materials. The 
multiplier effect of this professional involvment can be measured by a survey of curricula and 
materials produced, local faculty involvement, student participation in the revised programs, and 
tests of student knowledge. 

Fulbright Programs 

UtUization of Imtructbnal Marlals: Instructional materials are used by teachers in classes 
throughout the system. Thousands of students are exposed to their contents. Materials arc used 
directly to support the other education reform activities which are under way. Teacher utilization 
and instructional value can be m d  by sample surveys. Attitudinal changes in students can 
also be surveyed. 

@ Books for Democracy Programs 

Iiqpact of Twining of Trainers.. Participants teach thousands of students over each academic 
year. Evaluation of the knowledge of the students and subsequent professionals can be gauged 
by a follow-up of the participant alumni. 

Poland: Olsystyn Sqnmer School of Economics 

Imptoved UnivemIty A&ninistration: One or more universities act as models for university 
reform for the region and assume leadership roles in the reform of 2unicula in the social sciences, 
due to administrative reform, willingness to experiment, etc. The students graduating fiom this 
institution play a major role in the emerging professional life of the nation. 

Lithuania: University Education Administration Program 



Bulgaria: New Bulgarian University 

D. FINDU+I@S, ISSUES AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The following fmdings, issues and recommendations arc based on the analysis contained in the 
above discussion. 

General 

Structural reform of the education systems of the countries visited has not made 
significant progress. Indeed, most of the authorities in charge ,of the Ministries of 
Education and the state universities in these countries are persons with long training and 
participation in the communist-led idtutions and have casts of mind which resist 
signifhut change. 

e While there has been considerable discussion of the topic of cw'icular change, little 
concrete action has been taken. At the university level that action appears mostly in new 
institutions such ds the American Studies Center at the University of Womw and the New 
Bdgarian Univmity. In Poland and Lithuania there appears to be an openness to reform 
of social studies at the secondary level. 

Discussion of and preparation for the training of teachers and education srtmiaistr~~tors 
appears to be even less advanced than that concerning the reform of curricula. 

The Fulbright excbange program is not effectively organized to provide support to the 
purpose of curricular refarm. Its participants have been neither selected for that purpose 
nor informed that they have such responsibilities, although USIA Mormed the evaluators 
that yecent steps have been taken to Worn pantees and selectees of the program's 
curricular reform objectives. 

The Books for Democracy Program is providing useful materials but its purpose and 
distinctive quality often are not understood by the receiving organizations and the program 
is not being used directly in support of the other education refom activities of the overall 
program. 

The various components of the SEED funded activities related to education do not see 
themselves as being part of an overall program. The AID field offices and the Embassies 
do not provide program guidance, administrative support or liaison services which would 
foster such an understanding. 

There are not yet coherent strategies at the country level for providing assi3tanca to 
education reform in support of democratization. 



Poland 

The major impact of the SEED supported activities to date has been the preparation of 
a secondary level civic education curriculum. 

AID activities ir Lithuania began so recently thd no discernible impact on progress in 
education reform cap be observed except in special dmcatian. , 

. 0  Structural changes are not yet taking place at the universities. Some structural changes 
are beginning to take place below the university level and an official publication regarding 
the organization of schools has been issued by the Ministry. 

The Ministry of Education hcls adopted policies favoring the reform of curricula for Civic - 
and Ethics education at the seccndary level, 

There are no systematic efforts at curricular reform at; any level of education. Plans are 
bewlr made, some d steps taken, but the inertia of the long years of Communist 
influence will take time and hard work to overcome, Some steps on curricular reform are 
being taken through the work of the Eastern European Studies Center, the Sts. Cyril and 
Methodius Foundation and the New University of Bulgaria 

MAJOR ISSITES 

Switab&j of Vehicles forhsktance. In all the countries visited the Evaluation Team noted that 
the persons under the Fulbright exchange program were not efkctively being wed for curricular 
refom and that the Books for Democracy program was not o p r a h g  k d k x t  support of the 
other education reform activities. The Evaluation Team recommends that the operation of those 
two programs be modified so that they would provide such support. However, it is n ~ t  certain 
that USLA will be able or willing to introduce the modifications n d d  for SEED related 
purposes when the structure of the programs serves other purposes which receive much greater 
finding. If the modificatiow are a,ot possibie, A.I.D. will need to reconsider the use of these two 
programs as vehicles for educaticm reform. An institutional grant or a contnct approach could 
be a useful alternative. 

Greater Attention to Structurnl Reform and Teacher Training. The reform of curricula (social 
studies at the university level and civic education at the secondary level) in itself is not likely to 
provide the support for democracy that is the goal of the program. To be effective the reformed 
curricula will have to be accompanied by new materials, the training of teprchm in its use and 
reforms to the structure of the universities and schools so that democratic approaches are lived 
as well as studied. Addressing these neecis would require resources well beyond the level 



currently baing devoted to these activities and probably would require different modalities of 
providing the assistance than are currently being used. Targets of opportunity can be supported 
(as is reconmended in this report) but without more comprehensive follow-up by someom, tho 
likelihood of ashievhg impact is very much reduced, 

General 

Resources should be augmented or consolidated in order to make possible tangible 
impacts in at least a few areas of activity. The order of suggested priority for additional 
fundig is provided, by country, in part E below. 

The persons participating in the SEED-supported Fulbright Exchange program should be 
selected for their experience in the r e f m  of educational structures and curricula -- 
especialiy fpi the social sciences. Those persons should be placed in organizations which 
have clearly indicated an interest in carrying out sisnif~cant refonns in organization or in 
curricula, 

The Books for Democracy program should be orgmiz~d so that it directly supports the 
other education reform activities rather than just supplying core collections or 
miscellaneous books on democracy to worthy institutions. 

In deciding on the program focus to be followed in the country strategies, A.I.D. should 
recognize the importance of fostering more democratically organized schools and of the 
need for the training of teachers and administrators. 

Activities undertaken always should consciously include consideration of funding for their 
broader application. This will usually call for greater involvement with other donor 
organizations. 

Poland 

The Ohio State Civic Education program should be continued in order to support the 
development of instructiod materials and the training of teachers. 

SEED-funded programs should assist with the creation of new texts and materials focusing 
on Civic and Ethics Education at the secondary level. 

These programs should continue supporting the strong work begun by APPLE, both in 
the education of the handicapped and the in-service education of teachers. 



The Fulbright exchange program should be conducted in direct support of the curricular 
reform efforta at NBV and the EESSP. 

E. PROPOSED DEVELOPMJlNT PRIORITLES, BY COUNTRY 

The following are proposed priorities among future activities under the Education Reform and 
Books for Democracy programs. These include existing activities to be continued, md activities 

, to bc carried out in modified form. 
9 

POLAND 

1. Curriculum Reform 

. - Herein are proposed thee (3) activities (in order of proposed priority) for future funding under 
the A.I.D./SEED Project. The priorities have been developed in the context of the current 
situation and the assessment of the activity as previously described. 

(a) Ohio State C jvic Education Pqoeram 

Busis of prior@: The exposure of numerow experienced teachers and prospective teachers to 
Civic Education will influence the lives of thousands of their pupils. A measure of this influence 
can be produced via a subsequent study of the changing attitudes of pupils vis-a-vis themselves, 
their co-students, their local community, and their country. 

(1) Training of 200 pre-service prospective teachers over a period of 5 years 

(2) In-service training of over a period of 3 Years 

(3) Introduction of a content-based course in Civic Education at each academic level 
of the Secondary School Curriculum 

(b) American Studies CentedWarsaw University 

Bmb of Priorily: Various ~aculties will manage gradually to restructure their curricula as a 
result of the experimental courses provided via the American Studies Center. The influence of 
such revised courses and programs on the training and subsequent professional life of the students 
is strong. Institutional evaluation of this influence is a function of alumni follow-up. 



(1) The ASC will developloffer f&@) courses on an intor-disciplinary basis to 
from various faculties 

(2) Four (4) seminars on various social science togicslthemes by the ASC 

Bus& of Prior&: Upgrading of the professional field of political science throughout the region. 
The delivery of modern political science thought to thowends of future citizens and social 
scientirstv of the region. l!valuation of these changes are possible by a follow-up of the program 
participants. 

(1) Training of 40-50 university professors of Political Science from different 
countries of the region annudly for b e e  (3) years. 

(2) Introduction of &ve ( 5 )  new courses into Political Science curriculum of the 
participants' institutions 

2. Boob for Democracy 

(a) Ohio State Universitv Civic Education Promam 

Basis of Priority: The instructional materials will be used by teachers in classes throughout the 
national system. Thousands of students will be exposed to the contents of the Civic Education 
curriculum. Teacher utilization and instructional value can be measured by sample surveys. 
Attitudinal changes in students can also be surveyed. 

(1) hundred (300) reference materials donated and utilized by the textbook 
development staff of the Ministry 

(2) Publication of five ( 5 )  instructionaVteaching materials for use on a pilot basis in 
the Civic Education curriculum at each academic level of the Secondary School 

(b) American Studies CenterIWarsaw Universitv 

Bas& of Prior&: The revised courses and academic activities of the ASC will address hundreds 
of university students in various academic disciplines, as well as the Social Sciences. The ASC 



can s w e y  its student participant.. concerning the professional value of such programs and a 

activities. 

(1) Four (4) faculties and f i v u  professors will have prepared and offered five (5) 
and utilized available materials in the preparation of the former 

(2) - & (41 s c m  presented by the ASC on various vital social issues 

Bas& of Prlorb: ]Ninety (90) professors of Economics fiom various countries of the region will 
teach some $000 studem over each academic year. Evaluation of the knowledge of the student 
economists and subsequent professionals can be gauged by a follow-up of the participant alumni. - 

(1) Twentv (20) refexenceltextboo~ will have been provided for a e t v  (90) 
professors for two (2) annual m o m s  

1. Curriculum Reform 

(a) Civic Education Program 

Baris of Prlo*: The development of a civic education curriculum for the national system will 
provide students with sound ideas and principles vis-a-vis their role as young citizens. The 
training of teachers for instruction this important component of the curriculum will make more 
likely that students nationwide will be imbued with the fundamental concepts of citizenship. A 
pilot sample for school. 

(1) Recruitment and placement of one (1) Fulbright social science curriculum 
specialist 

(2) Development of a Civic Education curriculum for each academic level at the 
Sewndary School over a three (3) war period 

(3) Pre-service training of two hundred (200) prospective teachers and in-service 
training of five hundred (500) over a three (3) vear period 



Bus& of Prlordp: There is need for the development of values involving society, community, 
f d y ,  self, neighbor in the context of a broad democratization process. It is deemed all the 
more essantial for the adolescents at the Secondary School level, 

(1) - Recruitment and placement of a Fulbright Ethics c ~ c u l r u n  specialist and tho 
development of a curriculum for each academic level at the Secondary School 

(2) Training of a core of fiftv (50) teachers of Ethics Education at ViPnilin: Pedagogical 
University 

- ( 4  S~ecial Education Promam 

Basts of Pric,rZfy: The work already undertaken in special education as a result of tho present 
of a Fulbright specialist has resulted in a systematic attention to a large number of handicapped 

' children and adults within the educational system. The meaningful integration of the handicapped 
into society is necessary in a democratic political system. 

(1) Recruitment and placement of a Fulbright Special Education specialist at Vilnius 
Pedagogical University 

(2) Development of a Special Education curriculum for the Ministry of Education 

(3) Establishment of Special Education specialization program at Vilnius Pedagogical 
University 

1. Curriculum Reform 

(a) New Bulgarian Universitv (NBQ 

Bus& of Priority: NBU is aJJre&Iy recognized as exerting meaningfbl influence in higher 
education in the country because of its willingness to experiment. The students graduating from 
this institution will play a major role in the emerging professional of the nation. 



(1) Involvement of a Fulbright Economics curriculum specialist in program 
development 

(2) Introduction of five (5) new courses over a period of three (3) years 

(b) of S o f l a r n r n  
Basis of Prior@: The EESSP is considered a vital program at Sofia University because it 
provides for novel inter-disciplinary courses. Participating in the program is limited and screened 
rigorously. The exposure of such students to a specialized program dealing with American life, 
culture, and society will be most influential in projecting a sound image of the USA to future 
leaders of the country. 

(1) Development of four (4) specific courses dealing with American society, culture, 
and life 

(2) Offering of these four (4) courses for academic credit in the EESSP 

(3) Fifty (50) participants in the new courses of the EESSP 

F. EXHIBITS 

The following banes are the exhibits refmed to in the urevious discussion. 



Exhibit 1 

EDUCATION ReFORM 

1. ~ducational Reform. Speaialists 
,Description: Twenty-nine Ameriaan 1ecturers'in:the.social sciences 
were placed inahost csountry universities for one semester to one 
year t o  work with local administrators an reforming and redevelol~ing 
curriculum and to conduct specialized lectures. 
Funding: $999,000 

' Program Dates: . Fall/Spring 1991/92 

2. Secondgry School Teaaher Exchange Program 
Description: Secondary-level educators/teacher trainers were placed 
in host country institutions. m 

- Funding: $284,500 
Program dates: F ~ l l  1991/Spring 1992 

, 3. Boznan Economics Summer Institute 
Description: , 'A team of six economists from DePaul Univ-ersity 
staffed a summer economics institute in Poznan, co-sponsored by the 
Poznan.Acaderny of Economics. Month-long institute was attendeg by 
approximately fifty professors of economics from"around the country. 
Funding Level: $3 0,O3 0 
Program dates: July/August' 1991 

4. Participant Training . . 
Description: Undergraduate and graduate students from Hungary, 
'Czechoslovakia, and Bulgaria (including ethnic niinority Turks) who 
had obtained scholarships to study in the U.S. were giveneadditional 
funds to make that study financially feasible. 
Funding:' $250,000 
Program Dates: Fall 1991 

5. American University in Bulgaria 
Grantee: University of Maine/American University in Bulgaria 
Description: Support for the creation of the American University in 
Bulgaria, including curriculum specialists, materials and materials 
development. 
Funding: $90,870 
Program Dates: Fall 1991 

6. Curriculum Development 
Description: Five member team consulted with curxiculum developers 
at the Ministry of  ducati ion in Hungary to develop . . social studies , 

materials. 
Funding: $18,030 
Program dates: July/August 1991 
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7. Legal Eduaation 
Desoription: Two American law profefaeor~ timirated with. legal reform 
aurriaulum development in Czechoslovakia. 
Funding:, $14,250 
Program date@: Marah/April 1991 

8. International Relations 
Demription: International Relations specialist conduated 
specialized course for law and social science students in 
Czechoslovakia. 
Funding: $i4,250 
Program dates: March-July 1991 

9. Educational Choices 
Description: ~ndividual conducted seminars in Czechoslovakia 
pertaining to choices in education for school directors, teachers, 

- and parents. Hosted by the ~ia'istry of Education's ~ffiae for 
Innovation and Independent Schools. 
Funding: $4,250 
Program dates: ~eptember 1991 

10. ~iplomatic Training. 
Description: W o  Bulgarian diplomats (the Head of Foreign setvice 
Selection and Training, and the Deputy Foreign Vinister) were 
brought to the U.S. for a diplomatic training program. Their 
program coincided with a single-country IV project for eleven young 
~ulgarian' diplomats . ' 
Funding: $18,926 
.Program dates: July 1992 

11; Development of Higher Education 
Description: Partial support for travel of Citizens Democracy Corps 
team of university administrators to Hungary and Czechoslovakia to 
work on higher education administration issues. 
Funding: $1,486 

' Program Dates: October 1991 

12. Polish Rectors Project 
Description: Partial support for rectors of two technical 
.universities who participated in a U.S. program for East European 
university rectors. 
Funding: $7,.024 
Program Dates: September 1991 

13. Curriculum Reform Specialists 
Description: A series of visits of U.S. curriculum specialists for 
consultations with their East European counterparts on curriculum 
reform. 
Funding: $12,086 
Program dates: Fall 1991 
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14. DipZomaoy Projeat 
Deeaription: Partial funding supported a seminar for 16 East 
European young diplomats from Hungary, Czsohoslovakia, and Poland 
aonduotad at the Diplomatic Academy of Vienna. 
Funding: $2,100 
Program Dates: July - August 1991 
15. social Studias Summer Institu,te in Hungary 
Desarigtion: Two-week summer institute helped develop curricula for 
social studies prsyrame in Hungary. 
Funding: $9,940 . Program Dates: Sunun~r 1991 

16, Curriculum Deyelopment in Management Training 
Description: Sponsorship of academic specialist to conduct 
management training workshops and seminars in .Poznan. 
Funding level: $3,509 - 
Program Dates: Fall 1991 

17. Civics Education 
Grantee: Russell Sage College 
Description: Civic education project for fifteen secondary-+vel 
educators. 
Funding level: $116,280 
Program Dates: March/April 1992 

18. American Studies Conference 
Description: Sponsorship of twelve selected Central and East 
.European scholars to attend American Studies Conference designedrto 

. promote study of U.S. 
Funding Level: $32,585 
Program Dates: April 1992 

19. social Sciences  andb book 
Description: Support for the developmenLof a handbook in the 
social sciences for teachers, textbook writers, and curriculum 
specialists which was based on Hungarian examples. Handbook 
developed by the Hungarian Center for Educational Research in 
collaboration with the Center for Civic Education, the Council for 
the Advancement of Citizenship, and the Pew Charitable Trusts. 
Funding: $40,000 . . 
Program dates: Spring 1992 

20. Baltic university Educators 
Description: Seven university rectors and deans participated in a 
three-week academic workshop focusing on issues such as 
accreditation, university administration, development of libraries 
and research. 
Funding: $11,900 
Program dates: June/July 1992 
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25. Theory of Damoaracy 
Description: Month-long program on liberal dmoaraay and separation 
of owere for faaulty members at University of Cluj, Romania, 
ags I sting in the dcsvelopmer~rt of a new undergraduate politiaal 
science cuxriculum. 
Funding: $11,916 
Program dates: May/June 1992 

22. Eaonomics Workshop 
Demkiption: Academic specialist worked with saonomics faaulty in 
Ljubljana to develop new curricula. =. 

Funding: $7,000 
Program dates: May 1992 

23. Small Business Development 
Description: Small business specialist worked with faculty 
throughout Hungary in developing small business outreach programs - 
with private sector entities. 
Funding: $11,245 
Program dates: AprillMay 1992 

24. Economic Development 
Description:. Agricultural economist conducted workshops for faculty 
of .agricultural institutions throughout the BaLtics. 
Funding: $4,236 
Program dates: April 1992 

25. Educational Reform . . 
. Description: General education specialist conducted a series of . 

. seminars for faculty in the Baltics. 
Funding: $2,540 
Program dates: April 1992 

26. Special Education Curriculum SpeciaAists 
Description: Officials from the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania 
special Education Commission surveyed special education needs in.the 
Baltics . I 

Funding: $16,895 
Program dates: March 1992 

27. Teacher Training in Lithuania 
Description: Travel-only grants to seven Lithuanian speaking 
American specialists who served as curriculum advisors in a broad 
range of acaaemic disciplines. 
Funding: $19,472 
Program dates: Summer 1992 
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BOOKS FOR DEMOCRACY 
1. Sgeoial Book Proclurement 
Desaription: Puraha~e of opd.alized aolleotiono on a wid. rango 
subjeclte tor univertiaitie~, academies, and other inl;rtiqtutions 
throughout Central and Eastern Europe, 
Fundingt $l5O, 216 
Program dates: June 1991 - December 1992 
2. Purahase o f  ~ouknial Subecriptions 
Desaription: Purahasre of periodicals for libraries and institutions 
throughout Central and Eastern Europe. 
Funding: $123,717 
Program dates: June 1991 - December 1992 
3. Donation of Books 
Grantee: Sabre Foundeltion - 
Description: ' U.S. nowprofit organization will provide donated book 
aolleation to host country institution far distributian'aountry-wide 
to increase access to American books.' 
Funding: $60,000 
Program dates: June 2992 - December 1992 
4. Donation of Books 
Grantee: Prague Spring Foundation 
Description: U. S. non-prof it organization will provide donated book 
collection to host country institution for distribution country-wide 
to increase access to American'.books. 
Funding: $15,000 
Program dates: June 1991 - December 1992. 
5. Special Collections for Libraries 
Description: Core collections of key works in six subject fields, 
including political science, management, public administration, 
ethics, and law, and a core education collection were presented to 
local universities and institute libraries. 
Funding: $359,900 
Program dates: Fall 1991 

6. Library Fellows Program 
Description: Three Library Fellow spent one year in libraries in 
Poland, Romania, and..Yugoslavia to assist in developmental library 
activities and consultation. 
Funding: $170,860 
Program dates: September 1991 

7. ~nstitution-to-~nstfiution Book Donation Projects 
Description: Special allocation of funds facilitated the shipping 
of donations of texts from U.S. universities to universities in CEE. ' 

Funding: $69,072 
Program Dates: Fall 1991 

3 0 
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$., Books tor Fulbrigkt Teachecrsr 
Dmiicriptionr Book. purahaoed oupportt~d work of Fulbright Secondary - 
who01 taaahers working in Earatern Europe. 
Funding8 $71,000 
Program Datata: Fall 1991 . . 

9 .  'What is Demoaraayt Pamphlet 
I)eoarigtion: Development and production of a pamphlet describing 
baaia'underpltnnhg~ of a demooratia soaiety. Transl~tcd into a11 
vernaaular languages. 

E 
Fu~4ing: $89,447 
Pro~ram dates: FalllWinter 1991 

10. ~lbanian translation project 
Description: Translation, production and aistribution of U . S .  texts 
through noh-commercial channels to university and other.educati~nal - 
audiences in Albania. 
Funding Level: $45,000 
Program Dates: Ongoing 

11. Administration 
Description: Funds provided administrative cogts for program?. 
Funding: $7O,OOO 

12.. Strengthening distribution activities 
Description: Support costs enabled East European donated book 
organizations to establish and..maintain effective national 

. distribution networks. 
. Funding Level: $50,000 . 
Program dates: Ongoing 

13. Publishing education 
Description: Sponsorship of 
publisher training workshops 
Funding Level: $226,628 
Program Daters: Summer '1991; 

t 
Eastern European participants in U. S. 

m 

in the U.S. 

14. Publishina education 
p rant ee: university of Nebraska Press 
Description: Sponsorship of University of Nebraska Press training 
project with '~zechoslovak universities. 
Funding Level : $3 2,63 1 
Program Dates: March - October 1992 
15. Purchase of books and journals 
Description: Purchase of 65 sets of a "publisher's bookshelf~~ 
enhanced professional libraries in Central and East Europe. 
Funding Level: $ 42,291 
Program Dates: Procured for distribution in summer 1992 
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16. Business/Management Periodicals on CD-ROM 
Deecription: Full text of more than 200 buuinees/managemant 
periodicale on CD-ROM disks with systems hardware for installation 
in three national libraries. 
~unding Level : $210,945 
Pragrame Dates: Installation in Hungary, ~o'land and Czechoslovakia 
in summer 2992, with CD-ROM subscriptione running for three-year 
period. 

17. merican Studies Collections 
+ Description: ColPsakions of approximately . i 8  2itAes whioh 

illustrate American institutions and intellectual life, for 
presentation to appropriate institutions, universities, and American 

. Studies Centers Pn,,Central and Eastern Europe. ,Approximately im 
sets purchased. 

- Funding: $142,591 
Program dates: ongoing 

18. VOA Speaial ~nglish Books 
Description: Allotment of funds to help with in-country 
distx8ibution sf special English books and materials. 
Funding: $10,000 . 
Program dates: Fall 1992 
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EDUCATION REFORM - POLANJ) 

1. Educational Reform Speaialiats 
Description: Four American lecturers in the social sciences were 
placed in host country universities for one year. . 
Funding: $173,740 
Program Dates: Fall/Sgring 1991/92 

2. Seaondary School T Q B C ~ ~ ~  Exchange Program 
Deacription:' Secondary-level educators/teacher trainers were placed 
in host country institutions. 
Funding: ' $284,500 
Brogkarn dates: Fa31 1991/Sgrf~g 1992 

3. Poznan Economics Summer Znstftute 
~escriptionv A team of six economists from DePaul University 
staffed a summer economics institute in Poznan, co-sponsored by the 
Poznan Academy of ~conomics. Month-long institute was attended by 
approximately fifty professors of economics from around-the cauntry. 
Funding Level: $30,030 
Prpgram dah s: ~u1y)August 1991 

6. Diplomacy Project 
Description: Partial funding to support a seminar for 16 East 
European young diplomats from Hungary, ~zechoslovakia, and Poland 
conducted at the Diplomatic Academy of Vienna by retired Foreign 
Service Officer Hans Tuch. 
Funding: $2,100 (multi-country) 
Program Dates: July - August 1991 

4. Polish Rectors Project 
Description: Partial support for rectors of two tsohnical 
universities to participate in a U.S. program for East European 
university rectors. 
Fundirg: $7,024 . . 
Program Dates: September 1991 

5. Curr!.culum Raf o m  Specialists 
Description: A ser:res of visits of UtS. cyrriculura specialists to 
consult with their Last.European counterparts on curriculum reform. 
Funding: $12,086 

7 .  Curriculum Development in Managenent Training 
Description: Sponsorship of academic specialist who conducted 
management training workshops and seminars in Poznan. 
Funding level: $3,509 
Proaram Dates: Fall 1991 
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BOOKS FOR DEMOCRACY - POLAND 
1. Special Book Procurement 
Grantee: Stefan Batory Foundation Bummer Business Sahool 
Domaription: 'Purchase of various 75 copies of.5 English language 
bueinese and eqonomics textbooke for summer business school 
pnrtiaigante drawn from economics faaulty throughout Central and 
Bastern Euro'pa. 
Funding: $4,800 
Prcqram dates: August 1991 

2. Purchase of Journal Subecriptione 
Description: Purchase of periodicals for the two Poli.;h 
Parliamentary libraries. 
Funcling: $ 9.,208 

- Program dates: Fall 1991 

3. donation of Books 
Grantee: Sabre Foundation 
Desoription: . U. 8 .  non-prof it organization provided donated book 
colleation to host country institution for distributiol~ countqy-wide 
to increase access to American books. 
Funding: $60,000 
.Program dates: June 1991 - December.1992 
4. Publishing Education 
Grantee: Stanford Publishing institute 
Description: Two Polish publishers participated in a publishing 
'institute seminar. 
Funding: $16,725 
Program Dates: August 1991 

5. Presidential Presentation 
.Description: ' Purchase and presentation of a requested collection of 
key works for the President's office. 
Funding: $ 5,000 
Program dates: Summer 1991 

6. Special collections for Libraries 
~escription: Fourteen sets of a core collection of key works in six 
subject fields, including political science, management, public 
administration, ethics, and law, and a core education collection 
were presented to local university and institute .libraries. 
Funding: $54,000 
Program dates: Fall 1991 
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7. Library FeLlows Program 
Description: One Library Fellow spent one year at the Polish 
National Library to assist in developmental library activities and 
consultation. 
Funding: $55,000 
Program dates: September 1991 - June 1992 
8.  book^ for ~ulbright Teachers 
Description: Books purchased to support work of Fulbright secondary 
school teachers working in Eastern Europe. 

. Funding: $ 6,666 
Program Dates: Fall 1991 

9. 'What is ~emocracy' Pamphlet 
Description: Development and production o f , a  pamphlet describing 
bash underpinnings of a demoaratic society. Translatea into all 

. vernacular languages in addition to English. 
Funding: $8.9'447 (multi-country) 
Prqgram,dates: Fall 1991 

10. Bueiness/Management Periodicals on CD-ROM 
Description: Full text of more than 200 business/management 
periodicals on CD-ROM disks with systems hardware for installation 
in three national libraries, 
Funding Level: $210,945 (multi-qountry) 
Programs Dates: Installation in Hungary, Poland and Czechoslovakia 
in summer 1992, with CD-ROM shbscriptions running for three-year 
period. 
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EDUCATION REFORM - LXTHUANIA 

1. ~conomio Development 
Description: Agricultural economist conducted. workshops for faculty 
of agriaultural institvtions,throughout the Baltics. 
Funding: $4,43'8 
Program dates: April 1992 

2. Educational Reform 
Description:, General education specialist conducted a series of 
seminars for faculty in the Baltics. 
Funding: $2,540, 
Program dates: April 1992 

- 3. special Education Curriculum Specialists 
D.escription: Officials ffom the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania 
.Special Education Commission surveyed special education'needs in the 
.~altics. 

, Funding: $16,895 
Program dates: March 1992 

4. Teacher Training in Lithuania 
Description: Travel-only grants to seven ~ithuanian speaking 
American specialists who served as curriculum advisors in a broad 
range of academic disciplines.. 
Funding:, $19,472 
.Program dates: Summer 1992 
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EDUCATIONAL REFORM - BULOARIA 

1. Educational Reform Specialists 
Deocription: Two American lecturers in the soaial soienaea will be 
plaaed in host country universities. 
Funding: $86,870 
Program Dates: +Fall/Spring 1991/92 

2. Secondary School Teacher Exchange Program 
. Description: Secondary-level educators/teacher trainers were placed 

in host oountry institutions. 
Funding: $284,500 
Program dates: Fall 3.991/Spring 1992 

3. Diplomatic Training - 
Description: Two Bulgarian diplomats (the Head of Foreign Service 
Selection and Training, and the Deputy Foreign Minister)'were 
brought to the U.S. for a diplomatic training program. . Their 

. program coinaided with a single-country IV project for eleven young 
Bulgarian diplomats. 
Funding: $18,926 
Program dates: July 1991 

4. American university in Bulgaria 
Grantee: University of Maine/American University in Bulgaria 
~escription: Support for the creation of ,the American University in 
Bulgaria, including curriculum specialists,, materials and materials. 

. development. 
Funding: $90,870 
Program dates: Fall ,1991. 

5. participant Training 
Description: One-year grants to help defray umet costs for 
Bulgarian students and scholars who.have already obtained 
scholarship funds to attend U.S. universities and colleges. 
Funding: $100,000 
Program dates: Fall 1991 

6. Minority Participant Training 
Description: One-year grants to help defray unmet costs for ethnic  . 
minority students and scholars who have already obtained scholarship 
funds to attend U.S. universities and colleges. 
Funding: $50,.000 
Program dates: Fall 1991 



BOOKS FOR DEMOCRACY - BULGARIA 

1. Donation of Books 
Grantee: Sabre Foundation 
~escription: U. 8 ., non-prof it organization will ,provide donated book 
collection to host aountry institution for distribution Count;cy-.wide 
to increase aaaess to American books. 
Funding: $60,000 
Program dates: June 1991 - December 1992 
2. Publishing Eduaation 
Grantee: Denver Publishina Seminar 
~escription: Two ~ul~ariaii publishers participated in a publishing 
institute seminar. 

- Funding: $16,725 
Program Dates: August 1991 

3. special ,Collections for Libraries 
Description: Twelve set's of a core collection of key worke in s i x  
subject fields, including political science, management, ,public 
administration, ethics, and law, will be presented to local 
university and institute libraries. 
Funding: $37,000 
Program dates: Fall 1991 

4. Books for FulbrPght Teachers 
.bescription: .Books purchased to support work of Fulbright secondary 
school teachers.working in Eastern Europe. 
Funding:, $6,666 
Program Dates: Fall 1991 

5. 'What is Democracyf Pamphlet 
Description: Development and production of a pamphlet describing 
basic underpinnings of a democratic society. ' Translated into all 
vernacular languages in addition to English. 
Funding: $89,447 
Program dates: Fall/Winter 1991 
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k Introduction 
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1. current Situation 

3. Solidarity Informadon Sendm 
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ANNEX IVt DEVEU)PMENT OF INDEPENDENr" MEDIA 

Since April 1991 through the Independent Media Projoct (No. 1804022) 0. has fund4 
the United States Information Agency (USIA) and the International Media Fund (IMF) to 
provide training, equipment and technical adstance to Central and Eastern Europaarr 
countries. The objective has been to help tho86 countria in developing and strongthenine 

- independent broadcast and print media through providing equipment and technical 
assistance to the media and t r d b g  for the joumabts. A two-year budget of $12.6 million 
was provided to USIA. Of that ammmt $10 f l o n  was passed to the International Media 
Fund. USIA spent the remaining $26 million on a wide range of trainJrsg activities in 
Eastern Europe and in the U.S. 

The IMIF has used the funds provided to it in the following ways in the countries which we 

Poland ($636,000 disbursed): 

. $623,000 for the Media Resource Center to renovate its space, equip it with radio 
and television facilities and assist it in running 14 week courses for journalism 
studex~ts and in supervisiag and coordinating a wide range of other training activities; 
and 

. $13,000 for the purchase of equipment for the Solidarity Information Service, an 
independent wire service created to supply objective reports to hundrdc of new 
independent radio stations. 

The Baltics (including Lithuania) ($80,000 disbursed): 

Training and some equipment for the Baltic Independent, a weekly English 
newspaper; and 

'~igures were provided by IMF by telephone after completion of field visits. 

1 



Trahhg and some equipment for the Bddc N m  Service, a new, independent news 
wrvice r- in economic nwe. 

Equipment and trainin# for the Center for the Study of Democnacy to start three nsw 
radio atadom in the ddarv of Sofia, Vma ernd Plwdh., 

. Equipment for a 8tudent radio #tation at the American Univoaity in Blmograd; 

. Equipment for a private radio station in So*, aed 

. Equipment for tho bff News Service, a new Mapendent wire news aedce. 

- The various train@ activities supported by USIA for the three countries are listed in 
Exhibits 1.2 and 3 in part H below. Persons from &;hose countries also have participated 
in txginine programs for the whole region listed in Plxhfbit 4. These lists arc provided by 

, the October 1992 Compendium of Projects from USIk Exhibit 5 is a list of partidpauts 
&om the three cuuntrh in courses given by the VOA since June 1983. 

IP1 Waabhgton the Evaluation Team met with persons in AID., USIA, the Voice of 
America (VOA) d the IMF who were connected with the design and implermcntation of 
the acthSdc8. In the three auntricbl visited the Evaluation Team met with representatives 
of A D .  tmd USlA who were involved in the oversight of the activities, with nationals of 
the awntries who had participated personally in the acthides and with nationals and others 
who were knowledgeable about the activitia or the problems being addressed. Altogether 
the team conducted interviews with some 48 pmns in the c~untries visited, Of those, six 
were employees of the USG and the rest were U.S. ddzens or nationals of the cowtries 
visited who partidpated in tBe conduct of bhe actMtics or received their benefits or were 
knwledgeable about the activities. A listing of the p m m  is given in Attadumnt 20 The 
number of intervim with persons who had participated in the exchange programs was 
lirdted by the fact that of the US. participants had returned to the US. and were 
scattered to their points of origin and that there was no comprchemive listing of the names 
and addresses of all the nationals of the countries visited who had participated in the 
adkities being assessed. Partly because af those limitations and partly because the major 
activities, in funding levels ail alpparent impact, were thosc supported by the IMF, the 
Evaluation Tmm put its principal focus on assessing those IMF activities. However, the 
team heard many obser~~~tions conctmiag the training p r o w  which are reflected in ?his 
repork 

B. POLAND 

The Evaluation Team conducted interviews with over 20 persons in Poland. These included 
the representatives of the Office of ALD., the PA0 and the Press Attache of USIA; the 



Media ABviror to tho Cound'1 of Mlnlrten; d o r  dton of two prominent ~ld~lpapon; tho 
Mrsctor and Edltor in CBlof of Pollab TelevWon and the Program Director of Polhh Radlo; 
tho Dbector d the P o U  7folovlrion lh idq an&-; the Director, TV Coordinator and 
mral rtudentr at the Muds R810urcb Canter, the Director of the Pohb Inrtjtutr, of 
Maturgemnt; and worldpo, j,wmallrtr and telavirrion anchor persons, 

The follow@ discu~ion ~promnta the Evaluation Team% analyal of the current dtuadon 
Mq the media in Poload, ita amsmont of the media related acdvitJer underway and 
under oodderadon and its rocurnmendadom for future action. 

Of tbe three c0u11trias we visited, Poland is fupthest along the road to a totally Qm prw. 
Indeed, it would appear that Poland is well on the way to ;eindine ita crwn direction in the 
world of media. Lssa than three y a m  ago there were only three private radio atadons and 

- one private t e ldor i  station Today, there are at least 45 prfvslto radio stations and 18 
private television stations. The newspaper 5eld has exploded, and it is estimated that more 
than 200 new publications are now in existence. 

A new media law has been passed and, although some concerns have been exprcswd, it has 
Been given a gd reaption by mast wnior media people. The major concern is wer a 
clauae wbich calls on the media to recognize CMsdan values. It is generally wapted that 
the law will undergo mme more positive changes as the new media antimre to imprave. 
The law also provides for a four-year term for the DirectorGcneral of state tel&virrion, 
gMng him some protection from political pressure. 

State television now has two national chmeIs. Two other national channels are available. 
The Catholic Church i s  uqectd to get one and the 0 t h  probably will be awarded to state 
regional outlets to form a state network. There are also 18 private or pirate" stations 
operating without licenses on a locallzed basis. The pirate stadons carry mostly foreign 
programming but do provide some news with their very small startrs, 

Ia Warsaw, the two private stations claim to have taken half the audience away from state 
television However, most people still watch the state channels for news, with 19 million 
tudq in every night for the 730 PM news. Most of the news on the state channel is 
political or foreign with littleC coverage of other everyday issues. Regional state stations 
cany the network signal but are allowed to opt out for a few hours mry day to any local 
pmgraunming. 



Priw radio, which bnr exploded aU o w  ~JM oouny, la good, The big sucoarc, Radio Zot, 
io cm~idarod numy Americans living in Poland to be or good am US, radio. Statcs radio 
has nuponded to tblr challenge and Ir evidently a of objective news L Poland. 

A nam government c a m i o n  L jwt being appointed to nrlo on radio and television 
fhqudlodoa and to award new licbnm. They have already reoefvad 700 applications for 
radio Mcema and wer 2QO for television, 

- Tbe major weaknaee in all m d a  Is that there h fitdl too mu& opinion md not enough fact. 
There hi not a tradition of gurauins the real facts arrd most joum&ts don't how how to 
propsrly ratarch complex rmbjecta. ' M s  situation is comp11cated by the battles going on 
within d a  drda As one o k w e r  said: "When j d b  meet, they talk ahmt politics, 
not jamakd The major Battle is batween the old guard, many of whom rue still h bigh 
media positions, and the new guard composed of those who led the dissident movement in 
the 19Wa A further complication is that there are at least seven different jounaalffa 
assodadons as even those once united by ihe undergrand movements are now fighting 
amongst themselves. As a r d t ,  young journalists do not have a role model becaurw thcre 
is no one jounubtic community. 

The jaurnatism &ools also are xu: a part of the sofutiorn. Thcy currently provide almost 
no practical tdnhg. Most senior media pecspPe agree that the curriculum must be totally 
overhauled, but there seems to be no movc!mcnt towards change witbfn the schools 
themdlcb. 

The most important entie related to the media in Poland with which AID Bnnncing has 
been associated is the Media Resource Center. 

The Center was originally set up in 1991 under the dkc6rion of Professor Jerome h e m . ,  
Director of the JoammUm Resources Institute at Rutgem University. It was used pdmrily 
as the base for vadous seminars by visiting experts h m  the US. and for teadng 
jourdsm caurses to university students. Since September 1992, the director of the Cernicr 
has been Jane Dub& a Polish-APneriam who has lived in Warsaw for the past 10 y m .  
Through the 199Q's, she was a correspondent for U.S. Natiod Public Radio and reported 



on the dissident movement and the eventual overthrow of the Communist government. She - 
has started and operated two newspapers in the post-Communist era, both of which Wed 
for economic reasons. Since Ms. Dubija's appointment, the Center has undergone s rebirth 
and is now the centerpiece of all USAID media efforts in Polruri 

The full-time staff of the Center consists of a secretary and a television coordinator. mere 
are part-time radio and print coordinators; other local resources are-brought in as needed. 
Ms. Dubija is paid for 80% of her the. She is also the Director of the Central and East 
European Media Center (CEEMC) funded by the Polish Journalists Association. The 
Center is Iocated on two floors of a downtown building shared with the Polish Journalists 

. Association TI& arrangement has resdted in a do52 co-operation and joint planning of 
training with the Journalists Association. 

The major activity of the Center is providing joumalism courses for students. Five &urses 
are now being offered: two for print, two for radio and one for televisio~. Each of the five 

- courses consists of one four-hour class each week for 14 weeks. There are approximately 
20 students registered in each course for the 1 m 9 3  year although some are attending more 
than one course. Almost all of them are students &om the University of Warsaw and many 
of them are from the journalism faculty. m e  university cuffidus1 is all social and political 
sciences and does not teach any practical journalism courses. Furthermore, the university 
recently canceled its graduate journalism course.) The different classes wbich were observed 
were impressive. They appeared to be well taught, and there was considerable debate 
between teacher and students who seemed very bright. The students all said they could not 
get such practical teaching anywhere else, and they asked that the courses be expanded. 

Other activities at the Center include: (i) conferences a d  training seminars, most of them 
in conjunction with the Central and East European Media Centt'r. (A list of 20 such events 
were held in 1992 (see JMiiit 6); (ii) provision of advice and consultation for young media 
entrepreneurs; and (iii) informal meetings of Polish journalists to discuss journalistic issues. 

The accomplishments of the Center to date have been impressive. Among them are the 
following: 

. Enrollment in the journalism classes has risen from 10 to over 60 in the past year. 

. Many of the students have gone quickly into jobs in the media, sometimes while still 
attending the courses. (Exhibit 7 is a list of 27 former students and their current 
employment.) 



Because of the growing reputation of the Center and Ms. fibija's close contacts with 
the local journalistic community, there is a growing list of requests for help from 
independent radio and television. 

Ms. Dubija's stature in the Warsaw journalistic community has resulted in the 
Center's being integrated into this community. 

The Union of Polish Newspaper Publishers recently requested a seminllt on 
management and advertising. It was so successful that they have now asked the 
Center to host three more for smaJl, medium and large newspapers. 

The Polish Committee for Unesco recently asked Ms. Dubija to be a member of the 
committee on information and mass media 

The Center recently organized a media-government seminar as a joint effort with the 
Central and East European Media The seminar attracted top government 
officials and the Prime Minister attended the closing dinner and showed her interest 
by staying for three hours. 

The Center has translated the BBC guide on journalistic ethics and practices into 
Polish. Polish state television is now distniuting it to all its journalists. 

Jarek Wlodariyk, a University of Warsaw student who attends the Centefs courses, 
asked for advice on starting a student newspaper. Ms. Dubija helped him draw up 
a business plan and she and her staff assisted with the first two editions of the paper, 
called Auditorium. Ten thousand copies of each edition were picked up by university 
students within two hours of distributioa Advertising is now being sold and the 
student has been funded by the European Journalism Network to carry him thou@ 
the next six months until the publication becomes viable commercially. He then 
plans to establish it on 12 campuses. In the past there were no student newspapers 
in Warsaw. 

Ms. Dubija has defined the Center's goals as follows: (i) to help people in journalism in the 
transition from a controlled press in a totalitarian state to a free press; (5) to define the role 
of the media and help the media fulfill that role; (iii) to teach new skills that were not 
provided in the Communist or underground press; and (iv) to see that journalism is suitable 
to the norms of the country and is a model that fits with society's mores. Ms. Dubija's long- 
term objective for the Center is to have it offer a full one or two-year journalism course. 
Her more immediate plans are to expand the curriculum with courses in English, journalistic 
ethics, management, advertising and sociology. Jacek Poprzecsko, Deputy leditor of- 
and Deputy Chairman of the Polish Publishers Association, said that he has discussed with 
Ms. Dubija the possibility of using the Center as a base for a new journalism school. 



An Academic Council, with representatives of the POW J o d i t s  Association, has just 
been created to work on future plans for the educadoklal program to be offered at the 
Center. A staff committee )as been formed to decide on such issues as: tougher criteria 
for entrance to the courses as applications increase; fee schedule (the students now pay only 
a token mount); cr formal program evaluation by the students; a more detailed Ira&@ of 
student placement in the media The staff also will be looking at other ways to raise funds 
to support an improved cruriculum. For instame, the new studio posSibly could be used as 
a production center for students to make commercials rrnd programs for sale to independent 
stations which are desperately short of this kind of material. The Center and the CEEMC 
*A soon start the publication of a monthly bulletin, in E@sb and Polish, to publicize the 

. activities of the Center. 

A serious problem is the nature of the ongoing supervision of the Center from Rutgers 
- University. There was common agreement with IMF stafE in Washington, Embassy staff in 
Warsaw and the Center staff that the time has come for severance of the t ia  with Rutgers. 
Professor Aumette did a valuable job in creating and supmising the Center through its first 
dEcult years. The consensus now is that the situation in Poland is changing so rapidly that 
local direction is needed on a day-today basis. Admk%tration of the Center has been 
dEcult to m e  because of long delays in decisions from the U.S. 

A second serious problem is a shortage of staff at the Center. The demands have become 
too much for the few people involved 

We strongly support continued (even expanded) support to the Center. It has had important 
success and has the potential of behg a center of excellence for the whole region. To assist 
the effort we reammend that the following steps be taken: 

. Appoint a Board of Directors to ensure a proper business approach to an expanded 
program. The IMF andl the U.S. Embassy in Warsaw should be represented on the 
Board. This can be followed by a severance of the ties with Rutgers University, 

. Request that a full business plan be prepared annually in which objectives would be 
set and reported on quarterly. 

. Prepare a strategy for a slow withdrawal of ALD. funding, probably starting in the 
third or fourth year, so that the: responsibility for an improved press is taken on by 
Polish organizations associated with the Center. 



m e  s u m  of the Center an be measured in several ways. Some of them are listed below. 

Detailed tracking of employment in the media of graduates from the Center's 
courses. 

A postmortem on all seminars. 'ffhis would include a report by the seminar leaders 
and also an evaluation report by all p~cipants. 

A course evaluation by all students at mid and end-term. 

An on-going reccrrd of the applications received each year for the Center's courses. 

Quarterly reviews of the objectives set out in the annual business plan. - 

This is a new independent service founded to provide radio voice reports to the hundreds 
of new independent radio stations springing up all over Poland. The only other news service 
is the Polish Press Agency which is run by the government. It provides services only in 
print. In any event, most of the independent radio stations appear to want service from a 
non-governmental agency. Few of them can afford to have their own correspondents in the 
various cities and regions of the country. 

The IMF has provided a very modest amount of assistance to this new service. We heard 
several favorable comments about it from senior media executives, but were unable to 
arrange a visit to the service itse1E. We cannot make any recommendation concerning future 
support* 

4. Overrrll Assessment and Priorities 

The overwhelming focus of the use of the resources of the program in Poland has been on 
the Media Resource Center with the balance going for various types of training. The 
support for the Center has been important to the Center's progress. Since the Center is 
becoming s major vehicle for the training of media professionals the program would seem 
to be making a sienificaut contrilwtion to strengthening the independent media. Thus our 
priority recommendation for the future is that the program continue its m p r t  for the 
Media Resource Center. This is based on our observations of the center's activities and on 
the general opinion we heard concerning its operations. It has high potential for being a 
major force to support the independent media. 



The Evaluation Team conducted interviews with over 15 persons in Lithuania. These 
included the Political Counselor of the Embassy, the Representative of lkLD., and the PA0 
of USIA; the Director and the Technical Director of Lithuanian Radio and Television; the 
Managing, Program and Engineering Directors of Lithuanian Televidog; the Director of 
Channel 3; the Director of a private raiio station; the chief Editor of two newspapers; the 
Head and a professor at the Wool of Journalism of Vilnius University; and the Director 
of the Baltic News Service. 

The fobwing discussion pr(GSen3 the team's analysis of the m n t  situation Eating the n 

media in Lithuauh, its assessment of the media related activities d e n m y  and under 
consideration and its recommendations for future action concerning those activities. 

1. Current Situation 

Everything in Lithuania is dominated by the tem'ble economic conditions fachg the wunby. 
People have been without heat in their homes all winter and Mation has been so ,bad that 
most have barely enough money for food. There has been a 30% decline in agriculture 
production and a 50% decline in industry. Conditions became so bad that in a recent 
election the former Communist party was returned to power under a new name. The new 
government is trying to imprwe relations with Russia in an attempt .to keep many of the 
factories opea 

There is a free press but much of it is a spinoff of former Communist publications with 
of the same people in positions of power. Although the government does not appear 

to exercise any direct control wer the content of state radio and television, the recent 
change in government r d t e d  in new personnel in the top positions and their attitudes have 
yet to be tested. 

E 

There are currently four television channels seen in most of the country. There are also 11 
small municipal television stations scattered around the country which are financed by local 
governments on low frequencies and broadcasting only a few hours a day. W o  of the 
ll~~tionally seen channels are in ffie Russian language, originate in Moscow and cany no 
Lithuanian programming. Ano-ther is a Polish channeL The fourth is operated by the 
government but carries very little Lithuanian programmjng. It just suffered a 25% budget 
cut; is badly overstaffed and has antiquated Eacilities. Two other channels, available only 
in the area of the capital, have recently been dormant but licenses have been granted to 
independents who are now attempting to get them on the air. Advertising dollars are almost 
non-cxistent and most observers believe that private television will have a difficult time 



There is general agreement that state television is @ro1ving, and we were told that 
everyone watches the msin evening news on state television However, the Russian private 
channel, Ostankino, is evidently still the most popular channel, The quality of its 
c n t c ~ e n t  p r o p n d q ,  which includes some old US. series, is much higher than 
Uthuanh television and everyone in Eithuaaia speaks Russian. (Russian is the second 
laqpgc as it has been taught for three or four days a week in the schools. However, this 
is tapidly changiq as instruction in Russian is being reduced to one or two days while 
Enp;lifih is being taught for three to five days. The Baltic countries have strong t ia with the 
Scandinavian countries and are looking to their lead in having English as the mend 
l=w%e.) 

Private radio has developed strongly since independence and now gets the highest audiences, 
pnimahjly because of its Western music-. The stations have very smsll staffs and carry very 
little news. State radio, with its large news sla& is still the major source for news on d o .  

As in all Eastern Europe countries, the newspaper industry has grown enormously. It is now 
estimated that there are over 200 newspapers, most of them weeklies. Editors with whom 
we talked said there was no direct government pressure on them concerning the content of 
their papers. However, with one exception, all the newspapers are printed on state-owned 
presses and distniuted by a statelowlled company., and it is evidently a not uncommon 
practice for the state to let its displeasure be known by altering printing and distriiution 
schedules. One newspaper, the Standard, has bought its own presses, but they are old and 
the quality of printing suffers in comparison with the state-printed newspapers. Some 
newspapers are also experimenting with home delivery by retired people in an attempt to 
break away from the state monopoly, but this accounts for only two or three percent of 
distribution to &te. 

Because of the poor economy, msny newspapem are failing and circulations and advertis'hg 
revenues either remain stagoant or are demeasing. As the editor of one newspaper said: 
"My biggest problem is the economic situation - people don't have the money to buy a 
newspaper." 

Although the consensus is that a free press does exist in Lithuania, everyone agrees that 
truly objective journalism does not exist. As seems to be the case in all East European 
countries, opinion holds sway over facts in all the media At least there is pluralism and all 
opinions are heard, not just the one opinion of previous Communist governments. 



Ms. Baskauskas, a Lithuanian-American who has been living in Vilnius for the past three 
years, has accomplished the amazing feat of obtaining a seven-year license for one of the 
only three amtry-wide television channels in Lithuania. The lice& issued to her by the 
Lithuanian government gives her an option for a five-year renewal at the end of the first 
seven years The system, known as Channel 3, is currently carrying the Russian state 
channel from Moscow in the Russian language and with no Lithuanian content. Ms. 
IBaskausfras' lianse allows her to replace the Russian programming with Western and 
Lithumian programming. 

Ms. Baskauskas is currently receiving some funding &om the Frittord Foudation of Norway. 
This is covering her largest current expense of $300,000 per year for power to run the - 
ttansmission system within the borders of Lithuania She nee& a capital investment of 
between $500,000 and $1 millio~~ This would provide her with a studio and facilities for 
the broadcasting of Western programs with Lithuanian subtitles, and for the production of 
Lithuanian programs. She has approached various organizations for funding, including the 
IMF in Washbgton IhaF representatives have visited her twice in Vilnius, and she has 
made two trips to IMF offices in Washington, one as recently as January 1993. IMJ? has a 
detailed list of her equipment needs and she is optimistic that a favorable decision will be 
made soon 

She has obtained a license good for 12 years. 

. She has obtahed funding to finance her current costs. 

. She has obtained space in the Vilnius television complex and has renovated it in 
preparation for the instahtion of studio and production equipment. 

She has completed negotiations for the acquisition of Western programming. She 
has a commitment from the US. giscovery network for 200 hours of programming. 
She will receive it at no cost until the advertising market improves and she will then 
give Discovery 50% of the ad revenues on the progams. She bas made similar deals 
with the British Broadcasting Corporation for its World News Service and Asian 
Service and with Euro Sports and Euro News. 

She has run full-page questionnaires iu all major Lithuanian newspapers to learn 
viewing habits and interests of current television viewen. Over 10,000 replies have 
been received and they are still coming in. 



. She has made formal applications to many funding organizations and is optimistic 
about receiving help from the European Bank for Remnstructioa and kom the Soros . 
Foundation 

FktUmPIanr 

Ms. Bdcadm says she has the following objectives: 

. Start- ahowing non-Russian programs, primarily from the West. 

. . Improve the quality of the Western programmhg and add sub-titling in Lithuanian 
to help viewers learn English. 

- . Increase news progmmming gradually until she bits 16 hours per day. 

. Provide considerable educational programming in the afternoon hours. Her 
questionnaires are showing a high demand for this kind of programming with spesfic 
requests for help in planning proper diets, raising families, training nurses, providing 
agricultural advice, etc. She has hosted several successful series on Lithuanian state 
television on privatization and how to start a business. 

. Collect news from the local municipal stations and re-transmit it to the entire country 
to provide a service that is not available in Lithuania. 

. Her ultimate objective is to expand the network to cover the other two Baltic 
nations, Latvia and Estonia. 

Ms. Baskauslras' plans are very ambitious and she is still looking for most of the funding. 
Indeed, outside funding will have to carry her for the foreseeable future 3s advertising 
revenue growth will be very slow due to the weak economy. She also needs considerable 
expertise if she goes ahead - advisors in station management, progmmmhg, technical, 
advertising and fbmce. She would welcome visiting trainers in these areas. 

. We recommend that the IMF provide at least part of the financing Ms. Baskauskas 
needs to get on the air with subtitled Western programming. It is impossible to meet 
Ms. Baskauskas without being excited by her enthusiasm and her incredible 
accomplishmen~ts to date. If she succeeds the impact would be tremendous. Sixteen 
hours a day of Russian television would be eliminated and replaced with a window 



on the Western world. Lithuanians are intensctly interested in the West. They were 
among the most isolated countries during the M e t  regime as less than 100 people 
a year were allowed out of the comby for reason 

. Our only concern is that her enthusiasm ancl energy need to be h 8 t n d  to a 
detailed busiaea9 .plan. A detailed analysis of her current finrPncial situation should 
be ,done before a final commitment of funds. Consultations &odd also take place 
with other possible funding organizations in an attempt to give her a d i d  base for 
the next few years. 

. A business plan with quarterly objectives should be completed by an early date. 

A Board of Directors should be appointed to supervise a quarterly review of targets - 
set for programming agreements, programming production, advertising revenues, staff 
hiring, audience reaction/ratings, budgeted operating costs, etc. 

3. Vilnius University School of Jomalism 

The journalism faculties at Bulgarian and Polish universities are poor and appear to be 
residing change. It was a delight to find exactly the opposite - a real enthusiasm for chaoge 
and improvement - with Marius Iukosiunas, Director of the Vilnius University School of 
Journatism, and Ina NavazeIskis, an Americas-Lithuanian who is the Baltic correspondent 
for Newsweek and teaches journalism courses at this school. They are both working on a 
total overhaul of the curriculum. Old Soviet-ordered courses on Scientiltic Atheism and 
Marxist theory have already been dropped. Many courses in practical jou):mdh are being 
added and Ms. Lukosiunas says she has been given complete freedom to d & p  the new 
journalism courses. Ms. Narazelskis also says she has been given total freedom for the k t  
three years to teach her course in Western journalism. She is also teaching a course on 
objective news reporting, the difference between fact and opinion. She is using visiting 
foreign correspondents, ambassadors, etc., as visiting lecturers. 

USIA bas funded some teaching at the school and the head of the VOA Lithuanian service, 
Ram Sakadolakis, lectured at .the school last year and left some radio recorders with the 
faculty. 'Ibe IMF is giving consideration to funding a student radio station and providing 
some computers, radio and television equipment and software for teaching practical 
jounalism courses. Professors Joseph Slade and Don Fourney, who conducted seminars in 
Lithuania in 1992, recommended that help be given to the school. Professor Irviag Fang 
of the University of Minnesota, who spent three months in Lithuania in 1992, also 
recommended that teaching equipment be donated to the University at Vilnius. 



There has been an obvious improvement in the &%re of the students in the past 
year or so. Most new students speak Wh, which was not the case just two years 
ago, and they are now, under encouragement, addq bold, pointed questions about 
the serious issues of journalism. 

lwm?PImu 

Complete plans for a new curriculum. 

Decide on whether the course is to be four or five years. 

Obtain fuulding for the purchase of needed equipment. At the moment, students do 
not even have typewriters, let alone computers. - 
Pursue plans for a student radio station 

Lack of equipment hinders the move into practical courses of journalism. 

The tradition of partisan jowaalism is difficult to overcome. Relationships between 
government, the media and the public still have to be worked out in this new society. 

That a commitment be made to the school to provide the requested list of equipment 
for the next semester. 

That funding be provided to the school for a student radio station patterned after the 
one funded by the IMF at American University in Blaevograd, Bulgaria. (See part 
D 4 below.) 

Set a deadline for introduction of a new journalism curriculum. 

Request annual analysis of the hiring experience of course graduates. 

Set an on-& deadline for a student station 

Appoint a Board of Directors for the station. 



Have the Board request a business plan with quarterly objectives to be reviewed by 
the Board. 

0. Baltic N- Mc~ 

Thb is a wire news service based in Vilnius. It is one of three sister companies located in 
each of the Baltic states. It is the only news service currently operating other than the state- 
run service. The company was orighdly started as a subdivision of a joint Estoniarn- 
Swedish effort. Its service was especially important in the early days of independence as the 
state servicey Elta, was slow, bad and not objective. The state s e ~ c e  evidently has 
improved because of the competition The agency specializes in ecx,nomics, energyy 
unennployment, and other business related topics. The senrice is currently being purchased 
by all news outlets in Lithuania. Four new commercial radio stations take only the Baltic 

. - News Senrice. Most of its revenue now comes from the English s e ~ c e  it provides to 
businesses and embassies. 

The Baltic News Service has an outstanding reputation for being firrst with stories. AM the 
senior media people we talked to in Lithuania praised the quality a€ the Service, especially 
its objective approach to the news. It is seen as totally independent from any power source. 
In Eact, it has received several veiled wamhgs from the government about.some of its 

I reporting but claims it ignores them and adds that it is not concerned with these minor 
pressures. A visit to the newsroom leaves the impression that the company is doing very 
well finnacially with computer setups at all work stations. 

The Baltic News Service received. funding from the IMF to help in setting up a 
communications system. The head of the Vilnius office was high in his praise of the training 
that also had been provided by the IMF on several omsions. The assistance appears to 
have been well spent in helping to start an independent news agency wbich is considered 
an important contri'butor to the growing free press in the Baltic countries. 

It would appear that Baltic News is now at the stage where it can progress on its 
own. We therefore recommend that no further funding be provided unless there is 
proof of severe need . 

5. Overall Assessment and Priorities 

The program provided a very modest amount of assistance to the Baltic News Service which 
has established itself as a source of reliable information. That is a success. More important, 
the program has established contact with two potentially important institutions whose 
programs are described above. Thus, our recommendation is that the highest priority be 



given to supporting the strengthening of the Vilnius University School of Journalism and 
that second priority be given to assisting the Liudja Bmkauskas Network to get acce~  to 
subtitled Western programming and to the technical assistance needed to strengthen its 
capability. 

The Evaluation Team c o n d u d  intendm with 15 persons in Bul& These included the 
Representative and Activity Manager of A D .  and the PA0 of USIA; the owners, directors 
and employees of several private radio stations; the Director General, Program Producer 
and News Anchor of Bulgarian National Television; the Director of the Center for the 
Study of Democracy; the President of the Leff Information Service; and a Fulbright 
exchange scholar at the University of Sofia 

The following discussion presents the team's analysis of the current situation facing the 
media in Bulgaria, its assessment of the media related activities underway and under 
consideration and its recommendations for future action concerning those activities. 

L Current Situation 

BdgarWs transition to a democratic free market society is going to take longer than 
originally projected. Bulgaria is der ing  from severe economic constraints. It is estimated 
that unemployment is approaching 16 percent and inflation accelerated to approximately 80 
percent in 1992. Even higher estimates of inflation were offered during meetings with 
Bulgarian television officials. Bulgaria accurately can be descriid as being in a state of flux 
economically. In the media sector, th& unstable economic condition appears to have the 
greatest negative impact on television and radio. 

Bulgaria's progress towards a free press appears to be much slower than in Poland and 
Lithuania All major newspapers are tied to a political party or labor union or are financed 
with mysterious money believed to be funds smuggled out of the country by Commuoists and 
now being smuggled back in for private purposes. The problem of more opinion than facts 
seems more serious bere. However, the U.S. Ambassador, who is back in So& after an' 
earlier stay, says the difference between then and now is like night and day. There is 
evidently &I in&easin@y open dialogue on radio and television, and polls have shown that 
people believe there is a high degree of objectivity on radio and TV unlike newspapers 
which they think are more opinion than fact. 

RoiZio 

There are now 12 private radio stations, most of them having been started in the last six 
months. Four of the stations were started with financial help from IMF and one of them 
was the first independent station in Bulgaria. Mowever, the most popular new independent 
station, Radio &press, was started without US. help. Forty-two radio licenses have been 



hued by the gwemment, but most have not yet made it on the air. r 

The state has four radio networks with the main one getting 5Wo of the audience, The new 
private stations are sharing almost 40% of the audience in S o h  Thls is remarkable 
considering that only 60% of listeners get tho new FM stations and that the government 
maintains a monopoly of AM broadcasting for itwE 

Television is still dominated by the state with two charneb, but only one is seen nation- 
wide. The only ather functioning TV channels arc! Ostanh'nn from Moscow and TVS &om 
Fraace. Ptvo private television limasa werc granted some time ago, But the rccipicnts did 
not proceed because of the very doubtful economic prospects. The new head of state 
television said he believed it will be at least 10 years before private television b 
commercicnlly established. Of course, he may be exaggerating in order to support his 

- position that state television deserves support. 

Ih state television netwkk carries very little ~ulgarian It produces only 6% 
of its entertainment programs and a total of 140 minutes a day of information progamming. 
The remaining hours are filled with foreign programs. The Russian chanael has superior 
entertainment programming and is getting about 40% of the audience in Sofia, the capital 
city. Inflation has reduced the network's spending power by two-thirds in the past two years. 
Budgets are being handed out by the government one month at a time. The new Director- 
General, Mr. Hatcho Boyadzhiev, told us that if his new budget is not approved soon, he 
will have to cancel programs. He also said he needs $100 million to modernize his facilities. 
A tour convinced us that his figure is probably underestimated 

Mr. Bayadzhiev is the fifth Director-General in three years, He was chosen by a direct vote 
in parliament after his predecessor was fired for political reasons. There is a radio- 
television committee of parliament, but even Mr. Bayadzhiev admits no one pays any 
attention to it. A new media law has been debated, but we were told that it would be a 
long time coming as the government prefers having no des to hinder its actions. 

The state network accepts advertisiag, but there is very little of it. Mr. Boyadzhiev hopes 
to mwe most of the information programming to Channel 1 and make Channel 2 more of 
an entertainment channel. He proposes to sell 49% of this channel to private interests and 
then attempt to make a profit @ch he can use to improve Channel 1. This would make 
it even more difficult for any private channel to survive. 

Most of the U.S. help has gone to four activities: (i) the Center for the Study of Democracy 
which has helped put three new independent radio stations on the air, (5) o student radio 
station at the American University in Blaevograd; (3) a private radio station in Sofia, Radio 



Tangra, which is now the scco:ld-highest rated independent station; and (iv) Left; the first 
independent wire a m  service in Bulgaria. 

2. Radio Stations of the Center for the Study of Democracy - 
'Zhis p r 0 ; ~ ~ t  started in the fall of 1990 when the Center first contacted the IMl? At the time 
it was almost imgossil~le to start any media outlet without funding from some power base 

1 which then influend program content. The IMF funded studio quipment and the station, 
I 

Radio Vitosha, went on the air in April 1991 with VOA material in English only. In 
u January 1992, the zitation started carrying some 1 0 4  programs is Bulgarian and since then 

has been slowly reducing the VOA content in order to retain its audience &gainst the other 
new independent stations. It is now producing 263 minutes a day of its own material with 
the remainder being mostly music coming 6rom the VOA From approximately 8:00 am. 

- until 5:00 p.m., it c,anie,s news on the hour in Bulgarian plus several 24minute blocks of 
analysis, discussionr~, advice, etc. 

Radio Vitosha, whi& had been broadcasting on a state transmitter, has just switched to its 
own more powerful trarms3iitter and td is free of any government interference to its si@. 
There are now 20 people on its staff and management is very ogtimisltic about the future. 
The station started aqhg advertising when Bulgarian programmiag started in January 
1992. They estimate that just one minute per how would carny their current costs. 
However, they have been existing ou mostly barter, giving free promotion in return for the 
hotel space they are occupying arPd f h  furniture, computers, etc. 

The Center has started two other stations, one in the city of Plovdiv and one in the city of 
Varna. They took the same approach of starting with VOA material a ~ d  slowly replacing 
it with their ovvo production Plovih nxeived studio equipment &om the IMF while Vama 
is opera- urith rented quipment, volunteer staff and some h c i a l  help from the Soros 
Foundation, The Center has asked the IMF for funding to purchase additional studio 
equipment and a transmitter and says this step is crucial to the future of the Vama station 
since it would permit it both to increase the scope of merage and be fully independent of 
the use of state-owned facilities. 

. The Vitosha and ~ a m a  st&ons were the fint independent stations to break the state 
monopoly, and they have helped set standards for new, independent radio stations. 

A recent attitude survey of 1,!500 people showed that Radio Vitosha in Sofia was 
getting 5% of the audience and getting the younger and better educated listeners. 
The survey also showed that people were listening primarily for music, local news 
and news from the U.S. A listenership survey is being done in Varna in April. Its 



management believes it is either narrowly in first place or a strong second to the 
state station 

Advertising revenue is growing, but slowly. The stations are now offering a three-city 
package to advertisers. 

More training for the staff rat all three stations is planned. The International 
Executive Sewice Corps is sending a radio management expert to spend a month 
teaching primarily advertising, sales and marketing. They also hope to arrange 
training for journalists in professional standards and ethics. 

The Varna station is ts obtain additional studio equipment and a transmitter. 
- 

The Plovdiv station is to negotiate a $40,000 loan born a bank to continue 
improvements and move the station from its current space in the trade union 
building to a hotel to remove any suspicion of union influence. 

Independent radio is growing rapidly and is increasing its ratings. Many of the 
independent stations are extremely well financed with "RedN money - mysterious 
h d s  thought to be brought back into the country by former Communists. For 
instance, the most popular independent radio, Radio kpress, has almost no 
advertising but has a sta€E of 80 and reporters in mobile radio cats. It would appear 
that the Center's stations, still canying a lot of VOA material, will have a very tough 
battle getting the neoessary commercial revenue from the hagmented advertising 
market. However, the stations assert &at they are close to breaking even. 

We must say here that we were somewhat disturbed by the very posh quarters 
occupied by Radio Vit0d.u in the most expensive hotel in Bulgaria. The offices were 
extremely well decorated a d  equipped. The s a  born management to secretaries, 
were the bestdressed people we saw in Bulgaria The Center for the Study of 
Democracy was also in impressive quarters. 

No further help should be provided to Radio Vitosha without a close enamination 
of the cost effectiveness of its qerations. 



. We support the request for equipment for the Vama station However, our concern 
about its ability to survive in a very difficult market, leaves us with very mixed 
feelings. Its fhncinl prospects should be examined in detail. 

l k d m d s  

. Detailed quarterly reports should be demanded on revenues, fa- staff numbers, 
barter deals, and Bulgarian programming content. 

3. Radio Tangra - 
Radio Tangra went on the air in Sofia in December 1992 with studio equipment and a 
transmitter provided by the IMF. The station is located in a renovated premises in a 

- university student arts building, but has severed its earlier ties with student associations. It 
has a staff of 24, including four journatists, and has contracts with six newspapers, bartering 
promotion for access to the newspaper's reporters. Music is the station's strength, but it also 
runs special programs for students on current issues. 

The two owners, former musicians, say that it would have been extremely Mcult to start 
without the I W s  help. They claim that tbeirs is the only truly independent station since 
they are operating on their own money, obtained by a bank loan with their apartments as 
collateral, and since the three radio stations discussed in part (2) above are still heavily 
depend on material supplied by the VOA. In any event, commercial revenuo is growing. 
The station has raised commercial rates twice since going on the air. Commercials are up 
to 25 a day from a start at about six a day. The station is almost breaking even They 
believe they can cover increasing costs and break even in six months. However, the staff 
is working for very low wages until they have more success. 

After just one month on the air, the station was third in ratings with 6.6% against 
505% for the state Channel 1 and 16% for Radio Express. The latest ratings show 
that Radio Tangra is still in third place but up to 95% with state radio and Radio 
Express unchanged Its biggest success is with young people between 10:W p.m. and 
midnight when a music program starts with 15% of the available audience and peaks 
at 24% at 11:30 p.m. 

. The station is now broadcasting 24 hours a day after starting with 18 hours. 



. Production of more talk and phone-in shows. 

. Production of live concerts by local bands tied-in with the production of CD 
recordings. 

. More training for stafE, especially in sales, promotion and management. 

m&lansmtdt'lnw&& 

They do not appear to have any major problems. Although lack of advertising 
dollars makes it very difficult marketplace, the owners are very optimistic about the 
future. 

. When asked directly if they needed any more help from the IMF, the owners said 
they had Mculty with tbe maintenance of equipment - that there was not anyone 
in Bulgaria who could help. They also said they would welcome training. Since the 
IMFs help has got them off to a good stat,  we recommend that training be provided 
as weU 

4. Aora Radio at the American Udversity in Bulgaria 

This station has a five-year government license and had been on the air just six weeks when 
we visited it. The IMF signed a contract to provide $25,000 worth of equipment. The first 
shipment of facilities worth $13,000 put them on the air. The IMF has a list of the 
remaining equipment needed and station s t a g  are anxiously awaiting delivery. 

The station has au agreement with VOA to run a minimum of 12 hours a day of VOA 
material, most of it music. The station currently carries VOA material from midnight until 
6:00 p.m. The station also has an arrangement with BBC for free access to its satellite news 
service for the time being. The station staff programs the 6:00 p.m. to midnight period with 
new on the hour, seven days a week. The staff also are producing evening talk shows 
dealing with subject matter not previously heard in Bulgaria - issues such as sexism, 
discrimination against homosexuals, family problems. They are also dealing with local 
politics. 

Day-to-day direction is provided by the student General Manager, Khristo Grozev, and five 
student directors of music, news, technical, advertising and marketing. There is a Board of 
Directors composed of Mr. Grozev, three faculty members, one student not involved in the 



station and two local citizens. The staff consists of 15 students who work part-time and 
receive a credit fkom the school of journalism. We were impressed with their enthusiasm 
and accomplishments. The station hopes to start giving token salaries soon, but the biggest 
expenses are for telephone, transmission and music rights. The station still owes 50,000 
Leva ($1,923) for the frequency license and 15,000 Leva ($577) for studio construction costs. 

A telephone survey after the first two weeks on the air indicated a high interest in 
the new station. It claims that 75% of the cafes in Blaevograd where it is located 
were tuned to the statioa A more scientific survey is now being conducted by a 
university professor. When the station runs phone-in shows its two phone lines are 
tied up constantly. 

Although the city's population is only 50,000 and advertising is almost unknown, the - 
station earned 30,000 Leva ($1,154) in commercial revenue in the k t  month. 

It has just completed building a new, more powefi  antenna which is currently being 
installed and will extend the range to a 35-kilometer radius of the city. 

It has just built a second studio, lining it with eggcrates, and is waiting for more 
equipment from the IMF so it can do production work while the first studio is on the 
air. 

A one-half hour daily news program at 930 p.m. using Radio Free Europe as its 
major source of material. 

A soap opera-comedy about two Bulgarian families. It is currently being written by 
students and will be run in daily 15-minute segments and repeated in a block on 
Sundays* 

J3tpansion of its own Bulgarian programming until VOA material is reduced from 
18 to 12 hours. 

Inability to finance the purchase of rights to good music. 

The IMF should provide the $10,000 promised for equipment (tape machine, mixer 
panel and microphones) for a second studio to do production work. 



U.S. Embassy staff in Sofia should keep watch on the station and be prepared to 
make recommendations if more help is needed in the near future. 

. Request quarterly reports from the Board of Directors on increases in Bulgarian 
progmmming; increases in commercial revenues; ratings; integration with the school 
of journalism, etc. 

5. L M  Idormation Service 

Leff is a new, independent wire news service thet specializes in economic news. The only 
other news agency in Bulgaria is run by the government. The company was founded by 
Boris Basmadjiev, a journalist and magazine publisher. With a full-time staff of seven and 
part-time staff of six, he produces a 70-page report daily which he delivers by hand to his 
customers. bff claims to have a lot of credibility as a totally independent operation, not 
tied to any political W o n  and therefore taking an objective approach to news. This was 
borne out in several interviews we had with senior media executives. 

Leff has received $25,000 from the IMF for a communications system which is now being 
installed. This will enable Leff to deliver its service electronically. Leff's major target will 
be the regional radio stations and the 200 new regional newspapers which cannot afford the 
government news service. Leff has done a market survey and believes that with electronic 
delivery it will immediately add 30 to 40 papers and 10 to 15 radio stations to its customers. 

Leff recently won a contract from Dow Jones to represent that prestigious agency in 
Bulgaria and to be the exclusive carrier of its service. Othei much bigger companies 
competed against Lee but it believes its reputation for independence made the 
difference. This has given Leff a big advantage as it believes all major media outlets 
will buy its service to obtain access to Dow Jones while smaller outlets will buy 
because of the lower cost. 

Leff is close to concluding a similar contract for rights to United Press International. 

Leff has received funding from the Soros Foundation for equipment to access 
satellites for sending and receivinn news. 



If Leff receives mother $25,000 from the IMF, which it says bq been promised and 
is on the way, it will be able to finance a major expansion into more work stations 
for reporters and Eacilities for picture and d o  receivers. 

. hff will hire kelanctrs in 12 regional cities. 

rn kff will negotiate deals with its regional customers for them to provide news from 
their areas on a fee per item basis. 

. hff plans to expand its full-time staff to 20 as it gains new customers. 

. Leff plans to publish a digest of Bulgarian business news to be sold to hotels and 
embassies. - 

. Leff needs training for its staff and would like to send one staff member to spend 
some time at one of the better news agencies. 

Leff needs help in gaining contacts for possible deals with other news agencies. 

. The IMF should provide Leff with the additional $25,000 it needs for expansion. 

. Leff should be made a priority for training in the next six months. 

Quarterly reports on number of new customers, staff additions, new arrangements 
with other wire services, etc. 

6. Overall Assessment and Priorities 

The program in Bulgaria was the most active of the three which the Evaluation Team 
obsewed. It has contriuted to the strengthening of five private radio stations and an 
independent new service. Building on this experience, our recommendation is that future 
priority be given to supporting the radio station at the American University and the Leff 
Information Service. We see both organizations having a good potential for providing 
services to population groups key to the effective installation of a market economy and 



comprising current and future opinion leadem, The commercial radio stations could use 
additional assistance but their merit operations raise some concerns about their cost 
effectiveness and commercial viability. 

The major shortcominpfi of the program to date is that it has not found a way to work with 
television or to strengthen the t m h g  of journalists and other media professionals. This 
reflects the local situation rather than any failiqs on the part of the program planners and 
managers. Nevertheless, we suggest that the program place emphasis on seeking to identi@ 
and assist an inauntry training mechanism such as thosc being assisted in Poland and 
Lithuania. 

E. OVERALL ASSESSMENT AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Based on the previous discussion of country programs the following are the Evaluation 
Team's common findings and recommendations. 

The old state monopolies have been replaced by hundreds of new independent medh 
outlets, mostly in the print media, but many in radio and some in television For instance, 
it is estimated that over 1,000 newspapers have been started in Poland in the last three and 
one-half years (most of which have failed because the market place cannot support that 
volume). There are still some hindrances to the free press, especially in t5e area of 
television, but the fact remains that anyone can start a newspaper, and hundreds have, and 
be left free to express opinions on ay issue. Indeed, all political views can now be read or 
heard throughout Eastern Europe. 

Independent wire news services have been started with IMF help in the Baltic countries, 
Poland and Bulgaria. They are providing objective news coverage aud are the only 
altemtives to state news semccs. Their customers, primarily the new, smaU independent 
press and radio, had high praise for the new services. The Voice of America is carried, 
along with bcal news in the local language, on a number of new, independent radio stations 
assisted by IMF funding. 

A free press, however,,does not automatically mean a good press. After 50 years of state- 
directed media and an even longer tradition of advocacy journalism, much of the new free 
press is devoted more to opinion than to fact. Time and again we heard that you must read 
three or four newspapers for all the opinions and then make up your own mind on what the 
real ftw& are. It must be kept in mind, however, that the more objective approach of U.S. 
journalism is not followed even in Western Europe where many newspapers strongly reflect 



their owners' political views, "I can't say any paper is totally objective here", said one Polish 
newspaper editor. "Yes, the US. press is less partisan but we pattern our journalism more . , 

afar the approach of Le Monde. But we are now an independent press." 

There is great interest among private persons in establishiug indewdent media and laws 
to support the existence of such media either have been passed (as in Poland) or are under 
consideration. Indeed, investments are being made even before formal hnchises are 
granted, md advertisiDg revenues, almost unknown under the Compllunist gwernment are 
growing. However, given the difficult economic condidom Eadng the economics of these 
countries, it is likely that there will be a large number of commercial failures among the 
independent media. Thus, attention will have to be paid to prospects of commercial 
viability and to the needs for technical a?-3tance and training related to management and 
commercial operations, - 

AID support has been of sipiflcant assistance to several organizations which have been 
making progress on their goals thereby contributing to the strengthening of the independent 
media The Media Resource Center in Poland is becoming a strong force for trainiug of 
media personnel and could become a center of excellence for the whole region. The Vilnius 
University School of Jourdsrn is actively reforming its curriculum. The Baltic News 
Service has become strong enough that it probably can continue to grow without external, 
concessional support. The new independent radio stations assisted in Bulgaria are gainifin 
strength. The ttaining provided through USIA generally is praised. 

Assigning the- of importance of the ALD. funded support to the progress being made 
by the independent media is a task we cannot meet. Other assistance agencies are quite 
active and, above all, the overwhelming impetus and support for the independent media is 
comiiig from within the countries visited. It responds to the opportunities presented by the 
loosing of controls and its main impediment is the difficult economic situation facing the 
independent media. Thus, we do not find it possible to go further than saying that the 
program is having positive results, 

There ate: several opportunities for making an impact on the development of the 
independent media which should be seized. One is to provide assistance to the new holder 
of the right to use a current Russian TV channel in Lithuania who wants to adopt Western 
propnmhg and provide independent news coverage in the Baltics;. Another is to support 
student radio stations such as the one which has stated in the American University in 



Bulgaria A third would be to give more support to jounnallsm schools as they show interest - 

and movement (as currently is the case in Lithuania). None of these starts would be costly. 

The IMF has provided equipment to the o r ~ t i o n s  with which it has been working, This 
appears to have given good results to date because of the experience its pcrso~el had in 
operational media However, given the economic situation referred to above, it would be 
advisable for requests for funding of equipment in the future to be submitted to c k s c  review 
of the ecommic prospects of the applying organization and the provision of support for 

. equipment usually should be part of a padcage which includes a business plan and the 
necessary training 

- Before visiting the three European countries, we met with various MD. and USIA officials 
in Washington and read many of the activity reports. This left us with the understanding 
that there is a reluctance to support the state broadcasting systems since the main objective 

. of the program is to support private media entrepreneurs. We tbink that this approach is 
short-sighted. The best broadcasters in Western Europe have traditionally been public 
broadcasters funded in some way by public money. The BBC in Great Britain is the best 
known example, but similar public broadcasters exist in every Western European country. 
Of course the public broadcasting entities of Eastern Europe are not yet of the quality of 
t h w  in Westem Europe. However, throughout Eastern Europe state broadcasting 
organizations are throwing off government direction There are still some problems in most 
countries with government pressures but more and more those pressures are being resisted 
as state broadcasters follow the leadership of the new and independent print media. 
Furthermore, most of tbe best jomdists in these Eastern European countries are working 
with state broadcasters. Althou@ independent radio and television are making steady 
progress, lack of commercial revenues does not aUow them to establish large news 
departments to compete with the state broadcasters, and the personnel of the latter will be 
dominating news coverage for many years. It makes more sense to improve them than to 
ignore them. The Rutgers Unive:rsity study team in 1991 reached a similar conclusion 
Furthermore, the more independent of government control the publicity around broadcasters 
become, the more likely it is that the overall atmosphere for privately owned broadcasters 
will be positive. The increasing professionalism of the leasers will help all. 

There is a tremendous demand by television broadcasters for programming from the West. 
Russian channels are still seen throughout all three countries we visited. In fact one 
Russian channel, Ostankino, is extremely popular because of its entertainment programs, 
including some from the U.S. Indeed, everywhere we went we were told that there is a 
tremendous appetite for programs that can show something about Western life styles and 



Western democracy. The programming doesn't have to be the latest network series. Any 
documantaries, children's shows, light entertainment, concerts, opera, ballet, etc., would 'be 
welcomed and would strengthen the pasition of the outlet showing them. Professor Irving 
Faq of the University of Minnesota reached the same conclusion during a three-month 
training mission tq the Baltic countries in 1992. 

Eastern European countries clannot afford to pay very much for progmdng, but there is 
enough material from the archives of the last 20 years to satis@ their immediate needs. 
Consideration should be given to using a person experienced in the U.S. television 
marketplace to make deals for program distribution with these Eastern European countries 
on a barter or disbounted bash Such deals probably would pay off for the supplying 
companies in years to come. In the meantime they would help the spread of democracy. 
The person in charge might be engaged on s a l a ~ ~  or on a contingent fee basis. 

There has been a wide variety of traioiog: yeadong, scholarships at U.S. universities; short- 
term visits to the U.S. for seminars, two to fiveday seminlvs in Eastern Europe by visiting 
U.S. experts; longer visits of one to three months by U.S. experts; Fulbright scholars posted 
to teaching positions in universities. It is difficult to assess the eff- of the large amount 
of training that has been provided throughout Eastern Europe. Still, in our opinion, there 
is no question that most of the training has been successful. Throughout our three weeks 
we met many people who had attended training COU~SCS. They were nearly unanimous in 
saying that the training had been beneficial and had contributed to the improvement in the 
media There was also nearly unanimous support for continued training ftom the U.S. with 
especially strong requests coming fiom Lithuania and Bulgaria. Indeed, our view is that the 
major focus of future programming should be on training. 

We did hear, however, many suggestio~~~ for changes and improvements in the approach to 
trm Those most commonly heard are the following: 

. Practical teaching, not theory, is now the need. We heard time and time again that 
people are tired of hearing lectures on theory; that what they need now is practical 
experience. We heard requests for training in many specialized areas - camera 
work, bpe editing, researching difficult stories, economic rep* communications 
systems, management, marketing, organization, and on and o n  

. Replace lectures with debate and discussion The journalists in the three countries 
we visited are proud that a free press has been established and although they know 
they still need he@ they want the final decisions to be left to them. Representative 
comments are: "We are tired of being lectured to. We are European. Our system 
is different." "We want to exchange our experiences with yours and debate solutions, 
not just be told how to do it." 



Eliminate many of the short s e m  in Eastern Europe and replace them with one 
to three month visits by U.S. media experts. In that connection there were repeated 
requests that visitors corn in and work on site until they understand the local 
situation and can then work with the people on a daytoday bash, SBveral people 
referred very positively to the work done by Professors Irving Fang of the University 
of Minntwta who spent three months in the Baltics, and also to Romas SakadoW 
of VOA who spent several months worldag on site with various media organizations. 
At our briefing sessions in Wmhington, o ~ d a l s  at both USIA and IMF said that they 
were msving towards this kind of operation. We tocourage that trend. 

Training sessions in Eastern Europe should be planned in cooperation with the 
prospective trainees and their organizations. Sometimes we heard that the traiuipg 
sessions were not exactly what was needed. Things are chaqhg so fast in all of 
these countries that someone sitting in the U.S. cannot possibly know what the 
current needs are, Furthermore, there are so many demands for training that only 
the national entities can set their priorities. 

Reduce training seminars in U.S. to one to three months and plan them better. One 
recipient of an eight-month visit to the U.S. admitted, rather reluctantly, that long 
visits such as his were a luxury and a better payoff would be obtained by shorter 
sessions for more people. Some who had been in the US. said their visits were not 
well planned - that there was too much wasted time and not enough practical 
experience. One highly placed television executive said that he would not be in his 
present job without the US. experience. He said, however, that it was only his own 
efforts in completely replanning bis U.S. stay that made it so valuable. He was to 
spend some time at a television station and then move on to visits to Washington 
and various universities. He persuaded the station to keep him for the full three 
months, and he worked through most departments in that station He said his most 
valuable experience was workiug directly with the news director. 

Make the topic of management in general, but especially in marketing and sales, a 
major priority for the future. This was the area that came up for discussion with 
almost every senior executive. However, there are two pitfalls in this area. One is 
that it may be a little too early for this kind of training as the economies in Eastern 
Europe are so bad that there is very little advertisii money available and too many 
media outlets are chasing the same dollars. Another is that visiting US. experts must 
not go in selling the current U.S. market as the answer. Ad agencies, television 
commercial production houses, radio jingle writers - all of these are h o s t  unknown 
in Eastern Europe. Most local businessmen do not believe that advertising helps 

,sales. Those who do advertise at the moment are doing it for prestige. They will 
need to be convinced of its commercial value. 

Cooperation with training activities of other nations should be emphasized. A great 
deal of training is also being done by Great Britain, France, Italy and the 



Scandinavian countries. Professor h b g  Fang wrote a report a year ago outlining - 
a plan for a co-operativc training program in the Baltics to involve the US., 
Denmark, Sweden and Finland. We found no evidence that practical measures have 
been taken to coordinate these various programs. 

A better tracking system is needed of partidpants fn training seminars and workshops 
both in-country and in the US. This traddng should include an objective evaluation 
and follow up of where these people go and a second follow up and evaluation of the 
program one year later. Presently USIA and IMF are responsible for tracking their 
own trainees. 

F. LEWL OF RESOURCES AND PRIORITIZATION 

The suggestions and recommendations made in this re,port would not require an increase 
in the level of resources which have been provided d u h g  the past couple of years. Most 

- of the recommendations for providing equipment concern equipment whose funding already 
has been promised and, we understand, provided within current authorized levels. New 
starts (such as work with more jouraalism schools and student radio stations) d d  require 
some additional equipment, but it could easily be 8ccommodated from reducing the support 
of purchasing newsprint which we understand is being planned The effort to provide 
western progmmmhg for private channels is one of facilitation rather than pur- of 
materials. The recommendations concerning training address improvements and some 
refocusing rather than increases in magnitudes. 

Although it may not be necessary for budgeting, the following is our listing of the 
descending order of priority among the types of activities we observed. 

. Training 

Media Resource Center in Warsaw 

School of Journalism at Vilnius University 

Radio Station AURA at American University in Bulgaria 

a Leff Information S e ~ c e  in Bulgaria 

. Bauskauskas Network in Lithuania 

Supply of Western Programs to Eastern European Broadcasters 

Our highest priority is for training. We have doubts about continuing to spend large 
amounts of money on technical equipment except for journalism schools and university 
stations. Eastern Europe is in such a state of flux that there is considerable doubt as to who 



will eventually control new technical Wties ,  A h ,  in two of the three countria we visited, 
Poland and Bul- there is no shortage of people willing to start newspapers and radio 
and television stations. Only in Uthuania was there any concern that such efforts would not 
happen without the donation of technical equipment. 

Within hrainfns our top priorities would be: 

Management training in general, but especially in marketiug and sales, 'Ibis should 
not be done to the exclusion of other spedallzed training but it was the area that 
came up for discussion with almost every senior executive. Training also is badly 
needed h technical areas and in spedallzed areas such as economic reporting, 
objective j- camera work and editin& 

. On the job training by U.S. media experts who would spend from one to three 
months working daily with Eastern European Media. - 
Possibly more importmt than all other training is expertise and technical equipment 
to help the journalism schools totally revamp their curricula. Eastern Europe does 
not have the tradition of objective journalism and there is a desperate need to train 
young journalists in a western approach to the profession of journalism. 

If funds are limited, reduce year-long courses in the U.S. Better value can be 
obtained by either training Europ or training larger groups in the U.S. for shorter 
periods and giving them practical hands-on train@ in newspapers and radio and 
television stations. 

G. IMPACT INDICATORS 

In the above discussions of the particular activities which were analyzed, we have prodded 
suggested benchmarks for measuring or following the progress being made under them. The 
following are suggested indicators of progress and impact of the program. The main 
problems with these suggested indicators is that they cannot easily be used to determine the 
extent to which the IUD. financed activities 8 t ~  contriiuting to the progress. Such a 
determination would require an analysis both of all the other activities underway in relation 
to the media and of the various general influenoes (e.g, economic, political and social) which 
are at work That disaggregating analysis could be performed but would require a level of 
rcsourcts which is not easily justifiable given the current level of resources being provided. 
Thus,' the impact indicators would be used only for illuminating overall trends to be 
supplemented by educated estimates of whether the contributions from the A.I.D. funded 
activities are significant. 



Thfs would be a Eairly easy indicator to use since the information is available without 
sophisticated analysis. The problem is that the indicator does not tell one anything about 
the relationship of the number of outlets to the quality of the politid a d  civic life of thc 
country. It also may give a too opdmisdc picture since many of the outlets which are started 
we likely to fail because of poor management or poor economic ooridltions. It also better 
measures the local spirit than the impact of 0. funded activities. Despite all these 
drawbaclcs this indicator could be used as a rough estimate of whether diversity (and 
supposed independence) was increasing or .decreasing. 

Without financial independence it is unlikely that a private outlet will be able to survive. 
If it must receive L 2;bsidy from public or political sources it is Mcult to maintain full 

- freedom of action Furthermore, the degree of tinancial independence may reflect the 
s u d  utilization of assistance aimed at technical and business management problems. 
However, there are problems with this indicator. One is that it is hard to measure since to 
do so thoroughly one must be able to analyze financial records which are not always 
available or reliable. Another is that tbe bancia1 weakness of any outlet could be the 
result of general economic conditions which are beyond the influence of the program. On 
balance, it seems to us that this factor is of such importance that an effort should be made 
to use it. Surrogates for detailed analysis of the accounting records should be sought, 
Among them could be gross revenues, diversification of resources of capital and loans and 
trends in the volume of human and physical resources being used 

The virtue of this indicator is that it is fairly easy to use. A scientific approach to recording 
variety in various possible outlets and in various subject matter areas could become very 
elaborate and costly. However, this would seem to be an area in which one could form 
useful options through general obsemtiom of the product aver time. Of course, variety in 
programming in itself does not insure that the media will become more independent or that 
democratic institutions will be strengthened Nevertheless, variety both leads to and 
indicates ope~ess and, in the context of Eastern Europe, responds to a strong desire of the 
popufaa. Thus it comes close to being a good in itself. 

The amount of programming available through private outlets is relatively easy to ascertain. 
It can also be done very objectively. Determining whether the quality of programming has 
improved is more difficult and subjective. Still, some rough surveys of the public together 
witb the informed opinions of persons active in public life and in the media, could give an 



indication at least of whether quality was improving, fhUg or unchanged. Tbe amount and 
quality of programming are indicators of the strength of the outlet. Even if the number of 
readers, listeners or viewers has not Increased to the ruamc degree as the amount and quality 
of the progtamming over time they are likely to do so wer time. 

The greater the audience the greater the potential influence of the media outlet and the 
more likely that the outlet will be sustainable. Thus it is Ismportant to measure these 
indicators. Furthermore, obtaining the data is not difficult. There is the theoretical 
problem that an increase in the audience does not necessarily mean that the outlet is having 
a positive effect on strengthening democracy. That will depend on many other factors as 
well. Still, as in the case of the variety of programing, an increase in the number of users 
is so important to the independence of the private media as to be a good in itself. - 

We found that this indicator did not have the importance which we had thought it would. 
In general, the m e n &  to the strengthening of the independent media were not legal 
ones. The impediments were emluomic and cultural factors and a lack of experience in 
business and technical matters, This is not to say that the reform of legal provisions could 
not be helpful, but investment in the independent media was going forward strongly without 
waiting for legal reforms. In some particular circumstance a change in the law may be 
identified as being important. Ixi general, such reform is not a major need. 

This indicator is relatively easy to use and does give some indication of the openness being 
achieved. However, it is not very useful to measure the degree to which local institutions 
arc being strengthened and local persons are being prepared for and supported in careers 
of professional jowdsm. The ultimate goal of the program is an independent media 
participating comtnrctively in the demmtic life of the countries. This indicator is not 
likely to be central in measuring the progress to that goal. It can be used as an interim 
measure of progress. 

This indicator is a good one for measuring the potential impact of the A.I.D. financed 
activities. It i s  not very useful as a measure of the degree of independence achieved by the 
media or the constructiveness of its role in strengthening democracy. Still, as in the case 
of the use of external news sources tbis indicator is a useful interim measure of impact. 



There has k e n  progress under each of the above Wc8tors. The most notable have been 
the increase in the number of new media outlets and in the variety of programxujng 
(indudhg foreign souras material) availa)~le to the public, Increases in the audienca oE, 
and the amount of program- available through the private media have also been 
afflcant. Less progress is apparent on establjshing the finlmeial.independenct of the 
private media and in reforming or implementing reforms of the laws gwerning the operation 
of the media However, the former is most b l y  the result of the eiconomic conditions 
facing the media and the latter does not seem to be of p a t  sigDiflciut. On balancep wer 

. tho past several years silpniflcant progress has been made In strengthening the independent 
media While the Am. financed activitieg have been helpful to particular media outlets 
and particular institutions, there does not seem to be a basis for concluding that the 
activities have played an important role in the overall progress which has been made to 
date. Given the relatively modest level of rcsoutccs which are likely to be available in the 

- futurep achieving a clearer linkage between future A.I.D. financed activities and impact will 
require stricter targeting on limited aspects of the overall goal. 

H. EXHIBITS 

Th~e following pages (35 through 60) are the exhibits referred to in the previous discussion. 



Exhibit 1 

INDEPENDENT MEDIA ,TRAXNINO - POLAND 
1. Management Program for Central and East European Media Managers 
Description: Two-week training program designed to equip media 
managers to cope with change.  session^ inplude motivating 
subordinates, management by objective, time management, management 
styles, organizational etruature, delegating, audienca research and 
advertising an8 sales. 
Funaing: $44,722 (multi-country) 
Program dates: August 1991 

2. . Broadcast Journalism Training 
Description: A two-week media training program conducted in Polish ' 
by a VOA journalist with local media personnel. 
Funding: $4,235 
Program dates: October 1991 - 
3. Communications. Consultants 
Description: Two communications specialists were placed in Polish. 

, universities and/or. institutes for one year to conduct media 
training. @ 

Funding Level: $69,272 s 

Program date8: Fall 1991 - June 1992 
4. Election Coverage 
Description: Two American specialists conducted workshops to train 
Polish journalists, particuldrly from broadcast 'media, in 
pre-elecgion coverage. 
Funding Level: $22,5)8 
Program dates: May l?: 3. 

5. Professionals in Residence 
Description! Nine American media professionals were placed at 
Polish universities and other institutions for two week training and 
support programs. 
Funding: $49,120 
Program dates: June 1991 

6, Television Training 
Grantee: USTTI 
Description: . Sponsorship of one Polish broadcaster to participate 
in course on stages of production and distribution of syndicated 
television. 
Funding: $3,068 

7 .  Economic Journalism Project - Poland 
Description: Two academic specialists travelled to three cities in 
Poland conducting seminars and workshops on economic journalism. 
Funding: $6,482 
Program dates: Fall 1991 



Exhibit 1 (cont'd) 

8.  raining Program for Polish Journalists 
Grantee: Rutgers University 
Description: Three-week training program in washi ngton 'and 
Brunswick, New Jersey design84 to give Polish journalists a chance 
to observe local and public affairs reporeing in the American media. 
Funding: $67,014 
Program dates: OctoberlNovember 1991 

9. Radio Internshias 
Description: ~artiai support for two-week program of polish 
broadcasterto interface with commercial radio stations in the U.S. 
Funding: $1,300 
Program Dates: March 1992 

10. Television ~nternships 
Description: Two-week internships for 2 Polish television technical 

- directors. 
Funding: $3,838 
Program Dates: May 1992 

l1. Professional Development Year for Polish Journalist .. 
Grantee: Loyola University 
Description: Non credit academic year at American university'hchool 
of journalism or mass communication for young.Polish journalist. 
Funding: $9,610 
Program dates: September 1992 

12. ~elevision Production 
Description: Specialist worked with Polish television officials on 
programming and placement. 
Funding: $5,720 
Program dates: ~ a l i  1992 

13. Journalism Degree Program 
Description: Specialist spent several weeks working with officials 
at the Wroclaw Technical University and the University of Wroclaw 
ahelping to develop a first-time journalist degree program. 
Funding: $5,013 
Program dates: Summer 1992 

14. Television Production 
Description: specialist worked with Polish television officials on 
programming and placement. 
Funding: $5,720 
Program dates: Fall 1992 



Exbibit 2 

INDEPENDENT MEDIA TRAINING - LITHUANIA 

1. General Management of Baltics* Television Stations 
Description: Consultant provided advice on TV news, productions, 
programming, general station management, financial. 'management, 
marketing, and privatization, 
Funding: $8,686- 
Program dates: November 1991 

2.  Programming of Independent ~elevision Programs in Lithuania 
' Description: Expert invited to discuss with USIA and'IMF officials 

the possibilities of programming on, an independent television 
station in Lithuania. -. I 

' Funding: $981 
Program dates: Novenber 1991 - 
3. Training of ~ a d i o j ~ ~  Journalists 
Description: 'conducting of Workshops for radio and television 

, journalists on how to operate as a free press. 
Funding: $26,482 
Program dates: ~anuary - March 1992 e 

$ 

4. Media Book Collection 
Description: Provision Of specialized book collections in media 
issues for journalists. - 
Funding: $16,487 
Program dates: October 1991 - becember 1992 . 
5. Radio and Television Programming 
Description: Three-week program in Washington and Athens, Ohio, 
designed to give Baltic journalists a first hand look at the latest 
in U.S.'radio.and television programing and equipment, 
Funding: $62,025 
Program .dates: ,April 6-24, 1992 

6. Radio Programming and Production Techniques 
.Description: Two-week media training program conducted in the 
Lithuanian language on U.S. radio programming and production 
techniques. 
Funding: $3,677 
Program dates: April 27 - May 8, 1992 
7. Media Management Program 
Descr.iption: Two-week training program designed to equip media 
managers to cope and function is a changing environment, including 
management by objective, time management, audience research and 
advertising and sales. 
Funding: $13,230 
Program dates: June/July 1992 



Exhibit 2 (cont'd) 

8. Broadcast workshops 
Desaription: . Two person team conducted workshops in the Baltic 
states for broadcast managers gnd staff as a follow-up to the radio 
and television program which took place in Athens, Ohio in the 
spring. 
Funding: $16,187 
Program dates: . ~ugustjseptember 1992 

9. Publishing, Newspapers for Profit . I  

Description: Consultant conducted three day workshops in Lithuania 
for newspaper publishers, editors and other newspaper management. 
Funding: $5,325 
Program dates: September/October 1992 

10. Communications Consultants 
Description: Two communications specialists will be placed in - 
Latvian univers'ities and/or institutes for up to one year to conduct 
media training. 
Funding Level: $ 60,000 

. Program dates: September 1992-August 1992 

11. Management of Radio Stations \ 

Description: Manager of US TV station conducted visit to Lithuanian 
.TV station following internship in US of Lithuanian TV station 
manager. 
Funding: $1,482 
Program date: September 1992 . 

12. Radio'Programming, Placement and Management 
Description: VOA Lithuanian Department Chief to spend three months 
in Lithuania working with both private and public radio stations on 
programming, placement of programs and management of stations. 
Donation of recording equipment and books will-be donated. 
Funding: .$14,343 
Program dates: October-December 1992 

. 13. Professional in Residence - Radio (Lithuania) 
Description: Lithuanian speaking radio specialist spent three 
months working with state and private radio on programming and 
placement. 
Funding: $7,000 
Program dates: October 1992 - January 1993 



Exhibit 3 

INDEPENDENT MEDIA TRAINING BULGARIA 

1. constitutional Guarantees for Freedom of the Press 
Grantee: Northwestern ~niversity 
~escription: TWO-week training program for nine ~ui~arian 
journalists with emphasis on the importance 0f.U.S. constitutional 
guarantees to secure press freedom; the roles of both skills 
training.and the study of applied theory in U.S. schools of. 
journalism;.the role of the audience and audience demographics in 
defining, validating and controlling content and the presentation of 
news in the various U.S. media; the importance of balanced, 
unbiased, non-partisan reporting and editing to the U.S. media 
audience, and advertising~in the continuing competition of the U.S. 
media marketplace. 
Funding: $49,202 
Program dates: June/July 1991 - 
2. Ranagement Program for Central and East European Media Managers 
Description: Two-week training program dgsigned to equip media 

, managers to.cope with.change. Sessions include motivating 
subordinates, management by objective, time management, managvent 

. styles, organizational structure, delegating, audience research and 
advertising and sales. 
Funding: $44,722 (multi-country) 
Program dates: August 1991 

3. Professional Development Year for Bulgarian Journalist 
Grantee: University of Maine - Orono 
Description: Non credit academic year at American university school 
of journalism or mass communication for young Bulgarian journalist. 
Funding: $8,035 
program dates: September 1991 

5. . Radio Internships 
Description: One-month internship with VOA Europe for three 
*Bulgarian radio journalists to introduce them to American radio , broadcasting techniques. 
Funding: $14,810 

; Program dates: July-August 1991 

6. .Media Program for Bulgarian Member of Parliament . 
. Description: ~askingtbn program for key member of Bulgarian 
parliament to explore audio/visual law issues. 
Funding: $4362 
Program Dates: July ,1991 

7. Electronic News Gathering 
Description: Workshop for Bulgarian TV personnel on broadcast news 
writing skills, principles of news gathering and on-air performance 
techniques. 
Funding: $6867 
Program dates: August 1991 



Exhibit 3 (cont'd) 

8 .  Profemlonal Development Year for Bulgarian Journalist 
Grantee: Emory and Henry College 
Description: Non credit academic year at American university school 
of journalism or mass communication for young Bulgarian journalist. 
Funding: $7,429 
Program dates: September 1992 

9. Television station Management and Broadcasting 
Description: A media services specialist worked with ~ u 1 ~ a h . m  
Television station management and broadcasting. 

. Funding: $17,207 
Program dates: September 5 - October 18, 1992 



Exhibit 4 

INDEPENDENT MEDIA TRAININO - REGIONAL 

1. Management Program for Central and East European Media Managers 
Description: Two-week training program designed to equip media 
managers to cope with change. Sessions included-motivating 
subordinates, management by objective, time management, management 
styles, organizational structure, delegating, audience research and 
advertising and sales. Countries represented were Yugoslavia, 
Poland, Czechosl,ovakia, Hungary, Bulgaria, and Romania. 
Funding: $45,841 (multi-country) 
Program dates: August 1991 

2; Zroadcast Journalism Training - Poland 
Description: .A two-week media training program conducted in polish 
'by a VOA journalist with loaal media personnel. 
-Funding: $4,235 
Progrdm dates: ~ctober 1991 

. 3. Communications Consultants 
, Description: Eleven communications specialists were placed in. 
universities and/or institutes for one semester to one year to' 
conduct media training programs, lecture in cominunications and 
jomalism. 
'Funding Levc$,: $530,000 (multi-country) 
Program dates: Fall/Winter 1992 

4. Election Coverage - Poland 
Description: Two American,specialists conducted workshops to train 

, . Pdlish journalists, particularly from broadcast media, in 
pre-election coverage. 
Funding Level: $22,538 
Program dates: Spring/Summer 1991 

5. Professionals-in-Residence - Poland 
" Descripti'on: '~ine'aerican media professionals were placed at . Polish universities and other institutions for two week training and 

support programs. 
Funding: $49,120 
Program dates: June 1991 . . 
6 .  Media Program for Bulgarian Member of Parliament 
Description: Washington program for key member of Bulgarian 
parliament who explored audio/visual law issues. 
'Funding: $4,362 
Program Dates: July 1991 



Exhibit 4 (p.2) 
7. Television   raining - Poland 
Grantee:' USTTI ' 

Description: sponsorship of one polish broadaaster who participated 
in course on stages of production and distribution of syndicated 
television. 
Funding: , $3 ,'068 
Program.dates: Marah 1992 

8. Training Program for Romanian Television Journalists 
Grantee: ~hico' State university 
Description: Three-week training program designed to give ten 
Romanian TV personnel a close look at American television and 
hands-on experience preparing their own material for broadcast. 
Funding: $49,603 
Program dates: July-August 1991 

.9, Professional Development Year for Romanian Journalist 
Grantee: chic0 State Vniversity 
Description: Non credit academic year at American university school 
of .journalism or mass communication for young Romanian-journalist, 
Funding: $9,3,51 
Program datos : se~tekber 1991 s 

\ 

10. Professional Development Year for Czechos,lovak Journalist 
Grantee: University of Missouri 
Description: Non credit academic year at American university school 
of journalism or mass communication for young Czechoslovak 
journalist. 
Funding: $7,630 
Procjram dates: September 1991 

11. Professional Development Year for Hungarian Journalist 
Grantee: University of Southern Mississippi 
Description: Non credit acadenic year at American university. school 
of journalism or mass communication for young Aungarian journalist. 
.Funding: $3,848 
Program dates: September 1991 

12. Professional Development Year for Bulgarian Journalist 
Grantee: University of Maine - Orono 
Description: Non credit academic year at American university school 
of journalism or mass communication for young Bulgarian joarnalist-. 
Funding: $9,661 
Program dates: September 1991 



Exhibit 4 (p.3) 
,13. ~on'stitutional Guarantees for Freedom of the Press 
Grantee: Northwestern University 
Desoription: .Two-week training program for nine ~ul~arian , . 
journalists emphasising the Importanae of U.S. constitutional 
guarantees to secure press freedom; the roles of both skills 
training and the study of applied theory in U . 8 ,  schools of 
journalism; the role of the audience and audience demographics in 
defining, validating and controlling aontent and the presentation of 
news in the various U.S. media; the importance of balanced,. 
unbiasdd, non-partisan reporthy and editing to the U.S. media 
audience, and advertising in the continuing competition of the U . S .  
media marketplace. 
Funding: $48,083 
Program dates: June/July.1991 

14. Radio Internships 
Description: One-month internship with VOA Europe for three 
Bulgarien.radio journalists introducing them to American radio 
broadcasting techniques. 
Funding: $14,810 
Program dates: July-August 1991 

15. Economic Journdlism Project - Poland 4 

Description: Two academic specialists travelled to three cities 
Poland conducting seminars and workshops on economic journalism. 
Funding: $7,482 
Program dates: Fall 1991 

16. Electronic News Gathering' 
Description: workshop for Bulgarian TV personnel on broadc.ast news 
writing skills; principles. of news gathering and on-air performance 
techniques. 
Funding: $6,867 
Program date,s: August 1991 

17. Workshop for ~ouinalists and Government Press Officers 
Description: .a two-week program in. Czechoslovakia taught basic 
skills, with a focus on the government relationship to the media. 
Funding: . .  $8,187 
Program Dates: August 1991 

18. . Computer Literacy for Journalists 
Description: ~orkshop'held in Albania to teach journalists the 
basics of word processing and working with computers. 
Funding: $ U , U  7 
Program Dates: September 1991 



Exhibit 4 (p.4) 

19. Workshop for the Czeahoelovak Press Agency 
Description: Hold in both Prague and Bratislava, this workshop 
trained editors and reporters in two areas: a) the role of the 
journalist in a free, democratic society, and b) how to oover the 
news. 
Funding: $5,912 
Program Dates: September 1991 

20. Workshop on Western Scholarly Publishing, 
Description: Workshop for melubere of Charles University Press and 
Czech Technical university Press. Participants were taught the 
history of western scholarly publishing and given surveys of 
administrative and management systems, economic realities, and , : 
departmental responsibilities; book production procedures and' the 
use of computers in. publishing was also covered. 
Funding: $12 ,'564 
Program ~ates': September 1991 

21. Radio Management 
Description: Series bf.presentations on how to recruit, train and 
motivate employees'in.radio and television. 
Funding: $5,642 e 

Program dates: March 1992 
\ 

22. Critical Analysis of Mass Media 
Description: Program on the ethics and education of journalists. 
Funding: $1,910 
Program dates: ~aroh/~pril 19'92 

23. Long-Term Media Consultant to Romania 
Description: Adviser to Independent SOTI-TV on all aspects of 
television management. 
Funding: $27,,987 
Program Dates: January - March 1992 
24. Journalism Workshop on Women in Media 
Description: One week workshop conducted by four American women 
media specialists, co-sponsored by the Hungarian Association of 
Journalists. 
Funding: $5,948 
Program Dates: November 1991 

25.  raining Program for Polish Journalists 
Grantee: Rutgers University 
Description: Three-week training program in Washington and 
Brunswick, New Jersey for ten Polish journalists to observe local 
and public affairs reporting in the Merican media. 
Funding: $67,014 
Program dates: October/November 1991 
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26. Sales and Management Program for Independent Czeah Radio Managers 
Des~ription: Two-week training program in Washington designed to 
aaquaint independent radio etation owners and operators'with the 
latest in U . S .  sales and management teahniquee inaluding management 
by objective, time management, management styles, organizational 
structure, delegating, audience research and advertising qnd sales, 
~undingt $44,469 
Program dates: ~ovembek 4-15, 1991 ' 

27. herican Electoral Process 
Grantee: Chico State University 
Description: Three-week training program in Washington and Chica 
designed to give Romanian journalists a close look at the American 
electoral process and how the American media covers n Presidential 
campaign. 
Funding: $52,926 

, - Program dates: February/March 1992 

28. Training Program for Albanian Journalists 
Grantee: University of Georgia 
.Description: Two-week training program in Washington and Athana, 
Georgia designed to acquaint Albanian journali.sts with U.S. 

e, 
reporting techniques and desktop publishing. 
Funding: $44,782 
Programdates: March/April 1992 

2 9 .  Radio Internships 
Description: Partial supportafor two-week program of Polish . 
broadcast to interface with commercial radio stations in the U.S: 
Funding: $1,300 
Program Dates: March 1992 

30, Desktop Publishing Workshop 
Description: Ten-day workshop with selected journalists. 
Funding: $6,567 
Program dates: March 1992 

31. Radio Programming and Production 
Description: Two-week media training program for Romanian 
journalists. 
Funding: $4,558 
Program Dates: April 1992 

3 2, Televf sion Internships 
Description: Two-week internships for 2 Polish television technical 
directors. 
Funding: $4,182 
Dates: May 1992 
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33 ., ~dmknistration 
Desaription: Fundla to provide administrative col~ts for progratns. 
Funding: $55,362 

34. Journalism Primer 
Demoription: Provi~ion of funds to producu a specialized primar for 
Romanian journalists~ 
Funding: $1,000 
Program dates: ongoing 

, 35. Media Workshops 
Description: Series of workshops for journalists in Sloven'ia. 
Funding: $4,602 
Program dates: May 1992 

36. CzechoslovaXian Radio Managers 
-Description: Four aonsultants met with representatives of the 
Czechoslovak State Radio regarding moving from state owned to public 
radio. 
Funding: $3,896 
Progran dates: June 1992 

37. 'Media Workshops 
Description: specialist consulted with Albanian newspaper 
publishers and maaagers to provide training in management techniques. 
Funding: $1,,101 
Program dates: June 1992 

38. Management Program for Media Managers 
Description: Two week training program designed to equip media 
managers to cope and function in a changing environment, including 
management by, objective, time management, delegating, audience 
research, advertising and sales. 
Funding: $52,794 
Program dates: JunefJuly 1992 

3 9. Radio programming Production 
Description: Two, week media training program for Czechoslovak 
journalists. 
Funding: $2,2 00 
Program dates: May 1992 

,40. Radio Programing Production 
Description: Two week media training program for Albanian 
journalists .. 
Funding: $4,200 
Program dates: May/June 1992 
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41. Pzoieesional Development Year for Lithuanian Journalist 
Grantee: University of North Carolina 
Deoaription: Won aredit aoademic year al: American univ&sity school ; 
of journalism or mass communication for young Lithuanian journalikk. 
Funding: $9,734 
Program dates: September 1992 

42. Professional Development Year for Latvian Journalist 
Grantee: Georgia Southern University 
Description: ..Nan credit a,cac¶emic year at American university school 
of journalism or mass communication for young Latvian journalist. . Funding: $9,163 
Program dates: September '1992 

43. Professional Development Year for Romanian Journalist 
Grantee: University of California at Chico 

- Description: Non credit academic year at American university school 
of journalism or mass communication far young Romanian journalist. 
Funding: $7,610 
Program dates: September 1992 

44. Professional ~evelo~ment Year ior .Bulgarian Journalist 
Grantee:. Emory and Henry College 
Description: Non credit'academic year at American university school 
of journalism.or mass communication for young Bulgarian journalist. 
Funding: $7,429 
Program dates: September 1992 

45. Professional Development Year for Polish Journalist. 
Grantee: Loyola University 
Description: Non credit acadewic year at.American university school 
of journalism or mass ctmunication for young Polish journalist. 

, Funding: ,$9,610 
Program dates: September 1992 

46. Professional Development Year for Hungarian.Journalist 
Grantee: University of Tennessee-Knoxville 
Description: Non credit a.cademic year at American university school 
of journalism or mass comunication for young Hungarian journalist. 
Funding: $13,038 
Program dates : September: 1992 

47. Professional Development Year for Slovene Journalist' 
Grantee: University of Tennessee-Knoxville 
Description: Non credit academic year at American university school 
of journalism or mass communication for young Slovene journalist. 
Funding: $13,038 
Program dates: September 1992 
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48. Professional Development Year for Slovak Journalist 
Grantee: University of Missouri 
~eearigtion: Non aredit academia year at American university soh001 
of journalism or mass aonununication for young Slovak journalist: 
Funding: $2,580 
Program dates: September 1992 

49. ~rofessional in Residence - Radio (~ithuania) 
Description: Lithuanian speaking radio specialist spent.thrae 
montha working with state and private radio on programing and 
placement. 
Funding: $7,000 ' 

Program dates: October 1992 - January 1993 
50. Journalism Degree Program 
Description: specialist spent several weeks working with officials 

- .at the Wroclaw ~echnical university and the University of Wroclaw 
helping to develop a first-time journalist degree program. ' 

Funding: $5,013 
Program dates: Summer 1992 

51. .Media Workshops and Training @ 

Description,: Travel only grants for CEE participants at t6e USTTI 
media workshops. 
Funding: $17,500 
Program dates: Spring and Fall 1992 

52. Television Station Management and Broadcasting 
Description: A media services specialist worked with Bulgarian 
Television station management and broadcasting. 
~unding:' $17,207 
Program dates: September 5 - October 18, 1992 
53. Role of the Media in an Election 
Description: Television journalist presented lectures on the role 
of the media in Czechoslovakia. 
Funding: $1,876 
Program dates: June 1992 

54. .Television Production 
.Description: speicialist worked with Polish television officials on 
programing and placement. 
Funding: $5,720 
Program dates: Fall 1992 
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55, Television Radio and Management 
Description: Two speaialists consulted with Albanian TVland ~ a d i o  
on programming and production issues. 
Fund lng : $8,102 
Program dates: August-September 1992 

56. publishing Independent Press 
Desarfption: Specialist worked with publishing officials on the 
establishment of an independent daily newspaper in Albania. 
Funding: $5,135 

' Progam dates: septe'mber 1992 

57. ~ z o d u c i n ~  Newspapers for Prof it 
. Description: Specialist spent two weeks in Estonia and Latvia 

advising local newspapers how to become more profitable. 
- Funding: $6,259 
Program dates: November 1992 
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List of Conferenc~ Held in 1992 
by the Central and E a t  European Media Center 

and The Media Resource Centre 

Public Affairs Reporting, February 4-5, 1992 

. Trends in the Advertising World, February 7, 1992 

The Future of the Polish Press Agency, March 5, 1992 

Investigative Reporting, March 30-3 1,1992 

An Introduction to Advertising in the Media, April 2-5, 1992 

Radio Journalism Workshop, February 20 - April 3, 1992 (Eight Sessions) 

Management Techniques in Television, April 27-28, 1992 

The Basics of Production: Documentary, Inforrnationa1,a nd Arts Television Programs, May 4-5, 
1992 

A Seminar for Young Journalists fiom Latvia, Byclomia, and the Uktaine, May 2-9, 1992 

Cooperation Between Press Spa-11s for Governmental and Public Organizations, and the 
Media, May 14-15, 1992 

What Kind of Broadcast Law Do We Expect? May 19, 1992 

Managing Newspapers and Magazines, May 20-21, 1992 

An Introduction to Print J o d s m ,  June 8, 1992 

Reporting on Human Rights, June 1 1, 1992 

TV News Prograaw, June 22-30, 1992 

Audience Research and Program Planning, July 1-3, 1992 

Political Cartoons, August 17, 1992 



Media as a Business in Market Economy, Soptombar 20-26, 1992 

Media and HIVIAIDS Prwmtion, Octobar 15-16, 1992 

The Role of Advertising in the Media in Post-Communist Countries, November 19-20, 1992 
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Llrt of Media Resource Centre Student# Achievements 

Radio Worhhop Participanb: 

Wojcdech Horn After one samastar, ha was rccommendcd by M.RC. to "Radio Zet" to work 
as a raproFter. After a couple of weeks he was promoted to the chiefs ( A n h j  
Woycicchowski's) assistant. Exdent  voice and talented raportsr. 

Dariwz GasbmwsM - He took part in Wo semesters in Media Resources Canter and started 
cooperation with "Radio Zat" as a disc-jockey. Has also published in Oazeta Wyborcza, Polityka, 
and Dialog, 

- Antonina Ko&ka - Cooperation with 'Radio Zat". When she finished her first semester9 she 
began a regular astrology broadcast. Smn she will have a w d y  program on radio Zet, night 
time. 

Agnkszkr B&lawsRcr - Cooperation with radio WAWA. whild taking part in our workshops, she 
wrote commentaries, interviews, and 'reviews, She is comfortable in hosting programs. A vary 
good writer and speaker. 

Mackj GOGO lab Worh for radio WAWA specialized in presenting radio news. 

Ar/m Podgorny - Coopemtion with social flairs department in Polish Radio, channel one. An 
author of three published reports. His reporter's talent was obvious in his first semester at the 
U R C .  Very good speaker. 

D d  M&wsRI lab By the end of second semester, started to work for Polish Radio, channel one, 
"Four Seasonsn program, as a reporter. Skillfbl, knows how to get information. 

MagdoCea K i  - took part in two sessions, very bright person ,with reporter's talent, excellent 
Ennli.sh, knowledge of political and social affkirs. Adept at interviews. Stands a good chance 
of being hired in the News Room of Polish Radio on a p e m e n t  basis. 

Mruirur &nklewtcz - Attending workshops since November 1992, studying Werent kinds of 
radio journalism. Before studying in URC., he was an editor of local radio station in candies 
industry (Wedel), and was not satisfied doing it. Today, he has more experience. 

Print Workshop Participants 

Umzula Dlugon - After first semester in our Center, her reports have been published in "Zycle 
Codziemen, writing a sight of health center. 



Agnleszka C6rngbr arrd Marta KarwInska - They p1ttbnded for two semesters. Authors of - 

intervim with Bob Cornstock, published in "Nowa Europa" nowspaper. 

WoJkch MoJik - Worke for "Polityka" (daily), an author of a report about military strategy in 
tha former Yugoelawia. 

Antoniia Kotvliwka - Her astrological and fortunetellkg toxta are published in magazines: "Twoj 
Styl" and w8ulccasfl. 

A-r Podgomy - Ongoing cooperation with "Firma" magazine as a reportor. Publishes his report 
, about music in specialized publications, 

Our students employed on parmanat basis ic "Firmat' m a g h e  am: 
Kataxqma Sokolow8h, Qazyna Jadowaka, Cbzary Szy?wn"~k, Imbo1a sp+ko, Piotr Tymoanrk, 
Jacek Piatkowsld and Sylwia RmWcowaka - dl of them have Ibtm studying at M.RC., one year 

- now, m a w  pgtass in writ@, Tho b a t  writ~dim :Kataryna Sokolowska and Jacek 
Piatkowski. The rest of them can writ0 good reports. 

. Jacck P u w h k l -  an author of raport about presidents of Ostroleka. Published in local paper 
and rcpublishecl in quite a few national titles. 

Iwona Kolakonwku - Editor in local Newsl- of Uniwcrsytdt Dochowy Brachrna Kumaris. 

Television Workshops and Comes 

I?mmys&w B a b k  - An actor. In a competition organized P o w  TV for Sports News 
Presenter, with other 12 people, he passed an entrance exam to TV presenters workshops. In 
June 1992, he took part in this workshop and after started to work for the main Polish W sports 
now office. Then (in September) he was studying at our center, Since October 1, he has been 
employed on a full t h e  basis as a journalist in the Main Sports hgram Editorial Office. He 
is the host of the sports section of tb main evening news program at 7:30 p.m. 

SCanisIbw Snopek - Participant in our July come and September workshope. Employed on 
permanent basis as presenter in Polish W's Main Sport Programs Editorial OMce. 

Jacek h h w s k i  - Studying in September workshops. Works as a journalist in Sport New 
program, Polish TV station. 

E d w d  D u d  - Participant in both July and September workshops, regularly works with all 
sports programs edited by Polish TV. 

Anetcr Maciejewska - July course participant. Cooperates with PTV. 

M k h d  UWhsM - Journalism student (Warsaw University). By the time he completed our July 



coursa, he had already atartad to work for sports programs in Polish TV station, 

Pawel Mac& - Cornplated September workshops. Was hired by a local program (public TV), 
titled TKW, 

Marcln RokLki - Finished Scptambor workshops. Employed in private TV station "Top Canal". 

Magdalcna Sagan&& - She won a competition for W Presenters, was a participant in workshops 
for TV presenters for 5th to 23rd September 1992, She leads negotiations on contract mttars 
with channel two in PTV, 

Beata Paukau - She took part in September course to become an Educational TV presenter. She 
hosts programs on Wducsdays on subjects of literature and Polish language, 
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ANNEX V 

PERSONS INTERVIEWED 

I. RULE OF LAW 

POLAND 

10. Dr. Wieslaw Staskledcz 
Director, Sejm Bureau of 
Research, Warsaw 

William Josh  
AID Reprqentadve, Warsaw 

John Aanenson 
AID Democratic Initiative8 
Project Offlcer, Warsaw 

11. Hanna GajewsIca 
Advocate, Warsaw 

Den& Wolf 
USLQ Political and Soda1 Process 
Project Officer, Warsaw 

12. Dr. A n h j  Mania 
Dean, Faculty of Law and 
Political Science, J&eIlonian 
University, Krakow 

Ann Sigmund 
zjlSIA Public AfjEairs Qfficer, 
Warsaw 

13. Wladyslaw Brzeski 
Deputy Mayor of Krakow 

Joseph McManus 
USlA Public A f h b  Officer, 
Mraa;ow 

14. Dr. Alebdr Ratajadc 
President of Polish Lawyer's 
Association and Professor of Law, 
Adam Mickieida University, 
Poznan . . 

15. Dr. Piotr Gosieniecki 
Lecturer, Faculty of Law, Adam 
Mickiewicz University, Poznan 

Douglas Ebner 
USLA Public AB&s Officer, 
Po~uur 

Robert Stark 
CEELI Commercial Law 
Specialist, Warsaw 16. Ewa Borkowska-Bagienska . 

Vice-Dean, Adam Mickiewicz 
University Law Faculty, Poznan Roy Gordet 

CEEU Commercial Law 
Specialist, Krakow 17. Mark Brzezinski 

Researcher, U.S. Fillbright 
Commission, Warsaw Ronald Dwight 

IRIS Project Director, Warsaw 



18. Dieter Birkcnmaier 
Legal ,Advisor, European 
Comm.unity Delegation, Warsaw 

19. Marcin Juszczyk 
DePaul University Wllman Rights 
Program, putidpant, Warsaw 

20. AgniuzlrP Suchccka- 
Tarnacka 
DePaul University Human Rights 
Program partidpant, Warsaw 

23. Agnieszka Suchccka- 
Tarnacka, 
Attorney, Lawyer Collec2ive No, 
3, Warsaw 

24. Jane Dobija 
Director, Warsaw Media 
Resource Center 

25, Karol Jakubowicz 
Advisor to the Prlme Minister, 
Warsaw 

21. Tomasz Stawecki 26. k e k  Nowicki 
Faculty of Law, Warsaw Helsinld Commission - uilivorsity 

22. MaadnaJuszcyk 
Attorney, Wardynski & Partners, 
Warsaw, DePaul University 
Human Rights Program 
participant 

B. Lithuania (Vilnius) 

1. John Qoutier 
AID Representative 

2 Victor Sidabras 
USIA Public Information Officer 

3. Kurt W. Muellenberg 
USIA Resident Expert, Ministry 
of Justice 

5. William Walters 
CEELI Legal Specialist 

6. FIllll~lldi Ezera 
CEEU Senior Project 
 coordinator (visiting from 
wishhgton) 

7. VytautasFakalniskis 
General Counsel, Lithuanian 
Economic and Foreign Investment 
Development Company (former 
Minister of Justice) 



8. Jorgen llssner 
UNDP Resident Representative, 
vilnJu8 

9. Mindaugas hays 
Chairman of the Supreme Court, 
Vilnius 

Juozas Zitys 
Chief Judge of the Constitutional 
Court, and Head of Seimas Legal 
Department 

Kestuds Stungys 
Chairman, Lithuanian Lawyers' 
Assodation 

Valentinas Mikelenas 
Dean, Vilnius University Law 
F d t y  

Bulgaria (Sofia) 

Hugh Kenneth Hill 
U.S. A m b d o r  

Mark Dillen 
USIA Public AfMrs/Press & 
Culture Attache 

Gerald Zarr 
A D  Representative 

Brad Fujimoto 
AID Projects Officer 

Harlan Pomeroy 
CEEU Liaison 

Robert Scherle 
CEELI Legal Specialist, Judicial 
Training 

13, Petraa SmalIukas 
Deputy Minister of Justice and 
Judge of Constitutional Court 

14. Povilss Pauparm 
Director, Publishing House, 
Supreme Council of Lithuania 

15. Violeta Radnskaite 
Head of Department of Courts, 
Ministry of Justice 

16. Olegas Sldnderskis 
Head of International 
Cooperation Service, Ministry of 
Internal Affairs 

7. Thomas F l y ~  
USIA Professional in Residence, 
Ministry of Justice 

8. Rita Jane Spillane 
USLA Professional in Residence 

9. Ognian Shentov 
Director, Center for the Study of 
Democracy 

10. Stephan Kyutchukov. 
Secretary, Law Program Center 
for the Study of Demmcy 

11. Boyko Dimitrachkov Research 
Fellow, Law Program, Center for 
the Study of Democracy 



Yonko Orozuv 
Research Fellow, Law Program, 
Center for the Study of 
Democracy 

Msho Vulchev 
Minister of Justice, Sofia 

Todor Bourilkov 
President, Bulgarian Bar 
Assodation 

Gerhard Ries 
Legal Adviser, Coundl for 
Normative Acts, Council of 
Ministers 

Evgenia Kotseva Instructor, 
Faculty of Law, Sofia University 

Tseko Tsekov 
Professor, Faculty of Law, Sofia 
University 

Petko Angelov 
Secretary, Ministry of the Interior 

Dr. Ilk0 Eskenazi 
Deputy, National Assembly 
(former Deputy Prime Minister) 

Valetin Georgiev 
Legal Advisor, Council for 
Normative Acts, the Council of 
Ministers 

Georgii Petkanov 
Dean, Faculty of Law, Sofia 
University 

22, Krassimira Sredkova 
Vice-Dean, Faculty of Law, Sofia 
University 

23. Orlin Borissov 
Lecturer, Faculty of Law, Sofia 
University 

24. Silvy Chemev 
Attorney, Sofia 

25. JeEErey S. Hops 
Faculty member, Fadty of Law, 
New Bulgarian Ujlnivcrsity 

26. Morton H. SMar 
Fulbright teacher, Faculty of Law, 
Sofia University 

27. V. Agirev 
Head of Prisons Section, Ministry 
of Justice 



WASHINGTON 

Amy L Schwartz 
Deputy Asst. Secretary of State 
Human Rights and Humanitarian 
Affairs 

Department of State 

~ e d d  Hyman 
Projects Officer 
EUT/DR 
ALD. 

Peter Antico 
u.s.1.A 

John Jasik 
U . S U  

Mark Ellis 
CEELI 



EDUCATION REFORM 

POLAND 

Mr. Julius Varallyay 
Operations Officer 
Resident MJssion 
The .World Bank 
Warsaw 

Dr. Jacek Strzemieany 
Director, Teacher Training 
Ministry of National Education 
Warsaw 

Ms. Ewa PalUSZklewicz 
Head Librarian 
American Studies Center 
University of Warsaw 
Warsaw 

Dr. Lescek Carlicki 
Director 
American Studies Center 
University of Warsaw 
watsaw 

Dr. Piotr Showski 
Head, Studies Program 
American Studies Center 
University of Warsaw 
Warsaw 

Dr. E. Valentine-Jakubiak 
Associate Director 
Russian and East European 
Institute 

Indiana University 

Ms. Eva Johansson 
Programme Officer 
U.N.D.P. 
Warsaw 

8. Mr. Dieter Bkkenmaier 
Programme Ohtlcur 
EB*C 
Warsaw 

9. Mr. Jacke Wojnarowski 
Executive Director 
The Bartory Foundation 
Warsaw 

10. Mr. Knstof Rybinski 
Director 
Olsztyn Summer School of 
Eoonomics 

The Bartory Foundation 
Warsaw 

11. Ms. Teresa Zagrodska 
Associate Director 
Qlsztyn Summer School of 
Eoonomics 
The Bartory Foundation 
Warsaw 

12. Dr. Andmj Dakowski 
Executive Director 
Polish Fulbright Commission 
Warsaw 

13. IMr. Denis S. Wolf . 
Deputy Director 
U.S.I.A. 
Warsaw 

14. Ms. Ann Sigmund 
Director 
U.S.I.A. 
Warsaw 



Dr. Kmrreth Mike Jenson 
English Language Program 
OM~t'fUSIA 

The Amsdcan Csnter 
Wmaw 

Ms. Anna E. WViSbik 
Cultural Affalm 8pddit3t 
The American Qnter 
Warsaw 

Dr. ElWeta Czwartoz 
Regional Education Trainer 
Partners for Democratic Change 
Dept. of Educational Psychology 
University of Warsaw 
Warsaw 

Mr. John Qoutier 
AJJD Representative 
US. Embassy 
Vilnius 

Mr. Victor Sidabras 
Public Af.Eairs Officer 
USIS mce 
Vilmius 

Ms. Vaida Paulauskaite 
Director, INIService 
'k;riaing Centre 
Vilnius Pedagogical 
University 
Vilnius 

Mr. John S. Phillips 
English Language Fellow/USIA 
Lithuanian In-Service Teachers' 
Training Institute 

Vilnius 

5. Mrs. Jurate Krow 
Fulbright Specialist 
In-SeNice 'Ikaining Centre 
Vilnius Pedago@d Univ. 
Vilnius 

Us after Mg. '93 
8623 Ferndale Street 
PWdphia,  PA 19115 

6. Dr. Susan M. Andersen 
Professor of Communications 
Department of Pedagogics 
Vilnius Pedgagid Univ. 
Vilnius 

School of Communication 
Univ. of Central Florida 
Orlando, FL 32816 



7. Dr. Caroline Linse 
Coordinator, Baltic EFL 
Fellows Program/US1[S 

Public AfPainrr Offkc/USIS 
Riga, Latdva 

' 9. Mr. Jorgen brier 
Resident Representative 
UND.P. 
vilnIus 

1. Mr. Mark E. Dillen 
Counselor for Press iiB; 
Culture, US Embassy 
Sofia 

2. Dr. Walter Theurer 
Cultural Affairs Oficer 
US Embassy 
Sofia 

3. Ms. KathySchaIow 
Asst. CAO 
US. Embassy, Sofia 

4. Mr. Brad Fujumoto 
Projects Officer 
USAID, Sofia 

5. Mr. Lambo Kjuchukov 
Deputy Minister 
Ministry of National 
Education, Sofia 

10. Dr. Raymond SIQris 
Fulbsight Specialist 
Dept. of Antropology 
Ka'up~s Univcnity 
Khunaa 

11. DrZvfle aimbutas 
Pulbright Spedallst 
Department of English 
Kaunas Univcrfsty 
~ ~ 1 1 8 9  

12. Dr.. Edmundas Lekavlcius 
Deputy Director 
Pedagogical Inst. of 
Scientific Research 

Vilnius 

6. Mr. Jordan Stofchsv 
Director 
Dept. of Interntiod 
Relations, Ministry of National 
Education, Sofia 

7. Mrs. Antometa Damiauova 
Director 
Department of Intemtional 
~ograms, 
Ministry of National Education 
Sofia 

8. Dr. Boris Calabov 
Vice Rector, Acad. Programs 
Sofia University, Sofia 

9. Dr. Roumen Valcher 
Director, Center for Teacher 
Qualification 

Faculty of Education 
Sofia Univenisty 



Dr. Julia Stafanova 
Executive Director 
Bulgarian Pulbright 
C o d i o n ,  Sofia 

Dr. Sandra A McCollum 
In-Country Coordinator 
University of Delaware/ 
Butgarian Coalition, Sofia 

Mr. Rouslan Abadzhiev 
Assistant Coordinator 
University of Delaware/ 
Bulgarian Coalition, Soh 

Mr. Julian Popov 
Executive Director 
Ncw Bulgarian University 
Sofla 

Mr. Michael Minkov 
Director, International Oftice 
New Bulgarian University, Sofia 

Mr. Fabrizzio Ossella 
Resident Representative 
U.N.D.P, Sofia 

Mr. Miroslav Sevlieski 
National Secretary 
Bulgarian Assodation for Free 
Elections (BAFE), Sofia 

Dr. Peter Fischer-Appelt 
President 
Sts. Cyril & Methodius 
International Foundation, Sofia 

Mr. Michael Tachev 
VbPresident 
Sts. Cyril & Methodius 
International Foundation, Sofia 

Mrs. Margarita Laairova 
Project Officer 
Sts. Cyril & Mehtodius 
International Foundation, Sofia 

Mr. Peter Carney 
 count^^ Coordinator 
EFL Fellows Propm/USIaP 
Sofia University, Sofia 

Dr. Roberta E. Adam 
Fulbright Spedalht 
Dept. of English Woloy 
Sofla University, Sofia 

Dr. P r h i h  Homola 
Fulbright Specialist 
Dept. of English Philology 
Sofia University, So& 

Dr. Am Larsen 
Librarian 
American Univerdsty 
of BuI& BI.agoevgrad 

Mr. Ad. Sepetliev 
a- 
@om.mission on Science and 
Education 
Parliament, of Bulgaria, Sofia 

Ms. G a b  Y. Sodrm 
Project OfEicen 
Resident Mission 
The World Bank, Sofia 

Ms. Petia Nestorova. 
Program Officer 
EE.C, Sofia 



1. Gerald Hyman 
Project8 Officer 
EUR/DR 
AID. 

2. Peter Antico 
U.S.I.A. 

. 3. Mary Ashley 
U.S.I.A. 

4, Judith~ Segal 
U.S.I.A. - 

5. Larry Plutken 
U.S.I.A. 



111, INDEPENDENT MEDIA 

1. ICarol Jakubowfcz 
Media Adviaor to the Council of 
Ministers and mauthor of the 
new broadcasting law 
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